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Abstract 
Deindustrialization and Urban Regeneration: Nietzsche, Activism, and Organically 
Emergent Forms of Civic Engagement in Windsor/ Detroit 
The deindustrialization of cities represents a moment of cultural and 
political weakness and insecurity about what it means to be urban.  Specifically, 
within Windsor and Detroit the traditionally rooted modes of production and 
habitation that have framed the cultural and political landscape as well as the 
identities of these urban centers are in a state of massive transition.  Within these 
urban centers we find engaged residents mobilizing critical, self-critical and 
projective dispositions capable of meeting the challenges of their context, as well 
as issuing inquiries that put the inquirer on the spot, produce discomfort, and 
have potency: the capacity to change the way the inquirer thinks, acts and 
inhabits urban landscapes.  These practices are vital responses to the questions 
that drive our lived-experience of city life and are in the end matters of survival.  
This work deploys an interpretation of the new category of philosopher forecasted 
by Nietzsche in Beyond Good and Evil in order to explore this moment when 
culture and politics meet at street level in the transitional deindustrializing cities of 
Windsor and Detroit.  This is a difficult moment to make articulate.  Many of the 
criticisms and prescriptions at work in the particular projects that we will examine 
are expressed as action: performed critique.   
These urban centers themselves have the capacity to become foxholes of 
sorts.  Cities have a degree of receptivity to urban activism, and thus can become 
discrete political entities that mediate between culturally rooted criticisms and the 
larger political landscape.  These cities in turn have the capacity to generate 
larger political effects.  Urban activist initiatives, addressed in this project both 
theoretically and in their particularity, are rooted in the local and the biological in 
a manner that intimately ties experiences of suffering at the hands of economic 
and political systems responding to their acts of resistance.  Activist collectives 
aim to inflict a wound to the overall culture, thus inoculating not only the 
immediate urban culture, but culture more generally with something new and 
empowering.  This work explores the tension between embedded criticisms and 
proposals performed by urban activists and the trenchant forces that frustrate 
these actions. 
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Introduction 
(Rise and Fall) 
…the past and present are one, that is to say, with all their diversity identical in all that is 
typical and as the omnipresence of imperishable types, a motionless structure of value 
that cannot alter and significance that is always the same.  Just as the hundreds of 
different languages correspond to the same typically unchanging needs of man, so that 
he who understood these needs would be unable to learn anything new from these 
languages, so the suprahistorical thinker beholds the history of nations and of individuals 
from within, clairvoyantly divining the original meaning of the various hieroglyphics and 
gradually even coming wearily to avoid the endless stream of new signs: for how should 
the unending superfluity of events not reduce him to satiety, over-satiety and finally 
nausea! (UM II 1) 
 
Growing up in Windsor imbues a person with a particular and peculiar sort 
of historical sensibility.  As a manufacturing town intrinsically tied to the fate of 
our larger neighbour ironically to the North, Windsor is prone to frequent booms 
and busts, and our relationship to history and economy asserts a naive faith in 
this repeating cycle.  Bust goes the manufacturing industry, but not to worry, 
since all of this has happened before, and it will happen again.  It has always 
been followed by a boom, another bust, and another boom, and so on and so 
forth; this we have been taught by our larger neighbour Detroit, and this we have 
tended to naively believe.  This cycle seems natural, inevitable, and omnipresent 
like movements of weather patterns.  In Windsor and Detroit we understand 
ourselves to be more susceptible to these variations, and thus more privy to an 
understanding of the inevitability of this cyclic pattern.  As the old saying goes, 
“The nation gets a cold, Detroit gets pneumonia.”  Until recently this cyclical 
understanding has served the region relatively well.  It insulates the general spirit 
of these cities from the despair of the busts by preserving a faith in the 
inevitability of the boom to come, while reminding us to make the most of the 
booms since there is always another bust looming.  The popular Nietzschean 
2 
 
notion of the eternal return, “The eternal hourglass of existence is turned over 
again and again, and you with it, a speck of dust!” (GS 341), is thus interpreted in 
this industrial/deindustrializing context in a fatalistic and facile manner. 
 
Figure 1 Detroit RenCen through Windsor GM Assembly Demolition, Seneca Street. 
Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016. Photo Credit: Joshaua Babcock. 
This understanding of repetitive cycles, far from acting as the post-
metaphysical re-spiriting thought experiment suggested by Nietzsche, renders 
Detroit as constituted by forces that must merely be surrendered to and endured.  
Rather than presenting us with a powerful understanding of the significance of 
every moment of our lives, cyclic busts and booms as they are understood in our 
region produce a will to surrender.  Until recently this process of ebb and flood 
has seemed historically reliable, although of late, the productive historical and 
economic ebbs have seemed less spectacular while the destructive floods have 
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been more profound, thereby producing a palpable sense of a trajectory of 
descent. 
Windsor is both literally and figuratively in the shadow of Detroit.  This is 
taken by some to be the main identifying characteristic of Windsor.  In fact, 
Detroit is so close to Windsor that in 1836 upon the creation of the city, the name 
“South Detroit” was seriously considered.1  Historically Detroit has been 
perceived to be between five to ten times the size of Windsor in terms of 
population, though currently it sits somewhere just over three times its size due to 
the massive egress of residents that started in the fifties and accelerated 
exponentially between 2000 and 2010.2  Windsor has traditionally been a tourist 
destination, especially popular among nineteen and twenty year old (mostly 
suburban) Americans who capitalize on the lower Ontario drinking age.  The 
economy and general commercial disposition of Windsor reflects this – at one 
point Windsor boasted more adult entertainment establishments, drinking 
establishments, and bingo halls per capita than any other city in North America, 
all due to the relative value of the American dollar and the disparity between 
respective drinking ages.  In my younger years growing up in Windsor, heading 
into my own downtown I would find hordes of younger Americans who on the 
whole paid only quasi-attention to local laws, drunk, frequently violent, and 
dominating the social landscape.  Detroit culture, flooding through radio and 
                                                          
1
 See: Colin Read, "Uppermost Canada: The Western District and the Detroit Frontier, 1800-
1850," Michigan Historical Review 28.1 (2002): 137. 
2
 By 2000 the population of Detroit stood at just over half of its 1950 population of over 1.8 million. 
Then, between 2000 and 2010, the city lost over a quarter of those citizens with its current 
population estimated to stand at 680 250. 
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television media, dominates the scene in Windsor to such an extent that many 
Windsorites tend to feel more comfortable using imperial rather than metric 
scales. 
Figure 2 Windsor and Detroit from Belle Isle.  Detroit, MI.  August 24, 2013. Photo Credit: 
Jennifer Willet. 
This influx of American patrons in Windsor has dwindled significantly since the 
institution of tighter border controls following 9/11.  Moreover, between 2006 and 
2014 the Canadian and American dollars approached parity in value, offering 
further disincentive to would-be tourists.  Accordingly, many restaurants, bars, 
adult entertainment facilities, and bingo halls (the heart of Windsor’s secondary 
economy, next to automotive manufacturing) have closed, leaving much of 
Windsor’s once busy downtown vacant.  As if to add further insult to injury, a 
recent Vice Magazine article written about Windsor sports the title “This City Near 
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Detroit Might Be the 'Worst Place on Earth'”, reverberating off of the Stephen 
Colbert reference to Windsor as “the earth’s rectum,”3 and highlighting what the 
author considers to be the six attracting factors of Windsor.  They are: 
1. “It’s near Detroit.” 
2. “Pizza.”4 
3. “Strip clubs galore.” 
4. “It’s cheap as fuck” 
5. “Budding Weed Scene.” 
6. “There’s beauty in shittiness.”5 
This coupled with the 30% decline in jobs related to Windsor’s primary 
manufacturing economy over the past decade or so has reinforced our perceived 
connection to Detroit through our shared palpable sense of a trajectory of 
descent.  
This descent, as it pertains specifically to Detroit, finds expression in the 
works of Jerry Herron, historian and director of the Honours College at Wayne 
State University in Midtown Detroit, who argues: 
Detroit sits precisely at the border of city and not-city; its condition renders the conflict 
between the natural world and the built environment in a specially forceful way, as Solnit 
points out. Here, the fearful energy released by a city in decay raises questions not only 
about the economic and governmental systems that produced Detroit (and America), but 
also about the humanity of citizens so transformed by urbanism that they can visit upon 
each other all the miseries and cruelty locally deployed. It’s enough to make a person 
                                                          
3
 See: Michael Serapio, “Colbert attack on 'Earth's rectum' Windsor extends to Winnipeg, CBC,” 
CBC News Windsor, November 15, 2012, Accessed April 20, 2016. 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/windsor/colbert-attack-on-earth-s-rectum-windsor-extends-to-
winnipeg-cbc-1.1185799.  
4
 Windsoites are quite proud of our pizza.  See: City Desk, “Judges Agree Windsor Has Some 
World-Class Pizza,” Windsor Star, March 30, 2014. Accessed April 20, 2016, 
http://windsorstar.com/news/judges-agree-windsor-has-some-world-class-pizza.  
5
 See Manisha Krishnan, “This City Near Detroit Might Be the 'Worst Place on Earth',” Vice 
Magazine, April 14
th
, 2016,” Accessed April 20, 2016. http://www.vice.com/read/windsor-ontario-
residents-tell-us-why-its-not-the-worst-place-on-earth. 
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wonder, and especially to make Americans wonder, and maybe the rest of the world 
wonder too, as we all verge on a global urbanism and the city/not opposition achieves 
universal relevance. We wonder how so much that is valuable, in both material and 
human terms, could be so quickly and violently squandered. And we wonder at the cost 
— the waste and cruelty, and what the city has to do with it all, and what this place might 
portend.
6
 
 
For Herron, the descent of Detroit is not merely the death of the city implied by 
Charlie LeDuff in his Detroit: An American Autopsy.  For Herron, the descent of 
Detroit has reached a state not of vanishing, but of perpetual self-negation – both 
literally in terms of the deconstruction of the physical landscape, and figuratively 
in terms of the lived contradictions between dominant North American structures 
of value and identity formation and their abject failure in the context of a 
deindustrializing landscape.  Herron reflects:  
Detroit looks just like a city, except it’s not one any more. But instead of vanishing, like 
those Mayan cities of Mesoamerica, it persists in a death-in-life existence, and that is 
what lends the place an uncanny relevance…
7
   
 
Detroit, by the assessment offered by Herron, is resting at the boundary between 
being a city by the modes of assessment that are typically employed to judge a 
city (economic vitality, structured neighbourhoods, municipal services, etc.), and 
not being a city (“…houses and factories, theaters and schools, streets and 
whole neighborhoods now walked away from on so spectacular a scale that you 
can’t fault other people when they register amazement.”8): a city/not. 
 Much has been written to condemn the representations of the landscape 
of Detroit as it tends to be represented in photo-suits like those presented by 
Andrew Moore in his Detroit Disassembled, although a brief drive through the 
industrial and residential districts of the city in many ways confirms this portrait of 
                                                          
6
 Jerry Herron, “Borderland/ Borderama/ Detroit: Part 1”, Places, July 2010. Accessed April 20, 
2016, https://placesjournal.org/article/borderama-detroit-1/. 
7
 Herron, “Borderland/ Borderama/ Detroit: Part 1” 
8
 Herron, “Borderland/ Borderama/ Detroit: Part 1” 
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a disassembling city.  The city hit its population height in the 1950’s, unofficially 
around two million residents who flocked to Detroit for some of the best paying 
manufacturing jobs in the world.  The advent of Henry Ford’s moving assembly 
line configured much of the layout of the city in a hegemonic fashion.  John 
Gallagher, in his 2004 article simply called “Detroit,” notes: 
In the years of Detroit’s greatest growth – say, 1900 through 1950 – hundreds of 
thousands of houses were built in the city.  Many were small, designed in haste for 
workers at the auto plants springing up all over the city.  These houses were crowded 
into neighborhoods anchored by parish churches, by neighborhood banks, by tightly 
packed rows of commercial enterprises.  A resident might live a whole life in such a 
neighborhood, emerging just for the occasional outing to a baseball game at Tiger 
Stadium just an easy streetcar ride away, or to a Christmas-shopping spree at the 
downtown Hudson’s store.
9
 
 
These neighbourhoods operated like holding facilities for workers - parts waiting 
to be assembled themselves – within a landscape itself modeled along the lines 
of assembly line production.  Joe Kerr, in his 2000 article “Trouble in Motor City” 
notes the influence of the famous Detroit architect Albert Kahn on the retooling of 
the city’s infrastructure, with an influence that eventually spread throughout the 
world: 
High-rise offices and hotels had sprouted in the downtown area, transforming the city in 
the manner of the classic American vision of the City Beautiful.  By contrast, the 
enormous automotive factories ringing the city had become celebrated icons of the 
European Modern movement.  For just as the Detroit industrialist Henry Ford had 
revolutionized the means of production, so the Detroit architect Albert Kahn had 
pioneered a new form of architecture in which to house the new assembly lines.  Most 
factories of the time were still being constructed on the model established by 18
th
 
[century] British mills, but Kahn superseded the standard factory building with something 
quicker and cheaper to build, and infinitely more fireproof.  The system of reinforced 
concrete construction he introduced at the Packard Factory in 1905, and refined at 
Highland Park in 1908, provided large, uninterrupted spaces between columns, essential 
for the new production methods, and allowed natural light to flood in from floor-to-ceiling 
windows.
10
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The rest of the infrastructure, from power, to water, to the interstate highway 
system, emerged under the social and economic pressures of Fordism’s impact.  
Charles Waldheim, in his 2002 article “Motor City” notes (unsettlingly) the 
impetus for the interstate: 
Much has been written on the military origins of the modern interstate highway system in 
the U.S. and the impact of military policy on postwar American settlement patterns has 
been well documented.  While the highway is arguably the clearest evidence of Fordism’s 
impact on postwar urban arrangement in America, it is also clear that this most Fordist 
network is itself an essentially military technology.  Given Ford’s well-documented 
sympathy to Nazism, the infrastructural and logistical logics of the German war machine 
provided an essential case study in the virtues of Fordist mobility.  Not simply a model of 
production, but an essential Fordist precept, mobilization was understood not only as a 
preparation for the projection of military power but also the retooling of the very industrial 
process itself toward martial ends.  It should come as no surprise that the modern 
interstate highway, the very invention Ford’s success postulated was itself first proven 
necessary through German military engineering.  By witnessing the logistical superiority 
and civil defense potential of the Autobahns, the American military-industrial complex 
was able to articulate the need for the highway as an increasingly urgent matter of 
national security.
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The building of this highway network, which began with the discontinuation of the 
Detroit rail service and massive federal funding for the project in 1956, drove 
these roadways through functional, but mostly poor African American 
neighbourhoods ultimately displacing an estimated 17000 residents and 
effectively cutting neighbour off from neighbour.  The interstate highway network 
also produced the egress of residents from the city, enabled by affordable 
automobiles and motivated by cheaper land in both the rural and the rapidly sub-
urbanizing counties surrounding Detroit.  The population of Detroit rose, flooding 
into these initially tightly packed neighbourhoods, only to begin immediately to fall 
like Icarus, having flown too close to the sun.  Compounded by three separate 
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race riots12 (urban rebellions), the phenomenon of flight from Detroit had already 
hit its fever pitch between 1955 and 1960 when Detroit lost 25% of its two million 
residents.  The residents that left were those with the wealth and social affluence 
to be able to do so, so that much of the commercial wealth of Detroit began to 
reside outside of the city. 
 Today the population of Detroit is less than seven hundred thousand 
residents, stabilizing somewhat but still falling.  The formerly densely packed 
working class neighbourhoods have all but collapsed, many having only three or 
four houses left of the hundred or so that would have made up a city block.  The 
physical traces of this absence have made a palpable psychological effect upon 
residents and visitors alike.  Much of the tightly packed commercial enterprises 
that traditionally satisfied the needs of residents have also left, save for some gas 
stations and party stores, moving on to the financially affluent suburbs.  As 
Herron estimates, what is left stands at the border of city and not-city (what he 
calls in his three part essay “Borderland/ Borderama/ Detroit” the ‘city/not’).  
Herron reflects: 
There is no culture — for lack of a better word — no context of public memory and social 
expectation that would bind together all that the city contains. What does it add up to, all 
this abandonment of lives and buildings, neighborhoods and property? It doesn’t seem to 
add up to anything, other than the decontextualized spectacle itself and the demographic 
souvenir-hunting opportunities it provides. This city is never coming back; whatever 
happens next will be without urban precedent because the context of city no longer 
applies in this place where history has finally run out. And so the reason we come to 
Detroit — immigrants, tourists, artists, journalists alike — is to engage a fantasy about 
how we can always walk away from the past, from the now blown promise of an erstwhile 
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prosperity that was once made real for generations of Americans. There’s probably not a 
better place in this country, maybe in the world, for this kind of work.
13
 
 
 
Figure 3 Spirit of Detroit. Detroit, MI. August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
This reflection from Herron is contradicted by the motto of the city emblazoned 
upon the city’s flag.  The two Latin mottos read, somewhat tellingly, Speramus 
Meliora and Resurget Cineribus, meaning "We hope for better things" and "It will 
rise from the ashes".  Detroit, by the mottos inscribed here and the imagery of the 
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phoenix implied in a ‘rise from the ashes,’ has internalized its own perpetual 
‘coming back’ from the brink of crisis.  If Herron’s reflection is correct, however, 
there may be no ‘coming back’ left for Detroit, at least none that employs the 
same measure of prosperity that was operative in previous incarnations of the 
city. 
 
Figure 4 RenCen From Old Howard Road. Windsor, ON. August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
The dominant feature, visible from almost all entry points to Windsor is the 
Detroit skyline dominated by the semi-fortress structure of the ‘Renaissance 
Center,’ (‘RenCen’) surrounded by dozens of skyscrapers that round out the 
skyline of Detroit.  The RenCen itself consists of a group of seven interconnected 
tower structures erected from a common base that now serves as the 
headquarters for General Motors.  Completed in 1977, the ‘Ren Cen’ was 
12 
 
intended to revitalize Detroit; the project was described as a ‘city within a city’ 
and quite effectively lives up to this description.  The building, one of several 
modernist revitalization projects in Detroit, was designed to create secure inner 
spaces that could house offices, a hotel, restaurants, bars, shopping, a movie 
theatre, etc.  The lower levels of the building are essentially a shopping mall cut 
off from the city streets that surround it.  Suburban workers in the office towers 
need not even set foot on the streets of Detroit, driving into secure parking lots 
for work, lunch and shopping within the center, and driving directly out on the 
interstate network conveniently connected to the downtown core.  The entire 
structure serves to protect the patrons of the building from the hostile 
environment of Detroit proper. 
An earlier revitalization effort occurred at the height of the post-war 
emigration from the city in 1955 in an effort to “…renovate one of the city’s 
‘failing’ downtown neighborhoods”14; the Black Bottom neighbourhood (a 
predominantly African American neighbourhood named for its dark topsoil), which 
was considered by developers to be a blighted slum.  The project came to be 
known as ‘Lafayette Park’ and employed the professional services of Ludwig 
Mies van der Rohe as designer, with substantial funding from the Federal 
Housing Act (FHA).  The project employed an interdisciplinary team and “…offers 
a unique case study in a continuously viable and vibrant mixed income 
community occupying a modernist super-block scheme.”15  The complex is a 
collection of one and two-story townhomes, some low rise apartment buildings, a 
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small neighborhood shopping center known as ‘Towers Plaza,’ and five high-
rises adjacent to a 18-acre municipally-operated park.  The central visions of the 
project (as described by Waldheim) aimed to:  
…provide central city housing to a middle class group of residents with the perceived 
amenities of the suburbs, including decreased density, extensive landscaping and public 
parks, easy access by automobile, and safe secure places for children to play.
16
 
   
 
Figure 5 Lafayette Park Townhomes. Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
This residential project, designed as an inner city suburb (or suburb within 
the city) is now heavily patrolled by private security guards in order to protect 
residents from the surrounding Detroit neighbourhoods.  The design 
“…positioned landscape as the central amenity in the form of an 18-acre park 
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bisecting the site and providing a much sought after social and environmental 
amenity in the midst of Detroit.”17 
It should be granted that the townhomes in Lafayette Park are 
unmistakably beautiful, although quite expensive by Detroit standards,18 and the 
neighbourhood today is quite secure and vibrant.  However, we should also note 
the fate of the Black Bottom neighbourhood that was sacrificed to create this 
modernist marvel of urban renewal along with Interstate 75 (I-75) which cuts 
across the former neighbourhood.  Black Bottom, while run down and in need of 
physical repair, was culturally quite lively, with a number of African American-
owned business, social institutions and night clubs (where famous Blues, Big 
Band, and Jazz artists such as Duke Ellington, Billy Eckstine, Pearl Bailey, Ella 
Fitzgerald, and Count Basie regularly performed).  These businesses and 
residences were expropriated to make way for the redevelopment project.  Most 
residents were moved to various housing projects like Brewster-Douglass and 
Jeffries Housing Projects (designed for the ‘working poor’).  The Brewster-
Douglass project famously home to Diana Ross, became overrun by crime, and 
was redeveloped as low income housing a number of times, only to be closed 
down completely in 2008 and demolished by 2014.  Though much of the Jefferies 
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Housing Project’s structures have been demolished for similar reasons, 180 units 
still remain as a mixture of public housing and housing marketed as “affordable”. 
Today in Detroit, the growing problem of food insecurity has gained much 
media attention.  This phenomenon, known popularly as a ‘food desert’ results 
from a simple sort of corporate logic that any child on Halloween deploys in their 
trick-or-treat practices.  We all knew that the trick for getting the most loot is to go 
to the high density areas where less walking yields more candy!  Major 
corporations, at least as smart as these children, applying this ‘kid-logic’ to their 
competitive models have abandoned the sparsely populated (and largely poverty 
stricken) city.  This corporate abandonment of the city core has left Detroit with 
somewhere in the ballpark of 84 grocery stores (loosely defined as 'full service'19) 
of vastly varying quality and frequently inflated prices given this scarcity.  Those 
Detroiters with the requisite means are able to access some of the major city 
markets and suburban shopping centers for their need satisfaction, although 
those without means are largely held immobile due to the lack of public transit.  
Given that 36.2% of the population of the city lives below the poverty line (figures 
for 2007-2011)20 and given that the region boasts a per capita income of only 
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$15,261 yearly (2011)21, the lack of city infrastructure is rightly heralded as a 
major problem.    
 
Figure 6 Whole Foods Market Midtown. Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
The corporate response to the media attention generated around this 
issue was swift, and was constituted by the establishment of a Whole Foods 
location on Woodward Ave. in Midtown, Detroit.  We should note, however, that 
Midtown is an area of Detroit anchored by the Wayne State University campus,22 
the Detroit Institute of the Arts, and is the recipient of most of the development 
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dollars devoted to the city.  Having shopped at this Whole Foods, having 
encountered the rather high prices, and having encountered the security guards 
standing at the front door of the store, it is clear that this grocery store is not 
intended for the residents of the city at large.  The store’s location, economic 
disposition, and defense measures demonstrate a disposition to Detroit 
reminiscent of previous modernist revitalization efforts.   
In the context of food insecurity we might draw a comparison between the 
fortified Whole Foods location and the 150 year old Detroit institution of Eastern 
Market: “…a 4.5-acre celebration of the freshest, most wholesome fruits, 
vegetables, specialty foods, art and music, all undeniably Detroit.” 23   
 
Figure 7 Eastern Market Mural. Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
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The Saturday market runs year round housed in shed structures, but 
spring through fall it spills out onto the streets and is held on Tuesdays and 
Sundays as well.  In full swing the market is held in festival fashion as a 
celebration of food and culture in a context of food shortage in the 
neighbourhoods of Detroit.   
 
Figure 8 Eastern Market Shed 2. Detroit, MI.  August 23, 2013.  Photo Credit: Jennifer 
Willet. 
All are welcome, “All ages, ethnicities and income levels…”24 from all over 
the greater region.  The vendors range from local businesses, to farmers, to 
urban agriculturalists and activists.  Much of the income produced by urban 
agricultural movements in Detroit is garnered through participation in this 
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festival/market.  This institution genuinely expresses a disposition of support for 
the cultural underpinnings of Detroit, while welcoming and nourishing (to the 
extent that one institution can) all of Detroit.  Though much younger and smaller, 
the Windsor Downtown Farmers Market25 works with artists, urban 
agriculturalists, local small business start-ups, and activists who are attempting to 
achieve for Windsor what Eastern Market achieves for Detroit. 
What the ‘RenCen’, Lafayette Park, and the Midtown Whole Foods share 
are common dispositions to Detroit that would insulate the economically 
privileged middle and upper classes from the ‘undesirables’ who are statistically 
the majority of Detroit residents.  All three projects inhabit the physical geography 
of Detroit, but take great pains not to engage with it.  Instead they insulate 
themselves from Detroit and most Detroiters, imposing a model of modernist 
urbanism directed exclusively towards an economically prosperous and now 
quite mobile middle class.  Like the neighbourhood formerly known as Black 
Bottom, there are many neglected vibrant communities and culturally rooted 
collectives in the neighbourhoods surrounding the secured and developed city 
core.  Though poor in terms of economic capital, these collectives and 
communities are rich in cultural capital, which, according to Michael Hardt and 
Antonio Negri, “…embody the ontological condition not only of resistance but 
also of productive life itself.”26  
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The claim by Herron that  “this city is never coming back; whatever 
happens next will be without urban precedent…”27 opens up grounds for 
reflection that can project new forms of urban configuration and habitation which 
revitalization efforts like Lafayette Park, the ‘RenCen’, and the ongoing 
development in the downtown core and midtown dispose themselves to in 
diffident ways.  While mammoth legacy projects present themselves as attempts 
to revitalize the city, in reality they attempt to hermetically seal themselves off 
from the cultural basis that generates our unmistakable sense of Detroit.  Detroit 
has become known for abandonment, urban blight, social unrest, arson, murder, 
political corruption, and economic collapse.  Detroit is also well known as a 
vibrant culture – one responsible for Jazz, Motown, Detroit techno, and most 
importantly, forms of innovative urban collaborative mutual support 
unprecedented in North America.  Likewise, Windsor is known for unemployment, 
crime, strip clubs, and has been heralded as “the earth’s rectum” and “the worst 
place on earth.” 28  Yet a closer look at the community in Windsor reveals a 
friendly and supportive activist community engaged in reimagining what it means 
to live in an urban context that is of necessity not defined in terms of automotive 
manufacturing.  These massive industrial institutions at their height may have 
defined and configured the urban landscapes and subjectivities of Detroiters and 
Windsorites, and established calcified dispositions to official city policies on both 
sides of the river.  However, if there is a way forward through the vacuum left by 
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the decline of these institutions, it must involve a substantial shift in policies and, 
even more essentially, substantive revaluations of values and reconfiguring of 
subjectivity. 
Urban economist and theorist, Jane Jacobs, with her 1961 publication of 
The Death and Life of American Cities, has wielded significant influence over 
contemporary urban designers, planners and architects through her theories 
based on empirical evidence, data analysis and rigorous observation of city life.  
Throughout this work Jacobs illustrates that “…cities require an informal public 
life underlying them, mediating between them and the privacy of the people of 
the city.”29  The focus of this work is decisively on neighbourhoods and the 
informal structures and networks that make a city, its streets, its parks, and 
general urban function socially in a manner that is both safe and appealing to 
residents and visitors alike.  Her assessment of what makes a city function in this 
manner is explicitly diffident to urban design and revitalization efforts like 
Lafayette Park and the ‘RenCen’;  developments she describes as a “…kind of 
large-scale, bulldozing government intervention in city planning associated with 
Robert Moses and with federal slum-clearing projects…”30  Rather, as asserted in 
the biography of Jacobs at the start of the 25th anniversary edition of her seminal 
work, “…Jacobs proposed a renewal from the ground up, emphasizing mixed use 
rather than exclusively residential or commercial districts, and drawing on human 
vitality of existing neighborhoods…”31   
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Jacobs visualized cities as being analogous to living organisms or even 
ecosystems.  The job of the city planner is like that of a gardener: to build 
structures that support and nurture the human and cultural vitality already present 
in an urban context.  The exploration of the potential of the informal public life 
within a city to be activated politically provided by Michael Hardt and Antonio 
Negri in their books: Empire, Multitude, and Commonwealth does much to 
supplement the account by Jacobs.  The notion of a multitude of singularities that 
self-organize in terms of networked cultural and political action on the basis of 
what they call the ‘common’ edifies much of the unexplored latent activist nature 
of Jacobs’ account of city life.  These notions also find expression in the writings 
of the Detroit philosopher and activist Grace Lee Boggs, who sees in the 
devastated landscape of Detroit neighbourhoods the potential for a revolution of 
social structures, subjectivities, sensibilities, and education.   
To be sure, activist activity in Detroit is punctuated by issues stemming 
from a history of racial conflict within the city.  Grace Lee Boggs herself first cut 
her teeth in activist practice through her involvement with the Black Power 
movement.  It is, however, not the task of this work to provide an analysis of the 
history of race and inequality in the context of Detroit since this has already been 
written about extensively.  Rather, a novel focus of this project is to provide a 
model for the psychological and spiritual dispositions as well as the creative 
practices necessary to engage in effective urban community oriented activist 
practice in the context of deindustrializing ‘rust belt’ cities.  This includes Windsor 
where the tensions that occasion activism and acts of resistance differ 
23 
 
significantly from that of Detroit.  This is not to discount the importance of the 
analysis of racial inequality.  The question of race looms ubiquitously behind 
assessments of urban planning, economics, education, and more generally social 
justice as they pertain to Detroit.  It is understandable, then, that much has been 
written on racial inequality as it pertains to the historical urban landscape of 
Detroit.  Two publications in particular stand out pertaining to this issue as it 
relates to urban social theory: The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and 
Inequality In Postwar Detroit32 and Redevelopment and Race: Planning a Finer 
City in Postwar Detroit33 
The first is written historically from the perspective of social theory: The 
Origins of the Urban Crisis draws upon the history of workplaces, unions, civil 
rights groups, political organizations, and real estate agencies in order to reveal 
that “[discrimination] by race was a central fact of life in the postwar city.”34  This 
publication offers an excellent “…social and political history of inequality in a 
twentieth-century city…” that reveals how Detroit residents who “…have little 
access to political power survive, resist, adapt, and gain access to power…”35 
The second is written from a planning perspective: Redevelopment and 
Race, by June Manning Thomas provides a well-conceived and well-executed 
assessment of urban planning in Detroit.  Her analysis spans from the 1940’s to 
the early 1990’s.  This analysis tries to answer the question; “How could a city 
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that for so long enjoyed prosperity turn into what exists today, given that so many 
people tried, for so many years to improve it?”36  Ultimately her analysis 
concludes with two prescriptions:  
First, the profession of planning offers valuable skills needed to improve cities, but it will 
have to become a different kind of planning, one characterized by social equity, 
participatory strength, and tools appropriate for the challenges of today.  Second, urban 
problem-solving requires that society develop more deliberate methods to overcome the 
barriers built by the ongoing effects of racial prejudice, discrimination, and disunity.  Not 
until then will better cities be possible.
37
 
 
These two publications would be highly valuable to theorists and practitioners 
interested in the urban history of racial inequality in Detroit as it pertains to 
activist practice.   
While acknowledging the realities of racial conflict in Detroit, I adopt a 
position heavily influenced by Hardt and Negri, a position explicitly taken up by 
Grace Lee Boggs.  This position, which will be developed in the first chapter, is 
one that stresses inclusivity with regard to activist struggle rather than couching 
activist critique within divisive categories like race, gender, etc.; categories that 
tend in their application to essentialize identities and crystalize political and 
cultural action along identitarian lines.  Following Nietzsche’s genealogical 
critique of moral values offered in the first essay of On The Genealogy of Morals, 
it is important to avoid “…the dangerous internalization and intensification of… 
value-oppositions… [that can] …open chasms between man and man…” (GM I 
6)  Such chasms, with dividing lines drawn in terms of ‘us’ and ‘them’ oppositions 
(including Detroiter than thou dispositions) have the capacity to close off, rather 
than open up potential for dialogue and collaboration.  Moreover, in my 
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experience meeting, discussing, and volunteering with activist organizations and 
leaders, many of whom I discuss in the third and fourth chapters below, an 
inclusive and collaborative model for activist practice proves to be the governing 
modality employed by these organizations.38 
A fundamental aspect of the urban structure relied upon by both Jacobs’ 
system of inquiry and presented in the works of Hardt and Negri is a 
phenomenological understanding of a city as portrayed through narrative and 
myth.  However, though implied throughout their works, this theme remains 
insufficiently explored.  This represents a significant gap in theory that will be 
filled productively in this work through the critical and prescriptive force arising 
from the works of Nietzsche.  In Nietzsche, we find a critique rooted in a 
distinction between healthy or vital dispositions that culminates in the avocation 
of a passionate engagement with life, experimentation, and an understanding of 
agency that binds the expression of human freedom to the challenges presented 
by the harsh necessities of life – in this case, the extreme harshness of urban life 
in the transitional deindustrializing cities of Windsor and Detroit. 
Heavily represented and transitioning cities, specifically ones with the 
media profiles of Windsor and Detroit, can generate narrative and mythic 
impressions that impinge upon our presuppositions about these places in a way 
that can stifle and frustrate potential for the cultural vitality discussed by Jacobs, 
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Hardt, and Negri.  Addressing the structures of power that generate and maintain 
these potentially destructive and stifling impressions and presuppositions will be 
the subject of the first chapter.  The accounts of the dynamics that bring out 
these presuppositions offered by Jacobs, Hardt and Negri can be only partially 
effective in this respect, since these presuppositions manifest themselves in 
terms of dispositions that are reinforced by mass media representations, the 
academic interpretations of the history of a place, and by the informal 
intergenerational cultural education fostered as part of our upbringing.39  
Although the position offered by Jacobs is revolutionary in its claim that city 
vitality cannot be achieved by “…the plans of planners alone, and the designs of 
designers alone…”40 she attempts to confront the principles of classical urban 
design (which she bluntly asserts are wrong headed and forms of “…anti-city 
planning…”41) with the weight of her common sense.  This ignores the vast 
amount of psychological and cultural sediment that produces momentum toward 
established cultural practices.  Although Hardt and Negri provide an extremely 
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street riot (or rebellion) was a social disturbance that lasted five days, killed 43 people, injured 
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contact with anyone on the streets or in other vehicles.  Though in my teens I paid very little 
practical heed to my father’s aversion to Detroit, still my trips across the border would always be 
attended with some measure of inherited fear.  My case, I am sure, is not unique.  Even long time 
Detroiters inherit dispositions and presuppositions to their city in this manner (though with content 
differing from that passed on to me by my father), as do long time Windsorites with regard to their 
sense of Windsor. 
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valuable taxonomy and genealogy of resistance movements within the context of 
a networked global bio-political power structure, they tend to focus their analysis 
upon the revolutionary potencies present within the networked interests of a 
multitude of singularities.  This extremely valuable work takes up a perspective 
that does not directly address the lived and psychological experience of the 
boots-on-the-ground activist.  It should be clear that I myself am not immune to 
these forces.  Accordingly, throughout my analysis I will be explicitly situating 
myself personally in relation to the analysis offered in an effort to work through 
the forces that constitute my own relational perspective. 
Ultimately, if any theorist or activist engaging with troubled cities like 
Windsor and Detroit hopes to overcome the sediment that arises from sources 
such as media culture, history, and upbringing, then some degree of the agency 
and self-mastery like that advocated by Nietzsche is vital to support the 
cultivation of activist social forces discussed by Jacobs, Hardt, and Negri.  To this 
end the second chapter will develop an activist interpretation of the account of 
agency offered by Nietzsche.  I will argue that Nietzsche advocates a disposition 
of epistemic, cultural, political, ethical, and self-insurgency with regard to the 
structures and systems that we of necessity inhabit and embody through our 
experimental engagement with life.  Frequently, Nietzsche productively oscillates 
in his accounts of agency between “…a man, a people, a culture…” (UM II 1).  
This oscillation, along with Nietzsche’s accounts of agency and insurgent 
dispositions will be further developed in the third and fourth chapters.  The third 
chapter will involve an examination of embedded activist organizations and 
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collectives engaged in social experiments that reimagine and revalue notions of 
urban life within Windsor and Detroit.  The fourth chapter will address counter-
insurgent and stifling structures that block the expression of cultural vitality. 
Focusing on these specific cities runs the risk of particularizing this 
investigation by presenting the struggles at work here as unique to the crisis-
context of this region.  It may be the case that in cities like Windsor and Detroit 
many of the positions taken by the institutions we examine reveal themselves to 
be most absurd and most in conflict with the furtherance and preservation of life 
and the overall health of the culture.  Nevertheless, the activist and insurgent 
disposition advocated by Nietzsche applies generally to culture with regard to its 
dealings with the power structures of economy and politics.  This specific crisis-
context clearly reveals the denial of life and dismissal of cultural vitality that are at 
work as these power structures express their interests in terms of policy and 
projects, although the point of crisis is merely a revelatory moment.  These cities 
reveal a strongly drawn tension between cultural forces attempting to revalue and 
reinvent the urban landscape in a way that meets the needs of residents and 
allowing their creative and human capacities to be expressed; versus those 
political and economic institutions that are stakeholders with interests in 
maintaining conditions debilitating to residents of these cities and which are, 
thus, resistant to social change.  There are, as we will see, many who resist this 
experimentation and reinvention.  As Nietzsche, in his Genealogy of Morals, 
notes (of a reversal of ‘bad conscience’): 
An attempt at a reversal would in itself be possible – but who is strong enough to 
undertake it? – that is, an attempt instead to interweave bad conscience with the 
unnatural inclinations, all those aspirations to the beyond, the absurd, the anti-instinctual, 
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the anti-animal, in short, to what have up to now been regarded as ideals, ideals which 
are all hostile to life, ideals which defame the world.  To whom can one turn today with 
such hopes and demands? ... The good men are the very people who would oppose it; 
as would, of course, the comfortable, the reconciled, the vain, the sentimentally effusive, 
the exhausted men… (GM II 24) 
 
This work explores that fine moment where culture and politics meet at 
street level in the transitional deindustrializing cities of Windsor and Detroit – a 
moment that should be philosophically articulated.  This is a difficult moment to 
articulate, since many of the criticisms and prescriptions at work in the particular 
projects that we will examine are expressed as action as performed critique, 
rather than expressed in terms of discursive mission statements or manifestos.  
The critiques and prescriptions are inherent in actions and often not explicitly 
formulated as arguments.  The task of this work – an academic work – is to 
perform the traditional philosophical task of making what is implicit explicit in a 
non-traditional way through a necessarily incomplete treatment of the social and 
cultural forces that struggle to find expression in these deindustrializing cities.  
Nietzsche is an iconoclastic philosopher who, in his later work Beyond Good and 
Evil, forecasts “…a new category of philosopher… on the rise…” (BGE 42)  The 
new dispositions and practices embodied by Nietzsche’s new category of 
philosopher assert from the standpoint of culture expressions of political power, 
thus overcoming the shortcomings of “…philosophical workers…” (BGE 211) who 
we should consider to be merely argument technicians or analysts.  Like the 
interdisciplinary disposition necessary to engage with the tightly knotted web of 
cultural, political, and economic dynamisms at work within any city, let alone 
cities in massive states of transition into who-knows-what like Windsor and 
Detroit, within the new philosopher presented by Nietzsche we find the required 
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capacity to “…traverse the range of human values and value-feelings and be 
able to look with many kinds of eyes and consciences from the heights into every 
distance, from the depths into every height, from the corners into every wide 
expanse.” (BGE 211)  In order to account for the mechanism by which the new 
category of philosopher is able to assert a form of agency over their values, 
value-feelings, and overcome affective presuppositions imbued by media, 
education, as well as informal intergenerational cultural education fostered as 
part of our upbringing (like those addressed above as imbued by my father’s 
disposition to Detroit) I will expand John Richardson’s account of “…three 
principal phases or stages…” that layer historically to produce  what he calls 
“…(full Nietzschean) freedom.”42  The final phase identified by Richardson, “Self-
genealogy…”43, introduces the capacity for “…agency to redesign itself…”44  
Through Richardson’s introduction of this capacity; a largely meta-reflective 
capacity; does not sufficiently account for practice and experimentation.  His 
account of self-genealogy (along with the other two historically layered phases) 
arms the philosopher/ activist/ critic with the means to perform the self-insurgent 
actions necessary to bring about the dispositions to vitally engage in the self-
creation necessary to bring about unprecedented visions for the future of urban 
life. 
The cities in question, it seems, will not ‘come back’ or ‘rise from the 
ashes’ in a manner that will resemble their previous and now antiquated forms.  
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There are, however, active cultural forces at work in both Windsor and Detroit 
that Grace Lee Boggs, in her last published work: The Next American Revolution: 
Sustainable Activism for the Twenty-First Century, addresses with hope.  She 
writes: 
In these desperate times, we must come together as inventors and discoverers 
committed to creating ideas and practice, vision and projects to help heal civilization. 
As I approach my ninety-seventh birthday with seven decades of movement activism 
behind me, I remain filled with hope that a better future is within our grasp.  My ongoing 
work in Detroit and encounters with people from all over the world engaged in visionary 
organizing continue to provide me with assurance that we have the power within 
ourselves to create the world anew.
45
 
 
This is not a matter of rising, falling, and rising again in a manner that rekindles 
our old way of life.  Rather, the forces pointed to by Boggs are inventing, 
discovering, fashioning through creative practice an unprecedented vision for the 
future of the city.  Jacobs envisions the job of the city planner to be akin to that of 
a gardener, building city structures that support and nurture the human and 
cultural vitality already present in an urban context.  Yet it is also the job of these 
urban activists and insurgents to build corresponding social and psychic 
dispositional structures that support, nurture, and encourage cultural vitality 
aimed toward creating something new and without precedent.   
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Chapter 1: What Do Places Demand? 
Reflections on Fear, Engagement, and the Latent Capacities of De-Industrializing 
Cities 
 
 In the summer of 2014 I borrowed an apartment in Detroit from some 
colleagues, setting up an informal writing residency.  I realized the importance of 
bridging the gap between my theoretical and academic understanding of the 
cultural movements in Detroit and the lived experience that comes with 
habitation.  What I was not expecting from this informal residency was the fear I 
experienced.  I had been thinking abstractly about social and cultural movements 
in Detroit for so long that I had developed a deep respect for the residents of this 
city in light of their mammoth and sustained struggles within a system of abuse 
but I did not fully recognize the effects of the myth of Detroit on my own pre-
reflective consciousness.  Reflectively I had come to understand the cultural, 
political, and economic underpinnings of the struggles that Detroit residents 
engage with in their lives daily.  I trenchantly hold that Detroiters (and 
Windsorites) are generally good people that suffer bad systems and 
circumstances.  At some level, however, the stories of crime and violence that I 
had heard almost daily for better than thirty years had collected like sediment to 
produce the affect of fear in dissonance with my reflective understanding and 
practical goals for my period of residency.  Reflectively I tend to dismiss these 
stories as sensationalistic and alarmist.  The feeling in the pit of my stomach 
seemed to dispute this. 
Upon taking up residence in my borrowed apartment in Midtown (one of 
the most developed and stable areas of the city, grounded by the Wayne State 
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campus and the beneficiary of most of the development dollars directed toward 
the city), timidly I huddled behind the double-locked door of the flat within the 
secure building attempting to dare myself to venture out.   
 
Figure 1.1  View From Borrowed Apartment, Hendrie Street, Midtown (Background: Fisher 
Body Plant).  Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
I tried to find comfort in my old stripe of friends: books.  Unfortunately, the first 
representative of this old stripe of friend that I picked up was Detroit: An 
American Autopsy by Charlie LeDuff (a partial work of fiction by a Pulitzer Prize-
winning journalist returned ex-pat of the city).  Stuffed full of stories of danger, 
crime, murder, systematic forms of injustice and racism, his book highlights the 
horror of the structural inequities and general atopic nature of this de-
industrializing city.  This only served to heighten my fear of this place and its 
residents whom I respect deeply yet do not trust. 
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 The reference to trust is a reference to Le Duff who relays a story about 
his niece as an implied metonym46 for Detroit: 
Life in Detroit had gotten tough. 
Everyone was broke and if they weren't out of work, they were half out of work.  One of 
my brothers pulled his tooth out with a pair of pliers because he had no dental insurance 
and was too proud to ask for the loan. 
And then there was my niece.  I loved her - loved her hard - but I didn't trust her.
47
 
 
This is a haunting passage considering the suicide of his niece, but an apt 
reflection.  We have to begin to develop an understanding that the residents of 
Detroit have been failed by the systems that have been put in place to serve 
them.  From systems of infrastructure (roads, lighting, sewage, etc.), to safety 
systems (police, fire, etc.), political and justice systems (courts, representative 
and effective democratic governance), to the economic systems that should, 
through engagement and work, afford residents the opportunity to satisfy their 
own needs through their own agency; all of these systems are either teetering at 
the point of collapse or have become so corrupt that they cannot help but fail to 
produce their intended ends. 
 Since the 1950`s the population base (and thus the residential tax base) of 
Detroit has been cut by more than half, leaving large swaths of the city 
abandoned both residentially and commercially.  Roads are crumbling; the aged 
power and sewage grids have fallen into disrepair, failing often.  Unemployment 
is extremely high, well above both national and state averages.  The former 
mayor of Detroit is in prison on corruption charges.48  The city itself, due to a 
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legacy debt load of roughly eighteen billion dollars, has just been through the 
largest municipal bankruptcy case in US history.49  It was only possible for Detroit 
to exit bankruptcy by slashing deeply the pensions of retired city employees.  
Those long-time residents of the city that remain, abandoned by their neighbours 
and betrayed by their failing institutions, now rely on their own power and agency 
for survival, need satisfaction, and even a particular stripe of almost frontier-like 
justice.   
 This whole ad hoc cultural system in place in many neighbourhoods in 
Detroit seems all but unreadable to the non-Detroiter.  It is, however, a necessary 
and pragmatic emergent property which makes sense to someone acclimatized 
to this cultural environment.  In a sense, the context of a city like Detroit both 
confirms the description offered by Hobbes about what happens in the absence 
of institutions that provide safety and security and denies the extreme thought 
experiment of the state of nature.50  Many residents do not have an institution to 
ensure their safety and security, but rather than falling into a state of ‘war as is of 
everyone against everyone,’ many residents of Detroit engage with networks of 
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mutual interdependent support that have emerged cooperatively.  My own issue 
in taking up a temporary residence in Detroit was primarily that I was initially 
illiterate with regard to the workings of this cultural system.  I didn't know what to 
expect.  My guard was up. 
 I rarely ever feel this kind of fear in my own home-town, only sixteen 
minutes away across the river in Canada, although there is evidence that I 
should.  Also a de-industrializing city, Windsor boasts a fairly high unemployment 
rate since the economic downturn of 2008, accompanied by the expected and 
palpable increase in theft and violent crime.  Windsor frequently sports the 
statistically highest unemployment rates in Canada.51   Given this, it is 
understandable why tensions run high.  Just the day before starting my residency 
I saw a fellow exit the rental duplex across the street from my home in Windsor 
only to return minutes later and begin violently beating on the windows and doors 
of that flat.  Not knowing what was going on and remembering Jane Jacobs’ case 
for 'eyes on the street' in her The Death and Life of Great American Cities, I 
decided to shout across the street (summoning my best 'professor authority' 
voice) "Is there a problem?"  He replied "Is there a problem? Yes there is a 
F***ing problem.  Mind your own business or I'll kick your F***ing teeth in!"  He 
quickly moved on after this.  Windsor, in many ways, is becoming a Canadian 
microcosm of Detroit, largely through a form of cultural cross-contamination.  
Windsor and Detroit share the busiest international border crossing in North 
America, which draws a great deal of drug related crime to the city.   
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Figure 1.2 My Street. Windsor, ON. May 27, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
Even though the international border is nowhere near as porous as it was before 
the incidents of 9/11, still Windsor is influenced to a high degree by our much 
larger neighbour oddly to the North, and has formed its identity in terms of and in 
opposition to Detroit.  What is culturally prevalent in Detroit frequently finds its 
way over to Windsor and, to a lesser degree, vice versa.52  The difference 
between my experience of these two related, interconnected, and somewhat 
similar cities is, as I note above, a matter of cultural literacy. I can read the signs 
and signifiers in my city.  I do not experience the generalized fear of Windsor that 
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I found in Detroit since the context of Windsor is intimately familiar.  I cannot read 
Detroit in the same way.   
 Nietzsche, in his Untimely Meditations, notes:  
...a living thing can be healthy, strong, and fruitful only within a defined horizon; if it is 
incapable of drawing a horizon around itself and at the same time too self-centred to 
enclose its own view within that of another, it will pine away slowly or hasten to its timely 
end. (UM II 3) 
 
In this work, Nietzsche argues that the nature of this horizon that we draw around 
ourselves is determined by our plastic power (UM II 3).53  Thus, Nietzsche 
identifies in this early work a certain limit to which history and culture can be 
appropriated by an individual or a culture discussed in terms of power and health.  
His goal in this section is to identify three “…species of history…” (UM II 2) or 
three ways that history can be appropriated in the service of life.  Nietzsche 
distinguishes “…between a monumental, an antiquarian and a critical species of 
history.” (UM II 2)  While a fuller treatment of this work will be developed in the 
second chapter, it is the second form of history advocated by Nietzsche that is 
illustrative here.  In the clearest passage he offers regarding the development of 
a sense of place, Nietzsche speaks of what he calls antiquarian history, the 
species of history that preserves and venerates: 
The history of his city becomes for him the history of himself; he reads its walls, its 
towered gate, its rules and regulations, its holidays, like an illuminated diary of his youth 
and in all this he again finds himself, his force, his industry, his joy, his judgment, his folly 
and vices.  Here we lived, he says to himself, for here we are living; and here we shall 
live, for we are tough and not to be ruined overnight.  Thus with the aid of this 'we' he 
looks beyond his own individual transitory existence and feels himself to be the spirit of 
his house, his race, his city. (UM II 3) 
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This passage from the early work of Nietzsche already demonstrates a typical 
oscillation between self, place and culture.  For Nietzsche, there is no interior 
reflective notion of a self that maintains the distinction between yourself and your 
situation so that, effectively, to know yourself you must engage with how you are 
where you are.  For Nietzsche, then, self-knowledge involves identification with 
the history, culture, struggles, and failures of the places you inhabit: in the current 
case, the specific de-industrializing cities of Windsor and Detroit.  To read the 
rules of a city, you must engage with the city - you must understand your place in 
your place.  I had done this with my hometown of Windsor, whose projects, 
strivings, customs, and streets are an extension of my identity.  To some extent, 
though passively familiar, Detroit remained at this starting point the 'Other' across 
the river which, accordingly, generated the palpable sensation that I was not at 
home. 
 This is the first challenge of this project: overcoming the (probably quite 
justified) fear and distrust that crisis and desperation fosters within a place.  My 
initial and unexpected fear in the context of Detroit illustrates a more general 
affective phenomenon: mythic understandings related to places can 
fundamentally colour dispositions to the places we inhabit in ways that can 
frustrate and resist engagement.  In my case, and I am sure my case is not 
unique, the fear I experienced did not arise from reflective consciousness.  
Rather, I felt fear in the pit of my stomach.  The stories that I and many other 
Windsorites have grown up with regarding Detroit yield layer after layer of 
sediment resulting in a powerful un-reflected drive.  None of this is to suggest 
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that Detroiters don’t fear Detroit, or that Windsorites don’t fear Windsor for that 
matter, or that the immediate state of the landscape of these cities does not 
generate an impression in and of itself.  In both places there are a number of 
circumstances in which justified or unjustified fear can arise even with the 
historical and cultural identification with place that Nietzsche describes as part of 
his treatment of antiquarian history.  Likewise, even without the dubious benefit 
of a mythic context for these cities their general bearing can certainly bring about 
an immediate fear.  The fear that I and many others experience related to the 
places in which we reside can be counter-productive both theoretically and 
practically and, to a great degree, can arise as a result of the cultural myth of a 
place. 
This is a good place to start thinking through the fundamental tensions at 
work that can allow for, occasion, resist, and frustrate our potentially productive 
ethical and political dispositions rooted in how we are where we are.  As we take 
up residence or write about a place, dispositions of these sorts are frequently 
present before our feet touch the pavement or ink hits the page.  These are our 
dispositions after all.  A locked door, barred windows, or gates and fences are 
woefully poor and inadequate substitutes (ultimately futile if someone has a mind 
to circumvent them) for real and substantively justified trust and fellowship within 
our neighbourhoods and cities.  We should start with reflection upon the most 
effective and positive modes of engagement with place (along with that which 
blocks these modes), since without such engagement we can never truly be at 
home. 
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 There are at least three issues that must be addressed with respect to the 
fear discussed in this initial reflection.  The first is this notion of engagement, the 
presence of which generates the ineffable pleasant feelings of safety, security 
and vitality for a neighbourhood; the absence of which generates the inverse.  As 
we shall see, the salient features that generate these ineffable pleasant feelings, 
that Jacobs argues are essential to city design, rely upon informal networks of 
mutual support  that are able to handle encounters with strangers.  Jacobs’ 
position will be supplemented by Hardt and Negri in their treatment of the 
metropolis in Commonwealth.  Here they treat the city as the site of the common 
and provide the basis for an argument that shows that habitation entails more 
than the brute fact of location.  Cities show themselves to be ethical landscapes 
and city life calls for engagement. 
Secondly, the fear partially generated by the myth surrounding cities like 
Detroit must be addressed.  To be sure, a deindustrializing city like Detroit with 
such obvious infrastructural shortcomings generates an immediate and 
foreboding impression. All cities, however, generate mythical images and senses 
of themselves. In Detroit specifically, given the litany of disparaging national 
news stories, documentaries, and cinema representations of crime, blight, 
corruption and despair within the city, we frequently experience the myth of this 
place so palpably that it can fundamentally colour all that we experience over, 
against and despite all raw experience.  For this discussion and for a brief history 
of Detroit we shall turn to the works of Jerry Herron, John Patrick Leary, the 
postcolonial treatment of the narrative creation of identity by Edward Said, the 
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narrative and archival construction of a sense of place by Benjamin Belton and 
briefly back to Charlie LeDuff.  Since any attempt to represent a place (let alone 
imperiled places like these de-industrializing cities) contributes to an archive that 
generates the sense of that place, it is important to address a fear lurking behind 
this work with the following question: Who am I to write about these places?   
Third and finally, projective sorts of questions must be raised, those 
relating to our capacities to engage with cities that produce this sort of 
(sometimes quite justified) fear along with a brief treatment of the institutional and 
theoretical mechanisms of avoidance and distance that can allow that fear to 
remain firmly rooted.  This line of questioning will rely heavily upon the position 
offered by Grace Lee and James Boggs as well as some preliminary reflections 
about the notion of 'Unreal Estate' offered by Andrew Herscher in his The Unreal 
Estate Guide to Detroit.  As we noted above with the passage from Nietzsche,54 
the features and senses of the places that we inhabit become our features and 
they serve to reveal our dispositions. 
1.1 Cities: Engagement 
 In the preface to the 50th anniversary edition of The Death and Life of 
Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs characterizes the city in terms of an analogy 
with an ecosystem.  She describes a natural ecosystem as a complex of 
"...physical-biological-chemical processes active within a space time unit of any 
magnitude."55  Analogously, she describes a city ecosystem as a complex of 
"...physical-economic-ethical processes active at a given time within a city and its 
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close dependencies."56  She devotes a third of the book describing how this 
notion works itself out in terms of both failed and successful neighbourhoods.  
Sidewalks and streets are important to Jacobs because they are the sites in 
which we encounter the stranger and alterity, the sites in which we find neither 
public nor private use, but rather that which is discussed by Hardt and Negri as 
‘the common.’57  They are the sites that establish the identity of a place.  She 
claims: 
The bedrock attribute of a successful city district is that a person must feel personally safe 
and secure on the street among all these strangers.  He must not feel automatically 
menaced by them.  A city district that fails in this respect also does badly in other ways and 
lays up for itself, and for its city at large, mountain on mountain of trouble.
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Much of our impression of a given city is framed in terms of our estimations of its 
streets and sidewalks where we encounter strangers.  The nature and vibrancy of 
the physical space of sidewalks and streets, therefore, is important both 
economically and (more importantly) ethically.  The vibrancy of our streets and 
sidewalks constitutes the personality and quality of our shared experience of 
neighbourhoods.  Jacobs advocates three main city design qualities for 
successful city neighbourhoods:  
First, there must be a clear demarcation between what is public space and what is private 
space.  Public and private spaces cannot ooze into each other as they do typically in 
suburban settings or in projects.   
Second, there must be eyes on the street, eyes belonging to those we might call the 
natural proprietors of the street.  The buildings on a street equipped to handle strangers 
and to insure the safety of both residents and strangers, must be oriented to the street.  
They cannot turn their backs or blank sides on it and leave it behind. 
And third, the sidewalk must have users on it fairly continuously, both to add to the number 
of effective eyes on the street and to induce the people in buildings along the street to 
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watch the sidewalks in sufficient numbers.  Nobody enjoys sitting on a stoop or looking out 
a window at an empty street.  Almost nobody does such a thing.  Large numbers of people 
entertain themselves, off and on, by watching street activity.
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 These city design qualities aim at fostering forms of active engagement 
with one’s surroundings so that the city street can handle strangers.  She notes 
that in smaller cities, the job of defending and ensuring the safety of those on the 
street can largely be handled by subtle social factors such as reputation and 
gossip.  In larger cities where we find not only local residents, but strangers and 
visitors as well, the means used must necessarily be more direct.  With the first 
quality (demarcation between public and private space), Jacobs advocates 
against the forms of ambiguous or atopic space.  Such spaces are difficult to 
read, and thus difficult (even potentially dangerous) to negotiate.  As noted in a 
footnote above, although Jacobs employs a public/ private dichotomy, this 
dichotomy simply establishes a shared (or common) hybrid space that is the 
object of this call for safety.  Secondly, city design qualities should foster the 
opportunity and desire for shared engagement with its streets and sidewalks.  
Buildings and city streets should be architecturally disposed to streets and 
sidewalks in a way that promote forms of informal community stewardship of the 
streets.  Finally, the uses of the streets themselves should foster this engage-
ment in a sustained manner.  Accordingly, Jacobs advocates for an interesting 
and diverse landscape of mixed use (retail, restaurants and bars, alongside 
residential) which would garner sufficient interest to place eyes on the street and 
this, in turn, establishes the ethical landscape in which we live.  Failed sidewalk 
culture is discussed in terms of disuse, danger of criminal culture, and a lack of 
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diversity and vitality.  It is this lack of vitality that establishes the conditions for 
anonymity which yields the opportunity for crime, violence, and other forms of 
'unappealing' uses of these central arteries of the common within our 
neighbourhoods.  
 It is interesting that although Jacobs focuses her analysis upon design 
qualities, these features of architecture and urban planning are meant to foster 
(and depend upon in terms of the justification offered by Jacobs) specific 
dispositions for engagement with place pertaining to both strangers and locals.  
The buildings themselves, the streets, and the vibrancy of uses of space within a 
neighbourhood, by her account, should coalesce to produce dispositions to an 
ethical engagement with one’s location, even if one is a stranger to that place.  
Neighbourhoods, by this account, are characterized by their emergent ethical 
properties as a function of this engagement.  She states: 
It is futile to try to evade the issue of unsafe city streets by attempting to make some other 
features of a locality, say interior courtyards, or sheltered play spaces, safe instead.  By 
definition again, the streets of a city must do most of the job of handling strangers for this is 
where strangers come and go.  The streets must not only defend the city against predatory 
strangers, they must protect the many, many peaceable and well-meaning strangers who 
use them, insuring their safety too as they pass through.  Moreover, no normal person can 
spend his life in some artificial haven, and this includes children.  Everyone must use the 
streets.
60
 
 
 A 'good' neighbourhood, then, is one where this network of engaged 
residents, workers and occupants provides safety and defence for both locals 
and 'well-meaning' strangers alike.  This involves an ethical landscape and forms 
of engagement that involve everyone, local and stranger alike, and provides for 
the benefit of everyone.  To illustrate this point, in her treatment of sidewalk and 
street culture, Jacobs describes an incident in which a young girl that she saw on 
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her street was engaged in an altercation with an older man.61  The man was 
attempting to get this young girl to leave with him.  As Jacobs watched this scene 
unfold from her window, deliberating about the proper response to this situation, 
she noticed the array of other eyes that were attracted to this street scene.  Local 
shopkeepers and neighbourhood residents alike immediately directed their gaze 
to the situation.  As it turned out, this man was the girl’s father and there was 
nothing sordid happening, although Jacobs took this incident as a lesson which 
demonstrates how the shared or common space of a city regulates itself.62  
Noteworthy to this lesson was the conspicuous lack of eyes directed to the street 
from the building down the block that had recently been converted to high priced 
condos.  Jacobs reflects that, while the residents of this condo building (whom 
she refers to as 'birds of passage'63) were attracted to the neighbourhood for its 
vibrancy and safety (resulting from a shared engagement with space used in 
common), they do not themselves engage in the activities that make her 
neighbourhood vibrant or safe.64  She states: 
A city neighborhood can absorb and protect a substantial number of these birds of 
passage, as our neighborhood does.  But if and when the neighborhood finally becomes 
them, they will gradually find the streets less secure, they will be vaguely mystified about it, 
and if things get bad enough they will drift away to another neighborhood which is 
mysteriously safer.
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Thus, while a healthy neighbourhood can allow a good number of such oblivious 
residents to ride freely, the attracting factors of a neighbourhood that beget these 
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residents depend on dispositions wholly different from the ones exhibited by 
them.    
 
 
Figure 1.3 Club Lofts Condominiums from Argyle Street.  Windsor, ON.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
Simply stated, by this account, there exists a valid and practical distinction 
between the brute fact of location and a disposition that contributes to habitation 
of a place.  In other words, good neighbourhoods depend on numerous engaged 
residents for their vitality.  This, however, is merely the structure of an ethical 
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landscape: engaged neighbours directing their gaze toward their surroundings 
asserting themselves as the natural proprietors of their streets are necessary, 
although this in and of itself is not sufficient to develop a specific normative 
position.66  More needs to be said about the nature of such engagement before 
we can arrive at normative judgments. 
 To harken back to the example we began with, that of my altercation with 
the fellow on my street in Windsor and my fear of Detroit, the two incidents can 
now be nicely illustrated in terms of Jacobs’ discussion of sidewalk culture.  In the 
incident on my own street, the courage to speak up when this fellow began 
violently beating and kicking at the windows of the rental flat across the street 
came partially from this sort of engagement with and trust of my neighbourhood.  
I found myself looking left and right up the street and numbering off in my head 
the neighbours that I knew would likely be home at that time of day.  While 
running this calculation I happened to notice movement in the windows of at least 
three neighbours’ houses.  I was also aware that the police services in Windsor 
have very quick response times to 911 calls.  Compare this to the fairly 
abandoned city landscape within Detroit, where average police response times to 
911 calls are so long (at the time of my residency, about 58 minutes on 
average67) that residents often do not bother to call.  While Jacobs has 
successfully presented the requisite city planning, architectural, and social 
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features that must be in place to allow for a thriving, safe, secure, and vibrant 
neighbourhood, it should be clear that cities like Detroit represent a whole 
different kettle of fish than the idealized case studies from New York and Chicago 
upon which her work focuses.   
There are two central notions of use for an analysis of Detroit that emerge 
from reading Jacobs.  The first is the notion of a city as a place where we 
encounter strangers and negotiate that place.  As we shall see, this is why Hardt 
and Negri call the city the site of the common.  Secondly, we have seen a 
distinction emerge between the brute fact of location of a place and habitation 
involving the sorts of passionately engaged dispositions upon which 'good' 
neighbourhoods rely.  We may characterize this demand for engagement and 
negotiation of cities the 'call' of the city. 
 This notion of engagement is not unique to Jacobs’ account of cities.  It 
emerges in a compatible manner explicitly from the works of Hardt and Negri and 
their notion of the common (explored in their Commonwealth68).  Engagement 
also emerges as an important element of the argument offered by Nietzsche 
(Human, All Too Human) in his discussion of the productive tensions resting on 
passionate engagement with the values and "...habitual and undiscussable 
principles..." (HH I 224) held by a culture that spur on what he calls (somewhat 
enigmatically) ‘spiritual progress’ (HH I 224).  Not only is this notion of 
engagement well-argued ground as represented in the works of these theorists, 
but I also hope to show by this discussion that figures like Andrew Herscher and 
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his treatment of unreal estate (The Unreal Estate Guide to Detroit69) and Richard 
Florida (See Who`s Your City?70) depend on passionate engagement with one’s 
place, even while failing to acknowledge or (in the case of Florida) advocate such 
engaged dispositions.  The position taken by Florida advocates a disposition to 
place much like Jacobs' "Birds of Passage" discussed above.71 
 Drawing from the reading of Marx offered by Deleuze and Guattari, Hardt 
and Negri describe the city as "...an inorganic body... the body without organs of 
the multitude."72  This inorganic body serves as both the immediate landscape for 
the common as well as a biopolitical zone of production.  The multitude, for Hardt 
and Negri, acts as an analogue for the critical and revolutionary capacities of the 
industrial proletariat in Marx, although the bonds that form the political and 
revolutionary capacity of the multitude are not as direct as material labour.  Hardt 
and Negri instead describe these bonds in terms of 'immaterial labour' meaning a 
form of direct or indirect association with capitalism.  Of this multitude they state: 
“The multitude gives the concept of the proletariat its fullest definition as all those 
who labour and produce under the rule of capital.”73  The multitude thus refers to 
a state of living within the conditions of global capitalism. 
Hardt and Negri define the multitude as “…an open expansive network in 
which all differences can be expressed freely and equally, a network that 
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provides the means of encounter so that we can work and live in common.”74  
Unlike ‘the people’ or the amorphous mob of the ‘masses’ (each term reducing 
diversity into a single identity) within the multitude, differences remain salient and 
the multitude has its own internal communicative and networked organizing 
structure on the basis of ‘the common.’  They describe the common in much the 
same way introduced by Jacobs, as a landscape that challenges the oppositional 
dyad: public versus private.  Hardt and Negri advocate the middle ground of the 
common insofar as it has the shared qualities exemplified by language.  
Language works because it is not private and proprietary, not public and centrally 
administrated.  The value of language arises from its shared common use.  
Likewise, within a city (they argue in 'De Corpre 2: Metropolis') the common 
expresses itself in terms of shared experience with a widely diverse population 
engaged in the ethical negotiation of the use of common space.  They claim: 
The metropolis... is a place of unpredictable encounters among singularities, with not only 
those you do not know but also those who come from elsewhere, with different cultures, 
languages, knowledges, mentalities.  Baudelaire, for example, conceives of entering the 
metropolis as "Bathing in the multitude", ...which elicits the drunkenness of "universal 
communion" when one gives oneself completely to encounters, "to the unforeseen that 
arises, the unknown person who passes".  Although at first sight the common might seem 
to conflict or even contradict with multiplicity and encounters of singularities, actually, ...the 
common in contrast to sameness, is entirely compatible.  As Baudelaire demonstrates in 
the context of the metropolis, the common and unforeseen encounters are mutually 
necessary.
75
 
 
The city is the site of the common.  This notion of the common and the sharing 
and ethical negotiation of common space by singularities remains ambiguous in 
the treatment of the city offered by Hardt and Negri, but nonetheless provides the 
basis for the first movement toward a normative distinction and a set of 
judgments.  The common is a sort of ground phenomenon for this ethical 
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negotiation.  An encounter, by the argument offered by Hardt and Negri, acts as 
the instance of this negotiation.  On this point, they claim:  
...in the context of economic externalities, the common can be positive or negative: 
dynamic local cultural circuits in a metropolis are a positive form of the common, whereas 
pollution, traffic, social conflicts, and the like are negative forms.  And similarly encounters 
can be beneficial or detrimental.
76
 
 
Hardt and Negri ultimately and fairly potently deploy this distinction between 
beneficial and detrimental encounters with the common as the basis for their 
criticisms and judgments of institutional and political structures.  They further 
develop and politicize the notion of 'encounter'.  In the following passage, Hardt 
and Negri distinguish between joyful and noxious forms of encounter, arguing for 
the former on the basis of the potentially productive relationships and 
communicative capacities produced by joyful encounters that produce the 
stronger social body.  In this manner, the common is established as a powerful 
normative standard.  
The concept of encounter we have used thus far as characteristic of the metropolis, 
however, is merely passive and spontaneous.  In order for the metropolis to be for the 
multitude what the factory was for the industrial working class, it must be a site not only of 
encounter but also of organization and politics.  This could be a definition of the Greek 
concept of polis: the place where encounters among singularities are organized politically.  
The great wealth of the metropolis is revealed when the felicitous encounter results in a 
new production of the common - when, for instance, people communicate their different 
knowledges, different capacities to form cooperatively something new [emphasis mine].  
The felicitous encounter, in effect, produces a new social body that is more capable than 
either of the single bodies was alone.  Not every encounter, of course, is a joyful one.  The 
majority of spontaneous encounters with others in the metropolis are conflictive and 
destructive, producing noxious forms of the common, when your neighbors' noise keeps 
you up at night or you smell their garbage or, more generally, when the traffic congestion 
and air pollution of the metropolis degrade the life of all the residents.  It is not easy to form 
with others a new relationship that promotes communication and cooperation, that creates 
a new, stronger social body and generates a more joyful common life.
77
 
 
Here, Hardt and Negri discuss both potentially productive and detrimental forces 
emerging from the critical mass and social friction generated by metropolitan life.  
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Forms of social, political, economic, and ethical epiphenomena generated by our 
encounters on the ground of the common are the forces that potentially attract 
many to city life.  Beneficial encounters allow the common to express itself, 
whereas detrimental ones block the common.  Productively from Hardt and Negri 
we have isolated both engagement and the common as the substrata and site of 
ethical/political exchange relating this notion to the elements of shared 
experience that are felt most clearly within cities. 
 Cities are active zones of conflict since, much like the factory for the 
industrial proletariat, cities represent “…the site of hierarchy and exploitation, 
violence and suffering, fear and pain.”78  Often the structures of the city itself 
work against, frustrate, block, and stifle the productive and cooperative networks 
of the common.  These instances provide apt targets for urban resistance and 
rebellion.  Accordingly, Hardt and Negri advocate political organization in order 
“…to organize antagonisms against the hierarchies and divisions of the 
metropolis, funnel the hatred and rage against its violence.”79  In the context of 
Detroit, we may isolate the examples of standing down-wind from the “Detroit 
Renewable Power” incinerator or the insufficiency of service from Detroit public 
transit for the neighbourhoods within the city as ‘conflictive and destructive’. 
These are the sort of encounters that Hardt and Negri would advocate as 
encounters against which we should organize our antagonisms. Interestingly, 
isolating these hierarchies and divisions and directing our energy against such 
noxious encounters has the potential to bring about new forms of the common, 
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new knowledges and capacities that instantiate themselves as forms of 
resistance. 
 
Figure 1.4 'Detroit Renewable Power' Incinerator, Midtown. Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016.  
Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
At the start of my informal residency I had already invested a great deal of 
theoretical effort to understand the dynamics at work that generate both ‘joyful’ 
and ‘conflictive and destructive' encounters.  Regardless, I was still gripped by a 
fear of walking down the street, even in midtown Detroit.  Jacobs identifies that 
“…informal public life…”80 forms a substrata of a city that brings about many 
elements of city life related to safety and security.  Hardt and Negri argue that 
these “…informal networks of communication, mobility, employment, exchange, 
and cooperation…”81 rest upon the common.  Problematically, the effects of the 
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myth of Detroit on my own pre-reflective consciousness also belong to the 
common insofar as the myth, misleading as it may be, rests upon a shared 
cultural assessment bolstered by networks of communication and cooperation 
that constitute the substrata of cultural life within the city.  Dialogues that 
contribute to disparaging myths about Detroit82 are clearly noxious forms of the 
common insofar as they effectively “…pose obstacles and destroy or corrupt the 
common.”83   
 To reiterate, habitation is more than the brute fact of location for Hardt and 
Negri since it also involves beneficial forms of engagement with this common that 
allows the common to express itself.  At this point, however, the root of the 
judgment 'beneficial' remains ambiguous.  Nonetheless, productively from Hardt 
and Negri we have isolated both engagement and the common as the substrata 
and sites of ethical/political exchange relating this notion to the elements of 
shared experience that are felt most clearly within city space. 
 So far we have focused generally upon cities.  As noted above,84 cities in 
the process of massive transition like Detroit represent radically distinct 
phenomena and to some degree must be grasped in their particularity.  Of late 
there have been reams of articles, works of theory, literature and photo-essays 
that attempt to grasp the sensational story of this tragic city.  We have already 
briefly mentioned Charlie LeDuff, whose background in journalism from the NY 
Times and Detroit News yields a certain flair for sensationalism.  In what follows, 
I hope to be more cautious, acknowledging the realities of danger, desperation, 
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conflict and crime while treating the act of representation reflectively.  Once I 
became more acclimatized to Detroit, and thus more able to look past both my 
fear and the myth of this city, one of the most useful reflections about this place 
and its residents was quite simple: they are just people trying to live their lives.  
We should keep that in mind for what follows, given that Detroit is such a storied 
city where the narrative construction of this place tends toward extreme forms of 
sensationalism. 
1.2 Detroit: The Myth 
 
Figure 1.5 Michigan Central Station.  Detroit, MI. October 30, 2009.  Photo Credit: Jennifer 
Willet. 
 To illustrate the impact of narrative and myth with regard to the 
construction of a sense of place, we should briefly return to LeDuff, who in the 
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early chapters of his Detroit: An American Autopsy describes his reporter 
fascination with and his return to the city as follows: 
Circling back to Detroit was instinct, like a salmon needing to swim upstream because he 
is genetically encoded to do so.  Detroit might be the epicentre, a funhouse mirror and 
future projection of America.  An incredibly depressed city in its death swoon. 
But it also could be a Candy Land from a reporter's perspective.  Decay.  Mile after mile 
of rotten buildings, murder, leftover people.  One fucking depressing, dysfunctional big 
glowing ball of color.  One unbelievable story after another. 
Why not admit it?  I am a reporter.  A leech.  A merchant of misery.  Bad things are good 
for us reporters.
85
 
 
While somewhat admirable for his honesty, LeDuff draws our attention to the 
thorny issue of representation with regard to a city like Detroit.  Anyone who 
wishes to write about contemporary Detroit faces difficulty even before ink is put 
to page.  The task of representing this city, (a city marred by qualifications like 
"Riot City" and "Murder Capital"), confronts the fact that 'Detroit' has become a 
metonym for urban crisis.  When Diane Sawyer in 1990, came with Prime Time 
Live to cover Detroit, she began her exposition with the following statement: 
"We’re talking about Detroit—once a symbol of U.S. competitive vitality. And 
some say still a symbol—a symbol of the future, the first urban domino to fall.”86  
Common photographic representations of Detroit, like those offered by Andrew 
Moore87, Yves Marchand and Romain Meffre88, or Dan Austin and Sean Doerr89, 
dramatically paint this city as an empty, blighted, disaster zone.   
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Figure 1.6  Bricktown Graffiti.  Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016. Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
This recent trend in photographic representation of 'rust belt' cities 
(predominantly Detroit) has been criticized heavily as a form of 'ruin porn'.90  This 
representation of Detroit has been recurring in different forms for over fifty 
years.91  To further illustrate this point, a more recent news item from CNN 
Money sports the title "Detroit: Too broke to bury their dead".92   
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Both in the press and in academic circles there has been much discussion 
with regard to the ethics and politics of representation specifically with regards to 
the extreme case of Detroit.  With a cautionary tone about the interpretive effects 
of the act of representing Detroit, John Patrick Leary, in his article "Detroitism," 
identifies the three dominant modes for representing Detroit employed by 
boosters and critics of the city. The first is that of metonym, in which Detroit is a 
rather simple and common substitution of a complex thing with a simpler, easily 
recognized equivalent.  Historically, ‘Detroit’ has been referred to as an 
equivalency for the auto industry.  More recently, ‘Detroit’ has become the stand 
in substitution for urban crisis generally.   Second, Leary discusses the Detroit 
lament, which he notes is "...a more visceral depiction of the city's landscape, 
and occasionally, though only occasionally, its residents."93  Examples of this 
mode of representation abound, but consider the headlines of two news articles 
from 2013:  
“Detroit’s Bankruptcy: 40% of Street Lights Don’t Work, 66% of Ambulances Out 
of Service” (Wall Street Journal, July 18, 2013)94 
“Bankrupt Detroit: As Many As 50,000 Stray Dogs Roam City In Packs” 
(Washington Times, August 21, 2013)95 
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Finally, the Detroit Utopia is characterized as "...a backlash against the 
pornographic excess of the Lament and is, at best, an attempt to find a new 
definition of urban vitality."96  This, for example, is the explicit purpose of the 
2010 Jonnie Knoxville documentary: “Detroit Lives”, in which Knoxville begins the 
documentary by asserting: “You see a lot of bad stuff in the press about Detroit.  I 
can’t believe there’s nothing positive here.  We came to see what else is going 
on.”  The title of this article ("Detroitism") should bring to our recollection Edward 
Said, and his work Orientalism.   
 
Figure 5.7 Storefront Sign, “Detroit -VS- Everybody,” Eastern Market. Detroit, MI., August 
10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
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Said argues that orientalists established an 'us' versus 'them' dyadic opposition 
based upon an imaginary and arbitrary geographical line which divided 
Occidental from Oriental cultural identity.  Following Foucault, Said states: 
My contention is that without examining Orientalism as a discourse one cannot possibly 
understand the enormously systematic discipline by which European culture was able to 
manage—and even produce—the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, 
scientifically, and imaginatively during the post-Enlightenment period. Moreover, so 
authoritative a position did Orientalism have that I believe no one writing, thinking, or 
acting on the Orient could do so without taking account of the limitations on thought and 
action imposed by Orientalism. In brief, because of Orientalism the Orient was not (and is 
not) a free subject of thought or action.
97
 
 
Through philological and scientific manners of data collection and analysis, the 
Orientalists established and reinforced the notion of a Western cultural identity as 
superior, advanced, rational, and civilized by establishing the ‘other’ in opposition 
to these qualities.  Said further argues that the orientalist project is productive of 
a Western identity as well as, and established in opposition to, oriental identity.  
The analysis provided by Said interrogates the power/knowledge complex 
inherent to this project, which is unequal and prone to generalization.  
Historically, Said notes that this knowledge was used as a justification of 
colonization on the basis of a supposed moral obligation to paternalism. 
 Leary, by indirectly invoking Said in the title of this article argues 
something similar with regard to power/knowledge and narrative construction of 
Detroit.  What each of these forms of representation serve to do in their own 
ways, with the authority of both scholarship and what is implicit to printed media, 
is to produce a view from outside that reinforces the dominant unreflective 
notions of Detroit.  Of these modes, Leary Asserts: 
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Taken together, all the images of the ruined city become fragments of stories told so 
often about Detroit that they are at the same time instantly familiar and utterly vague, like 
a dimly remembered episode from childhood or a vivid dream whose storyline we can't 
quite remember in the morning: Murder city!  Unemployment!  Drugs!  White flight!  
Crime!
98
 
 
Ultimately, Leary like Said argues that these forms of representation obscure 
through overgeneralization the real matter of lived experience through 'othering' 
and constructing an enforced identity.  It is also interesting to note that 
contemporary attempts to represent Detroit, though well meaning (as noted by 
Leary), share a whiff of supposed moral authority discussed by Said resulting in 
various forms of paternalism.  From the utopian representations discussed by 
Leary, to the nostalgic and adventurous gentrification discussed by Herron,99 and 
finally to the state imposition of an Emergency Financial Manager on 14 March, 
2013, these forms of literary, artistic, cultural, and political relationships to Detroit 
are imposed from the outside and they are based on the power/ knowledge 
complex.  The problem is not so much that these theorists, journalists, and 
urbanists are not Detroiters, but that frequently their reflections do not respect or 
take into account the interests of Detroiters.  Further, as argued by Benjamin 
Belton, the representations that contribute to an archive that give rise to a shared 
cultural sense of place are expressions of power that produce material and 
psychological effects.  As such, the act of representing a place should be 
evaluated normatively. 
 Belton, in his Orinoco Flow, articulates the notion of an archive as related 
to place in the following manner: 
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The idea of the archive that I develop here is that of a chronologically layered set of 
notions about the world, each succeeding layer becoming dominant for a time, not 
superseding those beneath it but rather adding another layer of world interpretation to the 
archive as a whole.
100
 
 
Belton analyzes the archive as a 'diachronic' (pertaining to time slice analysis) 
and 'supranational' structure.101  Belton claims: "As the archive expands to 
include more comprehensive source material, history becomes a field of battle.  
The archive functions as the literary field of possible distinctions made by 
observers."102   
 Generally, Orinoco Flow treats the interaction between elements of 
culture, economy, and information as they give rise to the production of regional 
space.  Though focused upon the Orinoco River region of Venezuela, this text 
methodologically offers an interesting schema which can be used to understand 
current debates surrounding representation, politics, and economy as they 
pertain to urban centers such as Detroit.  In this work, Belton attempts to answer 
the broad question: "What are the narrative relationships among the development 
of capitalism, culture, and regional space?"103  He argues that these spheres 
(i.e., economics, culture, and space) are layers which "...'coevolved' and together 
constitute a global political economy..."104  In general terms, Belton asserts that 
regional space and knowledge about that space arise from the interaction of 
multiple forms of knowledge (elements of cultural, literary, and academic 
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discourse) reflecting the interests of global systematic capitalism.105  These 
multiple forms of knowledge interacting with one another are distributed in a 
manner which produces an archive of information that is historically layered and 
at times contradictory. 
 The narratives within this archive which refer to a specific place provide 
the raw data that helps form the topos of a place.  The term topos is traditionally 
used in a literary context and refers to an overarching theme or motif.  Belton 
presents the term topos more generally as an "...imaginary cultural image..."106  
The raw data which contributes to the emergence of a topos by Belton's account 
is within the purview of the elites, while related components are 'packaged' and 
disseminated more widely as particular filtered topoi.  Of this interaction between 
topos and topoi, Belton states: 
The archive thus becomes a repository of images about the region and the topos 
becomes the cultural site of those images when they are projected onto geographical 
place.  The topos, constructed through narratives and images that circulate within the 
cultural sphere of capital, is an ideal representation of a place - a fantastic place, but a 
place nonetheless.  The Orinocan topos develops as an imaginary geography that exists 
alongside the real.  It can be developed systematically from archival elements, but still 
has no "real" referent.  Using different sets of elements, different topoi may be 
constructed around a place, and form different "filters" for how that place is projected and 
perceived.  The topos, abstract and imaginary, becomes... the narrativization of that 
imaginary geography in the political unconscious.
107
 
 
While the archive represents a materially real general repository of raw data 
accumulated by global systematic capitalism (a sort of ground phenomenon upon 
which discourse generally rests), the topos is an emergent property of this 
archive as a set of narratives and images related to a specific region.  The topos, 
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as Belton notes in the passage above, is an "...ideal representation of a place - a 
fantastic place, but a place nonetheless."108  Various topoi are constructed, 
developed, and disseminated using various elements of the archive that "...form 
different 'filters' for how that place is projected and perceived"109 and at the same 
time provide the basic structure of the topos.   
 The multiple layers of the archive, the emergent topos, and the various 
packaged and filtered topoi co-produce one another in a manner necessary and 
expedient to global systematic capital.  Julie Griffith Kees notes this co-
productive interaction in her 2005 review of Orinoco Flow: 
As the archive reflects historical and geopolitical contexts of cultural strata, so the topos 
expresses the process and products of 'imaginary placemaking,' providing markers that 
originate in narrative space and images that correspond to sites in the geographical 
landscape. ... The belief system dominant at a particular time is therefore distilled into 
archival layers of records through the context of specific experience. 
110
 
 
The various chronological layers of the archive, then, produce an arising topos or 
imaginary sense of place which overlays a specific 'real' regional space.  This 
topos provides the ground of discourse about a place and it has material effects.  
It is clear that neither archive nor topos are neat sets of systematic assumptions 
or data arranged in a consistent manner, since they arise from such a myriad of 
sources and they represent the sediment of various debates, disagreements, and 
narrative representations, generalizations, and idealizations.   Belton, 
accordingly, notes (specifically of the Orinoco archive, though we can take this to 
be a general danger) that "Without a conscious archivist developing an internal 
system of cross references, an 'uncontrolled vocabulary' developed, with 
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overlapping, contingent, and at times contradictory categories."111  This is not to 
present the archive as having no salient features since it develops in keeping 
with the interests of the geopolitical and cultural forces which take part in its 
production.  The archive is not a neutral scientific repository nor is it a consistent 
and systematically organized data set.  This is not to say that there is no 
organizing principle.  Belton argues that the archive arises pregnant with the 
assumptions and beliefs of the institutions of power that are involved with its 
production and, accordingly, tends to serve and express these implicit goals and 
assumptions (either consciously or unconsciously) through its further 
development.  At root, then, the archive is implicitly an expression of institutional 
power relations and tends through its meaning context to replicate these relations 
of power.  We should note that as the archive produces a topos or sense of a 
place, this topos itself produces a material effect upon the geographic region 
itself. 
 An interesting feature of the Orinoco topos developed by Belton is the 
notion of the cultural capacity for displacement ("...ideologically distorted and 
mystifying descriptions of space, place, and the site of production of modernity 
itself."112), which is discussed as related to disorder.  As the region is developed 
as an imaginary place, "...disorder is presented as a mode of producing a new 
order; order itself is conceived as change."113  Belton identifies the key elements 
of displacement as  “...acceptance of the unknown as a positive value . . . desire 
for the new . . . acceptance of economic, social, and cultural risks [and] 
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chance”.114   Through the cultural capacity for displacement, then, a region is 
presented as a site of disorder which must be brought into order.  Descriptions of 
the geographical space are presented in enticing and somewhat mystical terms, 
creating a particular and instrumentally valuable form of topos which projects a 
horizon of disorder which must be brought into a state of order by the 
classification systems arising from the dominant power structure.   
 Discussed in these terms, displacement shows itself to be a psychological 
element of a narrative need and fundamental to the construction of a region as 
'other'.  When related to physical space, displacement operates like a necessarily 
expanding frontier or horizon beyond which the unknown is mystified and 
romanticized.  Along with the multiple layers of positive knowledge and 
representation presented by the archive, the sense of place is also produced by 
reaching out with our desires toward an unknown.  Belton illustrates this with 
respect to the Orinoco region by citing several explorer narratives and fictions by 
which various objects of cultural desire are projected as being just beyond our 
horizon, on the frontier of this region: nude women, untapped natural bounty, 
exotic places containing riches, all just around the next bend of the river, just out 
of reach.  Through displacement, our desires are projected in a manner 
productive of an exotic mystique of a place which justifies the risks associated 
with the intellectual and physical appropriation of a region.  The region, decisively 
other, disorderly, and dangerous also becomes a fetish-object.  Belton, citing de 
Certeau, describes this process as follows: 
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...eroticizing of the other's body... goes hand in hand with the formation of an ethics of 
production.  At the same time that it creates a profit, the voyage creates a lost paradise 
relative to a body-object, to an erotic body.
115
 
 
In this manner, the archive, topos, and displacement work together to entice 
desires and offer justifications with regard to what a region means and how the 
inhabitants of such a region should be treated.  We can see from the account 
offered by Belton that displacement continually justifies colonial expansion 
throughout the Orinoco region.  It is for reasons similar to these that issues of 
representation and the effects of these representations upon Detroit have 
become socially, culturally, and politically important and they have garnered the 
attention of academics and the mass media alike. 
The schema for understanding archival representation offered by Belton 
illustrates that writing about places like Detroit contributes to what is really an 
integrated ad hoc network of power, domination, and economic interests. This 
supports the argument made by Leary, that such forms of representation produce 
both material and social effects.  It is quite easy to read the tension between the 
second and third modes of representation introduced by Leary (“Detroit Lament” 
and “Detroit Utopia”) as an act of displacement, one that represents the city as a 
site of both repellent disorder requiring ordering and one that represents the city 
as a “blank canvas” or land of opportunity.  We can see this quite clearly in the 
widely publicized Detroit myth of the $500 houses in abandoned neighbourhoods 
presented to the creative and investor classes as opportunities to bring order to 
disorder and as justifications for cultural and economic investment risks.  
Problematically, the city is not blank nor is it empty.  Interestingly, as we have 
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already observed with Jacobs, Hardt, and Negri, Detroit is not a site of disorder.  
Rather, Detroit has its own brand of order emergent from informal networks of 
mutual support.  These networks, as we have reflected upon earlier, are 
immediately unintelligible to those unfamiliar with the cultural forces at work at 
street level. 
 These are some of the pitfalls of attempting to introduce Detroit in its 
particularity.  This is, however, the task at hand.  Against the backdrop of these 
reflections the question arises: who am I to write about Detroit?  Before ink hits 
the page I must acknowledge my own perspective.  I am not quite an outsider, 
having been a close neighbour to the city for most of my life.  Windsor is so close 
to Detroit that our fire department engages the Detroit fire department in a tug-a-
war across the river as part of Windsor’s Bluesfest (previously as part of the 
International Freedom Festival) yearly.116  Detroit is so close to Windsor that 
occasionally Windsorites get drunk and swim there.117  Even so, the cultural 
context differs significantly and so any attempt made to write about Detroit should 
acknowledge both its perspective and the position of power that the act of writing 
occurs from, avoiding in the process the temptation to represent this city as a 
‘disordered’ Other or falling into the common tropes of ‘lament’ or ‘utopia’ that 
have so commonly been used to entice forms of urban recolonization in the form 
of gentrification.  Such acts of urban recolonization pay little or no heed to the 
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strong cultural forces and forms of order emergent from informal networks of 
mutual support at work in Detroit. 
 
Figure 1.8 Windsor from Detroit People Mover.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016. Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
In light of these words of caution we shall turn first to some of the 
publications by Jerry Herron, director of the Honours College at Wayne State 
University in Midtown.  Herron has published widely on Detroit.  Here we will 
examine a small number of selected works.  As noted, in order to grasp Detroit in 
its particularity we must also engage the mythical understanding of this place 
arising from its popular representation.  These mythical representations, as 
stories that we share, belong to the ‘common’ as well since it is through these 
representations that much of our ineffable sense of a place emerges.  
71 
 
Interestingly, with Herron, we will begin with a second order fiction: a fiction about 
a fiction about a place. 
 In his I Remember Detroit,118 Herron describes the formative moment of 
the narrative construction of the region that was to become the city of Detroit 
through the tale of the explorer Laument.  Upon settling the region, Laument 
adopted a new name: Antoine de la Mothe, Sieur de Cadillac.  'De la Mothe' he 
"...plucked out of thin air…"119, as Herron notes.  Laument was 'Sire' of nothing.  
So, as Laument (Cadillac) constructs a narrative sense of place for his new town, 
he likewise creates a narrative to reinvent himself.  Herron relates a sampling of 
the contents of the 1701 letter sent by Cadillac back to France: 
'Since you have directed me to render an account of it, I will do so', Cadillac began his 
report to the Sun King, Louis XIV: 
'...the freshness of the beautiful waters keeps the banks always green.  The prairies are 
bordered by long and broad rows of fruit trees which have never felt the careful hand of 
the vigilant gardener.  Here, also, orchards, young and old, soften and bend their 
branches under the weight and quantity of their fruit, towards the mother earth, which has 
produced them... [O]ne sees assembled by hundreds the timid deer and faun, also the 
squirrel bounding in his eagerness to collect the apples and plums with which the earth is 
covered ... In a word, the climate is temperate, and the air purified through the day and 
night by a gentle breeze ... None but the enemies of truth could be enemies to the 
establishment [of the town Cadillac proposed] so necessary to the increase of the glory of 
the king.'  It was a lie, of course, this exigent little rhapsody about virgin, ownerless 
paradise, with fruit and wildlife thick upon the ground, and nobody there but Cadillac to 
gather them in, just like his new name was a lie, with his bogus allusion to the noble 
lineage, which is only to say that Cadillac was a visionary man of his time, neither better 
nor worse than might be expected, although his town-building scheme was both 
personally shrewd and also more enlightened than the usual snatch-and-run tactics of 
colonial exploiters.
120
 
 
To establish his town, Laument (Cadillac) represents the region as a virgin 
paradise, bursting with fruit and wildlife.  This fictive account of the region offered 
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by Cadillac was meant to arouse and objectify our desire in order to justify the 
risk of frontier settlement.  Sadly it did not work out so well for the fictive Sieur de 
Cadillac, who in 1705 was brought up on charges that today we would call insider 
trading, though he was ultimately acquitted.121  Regardless of the acquittal his 
career was over.  Putting aside the end of his career, Herron reflects that the 
story of Cadillac represents a typical beginning for the city of Detroit; one which 
fits the character of the place.  He states: 
Nevertheless, there was something special about Cadillac's situation and the way Detroit, 
even then, began to assert itself.  Politics, and greed, absentee landlords and the defeat 
of ideals, the curdling of expectations artificially sweetened with lies: it's our story all right.  
The problem with Detroit - from the very beginning - has been figuring out what the place 
was good for, and then figuring out who to blame when things turned out other than as 
planned.  It's doubtful that any other city has given rise either to so many idealistic 
propositions, or so much blaming - or to so much signifying as a result.  Detroit was 
providing a type for this made-up country of ours almost a century before the United 
States even existed.
122
 
 
Throughout his works on Detroit, Herron represents the city as the historical site 
of our collective forgetting of history.  His AfterCulture: Detroit and the Humiliation 
of History engages in a conversational style with the project of situating the 
contemporary city within its own mythical landscape.  Herron's engagement with 
Detroit centers on Henry Ford and the advent of modern automotive assembly 
line manufacturing.  In many ways, Herron notes, Henry Ford made Detroit what 
it is.  With the advent of his moving assembly line in 1913, Ford put Detroit on 
wheels.  Detroit in turn, as the saying goes, put the world on wheels.  Along with 
our new wheels granted by this watershed moment of technological innovation, 
Ford also engineered immense cultural changes.  One of the most important of 
these changes was the institution of the Ford Motor Company 'five dollar day, five 
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day work week' which made it possible for unprecedented numbers of unskilled 
workers to buy houses, educate their children, and generally gain access to the 
middle class within North America.  It is this capacity to generate the middle class 
that is key to understanding the disposition of the analysis offered by Herron, 
since he takes the generation of the middle class to be the function of cities 
generally. 
 
Figure 1.9 Niki’s, Beaubien Street, formerly the Dodge Brothers Facility. Detroit MI. August 
19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
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 The consequences of Ford`s innovation ranged from the rise of a middle 
class to the massive necessary retooling of infrastructure; from the 
reconfiguration of neighbourhoods and cities to the reconfiguring and retooling of 
subjectivity for engagement with assembly labour, and (as Herron argues) the 
humiliation of history as well.   The first seeds of this innovation were sown in a 
rather modest facility (borrowed from the Dodge brothers) on Beaubien Street in 
1903.  Detroit represents the epicentre for a technological and cultural revolution 
which swept across and reconfigured the world.  At the beginning of the preface 
to his AfterCuture Herron states: 
This is a book about Detroit; it is also, unavoidably, a book about representation because 
Detroit is the most representative city in America.  Detroit used to stand for success, and 
now it stands for failure.  In that sense, the city is not just a physical location; it is also a 
project, a projection of imaginary fears and desires.  This is the place where bad times 
get sent to make them belong to somebody else; thus, it seems easy to agree about 
Detroit because the city embodies everything the rest of the country wants to get over.
123
 
 
Given his emphasis on representation in the passage above, the Detroit that 
Herron writes about is decisively the myth.  It should be clear enough from this 
passage that Herron reads Detroit as, to borrow a turn of phrase from Belton, 
"...an imaginary place within an imaginary space."124  What sort of representation 
does Herron present of this imaginary place standing against physical space?125 
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 According to Herron, Detroit is functionally the cultural capital of North 
America, its being "... the most representative city in America."126  Accordingly, by 
examining Detroit we can infer something about North America generally.  This 
argument is also taken up by LeDuff, who argues that the conditions in Detroit 
(as extreme as they may seem) are becoming quite general in urban centers 
across North America.  LeDuff notes that “…what happened here is happening 
out there.” and issues the challenge: “Go ahead and laugh at Detroit.  Because 
you are laughing at yourself.”127  LeDuff bases this claim on the material 
conditions and general trajectory of decline in Detroit, elements of which can be 
found to varying degrees in cities across North America.  Herron, on the other 
hand, identifies the production of myth and the production of forms of 
representation that humiliates history as foundational to the notion of Detroit as 
our cultural capital. 
The understanding of Detroit advanced by Herron is at root functionalist.  
This city, like North America, is treated by Herron as a giant engine designed to 
produce a middle class, and Detroit did just that.  People flocked in droves to 
Detroit for the prospect of a middle class life attained through the manufacturing 
industry.  In 1910 the population of Detroit was 465,766 residents.  By 1950 the 
population of the city was officially reported as 1,849,568 (unofficially about two 
million).128  Since the population height of roughly two million in the fifties,  and in 
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response to the forces of global systematic capitalism, the myth surrounding 
Detroit has dominated the narratives of flight and abandonment.  Herron notes: 
Detroit - more than any other spot in this country - has been so thoroughly humiliated by 
history, so emptied of the content, both material and human, that used to make this place 
mean, that it becomes questionable whether the city still exists at all in any practical 
sense.  ... Inevitably, then, a sign that stands in for Detroit - a place where fewer than half 
the more than two million former residents still choose to live - is going to be problematic 
because recognition carries a considerable price.  Everyone who lives here has become 
familiar with the observation (usually delivered by visitors, in a state of mild surprise): 
"Detroit looks just like a city!"
129
 
 
"Detroit looks just like a city!" 130  This claim always bothered me, since Herron 
seems to be in command of an essential notion of what a city is which allows him 
to claim that Detroit no longer satisfies this notion.  In the summer of 2014 I 
booked an appointment with Herron to try to understand how he is able to make 
this claim.  To provide an overview map of the position held by Herron as simply 
as possible, he described his argument as follows: 
Premise 1: The function of cities like Detroit is the production of the middle class. 
Premise 2: Detroit no longer produces the middle class. 
Conclusion: Detroit is no longer a city. 
It is by way of this argument that Herron is able to claim what follows about the 
humiliation of history, the mistaken nostalgia of those who attempt to return to the 
city, and the amusement park and pedagogical status of Detroit today.  Simply, if 
Detroit is no longer a city (or is a city/not), it is then open to these other sorts of 
uses. 
Herron argues that this great egress from the city and the subsequent 
ruination is implicit in the structure and function of Detroit specifically and North 
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American cities generally.  Herron understands the case of Detroit to be a sort of 
extreme case of a cultural will to abandon cities.  In his September 2009 HRG 
talk at the University of Windsor, Herron used the example of Hudson’s 
department store to illustrate this phenomenon.   
 
Figure 1.10  J.L. Hudson Store Comemorative Plaque, (“The Big Store”) Woodward Ave. 
Detroit, MI. August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
He argued that Hudson’s was a sort of training ground designed ultimately to 
refute its own need.  North American culture, Herron argues, once needed 
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Hudson’s in order to train the newly emerging middle class how to live, and more 
importantly, how to shop.  The department store itself was in operation and (as 
Herron argues) performing this pedagogical function from 1911 until 1983 when 
the store closed.  These lessons having been learned, the Hudson’s building sat 
vacant from 1989 until it was demolished (imploded) using explosives on October 
24th 1998.  The site is now home to an underground parking garage.   
 
Figure 1.11 Parking Lot/ Formerly Hudsons, Woodward Ave.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  
Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
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In much the same way, Herron argues that the city of Detroit was built in order to 
train North American culture how not to need both cities and history.   
 
 
Figure 1.12 Greek Town. Detroit, MI. August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
Herron claims: 
The city taught us what we needed to know to become the people we thought we wanted 
to become.  Pre-eminently, it has taught us how not to need it anymore, so we put it 
aside like a worn-out appliance, or a set of old tires that you prop up against a garage 
wall, or put down in the basement, not wanting for some reason to just throw them away, 
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but not having any real use for them either.  The capital of our republic may be in 
Washington, but the capital of our culture is in Detroit, where the future is all behind us.
131
 
 
Detroit, according to Herron, insofar as it can still be called a city, still serves a 
purpose for North American culture.  He describes today’s Detroit in AfterCulture 
as a haven and destination for adventure tourists (some permanent, some 
weekend warriors) who misunderstand their relationship nostalgically to this 
place - a place where we were all once (upon a time) connected to one-another 
as we are not in our current suburban lives.  The middle class now visits Detroit, 
and not Detroit proper, but rather a safe theme park rendered version through 
festivals, sporting events, the Greek Town experience, or through the fish bowl 
perspective of the plates of glass that separate the downtown condo dweller from 
street level.132  Detroit, from Herron’s perspective, serves as a guilt ridden theme 
park that reminds us of what may happen to the rest of us while suggesting to us 
that we are not responsible. 
 For Herron, Detroit represents paradoxically both a problem and a solution 
of a specific historical /moral sort.  He states of Detroit: 
But this is a third world city that we – not they – made.  Its degradation, therefore, 
humiliates not only the physical remains ‘we’ left behind, but also implicates the cultural 
pretensions on which ‘our’ superiority and insight are founded.  This may be why Detroit 
presents so frightful, yet irresistible, a challenge.  The perpetual othering of this place – 
the consigning of its too familiar terrors to another world – makes it possible not only to 
evade responsibility for our own worst fears, but also, perhaps more crucially, it 
preserves for us the belief that our culture does not carry within it those seeds of death, 
which are [sic.] come to such terrible fruition here.
133
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What we find emerging as the product of these Fordist automotive plants, then, is 
a new class of consumers habituated to be distant from their objects, with mobile 
and nomadic lives made possible by automobiles, living in increasingly 
decentralized sub-urban clusters.  Herron alludes to a further development 
engineered deliberately by Ford, namely a particular relationship to history: 
"History is bunk," Henry Ford is supposed to have said.  What he actually said is a lot 
more interesting, and also smarter about what keeps us together, as Americans, 
regardless of the differences that drive us apart.  "History is more or less the bunk," Ford 
told a reporter in 1916, after losing a famous libel suit against a Chicago paper that had 
called him an "ignorant idealist."  "We want to live in the present," he said, "and the only 
history that is worth a tinker's damn is the history we make today."  The problem with a 
history like that - one being made up fresh each day, on the spot - is that it requires a lot 
of clearance work, which is where the souvenirs and the culture of collecting come in.  
You have to be constantly making bunk out of the past - converting historic fixity into 
transportable souvenirs - if the ground is to be kept free for new construction whether it's 
architecture or machines or memory you are talking about.
134
 
 
Herron takes great pains to describe the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield 
Village, as "...twin elements, a museum and a village-based theme park, each 
carrying out brilliantly Ford's proposition about history and bunk and 
souvenirs."135  The place is a shrine to Ford's fascination with material history.  
The collection consists of immense quantities of random souvenirs and various 
sundry (i.e., kitchen implements, farm equipment, airplanes, steam locomotives, 
etc.) as well as bits of material objects associated with significant moments in 
history (i.e., the chair Lincoln was sitting in when he was assassinated, a vial 
containing Thomas Edison's dying breath, etc.).  Herron notes of this collection 
that "...even now, after modern curatorial attempts at organizing and weeding 
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out, still bears the stamp of the creator, and his madman's-attic version of historic 
preservation."136   
The museum itself sits in the center of the village-themed park, the 
museum element acting as a form of bank which the theme park can draw upon 
for credibility.  Herron claims that this park "...advances a proposition about 
history that is powerful precisely because it is impossible"137, namely that it 
relocates historical artefacts "within the context of no context."138  Herron claims: 
All that stuff adds up to something, all right: the inescapable weight of the past, here 
monumentalized.  And just at the spot where that weight is apparently the greatest, that's 
where Henry Ford levitates his myth of village life free of historic entanglements.  He 
venerates the past, with a wish-fulfilling intensity, by forgetting how to remember that it 
finally matters, except as a source of souvenirs.
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Interestingly, Greenfield Village appropriates archival authority while undermining 
the very notion of substantive history by Herron's account.  The interesting thing 
about souvenirs is that they bring about powerful recollections of and 
associations with the past.  They are, however, individually powerful in this 
manner and have the effect of individuating rather than establishing a connection 
with and relationship to a shared collective as does substantive history.  The 
power of souvenirs, rather, rests in nostalgia and individuation.  Again, Herron 
notes of substantive history:  
It's a way of asking questions about the past so that memory adds up to something more 
than personal: who am I, where did I come from, what should I do?  It's how I begins to 
turn into we.  History places limitations on an individual, then.  But it also gives you 
something to belong to.  History is an explanation.
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Unlike this substantive history referred to here, the object of a place like the 
Henry Ford Museum/Greenfield Village is not a collective connection, nor 
remembering, but rather a particular form of nostalgia: forgetting.  History is thus 
humiliated.  In stark contrast to the formation of an identity and the treatment of 
history in the service of life advanced by Nietzsche in his Untimely Meditations, 
this nostalgic, souvenir-oriented, and individuating form of history was deployed 
for the production of the nomadic and mobile individual discussed by Richard 
Florida in his Who's Your City?.141 Florida argues (in the most general terms) for 
a consumerist relationship to place on the basis of our mobility within the context 
of contemporary North American culture.  Effectively, we should shop for our 
cities, finding those that best suit our needs, rather than taking up the production 
of place as a shared project situated upon a shared history and culture.  It is 
interesting to observe the effects of this very consumerist mobility upon the city of 
Detroit. 
 It is extremely important to note, when coming to terms with the analysis 
offered by Herron, that he self admittedly writes from the point of view of, and for 
the benefit of the largely white middle-class.  This fish-bowl perspective is largely 
not that of the native population of Detroit, nor does this perspective by its very 
design engage with the material and physiological issues that present 
themselves to our average Detroiter.  In his 2009 HRG presentation at the 
University of Windsor, Herron himself alludes to this and, in a hushed voice full of 
pathos notes that well over 50% of children in Detroit grow up in poverty.  The 
analysis of Detroit offered by Herron, in terms of middle-class America is both 
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interesting and, in a sense, correct.  As Herron is fond of noting in his public 
lectures, "We are, all of us not from Detroit.  Detroit is the place that we have to 
remember to forget."  It seems clear, however, that the 'we' Herron refers to here 
is not the 'we' of the ‘common’ discussed by Jacobs, Hardt, and Negri, but rather 
that of the middle-class.  In the final analysis, Herron is less concerned with 
writing about the historically situated lived experience of habitation in Detroit, 
than with how the myth of this city fits into his narratively constructed broken 
down engine for the creation of the middle class/ theme park vision of the 
humiliation of history.  For Herron, Detroit is a vehicle to expose the 
presuppositions and effects of a Fordist appropriation of history.  Thus far, his 
work does a good job of exposing this framework and its effects upon culture at 
large.   
 Broadly, the analysis offered by Herron is a 'packaged' representation of a 
place - which both relies upon and contributes to the myth of Detroit.  There is 
something fishy, though, about a representation of this place written for and 
about a middle class which (statistically speaking) has largely abandoned Detroit.  
Given that 36.2% of the population of the city lives below the poverty line (figures 
for 2007-2011)142 and given that the region boasts a per capita income of only 
$15,261 yearly (2011)143, the representation of the city of Detroit about, and for 
the benefit of the middle class seems to be inappropriate.  Thus, when Herron 
begins his preface by stating "This is a book about Detroit..."144 the Detroit to 
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which he refers is not the place (i.e., the geographical region) by that name, but 
rather the imaginary or mythical space. 
 Between works like those of Herron, LeDuff, and the constant stream of 
bad news rolling in on a daily basis from the national media, it is easy to see why 
many form a sense of this city depicting it as a depressed, crime rampant, 
humiliated, and (thanks to the photo suits offered by Andrew Moore145, Yves 
Marchand and Romain Meffre146, or Dan Austin and Sean Doerr147) an empty 
post-apocalyptic wasteland.  As LeDuff correctly observes, the press loves its 
stories of rotten buildings, murder, and decay.  In short, these media 
representations tend toward the extreme.  Such media representations tend to 
falsify and sensationalize the context that residents of Detroit find themselves 
struggling within. 
 The perspective from which one writes and the interests that are taken to 
heart in the writing of such representations of places (here, specifically Detroit148) 
have massive material and psychological effects upon the place represented.  
While the news media sensationalizes the context of Detroit, it also produces the 
impression of a wild frontier to be populated, filled up with new uses, and 
colonized.  Along with Belton, we can read this as an act of cultural displacement.  
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The specific dangers with the representation of Detroit offered by Herron arise 
from his characterization of the perpetual 'othering' of Detroit combined with his 
assertion that this city is no longer a city.  These twin pillars of Herron’s argument 
open the door to a host of potential abuses of the present population and at the 
same time marks the struggles of embedded communities as futile, arising from a 
self-misunderstanding nostalgia. 
We should pause to note that Herron does limit his project in an interesting 
way.  He restricts his analysis to a descriptive account of a cultural phenomenon, 
while withholding normative judgments.  However, Herron, as a prominent 
academic in Detroit and avid Detroit theorist, contributes substantially to the 
archive that gives rise to the topos of Detroit in a manner that encourages the 
displacement described by Belton.  While intellectual distance and normative 
disengagement may seem to be a comfortable fish bowl perspective, we have 
noted with respect to Belton that the archive produces material and psychological 
effects.  Already there exists a thriving adventure tourism market within the city 
prominently featuring the activity ruin spelunking.149  Arguments presented by 
those like Richard Florida compound the situation.  Florida is well known for 
calling for waves of the creative class to move into the 'abandoned' 
neighbourhoods of Detroit to pave the way for gentrifying activities.  The 
gentrification called for by theorists like Florida quite effectively pushes the long-
time residents of the city out of their long-time homes.  These theorists paint a 
picture of Detroit that encourages North Americans to treat lightly the suffering of 
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the economically disadvantaged citizens of this region.  Intentionally or otherwise, 
these contributions to the archive giving rise to a sense of Detroit are 
contributions to the abuse of statistically most Detroiters.  With an understanding 
of the act of displacement brought about by this tension between “Detroit 
Lament” and “Detroit Utopia,” we will turn to a reflection about what sorts of latent 
capacities exist within these deindustrializing cities. 
1.3 Deindustrializing Cities: Latent capacities 
 In the context that many de-industrializing cities find themselves in, we find 
an odd tension between the images of decay and despair that invite colonization 
of these regions, and a form of political and creative hope for the invention of 
new values.  To be sure, the ongoing process of de-industrialization in many 'rust 
belt' cities tends to free the imagination opening up the possibilities for new 
projects and new values.  What seems most interesting in the analysis of Detroit 
offered by Herron, is his claim that this city "...is the most representative city in 
America"150.  While far from arguing that Detroit is a typical American city, Detroit 
acts as a sort of extreme case of the most typical of North American values.  This 
is an insight, Herron argues, that is important for the media to deny.  Much of the 
force of his argument is that Detroit is no longer a city, at least insofar as it is 
represented within culture.  He argues: 
...it raises the suspicion that if Detroit really were a city - like other cities - then the things 
that have happened in it, and to it, might happen anywhere.  And given what has gone on 
here, especially in terms of media coverage, the wish to have Detroit not be 
representative is powerful; this accounts for the tentative, and perhaps cautionary 
observation that the place only looks like a city.  Despite appearances, it really isn't one, 
at least not any longer.  Detroit has to be deprived of its reality so that everybody else can 
feel better about theirs.
151
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 By the account offered by Herron in this passage, the perpetual 'othering' 
of Detroit has the whiff of a desperate culturally necessary form of denial.  In 
order to speak of the latent capacities within this context it is necessary to deny 
this denial.  Simply stated, Detroit presents itself as an excellent object for 
immanent critique, the core critical movement of Frankfurt Critical Theory.  Max 
Horkheimer describes this critical movement in the following manner: 
Again and again in history, ideas have cast off their swaddling clothes and struck out 
against the social systems that bore them.  The cause, in large degree, is that spirit, 
language, and all the realms of the mind necessarily stake universal claims.  Even ruling 
groups, intent above all upon defending their particular interests, must stress universal 
motifs in religion, morality and science.  Thus originates the contradiction between 
existent and ideology, a contradiction that spurs all historical progress.  While conformism 
presupposes the basic harmony of the two and includes the minor discrepancies in the 
ideology itself, philosophy makes men conscious of the contradiction between them.  On 
the one hand it appraises society by the light of the very ideas that it recognizes as its 
highest values; on the other, it is aware that these ideas reflect the taints of reality.
152
 
 
This passage from Eclipse of Reason, in the chapter entitled "On The Concept of 
Philosophy" presents us with a potent mode of criticism which would confront a 
culture with the tension between its highest values and its own practices.  If 
Herron is correct, and Detroit represents the cultural capital of North America, a 
sort of Mecca for the American way of life, the decline and crisis present within 
this city should invite this first movement of immanent critique which would act as 
an indictment of these values.153 
 Immanent critique, understood in terms of this first movement, however, is 
limited insofar as it does not present us with the means to dialectically move 
beyond the values that it critiques.  A true revolutionary mode of reflection must 
depend, to some extent, on the fleshing out of capacities latent within the crisis 
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context itself.  It is for that reason that we will examine the works of Andrew 
Herscher, Grace Lee and James Boggs. 
 Andrew Herscher, in his Unreal Estate Guide to Detroit, emphasises the 
common overarching theme of abandonment of the city.  The Guide is not 
directed toward the formation of a representation of the geographical region of 
Detroit, nor is its content directed towards Detroiters themselves.  The Guide is 
primarily engaged with the notion of ‘unreal estate,’ which is property (real estate) 
which has lost value in terms of the global economy, but arguably has taken on 
new or 'unreal' alternative sorts of value.  The guide itself serves as a field 
manual or travel book highlighting the alternative values which emerge from the 
use to which space in Detroit is put by various individual artists, artist collectives 
and community organizations.  The notion of 'unreal estate' rests upon the 
material and archival effects of global systematic capital insofar as the opening 
up of possibilities is the result of these forces emptying out both population and 
industry from the city.  Herscher, however, is not primarily concerned with these 
forces, but rather with an exploration of the happening of 'unreal estate' as an 
artistic and cultural phenomenon.   Herscher discusses 'unreal estate' (as it 
pertains to Detroit) as follows: 
What if Detroit has lost population, jobs, infrastructure, investment, and all else that the 
conventional narratives point to - but, precisely as a result of those losses, has gained 
opportunities to understand and engage novel urban conditions?  What if one sort of 
property value has decreased in Detroit - the exchange value brokered by the failing 
market economy - but other sorts of values have reciprocally increased, use values that 
lack salience or even existence in that economy?  What if Detroit has not only fallen 
apart, emptied out, disappeared and/ or shrunk, but has also transformed, becoming a 
new sort of urban formation that only appears depleted, voided or abjected through the 
lenses of conventional architecture and urbanism?  The Unreal Estate Guide to Detroit is 
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dedicated to exploring these and related propositions and, in so doing, the cultural, social 
and political possibilities that ensue from urban crisis.
154
 
 
The happenings presented in the guide range from urban gardening by 
community organizations, to accidental architecture, to community festivals, to 
urban spelunking.  In all, by focusing on the happening of this form of alternative 
value generation rather than critical forms of social and political engagement,155 
Herscher presents these projects as having what could be interpreted as a 
parasitic relationship to the geographic region.  This relationship can be read as 
parasitic insofar as the guide highlights the conditions necessary for the 
happening of 'unreal estate,' thereby inviting the reader to conceive of the Detroit 
region as a site for experimentation.  Moreover, this parasitic relationship is 
fragile insofar as it relies upon the neglect and value structure eventuated by 
global economic forces at this particular transitional (transient?) moment in 
history.   
 Herscher does not distinguish between one-off artist projects and 
sustained forms of engagement from embedded organizations and collectives.  
By overlooking this distinction and by focusing on the happening of 'unreal 
estate', Herscher abstracts many of the projects in question from the motive 
forces which bring them about.  The point of abstraction from motive forces can 
be illustrated by examining two examples: the Georgia Street Community 
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Garden, that finds its reason for existence in the context of food shortage and a 
struggle to feed the families who remain on the east end of Detroit.  
 
Figure 1.13 Georgia Street Community Garden Sign. Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Grant Yocom. 
The Heidelberg Project, which engages blight and abandonment critically by 
engaging the remaining community members in artistic re-imaginings of 
abandoned property and structures.   
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Figure 1.14 Heidelberg Project Shoes.  Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
Each of these durational and critical projects is represented in the Guide by short 
(less than one page) descriptions.  In the case of the Georgia Street Community 
Garden, Herscher presents this project vaguely as a response to "food 
insecurity".156  The description of the Heidelberg Project advanced by Herscher 
trails off with a series of rhetorical questions while failing to mention that at the 
point of publication of the Guide this project had been ongoing for twenty eight 
years.157  Entries of this sort are presented alongside one-off projects that 
engage in tourist activities like ruin exploration (urban spelunking) trips and artists 
who buy a single house in Detroit in order to engage in a dramatic one year 
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artistic renovation, thereby leaving the property abandoned at the conclusion of 
the endeavour.  
 By neglecting the important distinction between creative urban 
revitalization projects and creative opportunism, Herscher reveals that his 
interests do not align with the interests of those engaged with producing many of 
the phenomena which his project studies.  Since this book mimics the form of a 
travel book, its form can easily be read and interpreted as an invitation to creative 
opportunists to descend upon the city.158  Generally, Herscher's treatment is 
reminiscent of the objective scientist who studies the short life cycle of mayflies.  
These projects are on today, but perhaps gone tomorrow.  Herscher simply 
wants to document these happenings as an object of theoretical interest.  Sure, 
politically, socially and culturally critical potencies exist in the conceptual and 
economic space that unreal estate inhabits.  These potencies, Herscher argues, 
are not essential to unreal estate itself, and therefore they are outside his horizon 
of theoretical interest.  I would deny the acceptability of this stance, since work in 
Detroit is inevitably about Detroit at least insofar as this work rests upon the 
history, culture, political, and economic conditions that that open up the possibility 
for investigating this unreal estate in the first place. 
 In the end, this mock-travel book offered by Herscher can only provide an 
incomplete list of the happening of unreal estate in order to isolate and treat 
some of the active potentials in this happening.  As a result of the underground 
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nature of many of these projects, the list is necessarily incomplete and the 
academic attention drawn toward these projects (as he acts as an unreal estate 
broker by writing this book) is often unwelcome.  The vitality of these projects 
rests upon an active political and ethical engagement (the ethical and political 
nature of which is left ambiguous by Herscher159). 
 Herscher intentionally distances himself from the presentation of Detroit as 
utopia with his theoretical and dispassionate investigation of 'unreal estate'.  
Much like Herron, Herscher is distanced from the region and the interests of its 
inhabitants, though not in terms of class considerations, but rather theoretically 
as an art historian.  'Unreal estate', by Herscher`s account, is interesting and 
appears situated, though supposedly only as an object for theoretical and 
dispassionate investigation. 
 The position taken by Herscher, according to my analysis, is burdened by 
an overabundance of caution.  All of this caution seems somewhat warranted 
given the sensationalism of many of the common representations of projects of 
this sort within the city, though this overabundance of caution as in the work of 
Herscher fails to fully illuminate the ethical and political capacities latent within 
such a city in transition, nor does it address sufficiently how these conditions are 
necessary conditions for the possibility of many of the very phenomena his 
project attempts to catalogue.  In short, where Herron distances himself from the 
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normative consequences of his account by describing a cultural-historical 
phenomenon (the humiliation of history), Herscher distances himself from a full 
analysis of the phenomena that he studies as contributing to ‘unreal estate’ by 
abstracting this notion from the historical and material conditions that give rise to 
many of its catalogued art historical happenings.  Herron and Herscher share a 
sort of normative evasiveness by means of restricting their claims to the realm of 
descriptive analysis.  Both theorists attempt to evade the effects of the judgments 
necessarily implicit to their theoretical perspectives.160 
My intent is to reach further than Herscher while not throwing his 
theoretical caution to the wind.  Herscher is actually very careful to note, though 
outside the scope of his project, that there exists a certain degree of activist 
potential in the happenings that he discusses.  However, by failing to develop a 
practical and valid distinction between the brute fact of habitation of a place and 
the sorts of passionately engaged dispositions discussed above by Jacobs, along 
with Hardt and Negri, the notion of unreal estate is unable to distinguish between 
one-off artist experiments and sustained forms of engagement from historically 
and culturally embedded organizations and collectives.  In what is to follow, we 
will develop and mobilize such a distinction in order to make explicit forms of 
ethical and political activism implicit within the de-industrializing cities of Windsor 
and Detroit.  If Herron is correct when he calls Detroit "... the most representative 
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city in America"161, this investigation should also make explicit both latent 
capacities and modes of implicit activism present in other North American 
contexts as well as the structural barriers that they run up against. 
 Unlike the dispassionate and cautious analysis offered by Herscher, the 
work of the late Grace Lee Boggs, a Chinese-American activist who held a PhD 
in Philosophy from Bryn Mawr (1940) couches the latent capacities for social and 
political reinvention within cities like Detroit within revolutionary language and 
practices.  Boggs resided on the East end of Detroit from 1953 until her death on 
October 5th, 2015.  Boggs was the co-founder of Detroit Summer and the Boggs 
Foundation and Educational Centre, which she established with her husband 
James Boggs.  In a 2004 publication (written in 2000) about Detroit she asserts 
of the situation and capacities present within the city: 
Up to a generation ago Detroit was a shining example of the success of American 
capitalism, encouraging and reinforcing the conventional wisdom that technological 
progress is the key to social progress… A mode of production that concentrated thousands 
under a single roof made it possible for workers to create the great social movement of the 
1930s that established the dignity of labor… In the last twenty-five years, however, as 
global corporations have moved overseas or to the South where they can make more profit 
with cheaper labor, Detroit has become a wasteland. For the media it has become the 
symbol of the coming collapse of American urban civilization - "the first domino to fall" as 
Diane Sawyer put it on a national network special ten years ago. … Detroit’s population 
which was 2 million in the l950s now hovers around or below the million mark. Physically 
the city is more devastated than Dresden, Berlin and Tokyo after the massive bombings of 
World War II. …  Many of the institutional structures that remain are fenced in or gated and 
in most neighborhoods people live behind triple locked doors and barred windows. ... 
Under these circumstances, it would be easy to abandon all hope for Detroit’s future - or to 
be satisfied with pseudo-solutions like casinos and luxury sports stadia… Yet precisely 
because physical devastation on such a huge scale boggles the mind, it also frees the 
imagination, especially of activists/artists/artisans, to perceive reality anew; to see vacant 
lots not as eyesores but as empty spaces inviting the viewer to fill them in with other forms, 
other structures that presage a new kind of city which will embody and nurture new life-
affirming values in sharp contrast to the values of Materialism, Individualism and 
Competition that have brought us to this denouement.
162
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What should first be evident from this passage is the perspective from which it is 
taken up. Boggs writes about, in the interest of, and for the residents within the 
struggling neighbourhoods within the city.  From what we have already seen from 
Herron, Herscher, LeDuff, and Leary above, there is little that is factually new in 
this passage.  Boggs here relates a story of the rise and fall of a city, as do the 
other authors discussed above.  Like LeDuff, she describes the city as a 
'wasteland'.  Like Herron, Boggs is bemused about what Herron called in his 
University of Windsor HRG presentation "elephant footstep projects" like stadia 
that concentrate development funds within the downtown core leaving 
neighbourhoods to falter.  Like Leary, she is both cautious and troubled by the 
dominant tendencies for the representation of Detroit by the national media.  
Most interestingly and importantly, like Herscher she sees the potential within the 
blighted landscape of vacant lots to engage the imagination in order to bring 
about something new and enigmatic in terms of values alien to the dominant 
corporate and political climate.  This something, she holds, may bring about a 
new sort of city and, as she later writes, in The Next American Revolution, new 
sorts of human beings by means of a radical revolution of values.  She states: 
These are the times that try our souls.  Each of us needs to undergo a tremendous 
philosophical and spiritual transformation.  Each of us needs to be awakened to a personal 
and compassionate recognition of the inseparable interconnection between our minds, 
hearts, and bodies; between our physical and psychical well-being; and between our 
selves and all the other selves in our country and in the world.  Each of us needs to stop 
being a passive observer of the suffering that we know is going on in the world and start 
identifying with the sufferers.  Each of us needs to make a leap that is both practical and 
philosophical, beyond determinism to self-determination.  Each of us has to be true to and 
enhance our own humanity by embracing and practicing the conviction that as human 
beings we have Free Will.  
Despite the powers and principles that are bent on objectifying and commodifying us and 
all our human relationships, the interlocking crises of our time require that we exercise the 
power within us to make principled choices in our ongoing daily and political lives - choices 
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that will eventually although not inevitably (since there are no guarantees) make a 
difference.
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 In an earlier work, Revolution and Evolution in the Twentieth Century, 
Grace and James Boggs take great pains to define ‘revolution,’ and they do so in 
terms of the evolutionary development of humanity.  Cautioning against the 
common tendency to think of revolutions only in terms of revolutionary moments 
or brute forms of purely conflictive revolt, they write: 
There is an urgent necessity today to combat the widespread tendency, propagated by the 
mass media, to think of revolution in terms of a single tactical event or episode, as a D-Day 
confrontation or shoot-out between the violence of the state and the violence of the 
oppressed.  The idea which most of us have of revolution, encouraged by the FBI as well, 
is that of barricades, a Wild West shoot-out, an assault upon a police headquarters or even 
hijacking an airplane or robbing a bank.  Most people, including most militants, think of a 
revolution in terms of "Instant Revolution", rather than in terms of a protracted struggle.  
Revolution to them is one confrontation after another.  They have not stopped to wonder 
about the advance in human evolution which is the only justification for a revolution and 
which can only be achieved when the great masses of the people at the bottom of a society 
make a tremendous leap forward in their own humanity.
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Calling for a philosophy of revolution, they proceed to lay out the general 
framework for a definition of the term 'revolution' in distinction, in terms of what it 
is not.   Revolution, they argue, is fundamentally distinct from rebellion, 
insurrection, revolt, or a coup d'état.  Rebellions are spontaneous and hold no 
intentions on the part of the rebels to take state power.  Insurrections, while they 
have the intention of taking state power, represent a single event as the 
culmination of revolutionary struggle.  Revolts, Boggs and Boggs argue, are 
attempts ("...usually by a section of the armed forces..." 165) to seize power, 
though they lack both prior organization of the masses and social objectives.  
They characterize the coup d'état as "the successful overthrow of existing 
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authority in one audacious stroke, usually by a section of the armed forces."166  In 
each case, we find that these distinct sorts of defiant act differ fundamentally 
from revolution.  In the case of rebellion and insurrection the power base of the 
drive toward political change is the masses, though the aim of rebellion is to 
object to power, not to seize power; and insurrection is simply the culmination of 
revolutionary struggle.  Revolt and coup d'état do not usually find their power 
base in an oppressed class or the masses.  In all of these cases, the act of 
defiance to power is characterized as a brief moment of a single act. 
 Boggs and Boggs characterize revolution as rooted deeply within the 
cultural mindset, not as a moment of brute negation of the existing power 
structure, and as a protracted struggle toward a new way of life.  They claim:  
Revolutionary thinking has as its purpose to discover where man/woman should be 
tomorrow so that we can struggle systematically and programmatically to arouse the 
great masses of the people to want to go there.
167
   
 
Decisively distinct from the dominant modes of re-imagining de-industrializing 
cities that take economic power structures as givens, Boggs and Boggs frame 
this historical moment of transition to be an opportunity to effect a radical 
revaluation of values that projects a future out of a moment of crisis.  Couching 
the forces at work in evolutionary terms and in a notion of agency, the 
revolutionary capacities highlighted by Boggs and Boggs stem not from a 
generalized and abstract understanding of a political and economic landscape, 
but rather from the creative and moral capacities of engaged communities 
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expressing and expanding their consciousness and powers experimentally within 
the context of a protracted struggle.  They continue: 
A revolution is not just for the purpose of correcting past injustices.  A revolution involves a 
projection of man/ woman into the future.  It begins with projecting the notion of a more 
human human being, i.e., a human being who is more advanced in the specific qualities 
which only human beings have - creativity, consciousness, and self-consciousness, a 
sense of political and social responsibility.
168
 
 
The work of Grace Boggs is in explicit dialogue with that of Hardt and Negri, 
sharing their notion of the political capacities resting on the common and the 
potential political power expressed in terms of the multitude.  She states: 
But in the twenty-first century I have come to appreciate (in the words of authors Michael 
Hardt and Antonio Negri) thee value of the "singularities" that compose the "multitude."  
Our diversity is the source of our strength.  We are not aiming simply to impact one election 
or one government.  Rather, we are striving for long-term and sustainable transformation, 
and for that we need the wisdom that comes from many cultures, movements, and 
traditions.
169
 
 
Specifically, the work of Grace Lee Boggs in the context of Detroit involves 
engaging the informal networks of needs-based community organizations and 
artist collectives, bringing them into dialogue in order to collectively "...envision 
the new cultural images we need to grow our souls."170  These networks are 
inclusive stressing a multiplicity of voices from a multitude of backgrounds, 
involving anybody who wishes to take up a share of the project rather than being 
exclusive and divided along the lines of race, gender, or class.  Given Boggs and 
Boggs’ associations with the Black Power movement in Detroit as well as their 
friendships and collaboration with figures like Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and 
Malcom X, it may be surprising to some not to find a divisive dialogue involving 
race and discrimination.  Boggs and Boggs acknowledge that race and 
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discrimination are issues, but issues best addressed and overcome on the basis 
of the common.  Grace Boggs argues:  
Blacks overall regard Martin and certainly Malcom with greater reverence and depth of 
feeling.  But, regrettably, they have not wrestled with the full complexity of the ideas and 
lives of these two men who have played such a critical role in the development of the 
American Revolutionary movement.  As a result, contemporary African American politicians 
and public intellectuals have summarily failed to do what Martin and Malcom (and Jimmy 
Boggs) did in their lifetimes - namely move the debates and strategies about black struggle 
beyond the fight against racism to address the broader concern of how to transform and 
how to govern the whole of US society.  Every American needs a full appreciation of Martin 
and Malcom to contribute to making the next American Revolution.
171
 
 
The sort of inclusivity suggested by Boggs is striking insofar as it respects 
the distinctiveness of various classes, races, and interest groups and brings them 
together on the basis of what is shared or ‘common’ in terms of their struggles 
against the belligerent power structures.  These belligerent power structures, as 
we saw above with Hardt and Negri, work against, frustrate, block, and stifle the 
productive and cooperative networks of the common.  This is an interesting and 
potent aspect of Boggs position, a position that grew out of a relationship with the 
black power movement in Detroit.  We saw above172 with our treatment of Hardt 
and Negri how the notions of encounter, singularities, and the common work 
together to issue powerful normative claims and “…organize antagonisms 
against the hierarchies and divisions of the metropolis…”173  These positions 
argued by Boggs, Hardt, and Negri, explicitly recognize diversity and distinctions 
such as race and class, although they do not organize their models of resistance 
along these categorical or hierarchical distinctions.  Questions of race, gender, 
class, and other forms of oppressive categories do not orient revolutionary or 
activist struggle, as least that of the urban activist movements prevalent today in 
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Detroit.  For Boggs, the question at the heart of revolutionary struggle is not that 
of who wields the political power. Rather, revolutionary struggle should be one 
that demands of systems of power and economy that they allow for the 
expression of human capacities applying a model of human, and not merely 
economic or procedural, sustainability.  The role of activist and revolutionary 
practice, as outlined by Boggs, is to demand that systems of power (to borrow 
from Horkheimer and Adorno) pay heed to “…the interests of men.174 
This notion of political and cultural relations that are humanly sustainable 
will be central as we examine the projects of activist communities in Windsor and 
Detroit in what follows.  Boggs’ argument attempts to overcome what she 
considers to be the limitations of “…twentieth century theory and practice of 
revolution…”; theory and practice bound by “…ideologies, purist paradigms, 
absolutist views of a static Paradise; arguments over which class, race or gender 
was the main revolutionary social force; and binary oppositions between Left and 
Right.”175  Such revolutionary theory and practice dwells in the negative and 
employs an ‘us’ versus ‘them’ opposition that mimics, as Boggs argues, “…the 
capitalist culture that was dehumanizing us.”176 
Boggs describes the disposition of the movement she hopes for not in terms 
of isolated issues, ideological paradigms, or oppositional forces that orient 
struggle. Rather, her position rests on the notion of the ‘common’ and attempts to 
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illustrate sets of dispositions necessary for sustained struggle against institutional 
powers that would limit and frustrate our human capacities.  She writes: 
…we are beginning to understand that the world is always being made and never finished; 
that activism can be the journey rather than the arrival; that struggle doesn’t always have to 
be confrontational but can take the form of reaching out to find common ground with the 
many “others” in our society who are also seeking ways out from alienation, isolation, 
privatization and dehumanization by corporate globalization.
177
 
 
Grace Boggs understands the need to develop new dispositions to struggle 
(she refers to this as to “grow our souls”178).  She describes the disposition called 
for in the new struggle in terms of what she sees in the new emerging movement 
made up of elements of the ‘civil rights movement,’ the ‘environmental 
movement,’ and the ‘women’s movement’: 
…coming together in workshops to open themselves up to new, more spiritual ways of 
knowing, consciously decentering the scientific rationalism that had laid the philosophic 
foundation for the modern age.  To become truly human and to really know Truth, people 
discovered, we need to summon up all our mental and spiritual resources, constantly 
expanding our imaginations, sensitivities, and capacity for wonder and love, for hope rather 
than despair, for compassion and cooperation rather than cynicism and competition, for 
spiritual aspiration and moral effort.  Instead of either/or, reductive, dualistic, and divisive, 
or “blaming the other,” thinking, the movement affirmed the unity of mind and body and of 
the spiritual with the material.  It advocated a consciousness that rejects determinism – the 
belief that we are limited by the past – and repudiates all absolutes.  Instead, the 
movement promoted a consciousness that finds joy in crossing boundaries, is naturalistic 
instead of supernatural, and strives for empowerment rather than power and control.
179
 
 
To foster these dispositions, the Boggs Educational Centre was established 
in reaction to a system of education which "...sorts, tracks, tests, and rejects or 
certifies working-class children as if they were products on an assembly line."180  
She describes the educational challenge as follows: 
These conditions of postindustrial society especially challenge educators to reexamine 
conventional assumptions and to create a new community-based, person-centered model 
of education.  Schools need to leave behind present methods geared to producing workers 
for highly repetitive work.  They should instead seek to incorporate learning into work, 
political organizing, community service, and recreation.  More learning needs to occur 
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outside the classroom.  Education should involve real problem solving.  Instead of rigid age 
segregation, young and old should mingle.  The years of compulsory education should 
grow shorter, not longer.  Education should be spread out over a lifetime.
181
 
 
In sum, Boggs theoretical and activist work aims to foster a new sort of 
disposition to social, cultural and political life centered around the assertion "...we 
are the leaders we've been looking for."182  On the basis of such engagement, 
and in reaction to the fear mongering of media and political pundits, it is not 
difficult to see how this general track of argument works to invite a multitude of 
distinct voices into a dialogue of re-imagining urban life within the context of this 
transitional historical moment of de-industrialization.   
We began this discussion with a treatment of Jane Jacobs; one that 
asserted that cities - good cities - need to be the sorts of places that handle 
strangers.  The ideals that rest behind her work were feelings of safety and 
security, along with a cooperative sense of belonging to a place that fosters 
diversity within neighbourhoods and, as a result of this diversity of street uses, 
sufficient activities to generate interest in the lives of our streets.  In sum, our 
cities and our communities should be laid out in order to foster a shared sense of 
engagement among a multiplicity of singularities on the basis of what Hardt and 
Negri later call the common.  Jacobs, in 1961, asserts with regard to diversity and 
cultural life generally within Detroit:  
Virtually all of urban Detroit is as weak on vitality and diversity as the Bronx.  It is ring 
superimposed upon ring of failed gray [sic.] belts.  Even Detroit's downtown itself cannot 
produce a respectable amount of diversity.  It is dispirited and dull, and almost deserted by 
seven o'clock of [sic.] an evening.
183
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Over half a century later this assessment still seems to stand despite the 
activities of activists and community organizers such as Boggs.  What also 
stands, as reflected in the works of Jacobs, Boggs, and Hardt and Negri, is the 
assessment of the sorts of political and cultural activities along with impassioned 
engagement that imbues the streets with the vitality needed to produce a healthy 
urban landscape. 
Many cultural and theoretical forces, as exemplified in the tendencies of the 
writings constitutive of a mythic and sensational narrative of de-industrializing 
cities like those discussed above, encourage the Othering of places like Detroit, 
encouraging dispositions that run counter to the potentially revolutionary forces 
discussed by Boggs.  Authors like LeDuff, who depict entire swaths of the city as 
areas to be avoided even at great inconvenience and expense, whose works are 
filled with narratives that foster and encourage a passive acceptance of an 
impression of Detroit in which the city is beyond hope, effectively work against 
the common.  The disposition fostered by such writings could serve to partially 
explain the prevalence of fences, barred windows and doors, as well as my 
instinct to timidly huddle within my borrowed apartment rather than to strike out to 
engage with Detroit.  The historical analysis provided by Herron, while it will be 
useful in describing the emergence of the context in which we find contemporary 
Detroit, and insofar as it rests upon a functionalist understanding of the city 
serves to frustrate any potential cultural forces for re-imagining or re-evaluating 
within this context.  Herron treats any potential return to the city, including the 
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various movements at work currently (both hipster and grass roots), in terms of a 
self-misunderstood nostalgia for a fictive history of cities generally.   
We have seen, through our treatments of Jacobs, Hardt and Negri, and 
Boggs and Boggs, that cities are effectively screaming for residents and visitors 
alike to take up an active and normative relationship to the shared landscape that 
brings them together.  Systems of consumer value as well as analyses that would 
remain dispassionate serve to deny this call while relying on a context for their 
analyses that affirms this landscape of the common implicitly.  To represent a 
place is an act of power.  However, many of the dominant treatments of the 
forces at work in this moment of de-industrialization run the gamut between 
skepticism and outright dismissal of this shared normative landscape on the 
basis of a system of value assessment that fails to read these activist and 
engaged projects in any terms except for economic.  As we shall see in what 
follows, this tendency represents a form of question begging insofar as this mode 
of analysis reads radical attempts to question this very theory of value only in 
terms of this theory of value.  The only value that these analyses are able to 
consider is monetary, since they are, after all, modes of analyses designed to 
measure monetary and economic value.  Effectively, these analyses assert that 
critical dispositions to systems of economic value are economically problematic.  
Over the next two chapters we shall examine to what extent Nietzsche and some 
of his theoretical descendants can prove to be valuable allies for understanding 
the cultural forces at work in neighbourhoods within de-industrializing cities 
generally.  From our reading of Nietzsche and others, we will also examine what 
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capacities are present in his work for countering these culturally fostered and 
generally unproductive dispositions that frame our encounters with cities like 
Windsor and Detroit. 
 
Figure 1.15 Walker Power Building Windsor.  August 10, 2016.  Windsor, ON. Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
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2 
Nietzsche Insurgent 
(A case for the reformulation and use of Nietzsche as a model for activism) 
 
 Right out of the gate it may be wondered what value a theoretical position 
that predates the moving automotive assembly line and one firmly rooted in 
European culture might have for meeting a decisively modern and North 
American crisis such as the one faced by the deindustrializing cities discussed in 
this work.  Why use Nietzsche to engage with de-industrializing North American 
cities?   Aside from the historical and technological distance that separates us 
from his writings it is commonly held that the writings of Nietzsche present a host 
of difficulties for one who would appropriate them in order to engage in any 
political theory involving movements within mass culture.  The dominant trend in 
the interpretation of his position has understood Nietzsche to advocate 
wholeheartedly for a form of possessive and assertive individuality that runs 
against the grain of the forms of political association grounded in 'the common' as 
discussed by Hardt and Negri.184  The values of safety and security that provide 
the foundation of the prescriptions for the establishment of 'good' cities and 
neighbourhoods advanced by Jacobs are contradicted on almost every page of 
Nietzsche's writings.  Explicitly, Nietzsche asserts of the urge toward such 
conditions: 
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The sage has to resist these extravagant desires of unintelligent goodness, because his 
concern is the continuance of his type and the eventual creation of the supreme intellect; at 
the least he will refrain from promoting the foundation of the 'perfect state', inasmuch as 
only enfeebled individuals can have any place in it. ...  The state is a prudent institution for 
the protection of individuals against one another: if it is completed and perfected too far it 
will in the end enfeeble the individual and, indeed, dissolve him - that is to say, thwart the 
original purpose of the state in the most thorough way possible. (HH I 235) 
 
In this section of Human All Too Human, Nietzsche cautions against the 
standards of safety, security, peace and comfort relied upon as the implicit basis 
for the normative evaluation presented in Jacobs The Death and Life of Great 
American Cities.  Good cities and good neighborhoods, for Jacobs, tend to 
defend themselves against the very conflictive forces that Nietzsche advocates in 
his treatment of cultural and spiritual progress.  Make no mistake; Nietzsche is in 
favor of conflict, danger, and even suffering by virtue of the generative effects of 
these forces.  He notes, quite explicitly in his Beyond Good and Evil: 
If possible (and no ‘if possible’ can be more crazy) you want to abolish suffering!  And 
we? – it seems that we want it to be, if anything, worse and greater than before!  Well-
being in your sense of the word – that certainly is no goal, it seems to us to be an end!  A 
condition that would immediately make people ludicrous and contemptible – make us 
wish their downfall!  The discipline of suffering, great suffering – don’t you know that this 
discipline alone has created all human greatness to date?  The tension of the soul in 
unhappiness, which cultivates its strength; its horror at the sight of the great destruction; 
its inventiveness and bravery in bearing, enduring, interpreting, exploiting unhappiness, 
and whatever in the way of depth, mystery, mask, spirit, cleverness, greatness the heart 
has been granted – has it not been granted them through suffering, through the discipline 
of great suffering? (BGE 225) 
 
For Nietzsche, it is conflict, suffering, and danger that impel us to become more 
than what we are.  Since it is by these means that we expand our capacities, 
Nietzsche would resist the will to produce neighbourhoods of the sort discussed 
so romantically by Jacobs. 
Hardt and Negri distinguish between ‘infelicitous’ encounters with the 
common and those judged to be ‘felicitous’.  Recall, ‘felicitous’ encounters were 
characterized as involving “…a new production of the common – when for 
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instance, people communicate their different knowledges, different capacities to 
form cooperatively something new.”185  On the other hand, recall that Hardt and 
Negri note that some encounters “…are conflictive and destructive, producing 
noxious forms of the common, when your neighbors’ noise keeps you up at night 
or you smell their garbage or, more generally, when the traffic congestion and air 
pollution of the metropolis degrade the life of all residents.”186  We should note 
that, for Hardt and Negri, cities are active zones of conflict since, much like the 
factory for the industrial proletariat, cities represent “…the site of hierarchy and 
exploitation, violence and suffering, fear and pain.”187  Often the structures of the 
city itself work against, frustrate, block, and stifle the productive and cooperative 
networks of the common.  These instances provide apt targets for urban 
resistance and rebellion.  Accordingly, Hardt and Negri advocate political 
organization in order “…to organize antagonisms against the hierarchies and 
divisions of the metropolis, funnel the hatred and rage against its violence.”188  
While Hardt and Negri acknowledge that these conflictive forces exist and 
antagonisms should be directed against forces that block the common, the 
examples of noise, unpleasant odors, and bothersome traffic used in the 
selection from Commonwealth above illustrate a certain will to a pleasant and 
comfortable life that stands in stark contrast to the prescriptions issued by 
Nietzsche, for example, in Beyond Good and Evil, where he (comparing the 
human spirit to a plant) argues that it is not “…a common green pasture of 
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happiness…” (BGE 44) that brings about the necessary conditions for human 
flourishing.  Rather: 
…the precariousness of the plant’s situation had first to increase enormously; that its 
power of invention and disguise (its ‘spirit’ - ) had to become subtle and daring through 
long periods of pressure and discipline; that its life-will had to be intensified to an 
unconditional power-will. (BGE 44) 
 
Unlike the disposition championed by Nietzsche, Hardt and Negri argue that the 
politics of the metropolis has the task of organizing encounters “…to promote 
joyful encounters, make them repeat, and to minimize infelicitous encounters.”189  
Again, Nietzsche argues in Human, All Too Human that “…this comfortable life 
would destroy the soil out of which great intellect and the powerful individual in 
general grows…” (HH I 235) insisting “…that savage and violent character of 
life…” (HH I 235) is the operative force that brings about greatness in the 
individual, people, or culture.  One might argue, as I have above190, that 
organizing culturally and politically against these noxious encounters and 
directing our legitimate rage against them has the potential to bring about the 
sorts of new capacities that Nietzsche would praise.  Indeed, the notion of a 
‘joyful encounter’ could be read as being very much in keeping with the 
affirmation of life advocated so vehemently by Nietzsche.  Problematically, 
however, it is all too easy to read the general thrust of the argument presented by 
Hardt and Negri as one that calls for the ultimate cessation and overcoming of 
conflictive forces themselves, insofar as their normative criticisms rest on the 
basis of the ideal of free and unrestrained communicative capacities rooted in the 
common.  In any case, it is not immediately clear that the normative standards 
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resting in the common as advocated by Hardt and Negri are compatible with the 
embrace of agonistic forces championed by Nietzsche. The cooperative 
standards of the common rest upon what Nietzsche would estimate to be “…the 
easy communicability of necessity…”, about which he notes: 
The more similar, the more common people: these have always been and continue to be 
at an advantage, while those who are more select, subtle, rare, harder to understand are 
readily left alone, come to harm in their isolation, and rarely procreate.  We have to call 
upon enormous counterforces in order to thwart this natural, all-too-natural progressus in 
simile, the further development of humans who are similar, ordinary, average, herd-like – 
common. (BGE 268) 
 
For Nietzsche, that which is common, (including anything that can be considered 
a ‘common good’), has little value.191  Generally, then, Nietzsche would reject this 
standard of the common, along with the easy communicability that makes 
something like the common possible.  On the contrary, Nietzsche estimates that 
which is common to be an act of preservation and continuation of sameness 
rather than progress.  Unless we are willing to read Hardt and Negri as arguing 
for the highest and rarest expression of communicative capacities on the basis of 
the common which amounts to reading a form of communicative and expressive 
elitism into Hardt and Negri.192  Nietzsche, by championing the exceptional would 
seem to be arguing against the grain of the common as expressed by the 
multitude. 
From the venom of Nietzsche’s description of the State in Zarathustra,193 
to Book III of Daybreak, where Nietzsche in "As little state as possible"194 
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denounces the subjects of politics and economy as unworthy of the attention of 
those most gifted, always and everywhere in his position we seem to find 
Nietzsche to be dismissive in the extreme of shared standards of value, the 
public good, the well-being of the masses, or any other stance that resembles in 
any way the common.  Further, in the early work Untimely Meditations, Nietzsche 
identifies only three respects in which the masses are worthy of any note at all; 
all of which relate back to either their resistance or utility to "...great men..."195  It 
seems to most that Nietzsche rejects the grounds for peaceful cooperation and 
collaboration that serve as the normative basis for the arguments in favor of 
collective or community action that we have examined so far.  How, then, is this 
iconoclast and critic to offer any allegiance or hope for this investigation?  On 
what basis can we align the critical and prescriptive force of Nietzsche’s writings 
with the goals of grass root community activist movements in the deindustrializing 
cities of Windsor and Detroit? 
 Even though the writings of Nietzsche are critically directed against all 
forms of mass culture (and his cynicism with regard to the multitude of his day 
was extreme), if we take a step back from this cynicism we will find something 
quite surprising.  Always and everywhere at the root of the criticisms of the state, 
mass culture, systems of belief, systems of knowledge, and systems generally, 
we find that the ire of Nietzsche is evoked in response to the attempt to offload 
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critical thought and critical dispositions to the processes of route and procedure.  
By his argument, the offloading of critical dispositions to systems, including 
systems of dogmatic belief, procedural systems, bureaucratic systems, political 
systems, epistemological systems, etc. flies in the face of the forms of creative 
agency and engagement with the concrete struggles that existence presents.196  
For Nietzsche, it is not the systems of belief or systems of practice themselves 
that pose a problem, but rather it is the languid cultural reliance upon such 
systems (epistemic, procedural, economic, metaphysical, etc.) that evinces a will 
not to will, or nihilism.  The target of the critique offered by Nietzsche is ultimately 
not the multitude itself.  Rather, Nietzsche decries passive dispositions 
expressed by herd-like manners of living and believing; dispositions that 
Nietzsche detects in the practices of the multitude of his day.  The prescriptions 
offered by Nietzsche aim at reinvigorating and re-spiriting a culture that is on a 
trajectory of decline. 
 One of the tasks for this chapter will be to encounter and overturn what 
Rick Roderick calls ‘the Nietzsche effect’.  Roderick argues, in his lecture 
“Nietzsche as Myth and Mythmaker”, that when we move to interpret Nietzsche 
we run into a number of paradoxes: paradoxes generated within his writing197 
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and “the paradox generated… by his writing instead of the paradoxes within it.”198  
This second paradox is, in the context of the deployment of Nietzsche towards 
activist theory that can address the practice of community organizations and 
artist collectives proposed here, much more interesting.  Roderick argues that the 
works of Nietzsche call into question the possibility of any ‘correct’ or ‘right’ 
interpretation generally.  In this 1991 lecture, Roderick claims that the “…effect 
generated by his writings; that interpretations are multiple, contestable, and might 
finally be judged by which end up being the most interesting.”199  This is to say, 
the works of Nietzsche (by the account offered by Roderick) beg precisely for the 
kind of deployment that this work attempts to offer.  Roderick continues: 
Nietzsche’s work suggests that, in a certain sense, it may be impossible to find what 
many people think they find when they interpret; namely “the right interpretation”. One of 
Nietzsche’s primary targets is the notion that there is such a thing as “the right 
interpretation”, in general. See that’s what makes it a theoretical point. However, the 
paradox now is obvious, right? Because the paradox generated by his writings… if that 
thesis suggested by his writings were correct then the ideal way to present Nietzsche 
would not be to present an interpretation of Nietzsche; but to do what he suggests in 
other places in his work, which is to develop a creative, brilliant performance of one’s 
own. That sort of created oneself in a new way and if one used Nietzsche’s name it 
wouldn’t matter whether one – well, it might matter, if it made the performance better – in 
what way one used it.
200
 
 
This is not to argue that the works of Nietzsche are irrelevant to the argument 
that follows.  On the contrary, as we shall see in what follows, Nietzsche is 
frequently quite clear as he isolates cultural phenomena for critical appraisal, as 
he asserts his criticisms, and as he establishes modes of critique and analysis.  
Nietzsche consistently grounds these critical modes on the basis of the 
affirmation of life, the expression and expansion of human capacities, and he 
establishes agonistic tensions that frame the living development of both cultural 
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practice and individual development.  Nietzsche offers a dispositional critique of 
cultural practice in a manner that is rooted historically, topologically, and firmly 
articulated in terms of context and location. 
The first chapter in this work concluded with an account of activism in 
Detroit developed using Boggs, and Hardt and Negri that aims to foster new sorts 
of dispositions to social, cultural and political life.  Hardt and Negri offer an 
account of the communicative and collaborative networks capable of self-
organizing in a critical manner toward systems of power. Boggs advocates 
institutions and practices (cultural, educational, etc.) that aim to bring these 
dispositions about experimentally through community engagement.  Both 
positions maintain a critical disposition to systems of power, domination, and 
exploitation that block the expression of human capacities for communication and 
collaboration.  These revolutionary thinkers aim to bring about what Nietzsche 
would call “…a critique of moral values…” that calls “…the value of these values 
… into question.” (GM “Preface” 6)  One thing that is lacking in the accounts of 
activism offered by the works of both Boggs and Hardt and Negri is direct 
engagement with the psychological struggle with our habitual dispositions, and 
valuations, and generally, the affective dimension of engagement with struggle of 
this sort.  The works of Nietzsche can be productive and serve as valuable allies 
on this front.  
We will first have to linger upon an interpretation of the projects of the 
various writings of Nietzsche; an interpretation that presents Nietzsche as 
ultimately advocating a form of activism at the levels of knowledge, subjectivity, 
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culture, and (more tenuously) politics.  This interpretation will be philosophically 
dense and heavily reliant on the theorists Christopher Janaway and John 
Richardson, though ultimately rewarding for the analysis of embedded and 
embodied activist resistance treated in the following chapters.  Topically, this 
interpretation of Nietzsche will engage his positions regarding the nature of 
subjectivity and his rather complicated notion of agency, our epistemological 
situation, and an account of his engagement with culture which stresses the 
importance of topology or place that grounds thinking.  Ultimately, on the basis of 
this interpretation I shall argue that Nietzsche advocates a disposition of 
(epistemic, cultural, political, and ethical) insurgency with regard to the structures 
and systems that we of necessity inhabit and embody through our engagement 
with life. 
If Nietzsche is to be useful to the present case, this interpretation must be 
situated perspectively within the context of the de-industrializing cities of Windsor 
and Detroit and the struggles of the activist and community groups at work at 
street level in these cities.  At this point the expanded appropriation of Nietzsche 
(taken alongside Hardt and Negri, Horkheimer and Adorno) will be brought into 
conversation with the activist prescriptions and evaluations of Boggs and Boggs, 
who argue that "...we must have a philosophy of revolution"201.  This is precisely 
what this chapter aims to produce: the grounds required to engage a discussion 
of artist, activist and community practice within Windsor and Detroit. 
2.1 Nietzsche: Context and Topology 
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 The works of Nietzsche become most lucid when read in relation to 
cultural crisis.  Much of the normative force of works like Human, All Too Human, 
The Gay Science, Beyond Good and Evil, and Twilight of the Idols emerge with 
the explicit project of "...overturning of habitual evaluations and valued habits..." 
(HH “Preface” 1) framed critically and rhetorically as"...a great declaration of 
war..." (TI “Foreword”) reliant upon "...a splendid tension of spirit..." (BGE 
“Preface”)  Each of these explicit mission statements for his work are reliant upon 
the historical context in which they are written and are only properly understood 
in terms of the specific cultural forces that they oppose. 
Nietzsche challenges us in his work to think against the grain of the 
dominant cultural mindsets and habitual beliefs that tend to offer us comfort.  
When we read Nietzsche, we should be unsettled.  The Gay Science invites us 
into this work with the following rhyme: 
Dare to taste my fare, dear diner! 
Come tomorrow it tastes finer 
and day after day even good! 
If you still want more – I’ll make it, 
from past inspiration take it, 
turning food for thought to food. (GS 1) 
 
While Nietzsche notes that this form of critical wisdom may seem bitter and 
foreign to us at first, day by day we will acquire a taste for these new and 
acrimonious forms of thought.  Overall, the philosophy of Nietzsche presents the 
reader with the necessity for the abandonment of the dominant fundamental 
beliefs and habitual values of his day that, by his account, fundamentally and 
habitually run counter to our psychological and physiological interests.202  
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According to the arguments presented by Nietzsche, these conventionally held 
values and beliefs would present our weaknesses as though they are strengths, 
encouraging us to passively accept unacceptable states of affairs and to wallow 
in dispositions toward life that fundamentally deny life.203  Beliefs can have 
narcotic effects.204  While these values that are the target of ire in the works of 
Nietzsche at their roots deny life, they conceal these roots with intoxicating 
compensatory powers that celebrate and reward our docility and herd-like 
dispositions.  The initially bitter pill of Nietzsche's philosophy, in criticizing these 
beliefs and dispositions, is eventually intended to restore health and creative 
vitality. 
 In general, the weight of Nietzsche's critical position does not engage the 
veracity of our modes of analysis.  The problematic values isolated for criticism 
by Nietzsche arise from our habitual dispositions and they are symptoms of some 
physiological ailment.205   The criticism offered by Nietzsche goes much deeper 
than varacity, unmasking our modes of analysis as modes of value judgment, 
and value judgments as reflective of dispositions towards life.  He seeks to ask of 
the judgments that underlie these modes of analysis: "...to what extent the 
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judgment furthers life, preserves life, preserves the species, perhaps even 
cultivates the species..."(BGE 4)  Judgments of value concerning life, according 
to Nietzsche’s famous pronouncement in Twilight of the Idols, “…have value only 
as symptoms.  They can be considered only as symptoms – in themselves such 
judgments are foolish.” (TI “The Problem of Socrates” 2) 
 Many interpretations of Nietzsche treat his work abstractly and topically, 
ignoring the importance of a sense of place and context that underlies his more 
critical assertions. 206  Taking, for example, the commonly held opposition of 
individual and community,207 we find that this opposition is supported by context 
and constitutes a tension that is productive of “…a man, a people, a culture…” 
(UM II 1) for Nietzsche.  It is noteworthy that Nietzsche, when describing these 
tensions, frequently oscillates between these terms.  As Malpas notes: 
…the supposed opposition between community and individual is itself the result of a 
reading of Nietzsche that abstracts his thinking from the topography in which it is 
embedded (and that is embedded in it), and thereby renders his thinking in a way that 
neglects or ignores its essentially dynamic and interactive or ‘agonistic’ character.
208
 
 
Moreover, as Malpas argues, Nietzsche’s works are peppered with 
references to physical geography and they often reflect on the sense of place 
that grounds his philosophy.  Malpas draws our attention to this particularly telling 
passage from Ecce Homo, where Nietzsche draws attention to the importance of 
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place and climate, along with nutrition and recuperation as “…the fundamental 
concerns of life itself…” (EH “Clever” 10): 
The question of place and climate is most closely related to the question of nutrition.  
Nobody is at liberty to live everywhere; and whoever has to solve great problems that 
challenge all his strength actually has a very restricted choice in this matter.  The 
influence of climate on the metabolism, its retardation, its acceleration, goes so far that a 
mistaken choice of place and climate can not only estrange a man from his task but can 
actually keep it from him: he never gets to see it.  (EH “Clever” 2) 
 
Nietzsche is a thinker who is far from being detached from his surroundings, who 
argues that (as Malpas notes) it is important to “…find a location attuned not only 
to his physical but also to his mental and spiritual needs.”209  Far from merely 
being a metaphor, place for Nietzsche is important physically, linguistically, 
epistemologically, and existentially.  Nietzsche, in Beyond Good and Evil, reveals 
that linguistic understanding depends upon experiences held in common by 
“…people [who] have lived for a long time under similar conditions (of climate, 
soil, danger, necessities, work)…” (BGE 268)  As a result of sharing these 
conditions people can share a series of meaning contexts that bring about a 
shared identity and make communicability easy and swift.  Or, as Nietzsche puts 
it, “…something comes into being as a result, something that ‘goes without 
saying’, a people.” (BGE 268)  As Malpas notes: 
…the topographic has its origins precisely in the refusal of the separation of thought from 
its object or of the thinker from her environment. Moreover, it is not as metaphor that 
place  - or earth or landscape – comes to figure as central in a genuinely topographic 
mode of philosophizing, but as place, as that in which thinking is grounded, by which 
thinking is sustained, and which thinking both opens up and to which it is itself opened.
210
 
 
Place, as we have already noted in the first chapter, is much more than an 
abstraction or metaphor for Nietzsche.  In the section of Ecce Homo cited above 
Nietzsche recounts the gradual emergence of his awareness of the importance of 
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these “…petty concerns – nutrition, location, climate, recuperation, the whole 
casuistry of selfishness…”  in a manner that advocates an active call for 
“…people …to start re-educating themselves.” (EH “Clever” 10)  To engage with 
your physical, cultural, and geographical context is already to engage yourself.  
For Nietzsche, this engagement with yourself does not take the form of taking up 
the identity imposed by your location, climate, etc.; but rather, it involves taking 
up a self-regulatory and self-critical disposition that expresses an understanding 
of how place, climate, and intellectual and nutritional diet, contribute to “…how 
you become what you are.”  (EH “Clever” 9)211   Malpas, against theorists like 
Gunzel (who argues that “…only theoretical landscapes can give us maps of 
Nietzsche’s critical geography…”212), correctly insists: 
…interconnecting… geography and history is not merely inscribing of geographic tropes 
into historical writing, but more than this, a rethinking of the underlying ontology of the 
historical and the geographic.  No longer is the historical to be thought apart from 
geography, or geography apart from history; rather the two are bound together in the 
same dynamic interplay.
213
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Any interpretation of Nietzsche must take seriously the importance of geography 
within his thought.  Moreover, attempts to appropriate and deploy Nietzschean 
thought must not interpret Nietzsche merely thematically or abstractly.  Rather, 
the interpreter must engage with a re-contextualization of his thought not only in 
terms of cultural or historical context, but in terms of a sense of geographical 
place as well.   
With regard to the project at hand, it is important to note that the 
disposition to topology and affective dispositions arising from geographical 
context for Nietzsche, should not be one of passive reception.  As we shall see, 
self-genealogy or more generally, the genealogically rooted appraisal of the 
value of values offered by Nietzsche demands a critical appraisal of that which is 
imparted to us by any context – including the context of local (landscapes and 
places).  This critical disposition, for Nietzsche, is grounded in an appraisal of 
values that demands the affirmation of life and rooted in a perspective of the 
furtherance of the species.  With these evaluative standards, the dispositional 
critique offered by Nietzsche will cut deeply against calcified cultural practices 
that encourage us to merely seek individual material gain while instilling a 
disposition of passivity with regard to the acceptance of the emergent values 
within a geographic region.  Far from arguing that we should simply carry the 
standard proper to our geographic (or cultural, or political) context, the strong 
normative and dispositional requirement issued by Nietzsche is that we adopt an 
insurgent stance to that which arises within us as a result of context.  Simply put, 
Nietzsche would have us passionately and critically engage with our context.  In 
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the case of the deindustrializing cities Windsor and Detroit, this context involves 
an urban environment dominated by the crumbling concrete, buildings blighted 
by arson, and the rusted metal of disused factories as well as a host of 
historically rooted practices and presuppositions held over from a century of 
industry.  The explicit activism espoused by Boggs and Boggs is embodied at 
street level by impassioned forms of engagement with the specific trials of urban 
life in the context of crumbling concrete and dormant industrial sites being 
reclaimed by nature.  As with Boggs and Boggs, what Nietzsche asks of us is not 
something easy.  What was needed in the context of a cultural crisis like the one 
Nietzsche faced over a century ago had less to do with changes to our material 
conditions and more to do with how at root we engage with and dispose 
ourselves to the ongoing struggle that life represents.  Both as individual human 
beings and as a species, Nietzsche expects us to engage with the question of 
the value of values rather than merely ape or imitate those values and judgments 
that are handed to us through dominant cultural forces.214  In Boggs’ words, this 
project is one that needs to "...go beyond usual politics..." and asks us to 
"...undergo a mental and spiritual re-evaluation."215  Interpreted through Martin 
Luther King Jr., she calls this project "a revolution of values."216  As we will see, 
the projects of activists, artist collectives, and community leaders in Detroit, like 
Nietzsche, explicitly ask us to engage with this project of revaluation – one that 
asks us to realize that our ideals and values have narcotic effects, and one that 
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demands that we become more than what we are as we create new ways of 
living and valuing.  In their early work, Revolution and Evolution in the Twentieth 
Century, Boggs and Boggs note of the revolution called for presently: 
The revolution to be made in the United States will be the first revolution in history to 
require the masses to make material sacrifices rather than to acquire more material 
things.  We must give up many of the things which this country has enjoyed at the 
expense of damning over one-third of the world into the state of underdevelopment, 
ignorance, disease, and early death.  Until the revolutionary forces come to power here, 
this country will not be safe for the world and revolutionary warfare on an international 
scale against the United States will remain the wave of the present – unless all of 
humanity goes up in one big puff.
217
 
 
Clearly these demands are going to require more than a change in leaders or 
political systems – they are going to require a dispositional or spiritual 
revaluation.  As Grace Boggs frequently notes, it is not as though someone else 
is going to come along like a messiah to lead us from bondage.  Rather “…we 
are the leaders we are looking for.”218  Or, rather, we must become such leaders.  
The deindustrialization of the Windsor/Detroit region presents us with an 
opportunity to radically revision the way that this region sustains and expresses 
itself.  As distinct as Windsor and Detroit may be from one another, Windsorites 
and Detroiters share this context, its trials, and the opportunities afforded by a 
waning automotive industry.  Granted, there are powerful economic forces 
attempting to re-draw the landscape and the sensibilities of this region.  
Regardless, Nietzsche, calling to us from historical distance along with Boggs 
from the perspective of embedded activism, demand that we engage with how 
our landscape and lived sensibilities are being re-drawn and revalued. 
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While the values that Nietzsche confronted were largely those stemming 
from an advanced and wavering Christianity, the new gods that Boggs claims 
must be confronted through engaged activist practice are economic.   
 
Figure 6.1 Gravel piles along Detroit waterfront, viewed from Windsor Sculpture Park.  
Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
She encapsulates the crisis as follows: 
The Empire of Money seeks to impose the logic and practice of capital on everything, to 
turn every living being, the Earth, our communities, and all our human relationships into 
commodities to be bought and sold on the market.  It seeks to destroy everything that 
human beings have created: cultures, languages, memories, ideas, dreams, love, and 
respect for one another.  It even destroys the material basis for the nation state that 
Western societies created in the nineteenth century to protect us, if only marginally, from 
the forces of money.
219
 
 
These are the values and systems of logic found to be hostile to life at street level 
in de-industrializing and transitional cities like Windsor and Detroit.  Understood 
in terms of performed critical activism in response to, rather than merely framed 
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in terms of "...the logic and practice of capital..."220, the projects in motion at the 
grass roots level in Detroit and other de-industrializing cities take on a texture 
foreign to the assessments offered in treatments of feasibility studies and 
economic redevelopment.221  Rather, these projects seem conspicuous and often 
serve to interrupt and undermine the values that operate at the basis of these 
modes of assessment.  In what follows we shall examine the activism espoused 
by Boggs and embodied in the sustained critical projects of community 
organizations and artist collectives read in terms of the modes of criticism offered 
by Nietzsche. 
2.2 Subjectivity and its Constraints 
If we have any hope of distilling a form of dispositional critique from 
Nietzsche that suggests a form of activism, we must begin by looking for an 
account of an actor capable of taking up a genuinely critical stance to the 
systems of power that it both inhabits and instantiates.  This is already a problem, 
since there is a great deal of ambiguity in the literature about Nietzsche regarding 
subjectivity and agency, so that describing a politically and culturally active 
subject emerging from the works developed by Nietzsche will be somewhat 
difficult.222  Many of these interpretive problems regarding the works of Nietzsche 
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stem from ambiguity regarding the status of the sovereign individual and the 
sense in which this individual, free spirit, or new category of philosopher can be 
considered to be free.   
It is well known that Nietzsche rejects any transcendental notion of 
subjectivity or, for that matter, any sort of transcendental perspective 
whatsoever.223  The freedom of the ‘free spirit’, the sovereignty of the ‘sovereign 
individual’224, then, must be understood as being immanent and biologically 
situated within a particular context.  Even here we encounter problems because, 
for Nietzsche the subject is not a discrete single and uncomplicated entity, but 
rather a collection of drives and affects which, for most of those Nietzsche 
descriptively engages, are problematically constrained by “…morality of 
custom…” as a sort of “…social strait-jacket…” (GM II 2)  For Nietzsche, then, it 
seems nearly impossible to account for an actor, let alone the political critic and 
activist that we are looking for, without engaging this morality of custom and the 
constellation of habitual culturally rooted principles that constrain the actor.  We 
are, by this account, caught up in and constituted by a web of power and 
domination that acts upon the body and therefore the psyche of the actor.  This 
should remind us of the argument presented by Foucault in Discipline and 
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Punish.  Foucault, near the conclusion of the first section of Discipline and 
Punish, where he discusses torture, asserts: 
The man described for us, whom we are invited to free, is already in himself the effect of 
a subjection much more profound than himself. A ‘soul’ inhabits him and brings him to 
existence, which is itself a factor in the mastery that power exercises over the body. The 
soul is the effect and instrument of a political anatomy; the soul is the prison of the 
body.
225
 
 
Thus, for Foucault, to discuss the subject is already to be engaged with a 
genealogically rooted cultural and political criticism.  It seems clear that this is 
also the case for Nietzsche, who similarly argues that the historical development 
of morality inscribes itself upon the body of subjectivity as a disfiguration.  This 
embodied subjectivity, one constituted by the web of power that comprises our 
cultural and political context, outlines the most basic level of our struggle.  The 
dispositional and genealogical mode of critique offered by Nietzsche would have 
us engage with these structures that comprise and constitute our subjectivity and 
thereby adopt an insurgent disposition.  We must develop this insurgent 
disposition not only toward the overt institutional structures we encounter 
politically and socially, but must also engage the controlling psychological forces 
embedded by these overt structures that lurk within us.226  This self-insurgent 
disposition is precisely the means by which an activist can take hold of their 
affects, affects such as the immobilizing fear discussed in the first chapter, which 
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isolates these genealogically rooted dispositions that linger within as targets for 
genealogical critique. 
The soul, for Nietzsche, insofar as it implies a form of metaphysical 
unity227 misrepresents, effects a levelling, and a taming of manifold and agonistic 
forces that constitute the act of willing.  Nietzsche, in Beyond Good and Evil, 
characterizes the mythology of the soul as a form of atomism: 
The first step must be to kill off that other and more ominous atomism that Christianity 
taught best and longest: the atomism of the soul.  If you allow me, I would use this phrase 
to describe the belief that holds the soul to be something ineradicable, eternal, indivisible, 
a monad, an atom: science must cast out this belief!  And confidentially, we do not need 
to get rid of ‘the soul’ itself nor do without one of our oldest, most venerable hypothesis, 
which the bungling naturalists tend to do, losing ‘the soul’ as soon as they’ve touched on 
it.  But the way is clear for new and refined versions of the hypothesis about the soul; in 
the future, concepts such as the ‘mortal soul’ and the ‘soul as the multiplicity of the 
subject’ and ‘the soul as the social construct of drives and emotions’ will claim their 
rightful place in science. (BGE 12) 
 
Although Nietzsche advocates for the maintenance and an interesting 
refinement of the concept ‘soul’, any notion of a metaphysically unified subject is 
treated as base superstition.  Decisively, for Nietzsche, the human being as a 
moral animal was something that was bred, through a long process to conform to 
purposes of social utility and the ‘herd perspective.’  His proposals involving a 
‘mortal’ soul as a ‘multiplicity’ or ‘social construct’ productively opened up new 
ground for philosophical, psychological, and socio-political analysis of this 
concept that is so trenchantly maintained by Western culture.  By the 
genealogical analysis of the subject offered by Nietzsche, we are not 
metaphysically unified beings, but rather mortal and embodied beings comprised 
of a ‘multiplicity’ of ‘drives and emotions’ engaged with our topological and social 
contexts.  As such, the ‘atomism of the soul’ heavily critiqued by Nietzsche as 
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“…the infantile high-mindedness of a beginner…” (BGE Preface) esteemed so 
dogmatically shows itself to be a stifling concept that reinforces a disposition of 
self-passivity (rather than insurgency) by imposing a true ‘inner’ world.  Such a 
conception of a true ‘inner’ world, through a metaphysical sleight of hand, 
imposes affective presuppositions as structures of cultural and social control 
upon the subject as though they were self-evident expressions of our own 
subjectivity.228  Thus Nietzsche inverts (as does Foucault) the famous claim 
placed into Socrates’ mouth by Plato: ‘the soul is the prison of the body.’229  
Nietzsche argues: 
My idea is clearly that consciousness actually belongs not to man’s existence as an 
individual but rather to the community – and herd-aspects of his nature; that accordingly, 
it is finely developed only in relation to its usefulness to community or herd; and that 
consequently each of us, even with the best will in the world to understand ourselves as 
individually as possible, ‘to know ourselves’, will always bring to consciousness precisely 
that in ourselves which is ‘non-individual’, that which is average; that due to the nature of 
consciousness – to the ‘genius of the species’ governing it  - our thoughts themselves are 
continually as it were outvoted and translated back into the herd perspective.(GS 354) 
 
Accordingly, our morality, virtues, conscience, values, habits, good taste, etc.; all 
of these facets of our identity, when assessed genealogically show themselves to 
be the effects of power in the service of the interests of domination and control.  
Reflective consciousness, the faculty that for millennia has been considered by 
Western philosophy to be the seat of our distinctively human agency, shows itself 
to be continually ‘outvoted,’ expressing ‘the herd perspective’.  This should lead 
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us to a state of deep concern regarding the possibility of genuine agency that is 
necessary for substantive forms of activism.  Indeed, most frequently, when 
discussing freedom or the free will, Nietzsche rejects these notions vehemently.  
The following passages should illustrate this sufficiently: 
From Human, All Too Human: 
The fable of intelligible freedom - … Now one finally discovers that this nature, too, 
cannot be accountable, inasmuch as it is altogether a necessary consequence and 
assembled from the elements and influence of things past and present: that is to say, that 
man can be made accountable for nothing, not for his nature, nor for his motives, nor for 
his actions, nor for the effects he produces.  One has thereby attained to the knowledge 
that the history of the moral sensations is the history of an error, the error of 
accountability, which rests on the error of freedom of will. (HH I 39) 
 
From Daybreak: 
What is willing! – We laugh at him who steps out of his room at the moment when the sun 
steps out of its room, and then says: ‘I will that the sun shall rise’; and at him who cannot 
stop a wheel, and says: ‘I will that it shall roll’; and at him who is thrown down in 
wrestling, and says: ‘here I lie, but I will lie here!’  But, all laughter aside, are we 
ourselves ever acting any differently whenever we employ the expression: ‘I will’? (D 124) 
 
 From The Gay Science: 
Aftereffects of the oldest religiosity. – Every thoughtless person believes that the will 
alone is effective; that willing is something simple, absolutely given, underivable, and 
intelligible in itself.  When he does something, e.g. strikes something, he is convinced 
that it is he who is striking, and that he did the striking because he wanted to strike.  He 
does not even notice the problem here; the feeling of will suffices for him to assume 
cause and effect, but also to believe that he understands their relation.  He knows 
nothing of the mechanism of what happened and the hundredfold delicate work that has 
to be done to bring about the strike, or of the incapacity of the will as such to do even the 
slightest part of this work.  The will is to him a force that works by magic: the belief in the 
will as the cause of effects is the belief in forces that work by magic. (GS 127) 
 
From Beyond Good and Evil: 
Truly, a theory is charming not least because it is refutable: that is just what attracts the 
better minds to it.  It would seem that the theory of ‘free will’, which has been refuted a 
hundred times over, owes its endurance to this charm alone – someone is always coming 
along and feeling strong enough to refute it. (BGE 18) 
 
From On the Genealogy of Morals: 
Bound to do so by instinct of self-preservation and self-affirmation, an instinct which 
habitually sanctifies every lie, this kind of man discovered his faith in the indifferent, freely 
choosing ‘subject’.  The subject (or, to adopt a more popular idiom, the soul) has, 
therefore, been perhaps the best article of faith on earth so far, since it enables the 
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majority of mortals, the weak and downtrodden of all sorts, to practice that self-deception 
– the interpretation of weakness itself as freedom, of the way they simply are, as merit. 
(GM I 13) 
 
From Twilight of the Idols: 
 
Error of Free Will.- We no longer have any sympathy nowadays for the concept ‘free will’: 
we know only too well what it is – the most disreputable piece of trickery the theologians 
have produced, aimed at making humanity ‘responsible’ in their sense, i.e. at making it 
dependent on them…(TI “The Four Great Errors” 7) 
 
As we can see from the passages above, once we reject along with 
Nietzsche the atomism of the soul, the whole edifice of Western morality falls in 
one foul swoop.  If, when we look inside we find only the ‘herd perspective’, 
“…man can be made accountable for nothing…” (HH I 39) since it is that 
perspective we express when we heed the voice from ‘inside’.  Further, human 
history cannot liberate us since, by Nietzsche’s account, “…the history of the 
moral sensations is the history of an error…” (HH I 39) and thus holds no 
authority.  The act of willing itself, in so far as it is attached to the synthetic 
concept ‘I’ shows itself to be laughable and “…a force that works by magic…” 
(GS 127)  This whole edifice of the ‘I’ commits the cardinal Nietzschean sin 
insofar as it interprets “…weakness itself as freedom…” (GM I 13), or the act of 
obeying as commanding.  Thus, insofar as responsibility depends upon the 
atomism of the soul as a metaphysical unity, the notion shows itself also to be 
counterfeit. 
Nietzsche, for all of the vehement rejection of the notion of willing and the 
free will, (which always, everywhere, and as cited above, is linked to the 
metaphysical interpretations of soul, ego, and the like) does maintain notions of 
sovereignty, of free-spiritedness, and self-mastery.  In light of Foucault who, in 
Discipline and Punish, lays out a structure of power and domination over a 
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completely conditioned subjectivity, it may seem nearly impossible for such 
sovereignty and free-spiritedness to arise.  By Nietzsche’s argument, reflective 
consciousness, along with language, the ability to value, and our very notions of 
self, all arise as forms of domination at the hands of the social utility of herd 
morality.  Nietzsche, speaking decisively of a reflective and linguistic 
consciousness230, in The Gay Science, asserts: 
But for entire races and lineages, this seems to me to hold: Where need and distress 
have for a long time forced people to communicate, to understand each other swiftly and 
subtly, there finally exists a surplus of this power and art of expression, a faculty, so to 
speak, which has slowly accumulated and now waits for an heir to spend it lavishly (the 
so called artists are the heirs, as well as the orators, preachers, writers – all of them 
people who come at the end of a long chain, each of them ‘born late’ in the best sense of 
the term, and each of them, again, squanderers by nature).  Assuming this observation is 
correct, I may go on to conjecture that consciousness in general has developed only 
under the pressure of the need to communicate; that at the outset, consciousness was 
necessary, was useful, only between persons (particularly between those who 
commanded and those who obeyed); and that it has developed only in proportion to that 
usefulness.  Consciousness is really just a net connecting one person with another – only 
in this capacity did it have to develop; the solitary and predatory person would not have 
needed it. (GS 354) 
 
Thus, the reflective autonomy that much Enlightenment moral theory relies upon 
pertains not to an autonomous individual, but, by this characterization, it pertains 
rather to consciousness understood as the net that binds one person to another.  
As we noted above, Nietzsche argues that “…consciousness actually belongs not 
to man’s existence as an individual but rather to the community – and herd-
aspects of his nature…” (GS 354)  Effectively, when we look inside ourselves, 
rather than genuine reflective agency, we find that “…our thoughts themselves 
are continually as it were outvoted and translated back into the herd perspective.” 
(GS 354) 
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In Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche further problematizes the notion of 
agency by complicating the notion of the will establishing a tension between the 
affects of commanding and obeying.  Here he argues that in every act of will 
there exists a complex nexus of sensations,231 thought, 232 and emotions.  At the 
emotional level we experience a tension that, as Nietzsche notes, we are 
conditioned to gloss over.  Here Nietzsche first notes the emotion of command 
and all of the pleasurable feelings that we associate with commanding.   
What is called ‘freedom of the will’ is essentially the emotion of superiority felt towards 
one who must obey: ‘I am free, “he” must obey.’  This consciousness lies in every will, as 
does also a tense alertness, a direct gaze concentrated on one thing alone, an 
unconditional assessment that ‘now we must have this and nothing else’, an inner 
certainty that obedience will follow, and everything else that goes along with the condition 
of giving commands. (BGE 19) 
 
We essentially associate our sensation of freedom of the will with 
command and the pleasure that comes along with command.  There exists a 
double problem here.  First, as Nietzsche notes: “…we both command and obey, 
and when we obey we know the feelings of coercion, pressure, oppression, 
resistance, and agitation that begin immediately after the act of will.” (BGE 19)  
We call the will one thing while it is actually a complex of four categories of states 
in tension with one another (sensations, thought, and emotions of command and 
obedience).  As such, when we will and apprehend the act of willing as one 
simple and unambiguous thing we effectively disfigure and misrepresent the act 
to ourselves by “…ignoring or overlooking this division by means of the synthetic 
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concept ‘I’.” (BGE 19)  Nietzsche likens this to a ruling class that identifies itself 
with the success of the community as a whole.   
The other problem, as noted by Leiter in his “Nitezsche’s Theory of the 
Will”233 is a problem of order.  Simply stated, when ‘I’ will (‘I’ being, as Nietzsche 
notes, a synthetic concept that associates itself with the pleasurable feeling of 
command), the ‘I’ that is associated with the pleasurable effects of the act of 
willing only emerges after the act is performed.  There effectively is no ‘I’ that 
wills.  In Leiter’s words: 
…there is no ‘commandeering thought’ preceding the conscious thought to which the 
meta-feeling (the affect of superiority) attaches.  … Since we do not experience our 
thoughts as willed the way we experience some actions as willed, it follows that no 
thought comes when ‘I will it’ because the experience to which the ‘I will’ attaches is 
absent.
234
 
 
This presents us with a picture of the self, the ‘I’, as a mere epiphenomenon – as 
an aftereffect of the act of willing which, itself is the result of a confluence of 
forces made up of the various drives, instincts, affects or feelings.  It is hard to 
see from this picture how anything resembling a consistent self, let alone any 
notion of ‘self’ that could become master of itself might arise.  The self would 
appear just to be an effect; a fabrication of our instinct to prefer the pleasure and 
triumph of command to the coercion, pressure, and oppression of obedience.  
We would seem to be looking for agency with no unified agent, but only a 
collection of drives divided against one another. 
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 Commentators such as Janaway turn to “…positing integration of the 
multiple drives under one dominant drive.”235  In the selection from Beyond Good 
and Evil discussed above, Nietzsche discusses the act of willing as “…based on 
a social structure of many ‘souls’…” and discusses willing as “…the theory of 
hierarchical relationships among which the phenomenon ‘life’ has its origins.” 
(BGE 19)  We can understand each act of will as we might understand a political 
struggle between the drives and affects.  Here we should turn back to Daybreak 
109, where Nietzsche discusses six methods for “…combating the vehemence of 
a drive.” Nietzsche asserts: 
…that one desires to combat the vehemence of a drive at all, however, does not stand 
within our own power; nor does the choice of any particular method; nor does the 
success or failure of this method.  What is clearly the case is that in the entire procedure 
our intellect is only the blind instrument of another drive which is a rival of the drive 
whose vehemence is tormenting us: whether it be the drive to restfulness, or the fear of 
disgrace and other evil consequences, or love.  While ‘we’ believe we are complaining 
about the vehemence of a drive, at bottom it is one drive which is complaining about 
another; that is to say: for us to become aware that we are suffering from the vehemence 
of a drive presupposes the existence of another equally vehement or even more 
vehement drive, and that a struggle is in prospect in which our intellect is going to have to 
take sides. (D 109) 
 
Nietzsche, offering this naturalized account of internal conflict situates all active 
forces in an agonistic struggle at the level of the drives or instincts.  The only 
respect in which something resembling a consistent character can emerge is 
through the subordination of many drives under one powerful drive.  The intellect, 
by this account, even given that Nietzsche notes it must “take sides”, resides in 
this conflict as a mere spectator akin to an octopus wielding Detroit Red Wings 
fan at a home game.236  Certainly Nietzsche in many places points to instances in 
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which the drives and instincts are in anarchy as problematic.  His treatment of the 
‘Problem of Socrates’ in Twilight of the Idols, makes this case with regards to the 
anarchy of the instincts in both Socrates and, generally, the Greeks.237  
Nietzsche, in this section, remains heavily critical of Socrates’ claim to have 
become master of his bad desires and appetites, arguing that the Socratic 
panacea – turning the faculty of reason into a “…counter-tyrant…” (TI “The 
Problem of Socrates” 9) – is effectively another form of decadence.   
Socrates was a misunderstanding; the entire morality of improvement, Christianity’s 
included, was a misunderstanding… The harshest daylight, rationality at all costs, life 
bright, cold, cautious, conscious, instinct-free, instinct resistant: this itself was just an 
illness, a different illness – and definitely not a way back to ‘virtue’, ‘health’, happiness…. 
To have to fight against the instincts – this is the formula for decadence: so long as life is 
ascendant, happiness equals instinct. –  (TI “The Problem of Socrates” 11) 
 
The opposition of reason to the passions shows itself to be the underlying 
problem with morality by Nietzsche’s argument.  In Morality as Anti-Nature, he 
argues that the fundamental problem with “…almost every morality which has 
hitherto been taught, revered, and preached…” is not that it tries to combat the 
anarchy of these drives and instincts, but that it does so bluntly by turning 
“…against the vital instincts…” (TI “Morality as Anti-Nature” 4) as a form of 
castration or eradication.  The dominant trend in morality engages instincts that 
show themselves to be generative of stupidity with a blunt crusade against the 
passions and instincts themselves waged by reason.   The underlying problem 
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with the opposition of reason to the drives and passions it that it supposes that 
reason and reflective consciousness hold a position independent of these drives 
and passions.  For Nietzsche this is not the case.  There exists no unified 
transcendental field that would grant reason or reflective consciousness such a 
privileged position.  Accordingly, Nietzsche laments that what he calls an 
intelligent war on passion was an impossibility given “…the soil from which 
Christianity grew up…” (TI “Morality as Anti-Nature” 1)  Instead Nietzsche 
advocates what he calls the “…spiritualization of the passions.”  (TI “Morality as 
Anti-Nature” 1)  Nietzsche, using the example of the spiritualization of enmity, a 
passion that we would instinctively oppose, illustrates the value of having 
enemies. 
This consists in our profound understanding of the value of having enemies: in short, our 
doing and deciding the converse of what people previously thought and decided.  
Throughout the ages the church has wanted to destroy its enemies: we, we immoralists 
and anti-Christians, see it as to our advantage that the church exists…(TI “Morality as 
Anti-Nature” 3) 
 
Nietzsche interestingly oscillates, as he frequently does, between culture (the 
church), politics, and the individual human being, discussing disposition to enmity 
with regard to a fruitful conflict with our ‘internal enemy’.  “One is fruitful only at 
the price of being rich in opposites; one stays young only on condition that the 
soul does not have a stretch and desire peace…” (TI “Morality as Anti-Nature” 3)  
Healthy morality as opposed to anti-natural morality, (insofar as we can read this 
as a prescription to orient and spiritualize our passions and drives) would involve 
the fostering of dominant drives in orientation to the vicissitudes of life rather than 
merely bluntly opposing drives deemed to be problematic with reason. 
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Thus, for Nietzsche, human beings (like all animals) are collections of 
instincts, drives, passions, etc.  While we have come to see ourselves as a 
unified transcendental field, we merely congratulate ourselves for acting on our 
most powerful drives, ones that have a social utility reinforced by language and 
the power systems of morality that act to cull our drives and encourage them to 
act against one another.  Freedom for Nietzsche, at least by this account, is to 
marshal our drives under the power of a single dominant drive to create a political 
unity under which we can be said to have a consistent character.  The act of 
willing is something complicated, rather than something simple, in the absence of 
a metaphysically substantial synthetic ‘I’.  The supposedly ‘simple’ notion that we 
call ‘will’ arises as a complex process resulting from a struggle amongst these 
drives.  There is no ‘ego’ or ‘soul’ that stands apart from these drives, so the only 
way to reign in or direct a drive is by means of another drive.  The goal would be 
to orient these drives and instincts so that they no longer represent anarchy or 
decadence, under the authority of a master drive, so that they no longer 
problematically conflict. 
This characterization of the Nietzschean self always seems too simple, as 
having what Richardson calls “…almost chemical simplicity.”238  Richardson, 
offering a clear and compelling case for multiple historically layered capacities 
that together comprise what he calls Nietzsche’s “…own prospective idea of what 
freedom can become”239, characterizes Nietzsche’s account by juxtaposing the 
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animalistic level of freedom with the unity imposed by subordinating the instincts 
and drives under a dominant drive.  Of the animalistic level, Richardson asserts: 
Here Nietzsche thinks of freedom as a capacity that reaches down into our animality, into 
our condition simply as (an instance of) ‘life’.  I think he would be willing to attribute this 
first kind of freedom to organisms generally, though of course he is always focused on 
the human case.  For each living thing is a collection of drives, drives that compete to 
control what the organism does.
240
 
 
This first layer of Nietzsche’s account of freedom Richardson characterizes as 
‘drive freedom.’  The drives express themselves in a manner that controls the 
organism, but still lacking a sense of unity.  Again, Richardson explains: 
I suggest that we picture the drives as a set of forces of various strengths, pushing for our 
various goals.  By the relation between their goals, they tend to further or hinder one 
another.  And by the relation between their strengths, they tend either to command or 
obey one another.  So, we may say, by their vectors and strengths, they stand at any 
moment in a certain ‘power structure’ with one another, a system of oppositions and 
alliances, forcings and compulsions.  But further, we must imagine this structure as 
fluctuating rather drastically through time, as particular drives strengthen (perhaps 
stimulated by the situation) or weaken (perhaps when sated).  Now what will unification 
be?
241
 
 
Richardson answers this question by layering two manners of unification.  The 
first layer that Richardson discusses above estimates the unification in terms of 
functionality and effectiveness of the organism acting in the world.  The second 
involves a stable power structure or “…a persisting network of power-relations to 
one another.”242  Here Richardson argues that the drives and instincts should be 
held in place within a structure so that some drives do not conflict, anarchically 
overpowering others, but rather, that the organism “…keeps a consistent view of 
its interest, and runs its behavior with a steady aim.”243 
There are at least two problems with this account.  The first, as 
Richardson notes, involves the absence of a role for the conscious deliberating 
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self.  “Either there is no such thing, or it is an epiphenomenon (an aftereffect that 
affects nothing else), or it is simply a secondary tool or expression of the 
drives.”244 Under the same umbrella go our conscious values and articulated 
principles.  Second, and seemingly more problematic, is that the effectiveness 
and persistence of this organism would seem to prescribe something that 
resembles the heavily criticized figure of “good and strong character” from 
Human, All Too Human. 
The Good, strong character – Narrowness of views, through habit become instinct, 
conducts to what is called strength of character.  When someone acts from a few but 
always the same motives, his actions attain a great degree of energy; if those actions are 
in accord with the principles held by the fettered spirits they receive recognition and 
produce in him who does them the sensation of good conscience.  Few motives, 
energetic action and good conscience constitute what is called strength of character. (HH 
I 228) 
 
This would hardly appear to be a description of a spirit who has become free, but 
rather characterizes a ‘fettered spirit’ – a spirit dominated at the affective level by 
the constraints and prohibitions of their cultural context.  Ascribing this notion of a 
persistent character to the position argued by Nietzsche seems to impose a 
normative structure that would calcify the drives of the human being in a way that 
could bring about dogmatism and stubbornness.  The problem Richardson is 
addressing by ascribing this position to Nietzsche is that the drives can be seen 
to be “…fluctuating rather drastically through time, as particular drives strengthen 
(perhaps stimulated by the situation) or weaken (perhaps when sated).”245  This 
solution to the problem of drastic fluctuation of the power structure at work 
between the drives is at odds with the critical project of Nietzsche.  The spirit we 
are looking for, if we are going to rely upon Nietzsche to inform the practice of 
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activism “…is the exception, the fettered spirits are the rule…” (HH I 225)  This 
subject should minimally have the capacity to rebel against this normative 
structure that would calcify the drives – the capacity for insurgency. 
The key merit of the proposal offered by Richardson is that it layers three 
principal phases or stages that accumulate to the full conception of freedom 
venerated by Nietzsche.  The unifying of the drives is only the first layer.  In 
addition to this first-layer account, Richardson offers a second layer with a 
treatment of the deliberative self, and a third with what he calls ‘self-genealogy’.  
By discussing the historical development of these three principal phases of 
freedom that layer upon one another, Richardson is able to account for, in 
Nietzschean terms, a robust set of capacities capable of meeting the challenges 
occasioned by fear generated by our sense of a heavily represented city like 
Detroit discussed in the first chapter. 
 We have already engaged with the arising of the deliberative self with our 
discussion of communication, so that a very short summary of the argument 
provided by Richardson here will suffice.  Nietzsche treats deliberation or 
reflective consciousness as something that arose through the need for 
communication as a means to make the organism socially useful.  Richardson, 
noting this, argues that the deliberative self as a “…capacity must include a 
strong inhibitive power, to refrain from acting immediately upon one’s drives.”246  
The deliberative self can be understood to be a “…dispositional capacity…” and 
should not be read to be a distinct perspective from the drives, but rather “…as it 
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were ‘in the trenches’ with the drives, not something different in kind.”247  By 
socializing ourselves in terms of the development of this inhibitive capacity, we 
are able to develop conscious rules and to remember and enact these rules.  
Richardson notes: 
…the rules are applied in consciousness – they are made so as to work explicitly, by 
contrast with the purposes in the drives.  (It is by having these conscious rules that the 
organism has ‘values’ in our usual sense – though Nietzsche uses the term more 
liberally, insisting that we, and other animals, already value in [sic] the unconscious 
drives.)  As some drive inclines me towards an inviting act, memory must jolt me into 
awareness of the rule that prohibits it.
248
 
 
Whatever may be said of the herd-morality that offers the content of the 
inhibitions of this inhibiting drive, it must still be recognized as a new sort of 
“…dispositional ability…” and it must be taken “…alongside the other abilities that 
are its drives.”249  While ‘reflective consciousness’ or the ‘deliberative self’ 
expresses a form of double bad conscience or self-deception (it thinks itself to be 
free to restrain the drives, and also able to will in complete independence from 
them), it is quite often actually able to control the organism and its other drives.  
The agency associated with the deliberative self, while a power and form of 
agency, represents the moment when I (my drives) are most constrained by the 
morality of the herd.  Richardson, following Nietzsche, asserts: 
…agency expresses not my individual interest, but social and generic ones.  So all its I-
ing is a kind of sham, implanted in the interests of taming and herding me.  In this respect 
my drives are the more ‘me’ than my conscious thinking and choosing.  But agency has 
been designed as an enemy of these drives: it is pitted against the aggressive drives in 
particular, i.e., precisely those in which people once most enjoyed the ‘affect of 
command’, in which they felt themselves most masterly and free.  So this agential 
freedom has been achieved only by a sacrifice of the original freedom in our drives.  And 
to become an individual, the individual it is possible for me to be, I must let these drives 
give me content.  I must align my agency with a unity that is achieved in my drives.
250
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It is by synthesizing drive-freedom with reflective agency that Richardson 
points the way forward.  He argues that Nietzsche sees, with the decline of 
morality, the grip of agency upon the drives weakening, or as Richardson notes: 
“People feel less and less reason to use their agency against their drives, or 
indeed to any end at all.”251  As we feel less of a need to oppose agency to the 
drives it becomes possible to experience these two freedoms as a unity or 
double-freedom, although problematically the relative power of both the drives 
and of agency has also become severely weakened.  The trick here is to exercise 
agency in the service of the drive power structure (rather than in the service of 
herd morality in bad conscience).  Richardson correctly argues that this double 
sense of freedom, while complicated, is still incomplete. 
Richardson turns finally to a treatment of what he regards as Nietzsche’s 
“…own prospective idea of what freedom can become.”252  Self-genealogy, 
according to Richardson, adds a new kind of agency, “…agency to at last 
understand itself – and to redesign itself accordingly [that] gives us a new way to 
become a self, a self that feels a new power, and assumes a new 
responsibility.”253  This new sort of agency would allow us to delve into a self-
critical evaluation of the pre-history of the interests and power relations that make 
up what we have been calling ‘soul’ in both the Foucauldian and Nietzschean 
sort.  Richardson asserts:  
The secret rule of those social interests has opposed what is in fact the basic and 
indispensable part of the organism, its drives.  It’s only genealogy that brings these alien 
interests to light, and gives the agent a chance to oppose and correct them, as they work 
in itself.  Thus genealogy gives us a new way to be ‘free from’ control by external wills.  It 
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is a way for the organism to take fuller control over itself, as well as a kind of control over 
those foreign interests it culls out of itself.
254
 
 
Thus, for Richardson, self-genealogy gives us the perspective and insight for 
self-criticism (a sort of insurgency directed toward the structures comprising the 
self or self-insurgency) and the effective re-orientation of our drives and affects, 
while at the same time the means to take possession of ourselves.  As Nietzsche 
notes in The Gay Science: 
Your judgment, ‘that is right’ has a prehistory in your drives, inclinations, aversions, 
experiences, and what you have failed to experience; you have to ask, ‘how did it emerge 
there?’ and then also, ‘what is really impelling me to listen to it?’ You can listen to its 
commands like a good soldier who heeds the command of his officer.  Or like a woman 
who loves the one who commands.  Or like a flatterer and coward who fears the 
commander.  Or like a fool who obeys because he can think of no objection.  In short, 
there are a hundred ways to listen to your conscience.  But that you hear this or that 
judgment as the words of conscience, i.e., that you feel something to be right may have 
its cause in your never having thought much about yourself and in your blindly having 
accepted what has been labelled right since your childhood; or in the fact that fulfilling 
your duties has so far brought you bred and honours – and you consider it right because 
it appears to you as your own ‘condition of existence’… (GS 335) 
 
Self-understanding and self-mastery would require us to understand that the 
voice of our own conscience is not our own and that our drives and affects are 
conditioned by systems of reward and punishment.  The trick is to expose what 
the agency of the deliberative self is doing to the drives, where it disfigures them 
(through fear, for example).  Only through recognizing this heredity of power and 
domination through self-genealogy, argues Richardson, can we turn agency back 
on itself “…so as to understand these values, and the interests they secretly 
express.”255 
 Richardson’s account of freedom in Nietzsche supplies us with a 
psychological framework to understand how we might cultivate our drives and 
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affects in a way that can overcome the fear generated by the myth of a place like 
Detroit.  While, admittedly, the immediate experience of burned out and blighted 
neighbourhoods in the context of an unmaintained and sparsely inhabited urban 
landscape may not be reassuring to middle class academic sensibilities, as was 
argued throughout the preceding chapter, the fear generated by the myth of a 
place like Detroit has a history that should be critically engaged and, insofar as it 
stifles engagement, overcome.  By the schema offered by Richardson, this fear 
instilled by myth rests in reflective consciousness’ mutilation of the drives and is 
heightened by both contributions to the archive pertaining to Detroit (news 
reports, scholarly publications, etc.) as well as culturally maintained and 
replicated sensibilities (i.e., stories passed on from parents to children and 
related by idle chatter).  Self-genealogy, as a third layer of freedom, offers a 
perspective from which to engage these ‘alien interests’ and bring them to light.  
Nietzsche uses the metaphor of a gardener to illustrate: 
What we are at liberty to do. – One can dispose of one’s drives like a gardener and, 
though few know it, cultivate the shoots of anger, pity, curiosity, vanity as productively 
and profitably as a beautiful fruit tree on a trellis; one can do it with the good or bad taste 
of a gardener… one can also let nature rule and only attend to a little embellishment and 
tidying-up here and there; one can, finally, without paying any attention to them at all, let 
the plants grow up and fight their fight out among themselves – indeed, one can take 
delight in such a wilderness, and desire precisely this delight, though it gives one some 
trouble, too.  All this we are at liberty to do: but how many know we are at liberty to do it?  
Do the majority not believe in themselves as complete and fully-developed facts? (D 560) 
 
Self-genealogy reveals the root structure of reflective consciousness’ 
mutilation of the drives.  Richardson’s argument relies on the standpoint of the 
drives as one separate from and more reliable than the agency of reflective 
consciousness.  The normative point is not, however, simply to stir up and set 
loose my drives and appetites, though this is a possibility as noted by Nietzsche 
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in the passage above (though, one attended with ‘some trouble’).  Nietzsche is 
elsewhere (in his more prescriptive moments) critical of what he calls ‘laisser-
aller’, letting go.”256  To illustrate, Richardson draws our attention to two 
passages.  First, from Twilight of the Idols: 
 ‘Freedom as I do not mean it…’ – In times like the present, being left to one’s instincts is 
just one more disastrous stroke of fate.  These instincts contradict, impede, and destroy 
one another; I have already defined modern as physiological self-contradiction.  
Rationality in education would want at least one of these instinct systems to be put under 
intense pressure and paralysed so to allow another to fortify itself, to become strong, to 
dominate.’ (TI “Skirmishes” 41) 
 
Richardson directs us to his second example in Beyond Good and Evil, where 
Nietzsche criticizes the anarchist ‘laisser-aller’ in its opposition to the tyranny of 
despotic laws.  Nietzsche, speaking of the creativity of artistic inspiration, notes: 
“…Every artist knows how far from feeling of anything-goes his ‘most natural’ condition is, 
the free ordering, arranging, deciding, shaping that occurs in his moments of ‘inspiration’ 
– and how delicately and strictly, especially at such moments, he obeys the thousandfold 
laws whose very exactness and rigour make a mockery of all conceptual formulations 
(even the most solid concept, by comparison, has something muzzy, multifarious, 
ambiguous-).  To repeat, it seems that the essential thing, both ‘in heaven and on earth’, 
is that there be a protracted period of unidirectional obedience: in the long run, that is 
how something emerged and emerges that makes life on earth worth living: virtue, for 
example, or art, music, dance, reason, spirituality – something transfiguring, elegant, 
wild, and divine.  The long constraint of spirit; the reluctant coercion in the 
communicability of thoughts; the thinker’s self-imposed discipline to think within 
guidelines set up by court or Church, or according to Aristotelian assumptions… all this 
violence, arbitrariness, harshness, horror, nonsense has turned out to be the means by 
which the European spirit was bred to be strong, ruthlessly curious, and beautifully 
nimble. (BGE 188) 
 
In both passages above we can observe the importance of some sort of ordering 
structure inhibiting the drives.  The difference is that, according to Richardson, 
this rule structure (as a result of the critical perspective opened up by self-
genealogy) will be a rule structure that we have fashioned for ourselves.257  
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Accordingly, Richardson notes: “Agency will still constrain drives, but now in their 
own interest: its roles are to discipline them, and to foster the emergence of a 
unifying passion.”258 
The three layers of historically conditioned freedom work together to 
establish what might be considered to be an internal tension.  First, the 
animalistic layer of freedom would foster the emergence of a dominant passion or 
drive thus establishing a hierarchy of drives.  Atop this we find the layer of 
agency which, though self-misunderstanding itself to be self-generative and the 
locus of actions and deeds, is actually a powerful inhibitive power, though a 
power in the service to “…usefulness to community or herd....” (GS 354)  Finally, 
the layer of self-genealogy effectively inhibits the disfiguring effects of this 
inhibiting rational agency directing it to fashion rule structures that stand apart 
from the community or herd.  Self-genealogy turns agency back upon itself in 
order to unmask the heredity of power and domination constitutive of agency.  
Richardson concludes as follows: 
Most broadly, freedom is something historical: an ability – with a linked idea of itself – that 
has been built very gradually through human history, and in such a way that earlier 
stages are layered beneath more recent ones.  To say what freedom ‘is’ we must tell this 
history, and also show how this history is now embodied in us, in a layered capacity that 
works in our drives, in our agency, and now also in our genealogical insight into that 
agency.  Nietzsche argues that with this last step freedom really accomplishes much of 
what it has claimed to do in agential freedom – it makes one sovereign, and an individual, 
in senses not yet really true so long as our agency failed to diagnose how its own taming 
and moralizing design made it work in the interests of foreign forces.  Only genealogy lets 
us understand the design of values and powers we have taken for granted, opening the 
way to the new and more adequate freedom Nietzsche commends to us.
259
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For Richardson the freedom of the Nietzschean free-spirit has its ultimate 
expression in a reflective consciousness that is turned back on itself.  Self-
genealogy, working alongside the ability to inhibit the drives is able to unify the 
drives sufficiently for these drives to express themselves as a self-organized and 
unified consistent (or persistent) character.  In this manner Richardson is able to 
project an enduring notion of the self upon Nietzsche that, granted, would 
account for a new sort of responsibility – that is, for a being “…who is really 
entitled to make promises…”(GM 41)  Problematically, all three layers of this 
movement are far too interior for Nietzsche’s introduction of the free spirit and 
new category of philosopher in Beyond Good and Evil.  By the reading of 
Nietzsche advanced by Richardson, self-genealogy amounts to a meta-reflective 
ability acting upon a reflective ability that acts upon the drives. 
There are (again) at least two problems with the account of ‘properly 
Nietzschean freedom’ offered by Richardson.  Firstly, the normative push toward 
the unification of the drives under a single and persistently dominant drive (and it 
is a normative push) would produce a persistent character that far too closely 
resembles the ‘good and strong character’ criticized in Human, All Too Human 
(as noted above).  This move, also present in the interpretation offered by 
Janaway, aims at producing “…a unified, self-conscious, autonomous 
subject…”260, or “…the conception of oneself as deciding, choosing, and trying as 
a genuine agent.”261  Further, as we have already seen from Richardson’s self-
genealogically regulated reflective agency, also present in Janaway we find a 
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push toward an “…enquirer… an active and sufficiently unified self… that rides 
on top of the inner multiplicity, and that can self-consciously adopt attitudes 
towards it.”262   
The second limitation of the picture of Nietzschean freedom drawn by 
Richardson is its emphasis upon interiority rather than treating one’s drives as 
effective (or potentially and problematically ineffective) means to engage with the 
world.  This account lacks the sort of reciprocity between overcoming self-
contradiction and engagement with life that are essential to the tension drawn by 
Nietzsche.  By emphasizing only overcoming self-contradiction, Richardson has 
effectively mirrored Foucault’s use of genealogy in Discipline and Punish, by only 
unmasking the discrete mechanisms of power and domination that act upon the 
body of the subject, without accounting for any perspective that would provide us 
with any critical leverage upon these mechanisms.  Since these mechanisms of 
power and domination are not exclusively internal, but rather are constituted by 
systems of politics, economy, and culture that we embody and inhabit, proper 
insurgency must account for active, embodied, and worldly engagement with 
these systems.263 Action in the world is only a secondary feature of Richardson’s 
account.  Neither the deliberative self nor the genealogical self-criticism helps us 
here, since both are essentially inhibiting forces.  The deliberative self (or 
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reflective agency) is bluntly inhibitive since it is merely the expression of the herd 
morality’s normative prescriptions reinforced by normative sanctions.  
Richardson’s introduction of self-genealogy, while it represents a subtle act of 
interpretive advancement, is merely critical in its own right.  The job of self-
genealogy is to turn reflective consciousness back upon itself in order to reveal 
(read as inhibit) the manners in which reflective consciousness disfigures the 
drives through its conformity to the prescriptions of the morality of custom.  Self-
genealogy inhibits the inhibiting force.  Nothing in Richardson reaches outside of 
the self in order to account for the creative energies necessary to bring about 
new values.  Perhaps these resources can de-value values that are life negating, 
although they cannot account for any move that does not rest in mere criticism.  
Since Nietzsche insists throughout his corpus that we must be affirmers and not 
merely critics the merely critical account which de-values life negating values 
cannot be considered sufficient. 
It is not the establishing of a hierarchy of drives that is problematic in this 
position, but rather the supposed necessary persistence of such a hierarchy.   
This is an interpretation that requires significant push-back against the position 
argued by Nietzsche and one that resists the self-critical and adaptive subjectivity 
presupposed by self-overcoming.  Effectively, Richardson and Janaway, in their 
attempt to interpret a substantial and persistent notion of subjectivity out of 
Nietzsche have built a structure that resists one of the most dominant themes 
within Nietzsche’s works: that of self-overcoming.   
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Both Richardson and Janaway offer this interpretation in order to account 
for the description of the sovereign individual who is “…entitled to make 
promises…” (GM II 2) offered in the second essay of Genealogy of Morals.  We 
should pause to examine the passage further: 
…the sovereign individual, the individual who resembles no one but himself, who has 
once again broken away from the morality of custom, the autonomous supra-moral 
individual… - in short, the man with his own independent, enduring will, the man who is 
entitled to make promises.  And in him we find a proud consciousness, tense in every 
muscle, of what has finally been achieved here, of what has become incarnate in him – a 
special consciousness of power and freedom, a feeling of the ultimate completion of man.  
This liberated man, who is really entitled to make promises, this master of free will, this 
sovereign – how should he not be aware of his superiority over everything which cannot 
promise and vouch for itself?  How should he not be aware of how much trust, how much 
fear, how much respect he arouses – he ‘deserves’ all three – and how much mastery 
over circumstances, over nature, and over all less reliable creatures with less enduring 
wills is necessarily given into his hands along with this self-mastery?  The ‘free’ man – 
the owner of an enduring, indestructible will – possesses also in this property his 
measure of value: looking out at others from his own vantage-point, he bestows respect 
or contempt.  Necessarily, he respects those who are like him – the strong and reliable 
(those who are entitled to make promises), that is, anyone who promises like a sovereign 
– seriously, seldom, slowly – who is sparing with his trust, who confers distinction when 
he trusts, who gives his word as something which can be relied on, because he knows 
himself strong enough to uphold it even against accidents, even ‘against fate’. … The 
proud knowledge of this extraordinary privilege of responsibility, the consciousness of this 
rare freedom, this power over oneself and over fate has sunk down into his innermost 
depths and has become an instinct, a dominant instinct – what will he call it, this 
dominant instinct, assuming that he needs a name for it?  About that there can be no 
doubt: this sovereign man calls it his conscience… (GM II 2) 
 
There is some ambiguity regarding the status of the sovereign individual in the 
interpretative community.  Richardson and Janaway hold the position that 
Nietzsche is using this description as a sort of exemplar, while Swanton argues 
“The sovereign individual is the ‘ripest fruit’ certainly, but the ripest fruit of a sick 
moral system.”264 This argument seems to have some weight behind it, if only for 
the reason that that this exemplar appears at the beginning of a genealogy of 
bad conscience in GM II, a genealogy that involves the “branding” of this capacity 
for memory through pain.  Nietzsche asserts of this process (a process required 
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for the development of the capacity necessary to make a promise) “The most 
horrifying sacrifices and offerings,… …the most repulsive mutilations,… the 
cruellest rituals of all religious cults,… - all of these things originate from that 
instinct which guessed that the most powerful aid to memory was pain.” (GM II 3)  
Moreover, at the end of the second essay, when asking about the potential of a 
reversal of bad conscience, Nietzsche explicitly asks “…but who is strong enough 
to undertake it?” (GM II 24)  One would think that Nietzsche had already 
answered this question at the start if he is truly holding up the sovereign 
individual as an exemplar.  However, Nietzsche does make it a point to assert:  
So one should take care not to think any the worse of this entire phenomenon because it 
is from the outset ugly and painful.  It is basically the same active force as is more 
impressively at work in the artists of force and organizers who build states.  But here, on 
the inside, on a smaller meaner scale, in the reverse direction, in the ‘labyrinth of the 
breast’, to use Goethe’s words, it creates for itself a bad conscience and builds negative 
ideals.  It is that very same instinct of freedom (in my terminology: the will to power): 
except that the material on which the form-creating and violating nature of this force vents 
itself is in this case man himself, the whole of his old animal self – and not, as is the case 
with that greater and more conspicuous phenomenon, the other man, other men. (GM II 
18.) 
 
Perhaps this capacity to make and keep promises grew out of bad 
conscience, although the origin of a thing does not account for its meaning.  In 
this case, I would argue that the origin of this new capacity, while we would admit 
along with Nietzsche that its origins stem from a mutilation, is in the end a new 
capacity.  The text would seem to support Richardson, Janaway, and my own 
reading of the sovereign individual as something held up as an exemplar. 
It bears repeating that this instinct at work in the sovereign individual that 
Nietzsche appears to hold up as an exemplar, which brings about entitlement to 
make promises, is “…a dominant instinct…” (GM II 2) and not the dominant 
instinct.  It is not necessary that a particular hierarchy of drives under a single 
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dominant drive persist, but only that there exists a structure of drives in order to 
ensure that the drives do not fall into anarchy and blunt opposition to one another 
in a manner that would disfigure the drives themselves.  It is easy to think of this 
in terms of stages in our lives when, either for the sake of a project, to develop a 
capacity, or to weather a state of crisis, it is necessary for one drive to take 
command provisionally.  In such a case, this specific hierarchy of drives would 
persist as long as needed and then give way to the next necessary or expedient 
drive structure.  In this manner we could expect the sovereign individual who 
exercises this form of self-command to wield drives effectively given the dictates 
and demands of context.  It would be simple to read this necessary dominant 
instinct for the right to make promises to be a powerful and dependable aspect of 
the human being within the power structure of drives, albeit one’s conscience 
need not be the dominant drive.  Conscience, it would seem, needs only to be 
powerful enough a drive to assert itself despite accidents, and ‘against fate.’ 
There are many valorizations265 within Nietzsche’s corpus of the 
malleability of character.  Book four of the Gay Science, in section 307 (‘In 
Favour of Criticism’); Nietzsche discusses the casting off of errors.  This is 
apparently a victory of one’s reason over error and deception, though 
(consistently) Nietzsche argues that these ‘errors’ were perhaps necessary for 
the furtherance of a previous stage of life.  The overcoming of these ‘errors’ 
which we previously called ‘truths,’ are characterized by Nietzsche in terms of 
overcoming a need within such a particular stage.  Accordingly, Nietzsche states: 
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When we criticize, we are not doing something arbitrary and impersonal; it is, at least 
very often, proof that there are living, active forces within us shedding skin.  We negate 
and have to negate because something in us wants to live and affirm itself, something we 
might not yet know or see! – Thus in favour of criticism. (GS 307) 
 
For Nietzsche, negation and affirmation are part of the same moment.  Here we 
see that Nietzsche’s Yes-saying disposition and affirmation are the bases upon 
which he is able to substantively formulate his criticisms, and not at all a 
hindrance to critical activity.  Likewise, this is why Nietzsche advocates (in line 
with his treatment of character in Human, All Too Human) adopting habits briefly.  
He states: 
I love brief habits and consider them invaluable means for getting to know many things 
and states down to the bottom of their sweetness and bitterness; my nature is designed 
entirely for brief habits, even in the needs of its physical health and generally as far as I 
can see at all, from the lowest to the highest. (GS 295) 
 
Habit and character, much like our necessary errors, are moments in our ever 
adapting and evolving disposition to life that should not be treated as particularly 
enduring.  It is precisely the overcoming of these moments which constitutes the 
concrete expression of the love of one’s fate – that is, this ‘shedding skin’ (GS 
307) through negation is itself an affirmation of life and a form of Yes-saying.  
Nietzsche seeks a structure that is capable of accepting change and allowing for 
both action and self-overcoming.  What is vital in the account of character offered 
by Nietzsche is the adaptive production of an individuated moral code266 in 
substitution for the bad conscience of the morality of custom. 
 In sum, for Nietzsche, while the sovereign individuals possess an 
“…enduring will…” they need not possess what might be considered a calcified 
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character.  These individuals (as Richardson notes) have a drive structure that 
must be seen “…as fluctuating rather drastically through time, as particular drives 
strengthen (perhaps stimulated by the situation) or weaken (perhaps when 
sated).”267  To account for autonomy, one need not impose a character that is 
resistant to change, but merely a drive that endures and asserts itself sufficiently 
to stand by its promises – that is, what Swanton calls a “mature cultivation of ‘the 
personal in us’ as against an ‘immature, undeveloped, crude’ focus on the 
personal.”268  It is much more consistent to ascribe an effective and engaged 
account of subjectivity that rises to the challenges of life in context than it is to 
forcefully insert a calcified, consistent, and enduring character that stubbornly 
retains the qualities it has despite the demands of life and context. 
2.3 Memory, History and Promising 
Being entitled to make promises also depends upon memory and a notion 
of history sufficient to account for such promises.  As we noted above this is the 
genealogical heritage of a process of branding and mutilation of the individual.  
Nietzsche notes, however, that this “…right to affirm oneself…” in this context is 
“…a ripe fruit, but also a late fruit…” that has long been “…sharp and bitter on the 
tree.” (GM II 3)  Nietzsche, in his Untimely Meditations, in his ‘Uses and 
Disadvantages of History for Life,’ hypothesizes  
…there is a degree of sleeplessness, of rumination, of the historical sense, which is 
harmful and ultimately fatal to the living thing, whether this living thing be a man or a 
people or a culture. (UM II 1) 
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This extent (as noted in the first chapter) is relative to the “…plastic power of a 
man, a people, a culture…” (UM II 1)  While the Untimely Meditations may be an 
early work, Nietzsche echoes the structure of this argument in Beyond Good and 
Evil, where he states, with regard to ‘the fundamental will of the spirit’: 
The spirit’s energy in appropriating what is foreign to it is revealed by its strong tendency 
to make the new resemble the old, to simplify multiplicity, to overlook or reject whatever is 
completely contradictory; the spirit likewise arbitrarily underlines, emphasizes, or distorts 
certain qualities and contours in everything that is foreign to it or of the ‘outer world’.  Its 
intention in doing so is to incorporate new ‘experiences’, to fit new things into old orders – 
to grow, then; and more specifically, to feel growth, to feel an increase in strength.  The 
same will is served by an apparently opposite instinct of the spirit: a sudden decision for 
ignorance, for arbitrary conclusions, a closing of the shutters, inwardly saying No to this 
thing or that, a refusal to let things draw near, a kind of defensive posture against much 
potential knowledge, being content with darkness, with a limited horizon, saying Yes to 
ignorance and affirming it’; all this activity is necessary according to the degree of the 
spirit’s appropriating energy, its digestive energy, to keep the same metaphor – and 
indeed the ‘spirit’ really resembles nothing so much as a stomach. (BGE 230) 
 
The notion of history and memory that underlies one’s right to make 
promises, therefore, is subject to the consistent principle used for evaluation 
throughout Nietzsche’s corpus: the affirmation of life.  This meta-critical aspect of 
his position will demand differing prescriptions depending on the situation, and 
not something such as a stubborn and calcified character.  We shall turn next to 
the Untimely Meditations, specifically his “Uses and Disadvantages of History for 
Life,” in order to extract a sense of Nietzsche’s treatment of context and the 
status of both error and truth. Nietzsche begins with a treatment of the historical 
sense of animals with regard to happiness.  He states: 
Consider the cattle, grazing as they pass you by: they do not know what is meant by 
yesterday or today, they leap about, eat, rest, digest, leap about again, and so from morn 
till night and from day to day, fettered to the moment and its pleasure or displeasure, and 
thus neither melancholy or bored.  This is a hard sight for man to see; for, though he thinks 
himself better than the animals because he is human, he cannot help envying them their 
happiness – what they have, a life neither bored nor painful, is precisely what he wants, yet 
he cannot have it because he refuses to be like an animal.  A human being may well ask 
an animal: ‘Why do you not speak to me of your happiness but only stand and gaze at 
me?’  The animal would like to answer, and say: ‘The reason is I always forget what I was 
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going to say’ – but then he forgot this answer too, and stayed silent: so that the human 
being was left wondering. (UM II 1) 
 
As suggested by this passage, historical sense can be hostile to the 
happiness of human beings. Interestingly, Nietzsche argues that to live a-
historically is inappropriate for the human being.  As Berkowitz notes: 
History in its primary sense, for Nietzsche, refers to an essential feature of the human 
condition.  Whereas animals live unhistorically, wholly absorbed in the moment, human 
beings live historically, in the painful and dizzying awareness not only that the past is 
always receding and fading from sight, but that happiness is fleeting and the future 
uncertain.
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As treated in The Genealogy of Morals, memory is something conditioned and 
branded into the human being through a process of mutilation of the drives.  
Given this early treatment of history in Untimely Meditations coupled with its 
echoed schema in Beyond Good and Evil, it seems fairly unambiguous that 
Nietzsche holds historical sense to be a properly human capacity.  One of the 
main aims of this section of the Untimely Meditations is to determine the extent to 
which the human being can benefit from historical sense, since an excess of 
history tends to stifle life and breed hostility towards it. To this end, Nietzsche 
distinguishes between three potential relationships to history: the ahistorical life 
of animals, the suprahistorical perspective, and the historical human being. While 
the happiness of the ahistorical life of the animal is characterized by ignorance 
and forgetting, suprahistorical perspective claims to understand “…the essential 
condition of all happenings…” (UM II 1); essentially that the past and the present 
are one and the same.  Recall, we noted an example of this disposition with the 
cyclical account of booms and busts that rests in the cultural understanding of the 
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economic fates of Windsor and Detroit.  The suprahistorical could plausibly be 
characterized as a transcendence of historical forces, since Nietzsche notes that 
this perspective holds that “…the world is complete and reaches finality at each 
and every moment.”  (UM II 1) The suprahistorical transcends history by 
establishing eternal moral and political principles. While the suprahistorical 
perspective serves to overcome much of the suffering implicit to a relationship 
with history by focusing on the eternal, Nietzsche speculates that this may be an 
act of resignation rather than the adoption of a relationship to history for the sake 
of happiness. In either case, Berkowitz notes: “…a key feature of Nietzsche’s 
achievement was his frank and decisive renunciation of suprahistorical moral and 
political standards.”270  When this notion of history was addressed in the 
introduction, it was criticized as one that brings about passivity, depicting the 
fates of Windsor and Detroit as being constituted by forces that must merely be 
surrendered to and endured.  Leaving the suprahistorical human beings to 
“…their nausea and their wisdom…” (UM II 1) Nietzsche engages with the main 
questions of this work: how and to what extent can a relationship to history be 
beneficial or serve life? 
Nietzsche argues that the extent to which history can be appropriated in a 
healthy manner by a human being depends on the plastic power of said human, 
subsequently portrayed as something akin to digestive energy in Beyond Good 
and Evil. He states:  
To determine this degree, and there with the boundary at which the past has to be 
forgotten if it is not to become a gravedigger of the present, one would have to know 
exactly how great the plastic power of a man, a people, a culture is: I mean by plastic 
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power the capacity to develop out of oneself in one’s own way, to transform and 
incorporate into oneself what is past and foreign, to heal wounds, to replace what has been 
lost, to recreate broken moulds.  (UM II 1) 
 
Plastic power, then, determines the extent to which the human being can 
appropriate history in a healthy life-affirming manner. This power determines the 
extent to which the human being can ‘take’ this historical sensibility. Clearly there 
exists a limit beyond which this knowledge would become harmful.271  For this 
reason it is necessary for the human being to draw a horizon around themselves. 
Nietzsche states: 
And this is universal law: a living thing can be healthy, strong, and fruitful only when 
bounded by a horizon; if it is incapable of drawing a horizon around itself, and at the 
same time too self-centered to enclose its own view within that of another, it will pine 
away or hasten to its timely end. (UM II 1)  
 
Within such a defined horizon, history (or new experiences) can be appropriated; 
those experiences that lie outside of one’s horizon are discarded for the purpose 
of maintaining the healthy disposition (or healthy digestion) of the organism. 
Ultimately, Nietzsche does not treat history as a collection of ‘truths’ or 
‘facts’, but rather as something that the human being should engage with, 
reshaping it through interpretive judgment in the service of life. He states:  
…thus only through the power of employing the past for purposes of life and of again 
introducing into history that which has been done and is gone – did man become man: 
but with an excess of history man again ceases to exist, and without that envelope of the 
unhistorical he would never have begun or dared to begin. (UM II 1) 
 
It is this element of reshaping that is key here: Nietzsche argues that useful 
fictions or errors themselves constitute knowledge, rather than supposed truths. 
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The usefulness of such errors, as noted in the title of this section of the Untimely 
Meditations, is determined in terms of ‘service to life’ which Nietzsche 
characterizes as an ahistorical power. Here we see a blunt rejection of the 
primacy of any metaphysical instinct or ‘will to truth’, or more clearly, a position 
that treats history as something that must be forcefully appropriated rather than a 
static collection of facts that fetter a ‘man, people, or culture.’  Since this 
ahistorical power in ‘historical men’ inspires:  
…looking to the past impels them towards the future and fires their courage to go on 
living and their hope that what they want will still happen, that happiness lies behind the 
hill they are advancing towards. (UM II 1)  
 
Thus, it is not some form of ‘pure knowledge’ or normative truth written in the 
codes of pure history which guides the individual, but rather precisely the 
opposite process. The past is forcefully interpreted and deployed in the service of 
the present for the sake of a healthy disposition to the future.  He further states: 
The study of history is something salutary and fruitful for the future only as the attendant 
of a mighty new current of life, of an evolving culture for example, that is to say only when 
it is dominated and directed by a higher force and does not itself dominate and direct. 
(UM II 1) 
 
In this early work, then, we have seen that Nietzsche has three primary 
concerns. First, he wishes to illustrate that the human being must somehow 
situate themselves within their historical context insofar as humans must (as 
Berkowitz notes) live “…in the painful and dizzying awareness not only that the 
past is always receding and fading from sight, but that happiness is fleeting and 
the future uncertain”272. Second, Nietzsche’s position is one that rejects the 
notion of the utility of historical ‘facts’ or ‘truths.’ He characterizes such a 
relationship to history in terms of a ‘will to truth’: “A historical phenomenon, 
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known clearly and completely and resolved into a phenomenon of knowledge, is, 
for him who has perceived it, dead…” (UM II 1) Rather, Nietzsche advocates that 
people and cultures draw a horizon around themselves appropriate to their 
shaping power or “…appropriating energy…” (BGE 230) and, within this horizon, 
engage in drawing forceful judgment laden interpretations of history. Finally, this 
should all be done in the service of life; that is, for the sake of health and the 
affirmation of life. Nietzsche’s claims are at once descriptive and normative: as 
we dispose ourselves to history we cannot help but judge and interpret. This 
judgment and interpretation has a normative quality, although Nietzsche’s 
treatment of this activity is equally a descriptive claim with regard to the situation 
in which human beings find themselves and the status of historical knowledge.  
For Nietzsche, there can be no historical knowing that is not also willful activity 
engaged with the past through active judgment and interpretation.  This is why 
Foucault, in Language, Counter-memory, and Practice (in “Nietzsche, 
Genealogy, History”) asserts: 
The final trait of effective history is its affirmation of knowledge as perspective.  Historians 
take unusual pains to erase the elements in their work which reveal their grounding in a 
particular time and place, their preferences in a controversy – the unavoidable obstacles 
of their passion.  Nietzsche’s vision of historical sense is explicit in its perspective and 
acknowledges its system of injustice.  Its perception is slanted, being a deliberate 
appraisal, affirmation, or negation; it reaches the lingering and poisonous traces in order 
to prescribe the best antidote.
273
 
 
 Foucault follows Nietzsche in identifying three relationships to history, 
each of which can be potentially held in excess.  Nietzsche proposes in Untimely 
Meditations, that it is in terms of these three modes that history can be 
appropriated usefully and healthily: “…a monumental, an antiquarian and critical 
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species of history.” (UM II 2)  Monumental history “…belongs above all to the 
man of deeds and power, to him who fights a great fight, who needs models, 
teachers, comforters and cannot find them among his contemporaries.” (UM II 2)  
Monumental history looks across time to appropriate the inspiration from past 
deeds, movements, and equals not found in their own epoch.  Problematically, 
this form of history falsifies the past to some extent.  As Nietzsche notes:  
Monumental history deceives by analogies: with seductive similarities it inspires the 
courageous to foolhardiness and the inspired to fanaticism; and when we go on to think 
of this kind of history in the hands and heads of gifted egoists and visionary scoundrels, 
then we see empires destroyed, princes murdered, wars and revolutions launched and 
the number of historical ‘effects in themselves,’ that is to say, effects without sufficient 
cause, again augmented. (UM II 2) 
 
Antiquarian history “…belongs in the second place to him who preserves 
and reveres – to him who looks back to whence he has come, to where he came 
into being with love and loyalty; with this piety he as it were gives thanks for his 
existence.” (UM II 3)  This history, as noted in the first chapter, ties one to “…the 
conditions under which he himself came into existence…’ (UM II 3) and most 
clearly establishes a sense of place.  Recall, with regard to antiquarian history:  
The history of his city becomes for him the history of himself; he reads its walls, its 
towered gate, its rules and regulations, its holidays, like an illuminated diary of his youth 
and in all this he again finds himself, his force, his industry, his joy, his judgment, his folly 
and vices.  Here we lived, he says to himself, for here we are living; and here we shall 
live, for we are tough and not to be ruined overnight.  Thus with the aid of this 'we' he 
looks beyond his own individual transitory existence and feels himself to be the spirit of 
his house, his race, his city. (UM II 3) 
 
Nietzsche uses the metaphor of a tree that is aware of the size and extent of its 
root system to illustrate this form of history.  While it can serve life to have a keen 
awareness of these roots, the risk with antiquarian history, of course, is an 
excess of preservationist drive: “…when the historical sense no longer conserves 
life but mummifies it, then the tree gradually dies unnaturally from the top 
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downwards to the roots – and in the end the roots themselves usually perish too.” 
(UM II 3)  Antiquarian history, by Nietzsche’s estimation, only knows how to 
preserve without “…instinct for divining it…” (UM II 3)  The inspiration of 
monumental history in excess deceives by presenting false equivalencies; an 
excess of antiquarian history indiscriminately preserves the past.274 Nietzsche 
argues of the need for a third mode of history:  
…the critical: and this, too, in the service of life.   If he is to live, man must possess and 
from time to time employ the strength to break up and dissolve a part of the past: he does 
this by bringing it before the tribunal, scrupulously examining and finally condemning it; 
every past, however, is worthy of being condemned – for this is the nature of human 
things: human violence and weakness have always played a mighty role in them. (UM II 
3) 
 
These modes of history must be taken together in the service of life.  Effectively 
they sketch out an insurgent disposition to history.  The past must be mobilized in 
the service of a present, and with a view to the future.  They call on a person, a 
culture, or a nation to not merely inhabit their horizon, but to actively engage in 
the forceful reinterpretation and mobilization of history.    
Essentially this is what Foucault argues when he presents a critical 
analysis of the notions of descent (Herkunft) and emergence (Entstehung) in 
order to situate his treatment of Nietzsche’s genealogy with respect to history.  
Both of these notions implicit to genealogy, while not presupposing metaphysical 
roots, have the effect of disturbing foundations dogmatically taken to be 
immobile.  Foucault argues for the importance of the notion of an ‘effective 
history’ (wirkliche Historie) not only in the context of interpreting Nietzsche’s 
genealogy, but as an effective critical means.  Foucault proceeds by highlighting 
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the importance of perspective and the interpretation of a confluence of competing 
forces when attempting a deployment of Nietzsche’s criticisms.  Nietzsche, 
Genealogy, History is itself heavily engaged with Nietzsche’s middle period and 
presents the importance of interpreting Nietzsche in a context-specific manner in 
relation to specific confluences of forces.  Moreover, Foucault argues that the 
destabilizing aspects of genealogy itself have critical force.  Make no mistake: 
this is not merely an internal or ‘self-genealogical’ project, as Richardson seems 
to argue.  Foucault argues that these modes of history (monumental, antiquarian, 
and critical history) take on new forms of significance in Nietzsche’s later work.  
By his assessment, the monumental becomes parody, the continuities of 
antiquarian history instead isolate discontinuities and critical history becomes 
self-critique.  Nonetheless the general thrust of the argument from this early work 
remains.  Engagement with life means to engage with historical and cultural 
context.  There can be no neutral perspective, but rather, only active, engaged, 
and judgment-laden appropriation of this context (ideally) in the service of life. 
For Nietzsche’s entire advocacy of solitude, this engagement with history 
involves engagement with the common discussed by Hardt and Negri, with place 
as advocated by Jacobs and Boggs, and ultimately with the social, material and 
cultural conditions that bring about your way of life. 
In the preface to Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche asserts that 
“…perspectivity…” is “…that fundamental condition of all life…” (BGE “Preface”)  
He expands this treatment of perspectivity in his Genealogy of Morals, when he 
forcefully asserts: 
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Perspectival seeing is the only kind of seeing there is, perspectival ‘knowing’ is the only 
kind of ‘knowing’; and the more eyes, different eyes through which we are able to view 
this same matter, the more complete our ‘conception’ of it, our ‘objectivity’, will be.  But to 
eliminate the will completely, to suspend the feelings altogether, even assuming that we 
could do so: what?  would this not amount to the castration of the intellect?... (GM III 12) 
 
Janaway notes that the dominant moral, epistemological, and scientific position 
(“…the philosophical orthodoxy…”) holds that the affects and will “…‘twist, colour, 
and distort’ judgment and perception…”275  Nietzsche, on the other hand, sees 
these affects as “…enabling and expanding knowledge.”276  There are twin 
elements to this argument presented by Nietzsche.  First, the orthodox 
epistemological standards of “…objectivity…” and “…disinterested 
contemplation…”277 are shams.  This is sufficiently supported by the sustained 
criticism of the ‘will to truth’ presented in Beyond Good and Evil and illustrated 
nicely by Nietzsche’s claim that  
…every great philosophy to date has been: the personal confession of its author, a kind 
of unintended and unwitting memoir; and similarly, that all the moral (or immoral) aims in 
every philosophy constituted the actual seed from which the whole plant invariably grew. 
(BGE 6)   
 
The drives and affects, as much as a researcher would like to keep them in 
brackets, inevitably work their way in.  Every methodology, as the basis for 
methodology (which would purport to bracket these drives and affects) is 
governed by a set of interests, drives, and affects.  There exists, by Nietzsche’s 
estimation, no pure ‘instinct for knowledge’ that works as “…some independent 
clockwork which when properly wound up, works away bravely without 
necessarily involving all the scholar’s other instincts.” (BGE 6)  Even if it were 
possible for such a drive to hold sway (and interestingly it would still be a drive), 
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Nietzsche notes that this would amount to ‘castration of the intellect’.   There is 
no knowing without will, and there is no will that is not a constellation of 
competing drives and affects grounded in the exigencies of context.  Knowledge 
is, therefore, never innocent. 
Second, as Janaway notes, “…feelings themselves have cognitive 
potency.”278  It is by taking up many perspectives that we expand our cognitive 
grasp of reality.  As early as his treatment of character in Human, All Too Human, 
Nietzsche argues that spiritual progress relies upon a healthy and strong 
organism’s ability to appropriate that which is foreign – effectively a foreign affect.  
In “Tokens of Higher and Lower Culture,” Nietzsche describes a productive 
tension which he claims is all important for cultural and spiritual progress in terms 
of the apparent opposition between that part of a nation that preserves itself best, 
and that of the degenerate nature within the nation. (HH I 224) In the opening 
section of “Tokens of Higher and Lower Culture” it becomes quite clear that 
Nietzsche depends on the context of this opposition as the basis for privileging 
these iconoclastic immoralists and degenerate natures alike. (HH I 224) 
Nietzsche establishes two opposing poles which pertain to both a culture (nation) 
and the individual. 
Again oscillating by speaking in terms of both a nation and the individual 
human being, Nietzsche argues that it is necessary to have two elements which 
taken together constitute the health of the organism and which are the 
preconditions for ‘spiritual progress.’ First, in terms of a culture, a strong and 
stable element with dogmatically held principles must be present and serves as 
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the basis. Secondly, it is necessary that morally weaker, unfettered delinquents 
arise who would inflict injury or a partial weakening upon the culture in question. 
While the stable elements of a culture preserve themselves best, Nietzsche 
admonishes that the danger that follows all stability is a growing stupidity. This 
can be described as a sort of categorical sclerosis – a hardening of the 
categories – resulting from the stable elements of culture holding fast to a small 
number of dogmatically held beliefs and principles. A culture’s dogmatically held 
habitual beliefs and undiscussable principles remain rigid in the face of a 
changing context, thus failing to meet each new crisis-context productively. This 
element of a culture is nonetheless productive insofar as it establishes the 
identity and defines the spirit of a culture. In his treatment of ‘good and strong 
character,’ then, it is not surprising that Nietzsche finds it necessary to oscillate 
between this element of culture and individual ‘good characters.’ This is because, 
by Nietzsche’s estimation, individuals of this sort do not distinguish themselves to 
a significant degree from the dogmatically held principles of the larger culture. 
Those of good and strong character are quick to act, since the avenues 
and options open to them are constrained, produced, and reinforced by the larger 
culture. In Genealogy of Morals, Nietzsche identifies such closing off of 
perspectives as being (here with regard to the ascetic ideal) “…derived from the 
protective and healing instincts of a degenerating life, which seeks to preserve 
itself and fights for existence with any available means…” (GM III 13) While those 
of good and strong character draw a good deal of energy and self-protection from 
the support of cultural dogmas and judgments, they are constrained by these 
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dogmas and judgments regarding perhaps only two possibilities. On the other 
hand, those of strong spirit consider a vast number of possibilities and they are 
thus more uncertain and slower to act. This strength of spirit is necessary insofar 
as these individuals act outside of the normal judgment boundaries and limits of 
the larger culture.  Simply stated, they introduce new perspectives. 
To spur this element of stable culture on toward spiritual progress, 
individuals with fewer moral ties to the larger culture – degenerate natures – are 
necessary.  Nietzsche states of the degenerate natures: 
Countless numbers of this kind perish on account of their weakness without producing 
any very visible effect; but in general, and especially when they leave posterity, they 
effect a loosening up and from time to time inflict an injury on the stable element of a 
community.  It is precisely at this injured and weakened spot that the whole body is as it 
were inoculated with something new; its strength must, however, be as a whole sufficient 
to receive this new thing into its blood and to assimilate it. (HH I 224) 
 
As we can see, Nietzsche uses a biologically rooted metaphor to understand the 
inner workings of cultural and spiritual progress. The stable element preserves 
the culture, while the degenerate nature by wounding this element propels it 
toward change and ‘spiritual progress.’  The degeneracy of the ‘degenerate 
nature’ should be understood in much the same way as Nietzsche characterizes 
the free spirit: as “…a relative concept…” (HH I 225)  The key notion in 
delineating the ‘degenerate’ from ‘firm-charactered individuals’ as it is presented 
in the early sections of “Tokens of Higher and Lower Culture” is that they are 
comparatively “…unfettered, uncertain, and morally weaker…” (HH I 224)  That 
is, they are not fettered.279  The degenerate is not served by the practices, moral 
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customs, and habitual principles that provide advantage to those of firm 
character, thereby incentivizing these individuals to act against the grain of these 
common practices, customs, and principles.  Degeneracy, then, is a necessary 
dispositional precondition for the possibility of insurgency, but not sufficient since, 
as we noted in the passage above, “Countless numbers of this kind perish on 
account of their weakness without producing any very visible effect…” (HH I 224)  
Nietzsche moves from a discussion of the degenerate to his treatment of the free 
spirit, who has “…the superior quality and sharpness of his intellect …written on 
the face of the free spirit in characters clear enough even for the fettered spirit to 
read.” (HH I 225) 
“Tokens of Higher and Lower Culture” is interesting insofar as this 
description of the forces at work to produce the nation describes not only 
individuals within the nation but also forces at work within the individual. As 
Gemes notes of this tension within the individual: 
…unification is not the result of a conscious subject pruning an over luxuriant garden of 
drives according to some articulate master plan.  Rather, drives come with their own telic 
structure.  In most individuals conflicting drives can only express themselves through the 
repression of other drives.
280
 
 
Thus, it can be consistently argued that both the individual and the nation are 
constituted by the tensions and oppositions described here through mutually 
supportive and productive opposition in a manner partially described by 
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Richardson’s account of Nietzschean freedom outlined above.  Within a nation, a 
degenerate should be read as something akin to a drive or passion opposed to 
the hierarchy of drives, though in a manner that dwells within this opposition.  
The free spirit, on the other hand, carries the significance of being an effective 
drive, one that has “…liberated himself from tradition…” (HH I 225) capable of 
maintaining a positive and creative disposition, capable “…of living and thinking a 
refined heroism which disdains to offer itself to the veneration of the great 
masses…” (HH I 291)  Employing a gardening metaphor compatible with that 
offered by Gemes, Nietzsche argues in “the Wanderer and his Shadow”: 
Overcoming of the passions. – The man who has overcome his passions has entered 
into possession of the most fertile ground; like the colonist who has mastered the forests 
and swamps.  To sow the seeds of good spiritual works in the soil of the subdued 
passions is then the immediate urgent task.  The overcoming itself is only a means, not a 
goal; if it is not so viewed, all kinds of weeds and devilish nonsense will quickly spring up 
in this rich soil now unoccupied, and soon there will be more rank confusion than there 
ever was before. (WS 53) 
 
This apparently violent value opposition is, by the assessment developed 
here, one of interdependence when observed in terms of spiritual progress.  
Again, in The Genealogy of Morals III 12, Nietzsche notes:  
…the desire to see differently for once in this way is no small discipline of the intellect 
and a preparation for its eventual ‘objectivity’ – this latter understood not as ‘disinterested 
contemplation’ (which is a non-concept and a nonsense), but as the capacity to have all 
the arguments for and against at one’s disposal and to suspend or implement them at 
will: so as to exploit that very diversity of perspectives and affective interpretations in the 
interest of knowledge.  (GM III 12) 
 
While this is the case, the opposition of these interdependent poles (both 
within the individual and a culture) must be experienced as true conflict on both 
sides and moreover this conflict must be viscerally felt and passionate. What is 
truly interesting in this section of the text is that this struggle, insofar as it is 
passionate and visceral, always occurs in the context of a crisis that is usually 
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physiological in nature. What is productive here is the tension itself, and not 
either of the positions that constitute said tension. Neither is correct in an 
absolute sense, but rather it is their opposition which is productive.  Franco 
notes: 
That we cannot completely dispense with error and illusion Nietzsche makes clear in an 
aphorism on the ‘double brain’ required by higher culture.  Because it is the quest for 
knowledge that makes science pleasurable, not the possession of it, science will provides 
[sic] us with less and less pleasure the more it accumulates its solid and disillusioning 
truths.
281
 
 
Consistent with what was argued in the Untimely Meditations with regard to our 
deployment of history, history is not a ‘true’ history, but rather a forceful and 
beneficial interpretation that preserves and is invigorated by its past yet has the 
capacity to dissolve that same past. Likewise, both forces which constitute this 
tension are necessary, and only when taken together, do they produce a healthy 
organism capable of expressing values which meet the challenges and needs of 
a particular historical and cultural context.  The following chapters will lay out this 
tension between the dominant value assumptions of the culture within the 
deindustrializing Windsor/ Detroit region and the insurgencies of activist 
movements that disrupt and interrupt these dominating and habitual social 
structures. 
Here it is important to note one of the first things Nietzsche argues. In the 
first section of “Tokens of Higher and Lower Culture” Nietzsche states: “A people 
that becomes somewhere weak and fragile but is as a whole still strong and 
healthy is capable of absorbing the infection of the new and incorporating it to its 
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own advantage.” (HH I 224) Note that this statement is effectively conditional. 
The effectiveness of critical wounds to a culture (or, by extension an individual) is 
dependent on the relative strength or “…appropriating energy…” (BGE 230) of 
the whole. Thus, the strength of the relative forces which constitute these 
tensions would be an important element of the context in which criticism occurs. 
An individual or culture too weak to productively assimilate the effects of this 
infection would necessitate differing criticisms and prescriptions relative to one of 
sufficient strength to withstand such partial wounding.  Such a culture may need 
to adopt “…a kind of defensive posture against much potential knowledge, being 
content with a limited horizon…” (BGE 230) Again, we find that taking into 
account the context in which a criticism or ‘wound’ is offered would be an 
important task if one is to apply and deploy a Nietzschean form of criticism. Thus, 
just as the quanta of history that are healthy for an individual, a people or a 
culture, must be understood relative to the plastic power or appropriating energy 
of said individual/ people/ culture, critical wounding must be understood in much 
the same manner. Thus, Nietzsche is not bluntly affirmative of critical activities of 
delinquents or free spirits. The value of these activities must be understood in 
terms of context with a view to the health and vitality of whatever organism is 
involved. 
2.4  New Category of Philosopher and Community 
Nietzsche in Beyond Good and Evil, argues the need for a 'new category 
of philosophers’ which he claims was on the rise.  These ‘very free spirits’ will 
herald in new sorts of engagement, investigation, and experimentation.  These 
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philosophers, Nietzsche argues, will start from their rootedness within a situation, 
disposing themselves to their questions experimentally, perspectivally, 
agonistically, and yet in a life-affirming manner.  For Nietzsche we must start by 
understanding that we have assumptions and interests, and that we are at work 
within a tradition and directed toward a set of problems which is always bound up 
with a power structure.   
Nietzsche pictures these new philosophers as insurgents, working within 
the dominant power structures of culture, and subverting these structures.  The 
notion of insurgency has two central notions contained within it: 1) to rise against 
or oppose a (political) power structure, and 2) this power structure is in some 
sense their own (that of their own country).   From our treatment of Nietzsche’s 
notion of agency above, we can see that the individual is constituted by a tension 
between the limiting structures of the common and an agonistic disposition to this 
common.  The very notion of freedom developed by Nietzsche would have us 
dispose ourselves in an oppositional manner to that which is foreign to our 
interests, yet constitutive of our own reflective consciousness.  Richardson notes: 
What we see, as we consider more closely, is that although Nietzsche attacks and warns 
against ‘the common’, he also recognizes the necessity and value of it, and once again, 
on both epistemic and existential grounds.  We can’t but be common, firstly and mostly, 
and our principal aims also lead us there.  So in trying to be individuals our task is not to 
wean ourselves as much as we can from the common or to reduce to the lowest degree 
our membership in community; we may even enter it more passionately than before.  
What is needed is rather that one establish a space for individuality and, to the extent that 
one can, join community from this.  We thereby take an active stance toward the 
common, both in us and without.
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Nietzsche asserts of these new philosophers:  
...it is certain that they will not be dogmatists.  It would surely go against their pride, and 
also against their good taste, if their truth had to be a truth for everyone else, too - this 
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has been the secret wish and ulterior thought in all earlier dogmatic endeavours. (BGE 
43)   
 
It is safe to assume that these experimenters and philosophers will embody 
Nietzsche's arguments about the instrumental status of value and judgment as 
well as his critical disposition to systems of knowledge and politics.  Values, 
judgments, knowledge and political systems will not, for these new critics and 
activists, be taken as 'givens,' but rather treated as structures of power against 
which to test one’s will.  Since this notion of experimentation is key for Nietzsche, 
it is clear that many and varied dispositions to the structures of power (epistemic, 
moral, political, etc.) must be enacted and lived publically rather than merely 
reflectively evaluated.  Richardson continues: 
The key value for Nietzsche is power (life), not truth, and he thinks this rises highest in 
exceptional individuals.  Yet even such individuals, he thinks, depend on a ground of 
commonness in themselves; their individuality is built on it.  And they become individuals 
not by opposing or avoiding these commons, but by entering them more actively than 
before.  Instead of passively receiving the shared stance, they work on this common by 
infusing their individual quality into it.  It is by this thrust back into the common that the 
individual achieves that highest power.
283
 
 
Nietzsche’s position reveals itself to be one that advocates a sort of 
permanent critical engagement hostile to notions of enduring ideals or principles. 
At best, ideals and principles would serve to bolster the stable and dogmatic 
elements of a culture or individual world-view which attempt to preserve 
themselves. At worst, these principles and ideals serve to stifle a culture or 
individual, as Nietzsche argues is the case with Christian dogma. Instead, we 
must, by this argument, approach all such principles with healthy and life-
affirming cynicism. Nonetheless, it is important to understand the value implicit to 
the oppositional tensions, understanding the value of having enemies and 
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opposition in the manner Nietzsche advocates for the immoralist284 in Twilight of 
the Idols: 
We who are different, we immoralists, on the contrary, have opened our hearts to all 
kinds of understanding, comprehending, approving.  We do not readily deny; we seek our 
honour in being affirmative.  More and more our eyes have been opened to that economy 
which still needs and can exploit all that is rejected by the holy madness of the priest, of 
the priest’s sick reason; to that economy in the law of life which can gain advantage even 
from the repulsive species of the miseryguts, the priest, the virtuous man – what 
advantage? – But we ourselves, we immoralists are the answer here… (TI “Morality as 
Anti-Nature” 6) 
 
Effectively there is no ‘outside’ from culture, history, or generally context.  
There is no heaven of ideas into which one can retreat.  This is the force of 
Nietzsche’s argument: we are all partisan and implicated.  Accordingly Nietzsche 
advocates dispositions that foster active engagement with life (history, culture, 
place, the systems and power structures that we inhabit, etc.) since, for 
Nietzsche, to know these structures of our context is to know ourselves.  There is 
no possibility that this can be done passively or from a perspective of disinterest.  
Nor is there a possibility that a healthy disposition to life can be bought ‘off the 
rack’, so to speak.  These systems are our own and we must assert ourselves 
over and against them.  We are insurgents. 
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 In the next chapter we shall carry forward this notion of an active and 
engaged, culturally, historically rooted insurgent into dialogue with Hardt and 
Negri, and Horkheimer and Adorno in order to reinvigorate and appropriate the 
strongest aspects of their critical perspectives.  In light of this discussion we will 
attempt to distill what Boggs and Boggs refer to as “…a philosophy of 
revolution…"285 that can grasp the latent capacities present in the context of 
deindustrializing Windsor and Detroit by examining several cases of community 
organizations and artist collectives who are innovatively and experimentally 
engaging with how they are where they are.  These context rooted projects, we 
shall see, express elements of this Nietzschean notion of insurgency. 
 We must, however, be careful not to congratulate the politics that have 
brought about these capacities within this historical and cultural context.  We 
should note with Nietzsche that it is because of the weakness of the political 
institutions in Windsor and Detroit, not because of their strength that these critical 
opportunities have emerged.  In Human, all too Human, (as Sluga notes) 
Nietzsche asserts: 
…we should thus realize that it is usually on the political sickbed that a nation 
“rejuvenates itself… and rediscovers its spirit, which it gradually lost in its seeking for and 
assertion of power.  Culture owes the most to the ages of political weakness” (HH I 
465).
286
 
 
As the institutional and physical structures that ground deindustrializing Windsor 
and Detroit crumble into corruption and abject disrepair, it is the sphere of culture 
that begins to assert itself with uncommon energy, taking on many of the roles 
that the political apparatus is unable or unwilling to fulfill.   
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Throughout this chapter we have developed an interpretation of Nietzsche 
that can serve as a model for the embedded practices of activists and community 
collectives active in Windsor and Detroit.  Through practice – practice that theory 
limps slowly after – individuals, collectives, and neighbourhood cooperatives 
engage with Detroit in a manner that Hercher (with regard to what he calls 
‘Municipal Therapy’ in Detroit) characterizes as one that “…asserts a right to the 
city – a right that is often forgotten or even abandoned when urban life functions 
according to plan.”287  These individuals, collectives, and neighbourhood 
cooperatives coalesce into a movement that, for Boggs, calls for a robust notion 
of affirmative human sustainability that allows human capacities to be expressed 
and realized rather than stifled by the institutions in power and the dominant 
values of our culture or age.  Self-insurgency shows itself necessary precondition 
for the possibility of effective embedded engagement through experimental 
practice in the context of urban landscapes in massive states of transition, since 
at all levels history, affective dispositions and habitual principles and values tend 
to reinforce the previous embodiments of a stable culture.  Effective activist 
practice engages not only the overt political structures that stifle the expression of 
human capacities, but also the affective and psychic sediment produced by these 
structures in an insurgent manner.  To reference an adage my father would often 
repeat, one that oddly echoes the general sentiment of Nietzsche’s normative 
position, ‘The only thing that keeps most people from doing anything is 
themselves.’  Nietzsche offers a mechanism by which we can overcome the 
value presuppositions and affective dispositions that hold us within the “…snare 
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and social strait jacket of duties…” (BGE 226), thus allowing embedded activist 
practice to be creative, affirmative, engaged and experimental.  To be sure, such 
practice discussed as engagement does not overcome or free us from the 
tensions introduced by Nietzsche in Human, All Too Human, but rather engages 
forcefully and creatively within these tensions.  By Nietzsche’s model, the notions 
of insurgency and self-insurgency allows us not to escape or transcend the 
powers that constrain us, but allows us to critically and productively “…dance in 
our ‘chains’” (BGE 226) 
 
Figure 2.2 West Detroit from West Windsor.  Windsor, ON. August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
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3 
Embedded Embodied Criticism 
 
And by your desiring with all your strength to see ahead how the knot of the future is 
going to be tied, your own life will acquire the value of an instrument and means of 
knowledge.  You have it in your hands to achieve the absorption of all you experience – 
your experiments, errors, faults, delusions, passions, your love and your hope – into your 
goal without remainder.  This goal is yourself to become a necessary chain of rings of 
culture and from this necessity to recognize the necessity inherent in the course of 
culture in general.  (HH I 292) 
 
Rick Roderick, who was a philosophy professor at Duke University, was 
best known for three lecture series composed for ‘The Teaching Company’: 
Philosophy and Human Values (1990), Nietzsche and the Postmodern Condition 
(1991), and The Self Under Siege – Philosophy in the 20th Century (1993).  In his 
first lecture; “Socrates and the Life of Inquiry” (in Philosophy and Human Values), 
Roderick argues that there are historical conditions necessary to bring about the 
possibility for philosophical inquiry, specifically regarding terms that hold a 
society together.  Socratic questioning of terms like ‘courage’, he argues, would 
have made no sense in the context of a cohesive and unified society or in the 
context of a shared experience that gives that society confidence in those terms.  
In such a cohesive and unified society, terms like ‘courage’, ‘justice’ or ‘piety’ 
could easily be handled by a dictionary since their meanings would be 
unproblematic in the context of that society.  Of what he calls “…the human edge 
of philosophy…” Roderick argues: 
The point is that philosophy – philosophical inquiry, of the dangerous kind, as opposed to 
the analytic, boring, academic kind – philosophic inquiry of the dangerous kind catches a 
society at a moment when it’s insecure about what the main terms that hold it together 
mean. Like man, woman, patriot, and in particular: “human being”. So that is the human 
edge of philosophy. It’s that you catch society at a moment of danger when a term or a 
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set of terms that are very important to the identity of a lot of people are in question. Or 
possible. That the questioning of it is at least possible. It may be that we are today.
288
 
 
Socrates, Roderick argues, caught society at a moment, when it was insecure 
about such terms.  Theoretical inquiry can be potent in this respect, though 
Roderick argues that the position taken up by Socrates,  
…shouldn’t be understood the way we understand inquiry today; as just sitting on your 
butt and looking through a microscope – no – inquiry in Socrates’ sense, critical inquiry, is 
to go around in a kind of passionate search, for what’s really important.
289
   
 
Inquiry, in the sense that Roderick draws out of Socrates, was meant to express 
most fully our human capacities and it was a form of engagement with the human 
project as it plays itself out in, for Socrates, specifically public and urban settings.  
The fullest notion of this sort of inquiry would put the inquirer on the spot, 
produce discomfort, and has potency: the capacity to change the way the inquirer 
thinks and acts.  For Socrates, the medium of inquiry is dialogue that is both 
situated and timely.  Given the argument distilled out of an interpretation of 
Nietzsche in the preceding chapter, insofar as Nietzsche can be considered to 
also engage in such dialogue utilizing differing methods and issuing differing 
judgments, we should expand this notion of inquiry to include practice, 
experimentation, and insurgency. 
Roderick sees philosophy as fundamentally engaged with the pressing 
issues that consume a culture.  Inquiry in its fullest sense is situated and 
mobilizes the historical potential of its context, not only to console a culture in its 
weaker moments, but also to reinvigorate the central ideas of that culture in order 
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to produce a meaningful framework for practice.  As we have seen, this aspect of 
historicism is present in Nietzsche’s work.  For Nietzsche, the death of God was 
a historical moment that made an entire line of moral and post-metaphysical 
questioning possible.  Nietzsche's 1886 proclamation, in the preface to Beyond 
Good and Evil that in Europe there exists a “…splendid tension of spirit…” (BGE 
“Preface”) relies upon the historical culmination of “…the struggle against 
thousands of years of Christian-ecclesiastical pressure…” (BGE “Preface”).  
Nietzsche saw the moment facing European culture as one that fundamentally 
unsettled the meaning-context that sustained the culture.  It is in this sense that, 
in air filled with the smell of “…the divine decomposition…” (GS 125), Nietzsche 
asserts: “There was never a greater deed – and whoever is born after us will on 
account of this deed belong to a higher history than all history up to now!” (GS 
125)  Even still, in this key passage from The Gay Science, Nietzsche’s madman 
was met by silence, resistance, and disbelief.  Like Socrates, who was executed 
for producing his disquieting inquiry, Nietzsche’s unsettling inquiry naturally is 
met by counter-revolutionary forces in the form of “…elaborate attempts to loosen 
the bow…” (BGE “Preface”)  There are historical moments and conditions under 
which it becomes possible to raise questions, when a people or culture becomes 
“…uncertain and morally weaker…” (HH I 224), effectively less served by shared 
“…habitual and undiscussable principles…” (HH I 224).  It may be at these 
moments and within these contexts, Nietzsche argues, that “…redemption from 
the curse [of] the previous ideal …” (GM II 24) is possible.  To meet these 
counter-revolutionary forces and mobilize the capacities of the present historical 
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moment, activists in Windsor and Detroit assume an insurgent disposition 
towards the cultural and political structures that embody these habitual principles.  
This is not a movement generated by theory, but one that is embodied and 
generated through the practices and experiments of the dispossessed multitude 
within this deindustrializing region. 
What follows will articulate the critical force that rests implicitly within artist 
and activist practice in the context of an historical, transitional moment in these 
deindustrializing cities.  As we examine these critical practices we will mobilize 
and expand the notion of insurgency arising out of the interpretation of Nietzsche 
developed in the second chapter.  Many of these activist and artist actions are 
catalogued by Andrew Herscher in his The Unreal Estate Guide To Detroit, 
although the project of the analysis provided by Herscher aims to catalogue and 
edify rather than mobilize toward cultural and political action.  Though this 
disposition was critiqued heavily in the first chapter for its normative evasiveness, 
what follows will utilize Herscher’s Guide as a guide, but will draw out the critical 
and projective implications of these actions so as to not merely edify, but 
mobilize. 
The artist and activist actions detailed by Herscher under headings such 
as “Municipal Therapy,”290 “Feral Research,”291 “Radical Hospitality,”292 
“Patrimony of the Unlost”293, etc. represent interconnected forms of struggle.  
They exist in that space where culture and politics meet, insofar as they assert a 
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right, they implicitly dispose themselves to systems of governance critically, and 
they propose new forms of value and urban life.  Herscher productively highlights 
many of these happenings whose genesis depends upon being mostly 
overlooked by city systems, and when noticed, are frequently disposed diffidently 
to municipal authorities. 
One specific weakness of Herscher’s Guide, however, arises from its 
catalogue structure which tends to treat the interventions it examines as though 
they are isolated happenings.  These actions and interventions are situated in 
mutual and connected relations with one another, within the topographic and 
psychic landscape where action is mobilized, and in the context of urban crisis 
and deindustrialization, so that, as Nietzsche notes, “…every action performed by 
a human being becomes in some way the cause of other actions, decisions, 
thoughts, that everything that happens is inextricably knotted to everything that 
will happen…” (HH I 208)  In the organizations that were spearheaded by Grace 
and Jimmy Boggs (Detroit Summer, The Boggs Educational Center, and The 
Boggs Center to Nurture Community Leadership), for example, the categories 
deployed by Herscher - Food Infill, Radical Hospitality, Municipal Therapy, etc.- 
are intimately tied together as part of what is self-described as the building of a 
movement that aims to “…devote …creative and collective energies toward 
envisioning and building a radically different form of living.”294  These 
organizations, spearheaded by Boggs and Boggs, further operate as 
collaboration hubs between other community organizations and artist collectives, 
regional, national, and international.  In this manner, these artist and activist 
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institutions build collaborative hubs that legitimize themselves in a manner, as 
Hardt and Negri argue, “…that does not rely on the sovereignty of the people but 
is based instead in the biopolitical productivity of the multitude”295, one based on 
“…the daily struggles of the workers themselves, their coordinated acts of 
resistance, insubordination, and subversion of the relations of domination in the 
workplace and in society at large.”296  
The meaning of work, education, economy, and the fundamental nature of 
our relationships to one another as city dwellers have become the subject of 
disquieting inquiry in the context of deindustrializing Windsor and Detroit.  The 
abandonment of the physical landscape and palpable sense of crisis within these 
cities testifies to the urgency of this inquiry.  To illustrate, summarizing the current 
state of Detroit, Le Duff reflects: 
It is an eerie and angry place of deserted factories and homes and forgotten people.  
Detroit, which once led the nation in home ownership, is now a foreclosure capital.  Its 
downtown is a museum of ghost skyscrapers.  Trees and switchgrass and wild animals 
have come back to reclaim their rightful places.  Coyotes are here.  The pigeons have left 
in droves.  A city the size of San Francisco and Manhattan could neatly fit into Detroit’s 
vacant lots, I am told. 
Once the nation’s richest big city, Detroit is now its poorest.  It is the country’s illiteracy 
and dropout capital, where children must leave their books at school and bring toilet 
paper from home.  It is the unemployment capital, where half the adult population does 
not work at a consistent job.  There are firemen with no boots, cops with no cars, 
teachers with no pencils, city council members with telephones tapped by the FBI, and 
too many grandmothers with no tears left to give.
297
 
 
Similarly, there exists the palpable sense in Windsor of having been forgotten, 
being leftover, or being surplus as a region.  In 2010 a Windsor man stood in 
public places (busy street corners, the city market parking lot, etc.) holding a sign 
that read “Will Work for Food” for six months.  General Motors retirees sit at a bar 
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(Kilroys) at the corner of Kildare Road and Shepherd Street in Windsor watching 
as the Windsor Transmission Plant, a plant that sustained generations of their 
family, is torn down for scrap.  
 
Figure 7.1 Detroit RenCen through Windsor GM Assembly Demolition, Walker Road.  
August 18, 2016.  Windsor, ON. Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
In October of 2015, the Windsor Welcome sign, which officially reads 
“Automotive Capital of Canada”, was illicitly altered to read “Unemployment 
Capital of Canada” when the city again topped the national unemployment 
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statistics (as it frequently does).  It is a commonly held belief in Windsor that, as 
far as the provincial and federal governments are concerned, Canada stops at 
London, Ontario.  Windsor understands itself to be the Canada that Canada 
forgot. 
 
Figure 3.2 Welcome to Windsor.  August 10, 2016. Windsor, ON. Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
It is in this context that the artist collective ‘Broken City Lab’ gained a 
foothold in Windsor.  They describe themselves as:  
…an artist-led interdisciplinary collective and non-profit organization working to explore 
and unfold curiosities around locality, infrastructures, education, and creative practice 
leading towards civic change.
298
   
 
Through several artist-led projects and interventions, Broken City Lab invited 
Windsor residents to collectively re-imagine and re-assert Windsor’s relationship 
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to itself with the purported goal to “Save the City.”299  It is only in the context of 
crisis that a place can see itself as ‘broken’ and in need of ‘saving.’  When city 
systems and infrastructure function in a way that meets the apparent material 
and communal needs of its residents, critical re-imaginings typically do not gain a 
foothold, let alone the high degree of public and institutional support garnered by 
this artist initiative between 2008 and 2014.  It was in Windsor, March of 2013, as 
a respondent for the Canadian book launch for the Unreal Estate Guide to Detroit 
hosted by Broken City Lab at their research hub: Civic Space300 that I first met 
Andrew Herscher. 
3.1 Mobilized Crisis 
Herscher argues in The Unreal Estate Guide To Detroit, that Detroit 
“…partakes of the possibilities brought about by emergency, and, as such, is one 
among the global ensemble of similar urban sites.”301  Although, as we have 
seen from our discussion of his work in the first chapter, Herscher resists 
attempts to read these ‘happenings’ as activist, he argues nonetheless (following 
Boggs) that these possibilities, “…open into alternative ways of imagining, 
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building and inhabiting the city.”302  Similar to the argumentative line regarding 
suffering taken up by Nietzsche, Herscher argues that the pain of an urban 
context brings about, occasions, and makes necessary new possibilities and new 
understandings of what it means to be urban.  Herscher writes with regard to 
projects that he understands under the heading of ‘Municipal Therapy’: 
Where there is pain, there is an opportunity to provide therapy.  Municipal therapists take 
on pain at the scale of the city appropriating responsibility for urban repair from the 
authorities and institutions to which that responsibility has been delegated.  In so doing, 
municipal therapy asserts a right to the city – a right that is often forgotten or even 
abandoned when urban life functions according to plan. 
Municipal therapy reveals how the city opens precisely when it fails.  While these failures 
are manifold in the city of unreal estate, so, too, are the therapies that these failures 
invoke.  Damaged homes can be repaired, fallow land can be replanted, space can be 
provided for exchange, socializing, or remembrance of the forgotten; for any urban 
failure, or even missed urban opportunity, there is an opportunity for a therapeutic 
response.
303
 
 
For Herscher, when the city functions reasonably well and in a manner that 
meets most of the needs of those that inhabit the urban landscape, questions of 
what it means to inhabit that urban landscape tend not to arise.  When these 
needs go unmet by the city, organizations like the Detroit Mower Gang step in to 
assert this “…responsibility for urban repair…”304 thereby asserting “…a right to 
the city”. 305  The mower gang, “…was formed as a group of public service 
vigilantes, dedicated to the upkeep of the city’s neglected parks.”306  Partaking of 
the pleasure that this group finds in collective mowing on lawn tractors, it 
represents “…one part cleanup effort and one part biker rally…”307  The mower 
gang illicitly maintains a number of neglected parks around the city and has 
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taken part in the maintenance and partial reconstruction of the infield of the 
former Tiger Stadium.  As Herscher notes, “Through this work, the Mower Gang 
renders park maintenance a public right – the right of the public to care for 
spaces it cares about.”308 
It is only at the point of urban crisis, crisis such as that faced by cities in 
massive states of transition like Windsor and Detroit, that the adequacy of the 
procedures and city systems, and moreover, our various senses of what it means 
to be urban are called into question.  It is against the backdrop of this landscape 
that the contradictions between our ideals and how these ideals are put into 
actual practice become most glaring.  Here, in light of the argument presented by 
Herscher, it becomes necessary to assert a right to the city in the context of the 
often belligerent failing city systems.  Of this right, Herscher claims: 
The study of everyday and informal practices is often suffused with a desire to endow 
those practices with resistant or critical force.  The urbanism of unreal estate, however, 
does not mount a critique as much as it claims a right: the right not to be excluded from 
the city by an inequitable and unjust system of ownership and wealth distribution.  Claims 
to this right run the gamut from recuperative, through reformist, to radical, so that the 
politics of unreal estate are various.
309
 
 
Thus, Herscher resists politicizing or expressing an overt critical disposition taken 
up by those projects that embody his notion of unreal estate.  The politics of 
unreal estate, he argues, is “…a politics devoid of aspirations to govern…”310, 
thus diffusing the critical roots and activist political potential in many of the 
projects with which he engages. 
The understanding of ‘political’ employed by Herscher is reductive: he 
reduces politics to governance and thereby reduces political action to proxy 
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action performed by elected representatives.  To repeat the criticism of Herscher 
levied in the first chapter, it is this activist and critical disposition to the city that 
brings about most of the unreal estate development discussed by Herscher.  
Though some of the unreal estate happenings, he argues, are occasioned by 
activist forces, this is not necessarily so.  It is clear, though, that by asserting a 
‘right’ to the city, and by mobilizing those aspects of urban life neglected or 
relinquished by formal city politics, the projects discussed by Herscher under the 
heading of ‘unreal estate’ constitute a critical sphere of culture that asserts itself 
in terms of activist practice.  In some cases, formal city political systems are 
confronted by the insufficiency of, or oppression brought about by city systems.  
In others, neglected city spaces are mobilized as rally points for overtly activist 
and political ends.  In any case, it is clear that the cultural life of the city dweller in 
the context of deindustrialization is not a space separate from the sphere of 
politics, but rather it is imbued explicitly with critical and political force through 
forms of performed and embodied activism. 
It is important to grant, however, that not all ‘unreal estate’ happenings are 
inherently political.  Some ‘unreal estate’ happenings merely rest upon the 
absurdity and wastefulness of an economic system that has been deemed 
“…unreal from the perspective of the market economy.”311  In fact, from a certain 
perspective, the unreality of ‘unreal estate’ may simply express the disquieting 
‘unvalue’ of a parcel of physical space in the context of the global economy.  
Examined in this manner, a vacant lot that is not mobilized but merely 
conspicuous could count as unreal in the manner described by Herscher.  The 
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analysis and focus of the Guide, however, emphasizes the exceptional and 
mobilized.  Herscher, offers an example of mobilized, exceptional, yet apolitical 
unreality, when he discusses the Michigan Building Parking Garage.  This is a 
parking garage constructed within the façade of “…the ‘French Renaissance’ 
style Michigan Theatre.”312   
 
Figure 3.3 Michigan Theatre Parking Garage.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
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This was an act of “…accidental preservation…”313 since, as Herscher notes, it 
“…emerged not because the theater was valued as a work of architecture or 
historic monument, but precisely because it was not valued as such.”314   
 
Figure 3.4 Michigan Theatre Parking Garage 1.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
This inadvertent transformation of the theatre into a parking garage, a happening 
that only occurred because the demolition of the existing structure would have 
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caused structural difficulties for the adjacent buildings, would seem to support 
Herscher’s claim that the unreality of ‘unreal estate’ is not necessarily political or 
activist.   
 
Figure 3.5 Michigan Theatre Parking Garage 2.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
While this site may have “…enormous aesthetic effect and historical 
resonance…”315, its appearance does not resonate with the activist forces that 
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generally assert themselves in the context of the unreality of ‘unreal estate’.  It is 
out of place to read the re-development of a theatre into a parking garage as 
critical or activist, but nonetheless this ‘adaptive reuse’ is symbolically powerful.  
Herron encapsulates the symbolism of this accidental advent of redevelopment 
as follows: 
…the improvisation of the Michigan Theater is powerful because it doesn’t remove 
people from the city; on the contrary, it involves them dramatically in the production of 
their own situation. The ruin of urban space becomes a participatory drama: memory 
versus forgetting, the city dead or the city alive. The trick is seeing both at once, and 
comprehending them as equally true and mutually implicated.
316
 
 
This happening is symbolically powerful since the building inadvertently 
elucidates the colonization of cultural space by the automobile, albeit accidentally 
rather than as a form of active assertion.  Participatory drama and mutual 
implication aside, this accidental and apolitical happening of unreal estate is, 
however, the exception to the general rule highlighted by the Guide. 
As a rule the happenings Herscher introduces as examples of ‘unreal 
estate’ in Detroit mobilize a chasm of ‘unvalue’ (which he discusses in terms of 
the dominant economic modes of valuing) in order to bring about new values and 
meaning-contexts.   Neglect, failure, and abandonment become critical allies for 
the happenings discussed by Herscher.  That the conditions that allow these 
happenings to spring forth - pain, hunger, failure, material lack, abandonment, 
disuse, neglect, etc. are all deplorable conditions of urban life.  By asserting a 
right to the city and by assuming the responsibilities of the failing city systems (as 
Herscher argues occurs with municipal therapy), artist collectives and community 
organizations implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) dispose themselves to the 
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failed city systems in a way that is fundamentally critical.  Unreal estate is itself 
not necessarily critical or activist, but its unreality is frequently mobilized in critical 
or activist ways.  This ‘chasm of unvalue’ is frequently (but not in all cases) 
deployed productively as contested cultural space that provides the literal ground 
within the city structures to address the values that devalue this space.  This also 
helps to explain part of the allure of ruin porn, insofar as the ruins themselves can 
stand as an indictment of the wasteful system of value that begets their disuse 
and disrepair while, as addressed in the first chapter, enticing the viewer to 
imagine new ways of life that can fill these faces.  Unreal estate is not itself 
activist, but entices, invites, and frequently begets activist practice. 
Detroit Demolition Disneyland, for example, was a response to 2005 
municipal efforts to ‘beautify’ the city in preparation for the Super Bowl by 
demolishing abandoned houses.  Centered on devalued space and contesting 
the unvalued structures in question, anonymous artists and activists took it upon 
themselves to paint a series of abandoned houses in bright “Tiggerific”317 orange.  
Herscher, in his account of this artist action, summarizes the rationale for this 
action sent as a communiqué to The Detroiter: 
…the group wrote that it simply endeavored to appropriate houses “whose most striking 
feature are their derelict appearance” and foreground them by painting them Tiggerific 
[sic.] Orange, “a color from the Mickey Mouse series, easily purchased from Home 
Depot. 
In its communique, the group claimed that, through painting these houses, it invited 
Detroit’s citizens to “look not only at these houses, but all the buildings rooted in decay 
and corrosion.”  This scrutiny, claimed the group, brought “awareness.”
318
 
 
While Herscher describes this artist action as one that shows “…the limits 
of art, able to rhetorically critique an urban disaster without proposing alternatives 
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to it…”319 it is certain that the awareness that this project hoped to raise bears the 
weight of criticism.  This anonymous artist action cast light on an aspect of the 
city that the municipal government hoped to conceal through its demolition 
efforts.  Far from rhetorical, this artist/activist action confronted the efforts of 
Detroit’s authorities to obfuscate the material effects of an economic system that 
has decimated neighbourhoods.  The action demands that the city face the 
problem of abandonment and blight rather than turning away evasively. 
“Detroit Demolition Disneyland” should be taken alongside the efforts of 
the Motor City Blight Busters, “…a non-profit organization in Northwest Detroit 
dedicated to ‘stabilizing and revitalizing neighbourhoods.’”320  There are 
effectively three aspects to the Blight Busters mission.  First, working with the 
city’s demolition program, Blight Busters volunteers assist in taking down 
abandoned buildings.  Second, the volunteer labour dedicates its efforts to 
securing abandoned homes engaging along with artists in beautification projects, 
by the application of painted butterflies to the sides of abandoned buildings as 
“…a means to symbolically occupy those buildings…”321  It would be a simple 
matter to extend this notion of symbolic occupation to those buildings painted 
‘Tiggerific’ Orange by the anonymous artists of Demolition Disneyland.  Third, 
Blight Busters volunteers renovate existing abandoned homes and build new 
homes in an effort to stabilize and revitalize their neighbourhood.  In a city at one 
third occupancy and in such a massive state of dysfunction and disrepair, 
occupation itself becomes a critical act.  These projects and artist actions force 
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both residents and visitors to recognize Detroit as a product of our values and 
practices.  It should be obvious how this is the case.  Historically in Detroit, 
economic and political forces have actively encouraged the migration of residents 
from formerly functional city neighbourhoods to suburban developments, thus 
decimating the city neighbourhoods in question.   
 
Figure 3.6 Graffiti Gallery at Motor City Java House, Blight Busters Home Base. Detroit, MI.  
June 18, 2014.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
Both the actions of the Motor City Blight Busters and those anonymously 
enacted by “Detroit Demolition Disneyland” simultaneously call attention to these 
seemly abandoned and derelict neighbourhoods while demonstrating that there 
are inhabitants actively engaged with the trials of making a life for themselves 
and their families in this context.  While city efforts attempt to “beautify” this 
struggle thus obfuscating a context of struggle, both symbolic occupation and 
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active and conspicuous efforts to stabilize neighbourhoods dispose themselves 
as a potent form of criticism of and resistance to dominant municipal and 
economic practices. 
Recall this passage from Herron’s AfterCulture: Detroit and the Humiliation 
of History.  Herron argues that the recognition of Detroit as our city operates like 
“…discovering a family photo at some stranger’s yard sale.”322  Herron continues: 
The recognition, however, is not entirely happy, any more than the discovery of the photo 
would be: it raises the suspicion that if Detroit really were a city - like other cities - then 
the things that have happened in it, and to it, might happen anywhere.  And given what 
has gone on here, especially in terms of media coverage, the wish to have Detroit not be 
representative is powerful; this accounts for the tentative, and perhaps cautionary 
observation that the place only looks like a city.  Despite appearances, it really isn't one, 
at least not any longer.  Detroit has to be deprived of its reality so that everybody else can 
feel better about theirs.
323
 
 
In the first chapter we hinted that the account offered by Herron in this passage, 
of the perpetual 'othering' of Detroit, (which has the whiff of a desperate culturally 
necessary form of denial) invites critique, a critique proper to the particular 
topological and cultural landscape of the region.  The crisis facing the related 
deindustrializing cities - Windsor and Detroit – brings about a specific moment of 
cultural weakness related to the specific failures and shortcomings of urban 
systems, institutions, and value presuppositions.  Herron aptly describes a strong 
cultural will to evasively turn away from the obvious implications of the structural 
and institutional weaknesses.  Yet, at the same time,  activist groups within the 
region mobilize the cultural potencies as well as the capacities of disused or 
‘unreal’ landscape present at this moment of transition in order to levy performed 
and sustained criticisms that not only negate, but propose new urban forms.   
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3.2 Immanent Critique 
It might seem that transitional (deindustrializing) cities like Detroit, in a 
state of unreality (to use Herscher’s term) present themselves as excellent 
objects for immanent critique, the core critical movement of Frankfurt Critical 
Theory.  The first movement of immanent critique is to present the abject state of 
contradiction between the stated values of a culture (e.g., economic opportunity, 
political equity, equality in the face of the law, etc.) and actual cultural practice.   
 
Figure 3.7 'Welcome to Detroit' at Alter Road.  Detroit, MI. August 23, 2013.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
In Detroit we find that the dividing line between city and suburb (specifically Alter 
Road) is, as described by Kenneth T. Jackson in his Crabgrass Frontier: The 
Suburbanization of United States  "... [t]he most conspicuous city-suburban 
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contrast in the United States..."324  Alter Road, frequently referred to as ‘the great 
wall of Detroit’, is the dividing line between Detroit and its immediate suburb of 
Grosse Pointe.  Statistically Detroit and Grosse Pointe are mirror opposites when 
examined in terms of ethnicity, class, access to education and generally the 
opportunities that cultural imagination identifies as the project of The United 
States as it presents itself to itself.   
 
Figure 3.8 Grosse Pointe, Two Blocks From Alter Road.  Grosse Pointe, MI.  August 23, 
2013.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
Standing on Alter Road it is hardly necessary to illustrate the disparity in access 
to economic opportunity, police services, education, etc. with statistics since the 
transition from Detroit to Grosse Pointe being so striking.  Alter Road acts as a 
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metaphorical (and at some points, literal) wall accentuating the abject state of 
contradiction between the stated values of a culture and actual cultural practice.   
 
Figure 3.9 Detroit, Two Blocks from Alter Road. Detroit, MI.  August 23, 2013.  Photo 
Credit: Grant Yocom. 
It is, however, not sufficient to issue a rational judgment upon the glairing 
contradictions between values and practice, effectively dwelling in a moment of 
negation, as do the Frankfurt critical theorists,  While Frankfurt critical theory has 
a strong capacity to deliver the negative moment of critique, the projective 
capacities of Nietzsche’s position (involving affirmation, experimentation, and 
embodied praxis) are vital to an analysis of the potent forms of activist critique 
and prescription at work in community movements in Windsor and Detroit. 
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To provide a deeper understanding of immanent critique, and ultimately to 
isolate the respects in which it falls short, we must first engage the problem of 
instrumental rationality, along with Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno.  
Generally, Horkheimer and Adorno were attempting to understand how modern, 
democratic, and rationalized Germany could, in WWII, become a massive 
industrial killing machine.  How did such a highly rationalized and technological 
society become a bureaucratic machine for producing such human misery and 
death?   
Instrumental reason directs itself to ends that are, more or less, taken for 
granted.  The outcome is that this form of rationality produces a series of actions 
directed toward goals and yet it has no means to critically evaluate these end 
goals.  Instrumental reason directs itself toward the adequacy of procedures for 
attaining ends while attaching little importance and fewer critical means to 
evaluate the question whether the purposes as such are reasonable. 325 We 
should note that, for Horkheimer and Adorno, it is the primacy of this form of 
rationality and not this form of rationality itself which poses a problem. 
Charles Taylor, in his 1991 Massey Lecture, identifies instrumental reason 
(along with individualism and soft despotism) as one of the central malaises of 
modernity.  He describes instrumental reason as “…the kind of rationality we 
draw on when we calculate the most economical application of means to a given 
end.”326  This form of reckoning, he notes, frequently runs against personal 
sensibilities, for instance, when “a bureaucrat, in spite of his personal insight, 
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may be forced by the rules under which he operates to make a decision he 
knows to be against humanity and good sense.”327  The solution, it might seem, 
would be to apply greater weight to ‘good sense’ or ‘humanity’ in the face of this 
dilemma.  Problematically, however, this sort of means-ends consideration is not 
merely embedded within systems that we utilize or inhabit.  With the primacy of 
instrumental reason, there is a significant human push insofar as the bureaucratic 
structures and large institutions required by a technological society make it 
necessary to reason in this way for the sake of our material and economic 
survival.  Stressing the historical cultural shift in outlook necessary to bring about 
the institutional structures that begat the industrial revolution, Taylor argues that 
resistance is possible. 
To turn briefly to three examples of instrumental reason that illustrate the 
line of argument emerging from Taylor and Frankfurt Critical Theory, we will 
begin with the general line of argument taken up by Broken City Lab (BCL).  In a 
2010 class visit to my course on Philosophy and Popular Culture (Thinking Cities) 
at the University of Windsor, Justin Langois (Senior Research Fellow, BCL) 
argued that the official modes of representation deployed by the City of Windsor 
are fundamentally functionalist and de-spiriting.  Being an industrial town, the city 
streets are lined by brutal and functionalist chain link, industrial lighting and 
power cables which tend to be the dominant aesthetic feature when entering the 
city.  Windsor tends to downplay its most interesting geographical, architectural, 
and aesthetic features.  A 2009 blog post from BCL notes the text of a 
promotional sign by Windsor’s airport for “Windsor’s Famous Sculpture Garden 
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on the Detroit River” ostensibly meant to attract visitors arriving by plane.  
Prominently the sign emphasizes what it takes to be the main selling point of this 
city jewel: “It’s Free” rather than something like ‘it’s stunning’, which would serve 
to emphasize the aesthetic value of these works of public art. 
 
Figure 3.10 Windsor Signage. Windsor, ON. May 25, 2009. Broken City Lab. Photo Credit: 
Steven Leyden Cochrane.  http://www.brokencitylab.org/blog/windsor-signage/. 
In the blog post, Langois reflects: 
I almost didn’t believe this sign existed. The few times I’ve been out to the Windsor 
Airport, I’ve usually been coming from the south, which (if my understanding of the 
geographic location of this photo is correct) might explain why I’ve missed it in the past. 
…it actually collapses two things that I often loosely discuss in introducing Windsor’s 
cultural landscape (so to speak) to people who aren’t from the area. The level of design 
(demonstrated above) and this kind of amassing of public art in the form of a dumping 
ground, ghetto, “tax shelter,” park while the rest of the streets remain the place for bland 
infrastructure and advertising is a prime example of what may be wrong in Windsor.
328
 
 
The city is so mired in its economic valuations that stress efficiency, utility, and 
frugality that, when city administrators begrudgingly engage in aesthetically 
dominated projects, when presenting them to visitors, it cannot recognize the 
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aesthetic or cultural values that these projects rest upon.  Beautification, shared 
cultural space, or more generally, the health, vitality, and well-being of 
Windsorites only appears as a tertiary consideration of city planners who 
prioritize primarily the economic well-being of major industry or, secondarily, the 
economic potential of the tourist industry.  The only way an argument about the 
value of art or shared cultural space, can have any impact upon the sensibilities 
of city planners in Windsor is to justify itself upon the basis of the economic 
bottom line.  This sentiment has also impacted the sensibilities of Windsorites 
generally, who view any aesthetic considerations in city planning to be a waste of 
taxpayer dollars, thereby reinforcing the argument made by Taylor about the 
force of instrumental reason, namely that “…powerful mechanisms of social life 
press us in this direction.”329 
Attempts to analyze the urban gardening movement within Detroit330 
proffered both by its boosters and critics tend to focus on economic feasibility 
studies thereby reducing the considered value of urban agriculture to merely 
instrumental assessments.  Prescriptions for these community organizations tend 
to argue the need for these organizations to broaden their economic footprint in 
terms of both sales and production.  Generally, this sort of analysis treats the 
urban gardening movement as a primarily economic movement, thus failing to 
sufficiently acknowledge the explicit and substantive attempt to experimentally 
overcome the theory of value presented by the global economy itself.  Urban 
gardening in Detroit must be read in the context of a city which has been mostly 
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abandoned by the major corporate entities such as the large chain grocery stores 
that long ago forced out the local independent grocers.  In a city with notoriously 
undependable public transportation, extremely high levels of poverty, high 
unemployment, and a spread out urban layout designed for roughly three times 
the current population level, the scarcity of grocery stores has left many stranded 
with party stores and gas stations as their only readily available grocery shopping 
options.  Many residents feel more generally abandoned by a city no longer able 
to provide basic services and by industry no longer present to provide 
employment.  Thus, they have turned to community oriented modes of self-
reliance to satisfy these basic needs.  Community gardens specifically have been 
very successful within this context.  The gardens provide some food; they 
stabilize and beautify neighborhoods through mutual cooperation; they provide 
rally points for political discussions and movements; they establish 
intergenerational dialogue and education; and they give residents meaningful 
tasks that establish a sense of agency otherwise lacking. 
These community gardening projects face a number of problems, but 
experimentally address them as they arise with a mostly 'learn by doing' 
methodology.  In many ways the food produced is only a pretext for social 
experimentation in non-corporate community cooperation.  While there have 
been moves to corporatize urban gardening in Detroit (e.g., Hantz Farms331), 
many urban gardeners resist this move, like Patrick Crouch (manager of the non-
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profit Earthworks Urban Farm, Detroit) calling it a form of "...community 
annihilation and not community development."332    
 
Figure 3.11 Hantz Farms Building.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
The gardeners themselves are often berated for their small thinking, social ideals 
and distrust of big business.  Given the context of the emergence of urban 
gardening in Detroit, such distrust and resistance seems understandable if not 
warranted.  Specifically within Detroit, as was earlier noted, the urban agriculture 
movement arose in response to community abandonment by corporate entities.   
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Figure 3.11 Earthworks Urban Farm Sign.  Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
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The reason the movement has such grass roots purchase within Detroit is 
specifically because the movement sets as its tasks the establishment of self-
reliance and food sovereignty, and it frames itself as a critical urban response to 
the consumerist corporate disposition generally.   
 
Figure 3.12 ‘Free Food,’ Ford City Community Garden. Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  
Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
To decry the social ideals and distrust of big business within the Detroit urban 
agriculture movement is to instrumentalize and specifically neglect the activist 
and anti-corporate roots of this movement.  These urban agriculturalists exist 
within city systems and systems of economic exchange, while actively seeking to 
subvert them by projecting cooperative and anti-institutional values mobilized 
towards sustenance activities.  Detroit urban agriculture is an insurgent 
movement. 
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In terms of the media representation of urban gardening, the analysis 
offered in Reimagining Detroit, Opportunities for Redefining an American City, by 
John Gallagher, is fairly representative of the general leanings of coverage.  
Gallagher devotes a full chapter to urban gardening which he entitles 
disparagingly: "Potential and Problems in Urban Agriculture."   
 
Figure 3.13 Tire Planter, Brightmoor Farmway.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016. Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
While his treatment of this cultural movement delineates a series of other values 
emergent from establishing sustainable modes of producing food locally, his 
analysis is focused heavily on the practical problems with the economics of urban 
gardening in Detroit as well as his own inept attempts to engage with this 
movement (his characterization).  The following passage illustrates of his latent 
judgments: 
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A business is an activity that brings in enough revenue to attract investors and 
entrepreneurs, one that will pay its workers a living wage adequate to support them and 
their families.  How much revenue does a good business have to bring in?  The median 
household income in the United States is about $45000.  If a farm running as a business 
wanted to employ ten workers at that level of income - marketers and accountants and 
machine operators and truck drivers - it would have to generate about a half-million dollars 
a year in revenue just to pay these workers.  Not to mention the additional cost of field 
hands and tractors and delivery trucks and legal help and insurance policies and 
everything else a farm business requires.
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The analysis offered by Gallagher is fairly representative of the sorts of 
values that underscore such feasibility studies of urban agriculture.  The central 
questions posed to urban gardeners corroborate this: What quantity of food are 
you able to produce?  How much can you sell it for?  Can you produce for your 
farmers a monetary compensation equal to the median household income in the 
United States?  In general, what is the economic bottom line?  Some lip service 
is paid to the sense of engagement with one's community, with nature, building a 
sense of agency, and the pedagogical value of engaging  experimentally with 
one's city in order to think through alternative modes of urban life.  Regardless, 
the bottom line drawn by many theorists and most media pundits remains 
economic feasibility.  These media treatments of urban gardening in Detroit are 
generally dismissive of the general tension between economic and community 
values at work in this movement. 
 In order to draw the contrast between Gallagher’s analysis and that 
proffered by activists engaged with these practices, consider the following 
excerpt concerning urban agriculture from The Next American Revolution by 
Grace Lee Boggs: 
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This movement is very clear about the tangible benefits of urban agriculture: it provides 
fresh nutritious food, beautifies neighborhoods, creates neighborhood social capital, 
advances neighborhood economic development, stabilizes communities, and provides 
sustainability.  But it also provides concrete examples of alternative value-oriented means 
of securing our livelihoods.  In this regard, the urban agricultural movement in Detroit has 
arisen within the broader context of the emergence of the national environmental justice 
movement.
334
 
 
In conversation with Steve Green, a colleague, friend, director of the Windsor 
Essex County Community Gardening Network, and operations manager of the 
Downtown Windsor Farmers Market, I suggested that one of the least interesting 
aspects of urban gardens is the actual food produced.   
 
Figure 3.14 'Windsor Essex County Community Gardening Network,' Ford City Community 
Garden.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
Rather, I argued in conversation, urban agricultural practice ‘grows souls’ (to use 
Boggs’ terms), or engages gardeners in counter-cultural practice that can bring 
about critical yet also life affirming affective dispositions as performed and 
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embodied forms of resistance to dominant cultural values.  While I was expecting 
Green to dispute this and argue that the technical and productive elements of the 
gardens were of primary importance, he did not.  Instead, Green (echoing Hardt 
and Negri) agreed with my assessment, adding only that what we are doing is 
building networks of mutual support and politically engaged communities.   
 
Figure 3.15 ‘Bee Yard,’ Georgia Street Community Garden.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  
Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
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In this sense, urban gardens become the front lines for the biopolitical struggle 
against corporate forces, trenches of sorts where the multitude produces new 
forms of the common.  Not all urban gardens and urban agriculturalists dispose 
themselves in this manner of course.   
 
Figure 3.16 Campus Community Garden, University of Windsor.  Windsor, ON. August 10, 
2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
Nonetheless, many of the urban agriculturalists who form the urban farming 
movement in Windsor and Detroit use specifically revolutionary terms to describe 
their practice.  In their Revolution and Evolution in the Twentieth Century, Boggs 
and Boggs describe what is involved in a true revolution in terms of a mode of 
thought as well as practice: 
Revolutionary thinking begins with a series of illuminations.  It is not just plodding along 
according to a list of axioms.  Nor is it leaping from peak to peak.  Revolutionary thinking 
has as its purpose to discover where man/woman should be tomorrow so that we can 
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struggle systematically and programmatically to arouse the great masses of the people to 
want to go there.
335
 
 
The goal of the activists and revolutionaries is not the material production that 
economic analysis treats as the bottom line.  Rather, these sorts of activities aim 
to produce through practice new forms of thought and fundamental shifts in 
standards of value themselves.  This sort of revolution, Boggs argues, must 
operate on a small scale and take root in the souls or spirit of those involved in 
building a new future.   
 
Figure 3.17 Greenhouse, Boggs Educational Center. Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
In a sense, the systems against which Boggs sees her movement working take 
the form of the 'habitual and undiscussable principles' (to paraphrase Nietzsche); 
presuppositions we inherit from our culture that constitute the basic makeup of 
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our character.  In terms introduced in the preceding chapter along with Nietzsche, 
this is the voice of reflective consciousness.  Recall that reflective autonomy for 
Nietzsche pertains to consciousness understood as the net that binds one 
person to another rather than to the autonomous individual.  Boggs and Boggs 
describe the sort of practical experimentation involved in revolutionary change as 
follows: 
Man/womankind today needs to redefine what are appropriate social relations.  This can't 
be done by a plebiscite, by counting noses, or by any other kind of numbers game.  It 
must be done by particular kinds of people projecting another way to live and testing 
against certain classes, certain races, certain groups, certain people.
336
 
 
To make revolutionary change possible, Boggs and Boggs argue in a manner 
consistent with what we observed with Nietzsche, that experimentation must start 
at the most basic and local levels.  Moving away from her readings of Marx and 
post-Marxist theory, Boggs is less interested in abstracted and generalized 
treatments of class struggle, focusing instead upon the particular, context-rooted, 
and protracted movements that constitute ongoing struggle.  The 
experimentation at work within the urban gardening movement in Detroit works 
as a collaborative research moment where new values distinct from those at work 
in the global economic system can emerge organically through cooperation and 
attentiveness to nature. 
The sorts of value emergent from urban agriculture do not fit neatly on a 
balance sheet or in a feasibility study.  They are, however, more fundamental to 
urban agriculture than crop outputs or revenues from the sale of produce in 
locales such as Eastern Market or the Wayne State University campus market.  
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This assessment of urban agriculture shows that visible products are merely the 
final output, perhaps even a by-product of a process of social experimentation.   
 
Figure 3.18 Bruce Park Community Garden.  Windsor, ON.  August 15, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
This experimentation is meant to effect a fundamental change in our character, or 
in terms used by Grace Boggs, "Grow Our Souls".337  When media pundits and 
theorists frame urban gardening in economic terms the only forms of cultivation 
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that they are able to capture with their analysis are those that fit into the balance 
sheet, thereby reductively overlooking what Boggs refers to as cultivation of the 
soul.  The values at work in these modes of analysis tend to reinforce and 
impose themselves as judgments, since they are, after all, modes of analyses 
designed to measure monetary and economic value.  Not surprisingly, these 
analyses assert that critical dispositions to systems of economic value are 
economically problematic.  Framing this movement in these terms (again) 
instrumentalizes the movement and effectively ‘loosens the bow’ (BGE 
“Preface”), thus denying the dangerous and productive elements of the genuine 
opposition of values at work in urban gardening in Detroit.  If we read this 
movement as a re-imagining and revaluation of our urban landscape which is 
critically disposed to economic benchmarks (like Boggs does and Nietzsche 
would), we will be able to regard criticism as criticism, thus maintaining the 
productive elements at work in this context. 
One final example that illustrates aptly these instrumental structures of 
reason applied bureaucratically is the ongoing struggle for the use of public 
space faced by Windsor’s Downtown Farmer’s Market.  The market runs every 
Saturday for 22 weeks from spring to fall in Charles Clark Square in downtown 
Windsor and has become immensely successful, bringing in roughly 1000 visitors 
each day it runs.  Charles Clark Square is the downtown municipal skating rink in 
the winter, while sitting mostly unused through the summer months.338 In 2013 
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and 2014 the City of Windsor waved rental fees for the market’s use of this space 
in order to “…help the event adjust to a new location and to give organizers time 
to apply for grants.”339  In 2015, however, the city demanded “…full payment of 
fees for the 2015 season — totalling $22,286.”340  These additional costs would 
have halted successful operations of the market in 2015.  This market serves as 
a much needed activation of the downtown corridor (which sits mostly unused 
through the daytime hours), a small business incubator that has launched a 
number of brick and mortar entrepreneurial endeavors, and an open community 
space that supports artistic experimentation and discussion of municipal politics.  
The justification for demanding these exorbitant fees (considering the normal 
status of disuse of this space) offered by Councillors is as follows:  
“Whether we like it or not, there’s a policy”.
341
 
“…giving the market more exceptions would open a “Pandora’s Box” of other organizers 
seeking similar arrangements.”
342
 
 
“[Council] … has an obligation to follow policy and be fiscally responsible.”
343 
A donation from Rose City Ford saved the market’s 2015 run344, although the 
principal modes of value estimation employed by the city remain unaddressed.  
Private donations do not address what many residents consider to be blind 
adherence to policies that run counter to the values that community projects like 
the DWFM instantiate.  The blind application of policy on the part of city officials 
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fails to address the value of this market, value that does not fit neatly on a 
balance sheet. 
The three examples above demonstrate that there exists a good deal of 
public and culturally rooted push-back against the reduction of all value 
consideration to the instrumental.  Problematically, however, if Horkheimer, 
Adorno, and Taylor are correct in their assessment, we live in an age of the 
primacy of this instrumentalized form of rationality, although Taylor argues 
against the position that would assert “…we are utterly helpless in the face of 
such forces…”345  Horkheimer and Adorno themselves argue that philosophy is 
not immune from the effects of instrumental reason, nor does philosophy have at 
present a workable alternative to these dominant structures of reasoning and 
analysis.  Horkheimer and Adorno note:  
Philosophy knows of no workable abstract rules or goals to replace those at present in 
force.  It is immune to the suggestion of the status quo for the very reason that it accepts 
bourgeois ideals without further consideration.
346
   
 
Philosophy, they argue, “…is not the fundamental or master-science.”347  
However, philosophy does represent an attempt to resist the suggestion that the 
status quo in all of its powerful, suggestive, and oppressive force is the only 
alternative to chaos.  Philosophy, however, does resist the classical and 
instrumental ‘either or’ argument presented by proponents of mainstream 
ideologies348 and attempts “…to hang on to intellectual and real freedom.”349 
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Acknowledging that they are far from immune to the forces of prevalent 
forms of rationality, Horkheimer and Adorno do not advocate revolution against 
these forces.  Such a revolution would be fruitless, they argue, without a 
workable alternative to the present state of affairs.  Instead they advocate a 
radical, yet cautious approach, an unrelenting critique of the structures of reason 
themselves from a perspective that simply argues that human suffering cannot be 
deemed either logically necessary or acceptable.  The goal of this critique is 
simply to demand that reason pay heed to “…the interests of men.350  Further, 
Horkheimer states: 
The idea that an aim can be reasonable for its own sake – on the basis of virtues that 
insight reveals it to have in itself …is utterly alien to subjective reason, even where it 
[subjective reason] rises above the consideration of immediate utilitarian values and 
devotes itself to reflections about the social order as a whole.
351
 
 
Certain aims (including those of critique) can, as Horkheimer argues, be 
reasonable for their own sake – thus giving a starting point for forms of 
substantive critique.  In this manner, a simple proposition of this nature could 
provide the basis for a critique of reason itself.  To articulate this position that 
opposes instrumental reason, Horkheimer and Adorno, in their Dialectic of 
Enlightenment, state: 
All work and pleasure are protected by the hangman.  To contradict this fact is to deny all 
science and logic.  It is impossible to abolish the terror and retain civilization.  Even a 
lessening of terror implies a beginning of the process of dissolution.  Various conclusions 
can be drawn from this – from the groveling respect for Fascist barbarity to refuge in the 
circles of Hell.  But there is another conclusion: to laugh at logic if it runs counter to the 
interests of men.
352
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Douglas Kellner in his Critical Theory and the Crisis of Social Theory 
argues that the project of critical theory attempts to offer a critique of reason that 
holds as its basis such a simple proposition, that human suffering is 
unacceptable.  He states: 
In opposition to the subjectivism and relativism, often bordering on nihilism, advanced by 
some of these postmodernist perspectives, critical theory, by contrast, advances the 
conception of a critical and normative theory which is committed to emancipation from all 
forms of oppression, as well as to freedom, happiness, and a rational ordering of 
society.
353
 
 
While their critique proceeds rationally, the simple set of propositions which 
represent the grounds upon which their critique is based appeal to ethical, rather 
than purely rational, standards.  Though this is the case, their ethical critique of 
reason still proceeds by the very means which they hope to critique.  This is the 
critical move which Habermas claims to be a performative contradiction.  He 
states:  “…this description of the self-destruction of the critical capacity is 
paradoxical, because in the moment of description it still has to make use of the 
critique that has been declared dead.”354  In simpler terms, attempts to critically 
evaluate the loss of reason’s critical potency must rely upon the very rational 
tools that have purportedly lost their critical potency.  By Habermas' account of 
their position, they do not attempt to escape from the supposed paradox of the 
performative contradiction of a mode of critique which turns against its own 
foundations.  Habermas claims that they, “…eschew theory and practice 
determinate negation on an ad hoc basis, thus standing firm against that fusion 
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of reason and power that plugs all crevices…”355  However, taking up such a 
method of critically evaluating each instance of reason on a case by case basis, 
that is showing how, in each case, reason shows itself to be unreasonable, 
Habermas claims that Horkheimer and Adorno must make it “…at least minimally 
plausible that there is no way out.”356 
Frankfurt critical theory is, actually, quite interdisciplinary, insisting upon 
(as Bronner notes) a “…new philosophical and practical project…”, a “…’supra-
disciplinary approach which, in fusing philosophy with empirical social scientific 
research, would produce a new materialist enterprise guided by normative 
assumptions.”357  Critical theory, as spelled out by Horkheimer in his inaugural 
lecture, “…presupposed a concern with historically situating phenomena as well 
as an awareness of philosophy’s role in shaping the very society it seeks to 
describe.”358  Critical theory, then, is a situated methodology open to a myriad of 
perspectives.  However, it would maintain “…a commitment to the autonomy of 
theory beyond its relation to any particular worldview…”359, thus cutting off 
access to affective interpretations.  Theory is primary, at least as conceived by 
Horkheimer and Adorno, and serves to ground practice as “….a new materialist 
enterprise guided by normative assumptions.”360  Critical theory, then, becomes 
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locked in a reflective and negative reserve that “…attacked domination, rather 
than describing explicit, determinant possibilities for new social formations."361 
The criticism of the Frankfurt project offered by Habermas to some extent 
lands.  By the account of critical theory offered by Robert Antonio,  
...immanent critique has two critical movements: one moving from ideology to social 
reality and the other in the obverse direction.  The goal of the method is immanent truth 
which unifies what is, with the determinate possibilities for, what could be.
362
   
 
By eschewing praxis in favour of an intellectual and reflective approach, 
Horkheimer and Adorno have effectively abandoned the experiential basis of 
traditional Marxist philosophy which calls for the dignity of labour on the grounds 
of a frustrated notion of agency resulting from alienation.  Effectively the form of 
immanent critique called for by Horkheimer and Adorno is, as a result of this 
abandoned position, stalled at the conclusion of its first moment.  The mode of 
critique offered by Horkheimer and Adorno is very effective at presenting a 
culture with the tension between its highest values and the real practices of the 
systems that embody these values. 363  Unfortunately, without a foundation 
rooted in experience and the experimental exercise of power in the context of 
oppression and exploitation, this is where the critique stalls.  While in words and 
writings Horkheimer and Adorno stress the historical, political, and dialectical 
nature of critique, in practice and by eschewing praxis they emphasize the hope 
for the saving power of an autonomous reason.  The radical critique of reason, 
then, becomes the purview of those who sit still and think really, really hard.  
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Antonio notes:  "Critical theory has emphasized primarily the negative movement 
of the dialectic.  It has attacked domination, rather than describing explicit, 
determinant possibilities for new social formations."364  Antonio ultimately argues 
of immanent critique that in order to retain its vitality, critical theorists must 
become practitioners who translate “…the critique of domination into historically 
concrete and regionally specific immanent critiques of bureaucratic 
domination.”365  Effectively, by this account, critical theory must become activist 
practice.  Antonio concludes his treatment of immanent critique as follows: 
Emancipatory immanent critique should both portray the contradiction between state 
bureaucratic society and its democratic ideals (about rationality and freedom) and point to 
the determinant possibilities for overcoming the contradiction.  The critique is not an 
idealist reduction because it aims to become a basis, not a substitute, for praxis.
366
 
 
We should note that this is structurally the same criticism levied against 
Richardson’s account of the possibility of self-criticism in the second chapter of 
this work.  Richardson, in his structuring of three historically conditioned 
capacities for freedom, stresses our reflective capacities while neglecting the 
potency of active experimentation in a manner wholly inappropriate given the 
critical project present in the works of Nietzsche.  By the account advanced by 
Richardson, we are given no means to reach beyond ourselves or to engage with 
the trials or contrivances of life.  As we noted, Richardson’s introduction of self-
genealogy is merely critical, turning reflective consciousness back upon itself in 
order to reveal the manners in which reflective consciousness disfigures the 
drives through its conformity to the prescriptions of the morality of custom.  Self-
genealogy inhibits the inhibiting force – a sort of restraint put in place to curtail 
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reflective consciousness’ mutilation of the drives – that fails to reach outside of 
the self in order to account for the creative energies necessary to bring about 
new values.  Perhaps these resources can de-value values that are life negating, 
but they cannot account for any move that does not rest in mere criticism.  
Likewise, the radical critique of reason is quite a potent critical force insofar as it 
lays bare the structures of our domination, although it stalls when asked to 
formulate a proposal for how best to meet the challenges posed by such 
domination.  Immanent critique aims “…to laugh at logic if it runs counter to the 
interests of men”.367  However, the methodology employed by Horkheimer and 
Adorno bars the way to forms of experimental counter-practice - favoring rational 
radical critique (thinking really, really hard) - divorces itself from the biological 
basis of critique itself while cutting off many avenues for the production of new 
social forms and knowledges.   Hardt and Negri would call this the “…new 
production of the common… [where] …, people communicate their different 
knowledges, different capacities to form cooperatively something new.”368 
 Effectively, the primacy of instrumental reason, by the analysis offered by 
Horkheimer and Adorno, closes off a host of perspectives about the world to us 
by presenting itself as the only valid mode of reckoning.  Problematically though, 
so too would the cautious approach to the problem of the primacy of instrumental 
reason advocated by Horkheimer and Adorno: the radical critique of reason.  This 
poses a problem in Nietzschean terms if we note again that: 
Perspectival seeing is the only kind of seeing there is, perspectival ‘knowing’ is the only 
kind of ‘knowing’; and the more eyes, different eyes through which we are able to view 
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this same matter, the more complete our ‘conception’ of it, our ‘objectivity’, will be.  But to 
eliminate the will completely, to suspend the feelings altogether, even assuming that we 
could do so: what?  would this not amount to the castration of the intellect?... (GM III 12) 
 
In Nietzschean terms, then, the primacy of instrumental reason represents a 
castration of the intellect.  Since the racial critique proposed by Horkheimer and 
Adorno insists upon a form of rational quietism that eschews practice, 
Horkheimer and Adorno have cut themselves off from the epistemological 
avenues that the insurgency of activist and artistic practice can potentially open 
up through “…diversity of perspectives and affective interpretations in the interest 
of knowledge.” (GM III 12) 
The methodology of the critical theorists - immanent critique – is quite 
potent in its first movement as described by Antonio (to “…portray the 
contradiction between state bureaucratic society and its democratic ideals…”369).  
We see this part of their methodology in expression through the practices of 
many embedded Windsor and Detroit organizations and communities.  However, 
this methodology stalls insofar as it is mired in a tradition that treats argument, 
like those deployed as critique, as products rather than acts.  The simplest 
commonly held philosophical definition of the term ‘argument’ is: a series of 
premises or ‘reasons’ set out in either discourse or text, offered in support of a 
conclusion.  At root, this understanding is dialectical and discursive insofar as it 
treats reasons as expressions of language.  As Nietzsche forcefully notes, 
however, “Nothing is easier to dismiss than the effect a dialectician produces: the 
experience of any assembly where speeches are made is proof of that.” (TI “The 
Problem of Socrates” 6)  Nietzsche further notes: 
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The sculptor of language was not so modest as to believe that he was only giving things 
designations, he conceived rather that with words he was expressing supreme 
knowledge of things; language is, in fact, the first stage of the occupation with science.  
Here, too, it is the belief that the truth has been found out of which the mightiest sources 
of energy have flowed.  A great deal later – only now – it dawns on men that in their belief 
in language they have propagated a tremendous error. (HH I 11) 
 
By Nietzsche’s argument, language falsifies.  As Richardson, in “Nietzsche, 
Language, Community,” notes: “Language, due to deep structural features, 
conceals or distorts the true character of the world.”370   
 Horkheimer, Adorno, Taylor, and generally Frankfurt critical theory 
potently and effectively define and explicate the sources of many of the problems 
faced by community movements with feet on the ground by isolating the 
structures of a means-ends calculating instrumental rationality that blocks the 
expressive capacities of the common.  Critical theory also has a strong capacity 
for issuing the first (negative) moment of immanent critique.  Problematically, 
however, by eschewing practice and dismissing the capacities of activist 
experimentation, the critical theorists improperly position themselves as a 
paternalistic intelligentsia taking up a ‘fish bowl’ perspective.  They decry the 
disempowerment of the dispossessed at the hands of a totalizing yet facile form 
of rationality while further disempowering the dispossessed by insisting that only 
isolated academic intellectual resistance can have any purchase in light of 
totalizing and facile reason.  David Bowie, in his hit “Changes”, offers an apt 
reflection in response: 
And these children that you spit on 
As they try to change their worlds 
Are immune to your consultations 
They're quite aware of what they're going through
371
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This is not only disrespectful to those engaged in struggle, this position held by 
most critical theorists effectively (in Nietzschean terms) castrates reason, cutting 
off a host of perspectives and denying the epistemological and practical 
purchase of artistic and activist experimentation. 
3.3 Experimentation 
Perhaps premature. – At the present time it seems that, under all kinds of false, 
misleading names and mostly amid great uncertainty, those who do not regard 
themselves as being bound by existing laws and customs are making the first attempts to 
organise themselves and therewith to create for themselves a right: while hitherto they 
had lived, corrupt and corrupting, denounced as criminals, free-thinkers, immoral 
persons, and villains, and under the ban of outlawry and bad conscience.  One ought to 
find this on the whole fair and right, even though it may make the coming century a 
dangerous one and put everybody under the necessity of carrying a gun: by this fact 
alone it constitutes a counter-force which is a constant reminder that there is no such 
thing as a morality with an exclusive monopoly of the moral, and that every morality that 
affirms itself alone destroys too much valuable strength and is bought too dear.  Men who 
deviate from the usual path and are so often the inventive and productive men shall no 
longer be sacrificed; it shall not even be considered disgraceful to deviate from morality, 
either in deed or thought; numerous novel experiments shall be made in ways of life and 
modes of society; a tremendous burden of bad conscience shall be expelled from the 
world – these most universal goals ought to be recognised and furthered by all men who 
are honest and seek truth! (D 164) 
 
The epistemological purchase of experimentation that challenges 
disciplinary boundaries through practices considered ‘unscholarly’ or ‘feral’ is 
addressed by Herscher in the Guide, and can be illuminated using three 
examples: the Detroit Geographical Expedition, Loveland, and the mapping 
project: Windsor’s Vacant Buildings and Lots.  Herscher defines ‘Feral Research’ 
in Detroit as: 
…an improvised and provisional study of an improvised and provisional city.  Feral 
research is devoid of commitment to a discipline; it is dedicated to the exploration of 
circumstances rather than to the extension of a body of knowledge.  Feral research 
promises neither contributions nor predictable outcomes; opportunistic and tactical, the 
feral researcher makes it up as she goes.
372
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To illustrate, Herscher begins with a catalogue entry that introduces the 
Detroit Geographical Expedition, an experiment in radical geography that ran in 
the 1960’s; as: 
…a platform to produce a new sort of spatial knowledge – neither disciplinary nor 
professional knowledge, but knowledge that could serve as a resource for Detroit and, 
most especially, for the city’s disenfranchised African-American population.
373
   
 
A project pioneered by William Bunge, at the time a professor in the Geography 
department at Wayne State University in Midtown, Detroit, the expedition 
proposed to map the affective dimensions of neighbourhoods focusing on 
disadvantaged residents’ own relationship to their environment.  The project 
attempted to produce “…an atlas of human needs…”374  Founding the Society for 
Human Exploration (SHE), Bunge along with Gwendolyn Warren engaged with 
this project in order to “…reorient geographical research in directions of direct 
human concern, initiating the exploration of the human regions of geography, and 
instituting a developmental rather than an extractive program of geographical 
exploration.”375  Rather than relying upon professional geographers, Bunge and 
Warren recruited and worked with (paid) area residents who have the experience 
of inhabiting their environment (“the taxi driver with 20 years of experience, the 
destistless [sic.], the hospitalless [sic.], etc.” 376)   
The problem Bunge and Warren were trying to address engages how 
academic research is adopted as an area of study.  Academics, they argue, tend 
to have their areas of specialization in subsets of their disciplines and a career 
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plan mapped out for them even before they engage with their area of study.  
Researchers, then, bring their research interests into the communities they study.  
These research interests proffered by academics to the communities in question 
in terms of findings tend not to engage the needs of these communities.  Bunge 
notes: “…community-defined problems usually have nothing to do with the 
professor’s career…”377  Bunge suggests a shift in priorities; one that would enter 
a community asking ‘what do you need?’ rather than demanding of that 
community that it take what the academic is interested in offering.  Warren notes: 
The point that the Expedition is trying to make with Geography, Natural Science, 
Sociology, and others is in offering our classes and research to the community.  These 
fields are not specific areas of study.  Rather it is that these are some sciences on one 
hand and these are some problems on the other hand, and you can pick one of these 
departments and someone has got something you can use.
378
 
 
Methodologically, Bunge adds: 
It is up to the geographer to study a region and realize, from the point of view of the 
people that live there, what is geographically out of whack. How does a geographer do 
that? By getting a “feel" of the region.   By talking, listening, arguing, befriending, and by 
making enemies of the humans in the region. He knows what the people in the region 
need geographically by becoming a person of that region.
379
 
 
Bunge notes that, in circumstances where researchers become dependent upon 
the community, they are directing their research toward, typical power relations 
faced by Geographers become reversed. 
Bunge was reputed to have been fired from Wayne State’s Department of 
Geography in 1970, and he was blacklisted as a communist sympathiser by the 
US Government, rendering him unemployable in the US.  Following this Bunge 
briefly taught at the University of Western Ontario (1970-71) and York University 
(1972-73).  Now Bunge is believed to reside in Quebec. The expedition, 
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however, was re-launched by a group of Michigan architecture students in 2009.  
Their project focused on an Eastside Detroit neighbourhood its purpose was to 
produce “…a complex atlas documenting a series of spatial conditions, events 
and practices in and around the neighborhood… …founded on the urban 
knowledge and experience of the city’s marginalized communities, groups and 
individuals.”380 
More recently an organization called Loveland Technologies has taken up 
the project of ‘radical geography.’  This organization in Detroit describes their 
project as one devoted to “…arming people with information to battle a plague of 
tax foreclosures and running an ongoing survey of property conditions to help 
fight blight.”381  Loveland began with a micro-real estate project, inviting investors 
to symbolically purchase a square inch of land in Detroit.  These ‘inch-
vestments’, they argue, form micro-hoods that are visit-able and viewable online, 
which are virtual communities.  They explain further: 
We aim to provide a fun, game-like ownership experience while creating entertainment 
fundraising, community collaboration, and social mapping tools that work at any scale. 
You can see this in our micro-grant program, work with the Imagination Station, solar 
powered camera system, and in-development macro map of Detroit. 
We believe the global network of the internet can be applied to hyper local development 
in powerful new ways. Detroit is an amazing city to be working in because it presents so 
many challenges to be solved and so many unique opportunities to participate through 
this lens.
382
 
 
The move from micro-real estate to real-real estate was a natural one.  In 2011, 
Loveland built an interface that mapped the entirety of the 2011 Wayne County 
tax foreclosure auction and called it ‘Why Don’t We Own This?’.  The micro-real 
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estate project is now in hibernation.  The organization has now turned to city-
scale problems by mapping blight through a crowdsourcing mapping platform, 
acting as watch-dogs for the Wayne County foreclosure process, etc.  Loveland 
works in conjunction with community groups like the Motor City Blight Busters 
and a number of community agriculture collectives who face issues with funding, 
acquisition and use of space within the city. 
Similarly, a crowdsourced urban cartography project called “Vacant 
Windsor” has emerged across the river from Detroit in response to the practices 
of city administration that are perceived by residents to encourage urban 
sprawl. Vacant Windsor’s Project is a crowdsourced collection of images of 
vacant buildings and lots in Windsor Ontario.  A facebook post, in the form of 
guidelines to participating vacancy collectors, explains the aims of this group 
more fully:   
It isn't our intention to identify or shame any property owners, our intention is simply to 
make us all more mindful and to help us all make the connection between continual 
sprawl development and the increasing holes in our city. … 
… Our population isn’t growing, and it hasn’t grown for years, but the boundaries keep 
getting pushed out. Even though we already have too many buildings we’re still trying to 
put up more by developing fresh land, which will just cause even more holes in areas 
already developed. At the same time, we take on the never-ending costs of all the usual 
city services – roads, sewers, water, buses. The vacant buildings act as dead zones, 
sucking all the economic energy and human vitality out of the street they are on. The 
longer they sit empty, the more blighted they become.
 383 
 
This group is loosely connected with Citizens for an Accountable Mega-
Hospital Planning Process (CAMPP), who argue that the proposed new location 
of Windsor Regional Hospital, to be located on a 60 acre greenfield site on the 
outskirts of the city, will be a grave mistake.   
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Figure 3.19 Walker Power from Riverside Drive.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
Clearly, the interests of these two citizen groups align.  Both organizations focus 
upon consultancy and intensification of development within the urban core.  
CAMPP argues: 
CAMPP believes that with an enhanced public consultation process, and with a 
dedication to progressive and responsible urban planning practices, Windsor’s next 
hospital will not only effectively serve both city and county residents, but do so while 
remaining as an institution within Windsor’s urban core. We are advocates for preserving 
Essex County’s valuable farmland and green spaces, for the adaptive reuse of brownfield 
sites, and for vibrant future in Windsor and Essex County.
384
 
 
Vacant Windsor argues: 
Windsor-Essex has had essentially the same population since 1970 but we have 
continued to sprawl on new land for decades, leaving more and more urban vacancies 
behind.  We have had no significant population growth, nor is any predicted.  The 
sprawling has to stop.  We ask that you let your city councillors know that we want the 
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vacancy crisis in Windsor addressed, and as a first step, demand that council do 
everything in its power to prevent new greenfield development.
385
 
 
 
Figure 3.20 CAMPP Lawn Signs.  Windsor, On.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
Without taking a side regarding the site of the proposed new location of 
Windsor Regional Hospital, I have attended a number of community consultancy 
meetings with city officials in Windsor.  These meetings usually take the form of a 
poorly laid out power-point presentation from the city officials telling the public 
what they are going to do, such as a re-design to a streetscape in your 
neighbourhood.  The city officials are then open to answering questions about 
their plan, although they are extremely belligerent to and visibly annoyed with 
resident requests for alterations to the proposed plan.   
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Figure 3.21 Proposed Mega-Hospital Site.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
These meetings usually degenerate to residents shouting at the city officials who 
respond in terms of appeals to city policies.  The proposed plans are then 
executed as presented, failing to take into account resident concerns or requests.  
This process runs in sharp contrast to the methodology employed by Bunge and 
the Detroit Geographical Expedition, which advocates for communities open to 
extra-disciplinary affective concerns and which is open to the point of view of the 
people who live there. 
Nietzsche, as observed in the preceding chapter, advocates for 
dispositions that foster active engagement with life (history, culture, place, the 
systems and power structures that we inhabit, etc.) since, for Nietzsche, to know 
the structures of our context is to know ourselves.  There is no possibility that this 
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can be done passively or from a wholly rational perspective of disinterest.  Nor is 
there a possibility that a healthy disposition to life can be bought ‘off the rack’, so 
to speak, by (for example) picking up a flag and picking a side in an ideological 
struggle.  These systems are our own and so we must assert ourselves over and 
against them by forming our identities through practice.  In the end, these 
systems are just tools we inhabit that either allow for the expression of our 
human capacities, or frustrate them in ways that should be challenged and 
resisted.  This much became apparent with our discussion of Nietzsche’s 
treatment of character above.  We are insurgents.  Critique cannot remain in a 
reflective reserve – it must be lived and demand in light of any system, no matter 
how old or venerated, the right to express and expand human capacities.  Again, 
as Nietzsche notes of this purely critical disposition as it pertains to his new 
category of philosophers: 
Perhaps he even needs to have been a critic and a sceptic and a dogmatist and a 
historian, and in addition a poet and collector and traveller and puzzle solver and moralist 
and seer and ‘free spirit’ and nearly all things, so that he can traverse the range of human 
values and value-feelings and be able to look with many kinds of eyes and consciences 
from the heights into every distance, from the depths into every height, from the corners 
into every wide expanse.  But all these are only the preconditions for his task: the task 
itself calls for something else – it calls for him to create values. (BGE 211) 
 
To further illustrate, we will briefly look back to the urban agricultural 
movement in Detroit.  When distilled into an argument in the classical sense this 
movement pertains to what Herscher terms (with regard to the Georgia Street 
Community Garden) "food insecurity"386 relegating the affective nature of the 
hunger of this community to a proposition presented as a reason in support of a 
number of urban agricultural activities.  Where is the reason?  Within the 
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structure of language expressed as an argument schema?  No.  The ‘reason’ lies 
rather in the affective experience of the community and is directed not towards an 
abstract conclusion of the argument, but towards the material conditions that give 
rise to the affective experience of hunger.  Further, when treated propositionally 
in terms of neat argument schema, urban agriculture is treated reductively and 
undervalued.  Again, Nietzsche argues: 
We stop appreciating ourselves when we communicate.  Our actual experiences are not 
in the least talkative.  They could not express themselves if they wanted to.  For they lack 
the words to do so.  When we have words for something we have already gone beyond it.  
In all speech there is a grain of contempt.  Language, it seems, was invented only for 
average, middling, communicable things.  The speaker vulgarizes himself as soon as he 
speaks. – From a morality for deaf-mutes and other philosophers. (TI “Reconnaissance 
Raids” 26) 
 
This initiative for community gardening occurred within a complex context, which 
began with Mark Covington, having been laid off from his manufacturing job in 
2008, spending more time in the neighbourhood.  The gardens grew initially out 
of his efforts to clear garbage (dumped by scrappers who strip valuable materials 
out of vacant buildings that litter Detroit’s landscape) off three city-owned lots 
next to his grandmother’s home.  These gardens, which are tended by volunteers 
and harvested by children living in the neighbourhood, now serve as a rally point 
from which to address additional issues faced by the neighbourhood residents 
beyond food insecurity.  The space used – disused city space initially squatted 
upon by the community – has come to foster intergenerational collaboration, 
hosts movie screenings, educational programs such as reading groups, and skill 
sharing workshops, and (as Herscher notes) “…serves as a nexus for the 
formation of new social networks…”387   
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Figure 3.22 Georgia Street Community Garden Beds.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Grant Yocom. 
A few simple actions meant to address several specific issues arising from 
a failing economy and city systems (idle time, the lack of useful work, garbage 
accumulation, hunger, etc.) have evolved into an experimental community that 
suggests and demonstrates through practice new forms of collaboration and 
mutual support in the context of failing and sometimes belligerent city systems.  
Most of all, by engaging with this collaborative project, members of this 
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community develop a new dispositional relationship to one another, their city, and 
their lives.   
 
Figure 3.23 Georgia Street Community Garden, Community Center Garden.  Detroit, MI. 
August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
It is this sort of action that is cut off by the reflective quietism of traditional critical 
theory.  This is the second movement of immanent critique articulated by 
Antonio, one that aims to “…point to the determinant possibilities for overcoming 
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the contradiction.  The critique is not an idealist reduction because it aims to 
become a basis, not a substitute, for praxis.”388 
 Hardt and Negri make some headway with articulating the 
interconnectedness of urban movements engaged at the level of culture with 
their notions of the common, multitude, and biopolitics.  These movements, in an 
interpretation that runs against the grain of the reductive notion of ‘political’ as 
offered by Herscher, work in the medium of social and cultural ties that are 
directed forms of political criticism.  They argue:  
The genealogy of resistances and struggles in postmodernity… presupposes the political 
nature of social life and adopts it as an internal key to all the movements.  This 
presupposition is basic, in fact, to the concept of biopolitics and the biopolitical production 
of subjectivity.  Here economic, social, and political questions are inextricably intertwined.  
Any theoretical effort in this context to pose the autonomy of the political, separate from 
the social and economic, no longer makes any sense.
389
 
 
The treatment of insurgency offered by Hardt and Negri in Multitude inverts the 
common understanding that would present resistance as a response or reaction 
to power.  Rather, they argue that “…resistance is primary with respect to 
power…”390 much like, in the analysis offered by Marx, with respect to Capital, 
labour is primary.  Hardt and Negri argue that the contemporary scene of labour 
and production is being transformed by the hegemony of 'immaterial labour', by 
which they mean “…labor that produces immaterial products, such as 
information, knowledges, ideas, images, relationships, and affects.”391  This sort 
of labour, they argue, tends to “…blur the distinction between work time and 
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nonwork time, extending the work day indefinitely to fill all of life…”,392 
emphasizing the flexibility393 and mobility394 of this new working class.  Immaterial 
labour is ultimately biopolitical, they argue, since this labour no longer aims at the 
production of a material product, but rather at the production of subjectivity.  They 
explain: 
Immaterial labor is biopolitical in that it is oriented to the creation of forms of social life; 
such labour, then, tends no longer to be limited to the economic but also becomes 
immediately a social, cultural, and political force. Ultimately, in philosophical terms, the 
production here is the production of subjectivity, the creation and reproduction of new 
subjectivities in society.
395
 
 
They further argue that immaterial labour can only be conducted in common, 
since it “…tends to take the social form of networks based on communication, 
collaboration, and affective relationships.”396  This form of labour, they argue, 
gives rise to “…new and intense forms of violation or alienation.”397  Given the 
forms of power associated with immaterial labour and biopolitical production, their 
new potentially revolutionary class, the multitude, has the capacity to unleash  
…the real, creative forces that are emerging with the potential to create a new world.  
The great production of subjectivity of the multitude, its biopolitical capacities, its struggle 
against poverty, its constant striving for democracy, all coincide here with the genealogy 
of these resistances stretching from the early modern era to our own.
398
 
 
When laying out their schema for genealogical analysis of the changing forms of 
resistance, Hardt and Negri identify three guiding principles.  First, they seek to 
identify “…the historical occasion, that is, the form of resistance that is most 
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effective in combating a specific form of power.”399  Second, they argue that the 
forms of resistance and transformations of economic and social production 
correspond.  “[I]n each era …the model of resistance that proves to be most 
effective turns out to have the same form as the dominant models of economic 
and social production.”400  The third principle identified in their genealogy 
presents itself as ideologically rooted value judgments: democracy and freedom.  
The values of democracy and freedom, they argue, are the basis of every great 
revolutionary struggle.  They argue emphatically, in reference to a summary of 
guerilla warfare and resistance struggles that, the basis of these struggles was 
not to overcome particular forms of political or material oppression.  Rather, 
“What these foundational wars really produce, in the final analysis, and often 
subsequently cannot satisfy, is a great desire for democracy.”401 
As far back as Socrates, support for a particular political system does not 
rest on the inherent value of that political system as an end in itself.  Rather (as 
we see from the arguments presented in the Apology), the value of a political 
system is estimated by the extent to which it allows for the expression of human 
capacities.  Democracy was the best political system for Athens insofar as it 
allowed the rational and deliberative capacities of human beings to most fully 
express themselves.  The gadfly argument, by this reading, posits that a 
democratic system must make room for the expression of disquieting arguments 
not only because they are expedient to the proper functioning of that system, but 
because to engage the specifically human questions – questions of value – is the 
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highest expression of humanity.  That is, democracy is not valuable in itself, and 
therefore, cannot and should not be used as the basis for an argument.  We can 
amend the statement above from Hardt and Negri to read: What these 
foundational wars really produce, in the final analysis, and often subsequently 
cannot satisfy, is a political system that fosters great expressions of human 
capacities.   This proposition is actually far more consistent with the application of 
the production of new forms of the common as a form of social and political 
normative standard.  To hold up a particular political ideal as that which grounds 
revolution undercuts the capacities for political invention at the root of their notion 
of revolution.   
Reformulating the position held by Hardt and Negri in a manner that 
extracts the baggage of ideological assumptions would also bring their theory 
into a dialogue more productively with Nietzsche.  Nietzsche was highly suspect 
of democracy and its impositions of the false presuppositions and values of 
equality and the independence of the private person.  While Nietzsche frequently 
laments the mediocracy of mass culture, he just as frequently valorizes the 
capacities for the highest expressions of culture, thus imposing a judgment of 
rank that initially seems to cut against the grain of the common.  For Hardt and 
Negri, the notion of the common  
…does not position humanity separate from nature, as either its exploiter or its custodian, 
but focuses rather on the practices of interaction, care, and cohabitation in a common 
world, promoting the beneficial and limiting the detrimental forms of the common.
402
   
 
The key to reconciling Hardt and Negri with Nietzsche rests on our interpretation 
of ‘beneficial’ and ‘detrimental’ forms of the common and, more generally, what 
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aspects of the common are celebrated and encouraged to express themselves 
through their account.  In the previous chapters it became quite clear that Hardt 
and Negri champion exceptional expressions of the common, or “…a new 
production of the common…”403 rather than the banal commonness criticized so 
vehemently by Nietzsche as: 
…a shared struggle against everything rare, strange, privileged, against the higher 
human, the higher soul, the higher duty, the higher responsibility, the creative abundance 
of power and elegance… (BGE 212) 
 
Such an understanding of the value of the common would impose the very 
leveling effect that lies at the root of Nietzsche’s criticisms of both socialism and 
democracy as well as blocking the expressiveness of the common championed 
by Hardt and Negri. 
While Nietzsche forcefully asserts in Human All Too Human that “…the 
time is coming when institutions arise to serve the true common needs of all 
people…” (HH I 476), these institutions were decidedly not democratic.  Of 
democratic power, Nietzsche asserts that it “…regards as nothing but the 
instrument of the popular will, not as an Above in relation to Below but merely as 
a function of the sole sovereign power, the people…”  (HH I 472)  In such a state, 
one that presents itself as “…the unshackling of the private person…,”404 (HH I 
472) the opinion of the people “…must find its echo in their representatives.” (HH 
I 472)  Though the legitimatization of the democratic state in fact relies upon the 
religious feeling by Nietzsche’s argument, more specifically an agonism between 
the religious and anti-religious, it is precisely this religious feeling that the 
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democratic state undermines by turning religion into “…a private affair…” (HH I 
472)  This ultimately undermines the legitimacy of the moral basis for the state 
and it paves the way for “Private companies… [to] …step by step absorb the 
business of the state…” (HH I 472)  As Sluga notes of Nietzsche’s view of the 
democratic state, “…it is evident that he is speaking of a modern variety of 
democracy that incorporates the distinctive ideas of popular sovereignty and 
political equality, of the representative form of government and of liberal 
individualism.”405  Nietzsche’s central thesis in this section is that the democratic 
state is not a stand-alone institution, but rather, represents “…the historical form 
of the decay of the state.” (HH I 472) 
In The Wanderer and His Shadow we find Nietzsche in his most generous 
attitude towards democracy.  Building democracies, he asserts, has value as 
“…tremendous prophylactic measures…” (WS 275) and, further, as 
“…quarantine arrangements to combat that ancient pestilence, lust for tyranny…” 
(WS 289)  Here Nietzsche argues that democracies derive their advantage from 
flattering ‘the people’ by granting “…alleviations and liberties of every kind…”  
(WS 292)  In the same line of thought, however, Nietzsche discusses the 
necessity “…to deprive of the right to vote both those who possess no property 
and the genuinely rich: for these are the two impermissible classes of men at 
whose abolition it must work continually…” (WS 293)  To these two classes 
Nietzsche adds any who would “…organize parties…”, since they would naturally 
be the “…enemies of independence…” (WS 293)   
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The largest problem democracy represents to the thought expressed in 
the writings of Nietzsche is that it imposes a false equality, while he was (as 
Sluga notes) “…convinced that a distinction of rank underlies every stable 
political order.”406  Effectively, the imposition of a false equality and holding 
independence up as an ideal blocks the expression of the exceptional.  While 
Nietzsche is plainly dismissive of cultural engagement with politics in Human All 
Too Human, considering fealty to the state to be tantamount to “…the 
squandering away men of highest civilization…” (HH I 442), Sluga correctly notes 
that in his later work, Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche “…was willing to concede 
the possibility of their reconciliation.”407  Sluga explains: “This new form of great 
politics was to be the work of exceptional men producing entirely new values, 
new hierarchies and orders of value…”408  Of these ‘exceptional men’ Nietzsche 
notes: 
They would be every bit justified in calling themselves critics; and surely they will be men 
who experiment.  By the name that I have dared to call them I have already expressly 
underlined their acts of experimenting and their joy in experimenting: did I do this 
because these critics in body and soul like to make use of experiments in new, perhaps 
extended, perhaps more dangerous senses?  Will they, in their passion for knowledge, 
take their daring and painful experiments farther than the soft and spoiled taste of a 
democratic century can sanction? (BGE 210) 
 
A merely critical stance, however, would make Nietzsche’s venerated new 
philosopher no better than the Frankfurt theorist who dwells in the negative.  To 
Nietzsche’s new philosopher, “…critics are the tools of the philosopher, and 
precisely because they are tools they are a long way from being philosophers 
themselves.” (BGE 210)  Conversely, Nietzsche identifies the task of the new 
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philosopher (though only after becoming able to “…subdue the entire past…”), as 
calling “…for him to create values.” (BGE 211)  Certainly this is to be done on the 
basis of the common, or on the basis of “…previous value-assumptions, value-
creations that have become dominant…” (BGE 211)  However, rather than 
dwelling in criticism and the negative, these new philosophers and experimenters 
are: 
…commanders and lawgivers.  They say, ‘this is the way it should be!’  Only they decide 
about mankind’s Where to? and What for? and to do so they employ the preparatory 
work of all philosophical workers, all subduers of the past.  With creative hands they 
reach towards the future, and everything that is or has existed becomes their means, 
their tool, their hammer.  Their ‘knowing’ is creating, their creating is law-giving, their will 
to truth is – will to power. (BGE 211) 
 
In what other way should we appraise the prolonged struggle of the 
‘singularities’ comprising a multitude constantly under siege by “[empire that] 
spreads globally its network of hierarchies and divisions that maintain order 
through new mechanisms of control and constant conflict”?409  Either there must 
be something exceptional and uncommon in the expression of the common that 
resists these hierarchies, divisions and imposed order, or Hardt and Negri 
drastically underestimate the totalizing effects of biopower upon the affects or 
“…hierarchy of inner states…” (BGE 213) of singularities.  When the subjectivity 
of ‘singularities’ is constituted at the affective level by biopower, when 
‘singularities’ depend upon the systems that oppress them, resistance can be 
understood as nothing less than exceptional. 
To illustrate, when in Detroit on my informal residency I had the 
opportunity to sit down for a coffee at the Motor City Java House with John J. 
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George (the founder of Motor City Blight Busters) and his wife and collaborator 
Alicia (who runs the Java House).   
 
Figure 3.24 Graffiti Gallery at Motor City Java House 1, Blight Busters Home Base. Detroit, 
MI.  June 18, 2014.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
These are individuals in the trenches fighting blight and struggling with 
uncommon energy to stabilize neighbourhoods against the forces of ongoing 
abandonment and crime with very limited resources.  I naively assumed that 
those involved in such struggle would be implicitly critical of the systems of power 
that frame their struggle.  At this meeting I innocently asked where their funding 
came from, suggesting that, in Canada such efforts would have multiple 
opportunities to apply for grant funds at the municipal, provincial, and federal 
level.  I was unprepared for the level of venom with which the accusatory 
question: ‘Are you saying that socialized Canada does better than corporate 
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America?!?!’ was issued.  In the back of my mind the words, ‘Yes!  Yes!  Yes!  
Just look around!’ floated pregnant yet unarticulated as I mustered the 
conciliatory statement that: ‘No, it’s just different and I am trying to understand 
the difference.’  They then explained that Home Depot has been really good to 
them.  Additionally, Mike Duggan had recently been elected as mayor of Detroit.  
They reported that his administration (then still under chapter 9 protection) had 
been more supportive than previous regimes.  It should be noted that the work 
that Blight Busters does is unambiguously exceptional and runs against the grain 
of the construction of the ‘private person’ that Nietzsche takes pains not to call an 
‘individual’ in Human All Too Human 472 (“A Glance At The State”); so 
exceptional that I was surprised not to find an immediately critical disposition to 
private businesses absorbing the business of the state. 
Again, as Nietzsche notes, systems of government mean little in the 
context of these sorts of struggle.  He argues, employing the productive tensions 
between habitual principles and the wounding performed by ‘degenerate 
natures’: 
A people that becomes somewhere weak and fragile but is as a whole still strong and 
healthy is capable of absorbing the infection of the new and incorporating it to its own 
advantage.  In the case of the individual human being, the task of education is to imbue 
him with such firmness and certainty he can no longer as a whole be in any way 
deflected from his path.  Then, however, the educator has to inflict injuries upon him, or 
employ the injuries inflicted on him by fate, and when he has thus come to experience 
pain and distress something new and noble can be inoculated into the injured places.  It 
will be taken up into the totality of his nature, and later the traces of its nobility will be 
perceptible in the fruits of his nature. – So far as the state is concerned, Machiavelli says 
that ‘the form of government signifies very little, even though semi-educated people think 
otherwise.  The great goal of statecraft should be duration, which outweighs everything 
else, inasmuch as it is much more valuable than freedom.’  Only when there is securely 
founded and guaranteed long duration is a steady evolution and ennobling inoculation at 
all possible: though the dangerous companion of all duration, established authority, will, 
to be sure, usually resist it. (HH I 224) 
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As we noted in the previous chapter, while the delinquent may seem to be 
the active element of this dynamic, and therefore advocated by Nietzsche, it is 
the tension between delinquent ‘wounding’ and the fertile ground of a culture or 
‘people’ sufficiently strong and healthy to absorb the inoculation of something 
new that provide the horizon within which spiritual progress becomes possible.  
Systems of authority and rule are just that – systems, and as systems they 
require an insurgent disposition to dislodge them or to impel them toward 
progress and innovation, no matter what their form may be.   
The revolutionary forces discussed by Hardt and Negri cut much deeper 
than their own analysis suggests.  The schema they introduce, however, of a 
multitude of singularities normatively grounding itself through the production of 
the common is quite productive and holds a high degree of explanatory power 
when directed toward critical urbanist movements.  In Commonwealth, in their 
discussion of the Metropolis, Hardt and Negri interject a useful observation 
regarding adversity and the emergence of networks of mutual support in their 
discussion of ‘African urban forms’ in conditions of extreme “deprivation and 
poverty” 410  They note: 
From an external standpoint it is clear that urban planning has been largely absent or 
ineffective in most African metropolises.  But these scholars focus on the fact that, 
despite crumbling infrastructure and destitute populations, the metropolises actually work 
– most often through informal networks of communication, mobility, employment, 
exchange, and cooperation that are largely invisible to outsiders.  The multitude of the 
poor, in other words, invents strategies for survival, finding shelter and producing forms of 
social life, constantly discovering and creating resources of the common through 
expansive circuits of encounter.  That is not to say, of course: Don’t worry about the poor, 
their life is lovely!  All cities should be like these!  The importance of these studies is to 
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demonstrate, even in conditions of extreme adversity, what the poor can do, how they 
can produce the common and organize encounters.
411
 
 
To illustrate these “…informal networks of communication, mobility, 
employment, exchange, and cooperation that are largely invisible to 
outsiders…”412  consider the neighbourhood action: Neighbours Building 
Brightmoor, discussed by Herscher as “Brightmoor Farmway.”413  Herscher 
introduces this community network of mutual support: 
Brightmoor is a neighborhood in Northwest Detroit with large numbers of abandoned 
buildings and vacant lots.  The neighborhood’s growth was spurred in the beginning of 
the 20
th
 century by the nearby development of auto industry facilities; its decline was 
reciprocally spurred by the post-war suburbanization of those same facilities.  As the 
neighborhood’s working-class residents left to find employment elsewhere, their houses 
were sold to landlords.  In weak-market conditions, these houses were cheaply rented, 
leading to further downturns in property values.  In combination with a national economic 
slowdown, a local epidemic of crack cocaine use, and an upsurge of gang violence, 
Brightmoor’s decline became precipitous in the 1980’s. … Around one quarter of all 
property in Brightmoor is currently vacant.  In recent years, some neighborhood residents 
have come to perceive this vacancy as offering a precious opportunity to self-organize 
the development of their community.
414
 
 
Herscher’s brief analysis celebrates the gradual networking of various 
community projects: over 20 community gardens, pocket parks on vacant lots, 
“…the linkage of gardens and parks by a neighborhood-scale ‘farmway’”415 
orchards, wildflower gardens, and a market garden for youth in the 
neighbourhood.  This expansive network of community organizations and 
neighbourhood projects works in conjunction with Detroit’s wide organizations 
such as the Motor City Blight Busters, The Greening of Detroit, Detroit urban 
agricultural support networks, school programs, etc. 
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Figure 3.25 Brightmoor Farmway Shed.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
As impressive as the expansive “…infrastructure that connects agricultural 
and cultural spaces, planned and informal initiatives, and sites of food production 
and food consumption…”416 may be, the methodologies of collaboration and 
tactical habitation employed are even more impressive.  For example, as noted 
by Herscher, “…a local epidemic of crack cocaine use…”417 was compounded by 
neighbourhood abandonment leading to drug trafficking and production occurring 
in low-rent or squatted abandoned houses within the neighbourhood.  This 
problem became apparent to community organizers at their first community 
harvest festival at which there were 200 attendees, 150 of those from the 
neighbourhood, including100 children.   
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Figure 3.26 Brightmoor Farmway Youth Garden.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
The web page for the organization notes “The presence of all the children set the 
tone for 2011. We were unaware of the number of children living in our 
neighborhood. This showed how many youth were staying indoors and we set 
out to change that.”418  Though not formally noted in their public materials, the 
network of community organizations engaged in a program of tactical habitation, 
holding festivals and children’s events in proximity to the low-rent or squatted 
abandoned houses known to be used for drug production and trafficking, 
effectively pushed these activities out of the neighbourhood. 
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Figure 3.27 Brightmoor Farmway Beds and Benches.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
As a result of these coordinated and networked efforts, this self-generated 
substratum of organized mutual support and engagement is in the process of 
stabilizing its neighbourhood and providing its residents with a public life that 
expresses what Herscher calls a right to the city.  It is within such contexts that 
the substrata of the common becomes most apparent through what Hardt and 
Negri call “…informal networks of communication, mobility, employment, 
exchange, and cooperation that are largely invisible to outsiders…”419  It is 
through these networks, constituted by radical social experimentation and 
criticism that disrupt and demand expression within the habitual workings of city 
systems, that “…something new and noble can be inoculated into the injured 
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places.” (HH I 224)  These networks that act as a substratum, even within cities 
that ‘function’, that do much of the work of securing and sustaining city life of 
populations.   
 
Figure 3.28 Brightmoor Farmway 'Litter Free'.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
Jacobs is also sensitive to the idea that there are informal cultural 
practices and networks of mutual support at work within cities that city planners 
need to heed.  She observes, “Formal public organizations in cities require an 
informal public life underlying them, mediating between them and the privacy of 
the people of the city.”420  To ignore the substratum of informal life is akin to the 
misunderstanding of the freedom of the will discussed by Nietzsche in part 1 of 
Beyond Good and Evil: 
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‘Freedom of the will’ – that is the word for the complex pleasurable condition experienced 
by the person willing who commands and simultaneously identifies himself with the one 
who executes the command – as such he can share in enjoying a triumph over 
resistance, while secretly judging that it was actually his will that overcame that 
resistance.  Thus the person willing adds to his pleasurable feeling as commander the 
pleasurable feelings of the successful executing instrument, the serviceable ‘underwill’ or 
under-soul (our body after all is nothing but a social structure of many souls).  L’effet c’est 
moi: what is occurring here occurs in every well-structured happy community where the 
ruling class identifies with the success of the community as a whole. (BGE I 19) 
 
Worse still, to govern a social arrangement like the cities in question in a manner 
that is belligerent to the workings of this ‘informal social life,’ the production of the 
common in terms used by Hardt and Negri “…poses obstacles and destroys or 
corrupts the common”421, or in the terms we discussed in our treatment of 
Nietzsche, the inhibiting structure of the ego turns the drives back upon 
themselves in a manner that mutilates the drives.   Again, the oscillation 
employed so frequently by Nietzsche becomes useful.   
While the critical theory of Horkheimer and Adorno maps out the first 
movement of a mode of critique, Hardt and Negri potently map out a schema for 
understanding the city as the site of resistance for a potentially politically active 
class (the multitude) on the basis of the common.  Both theoretical perspectives 
have their limitations: both are grounded in ideological positions that pre-figure 
the normative prescriptions of their modes of critique which undercut the 
revolutionary capacities of critique itself.  The community organizations and artist 
collectives detailed above demonstrate a will to radical collaboration and 
experimental methods for engaging the problems and issues that arise as a way 
of life disintegrates and crumbles.  These efforts depend on the energy, 
creativity, and initiative of those facing the pain and emergency of crisis.  They 
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expand the capacities of those isolated by systems of power and economy to act 
through culture to assert themselves through self-organization and the production 
of values that run counter to the dominant culturally accepted habitual principles 
of the systems they inhabit and inhabit them.  As Grace Boggs notes: 
This is what revolutions are about.  They are about creating a new society in the places 
and spaces left vacant by the disintegration of the old; about evolving to a higher 
Humanity; not higher buildings; about Love of one another and of the Earth, not Hate; 
about Hope, not Despair; about saying Yes to Life and No to War; about becoming the 
change we want to see in the world.
422
 
 
These projects rely upon dispositions to values, to systems, to exchange, and to 
the presuppositions that lay within our own reflective consciousness, described 
admirably by Nietzsche as both critical and self-critical.  We both inhabit our cities 
and they inhabit us.  In both cases, even when we are tempted not to question 
these systems when they work well, we are called upon to become insurgents 
that rattle what Taylor, following Weber, calls the “iron cage” of atomism and 
instrumentalism.423 
 What follows is a shift in focus from an analysis of insurgent forces of 
resistance in the context of transitional deindustrializing cities, to an analysis of 
the structures that resist these insurgent forces and the limitations of insurgency.  
These structures take the form of values, presuppositions, belligerent and corrupt 
city systems, pollution, the economics and politics of globalization, the 
machinations of wealthy and powerful individuals, and even the blunt scale of the 
crisis of abandonment within Detroit.  What follows in the fourth chapter will 
present the acts of insurgency detailed in this chapter as models for a way 
forward rather than themselves being sufficient to meet this crisis-context.  This 
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does not mean that the massive efforts of these Windsorites and Detroiters are 
purely symbolic.  These projects do materially engage with the crisis-contexts 
they face by presenting practical solutions to pressing problems.  The task here 
is to make explicit those critical and normative forces implicitly present within the 
insurgent actions, thus lending force to the prescription issued by Boggs about 
“…becoming the change we want to see in the world. ”424  This prescription is 
echoed by Nietzsche when he discusses the manner of lived answer to moral 
philosophy issued by a healthy morality:  
We who are different, we immoralists, on the contrary, have opened our hearts to all 
kinds of understanding, comprehending, approving.  We do not readily deny; we seek our 
honour in being affirmative.  More and more our eyes have been opened to that economy 
which still needs and can exploit all that is rejected by the holy madness of the priest… to 
that economy in the law of life which can give advantage even from the repulsive species 
of the miseryguts, the priest, the virtuous man – what advantage? – But we ourselves, we 
immoralists are the answer here… (TI “Morality as Anti-Nature” 6) 
 
Nietzsche presents the immoralist as the answer insofar as, from their affirmative 
and creative disposition, they live their critiques and become the paragons of the 
sorts of new values they strive to create.  It is not as though some sort of 
reflective organ divorced from the body, the world, and from practice plays 
puppet master in the lived struggles of the activists and exceptional practitioners 
described in this chapter.  Rather, like the artistic dimension of the new 
philosopher described by Nietzsche, these activists and practitioners create 
themselves as they engage in making their place their own “…no longer do 
anything ‘arbitrarily’, but rather by necessity that their feeling of freedom, subtlety, 
authority, of creative placing, ordering, shaping comes into its own – in short, that 
for them necessity and ‘freedom of will’ become one and the same.” (BGE 213)  
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Psychically capable of meeting the challenges of their context, with this sort of 
embedded and embodied critical and propositional activity, “…a hierarchy of 
inner states… corresponds to the hierarchy of problems…” (BGE 213)  
Transitional urban centers demand that activists and practitioners not be locked 
myopically within the fox hole of the dominant perspective, but rather have the 
capacity to “…traverse the range of human values and value-feelings and be 
able to look with many kinds of eyes and consciences from the heights into every 
distance, from the depths into every height, from the corners into every wide 
expanse.” (BGE 211)   
Making a life in the context of the extreme transitional urban 
deindustrializing center demands this.  Our neighbourhood, street, and sidewalk 
life depend upon engagement, and that engagement depends upon a sort of self-
mastery.  Although particular activists and practitioners may falter and their 
experiments meet institutional resistance and run the danger of failure, such 
experimentation generally is vital as our traditional city systems and notions of 
what it means to be ‘urban’ themselves falter.  To echo Nietzsche, in terms of 
what it means to be ‘urban’, our “…‘knowing’ is creating…” (BGE 211) as we find 
ourselves in the midst of this disquieting inquiry.  To specific urban communities 
in Windsor and Detroit these questions and these practices are not academic 
considerations or curiosities, but rather, are the pressing questions that drive our 
lived-experience of city life – and in many cases are matters of survival. 
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4 
Forces in the Way 
 
I pulled into the station, the needle riding on “E.” 
It was a mistake.  In Detroit, if possible, you don’t get your gas on the east side.  Not 
even at high noon.  Because the east side of Motown is Dodge City – semilawless and 
crazy.  Many times citizens don’t bother phoning the cops.  And as if to return the favor, 
many times cops don’t bother to come. 
It was gray and moist on Gratiot Avenue – pronounced Gra-shit – a main artery running 
from the center of the city into the eastern suburbs and farther still into the countryside.  
Six lanes wide and not a soul.  Not a car.  Not a bus.  Just steam clouds billowing up from 
the sewer caps.
425
 
 
When I describe Detroit at conferences and talks I always make a point of 
noting to the would-be explorer, in light of all the work I typically do to break down 
the effects of the myth surrounding this city, that ‘the danger is real.’   
 
Figure 4.1 Wyandotte Street 'Leopard's Lounge'.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
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We typically understand that any city has its rough parts, parts that tourists and 
outsiders who do not know the cultural landscape should probably avoid.  There 
are parts of Windsor like this, known for drugs, prostitution, and a potential for 
violence.  Entering these parts of the city can seem like walking into a seedy bar, 
where every eye in the place immediately turns to the door to size up the outsider 
to the internally governed and regulated illicit community.  Long-time residents of 
Windsor know to avoid these areas that are, to recall the reflections offered by 
Jacobs, incapable of handling strangers.  Windsor has small pockets of these 
areas that are, generally, the exception to the rule of fairly safe and well-
regulated neighbourhoods in the sense described by Jacobs.426  While there 
does exist a general tension between the economic opportunism that exists in a 
small and waning manufacturing context and the emergent critical urbanist 
values exhibited through networks of mutual support, the urban landscape in 
Windsor remains relatively stable in most parts of the city.  Windsor is, in this 
respect, the inverse of Detroit, where great effort has been made to ‘secure’ a 
relatively small area of the city around downtown, midtown, and a few other 
specific neighbourhoods, leaving (as noted with a bit of exaggeration in the 
passage above by LeDuff) much of the city to ‘semi-lawlessness’ and ‘craziness.’ 
In Detroit, many of the same factors that open up possibilities for urban 
activism and experimentation serve to undermine the creative potential of the 
critical activism at work in the region.  It is possible to read publications such as 
Boggs’ The Next American Revolution: Sustainable Activism For The Twenty-
First Century in a way that generates the image of Detroit as a socialist and 
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activist utopia.  In many ways Detroit is such a utopia, although frequently the 
reality of life in this city is that “…the possibilities brought about by 
emergency…”427 highlighted by Hercher in his Guide,428 while they do offer the 
opportunity for experimentation that would be impossible in more stable cities, 
often merely bring about more emergency and pain.  While neglect can become 
a critical ally for activist community organizations like those at work in the urban 
agriculture movement in Detroit, that same neglect has produced the collapse of 
neighbourhoods and the conditions of hunger and food insecurity that makes this 
movement vital for those residents who engage with these cooperatives.  While 
collective community organizations can have a stabilizing effect within the pocket 
neighbourhoods that manage to organize, these pocket neighbourhoods 
represent an archipelago of notable exceptions within a sea of crime, poverty, 
and systemic injustice brought about by the massive failure of city systems, 
corrupt business leaders and city officials, and a general lack of city governance 
within this sea of somewhat isolated neighbourhood communities. 
As noted at the end of the second chapter along with Nietzsche, it is 
because of the weakness of politics, not because of strength, that the critical 
opportunities mobilized by activist communities have emerged.  Crisis demands a 
human response.   
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Figure 8.2 Campus Martius Downtown Detroit.  Detroit, MI. August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Grant Yocom. 
 
Recall, in Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche asserts: 
Resurrection of the spirit. – A nation usually rejuvenates itself on the political sickbed and 
rediscovers its spirit, which it gradually lost in its seeking for and assertion of power.  
Culture owes this above all to the ages of political weakness.  (HH I 465) 
 
Leaders and exceptional individuals within communities emerge with uncommon 
energy to address the crisis brought on by political and institutional weakness, 
thereby demonstrating neatly the potency of Nietzsche’s reflections regarding the 
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conditions necessary for the production of genius.  Nietzsche offers two 
examples to illustrate the emergence of the phenomenon of the genius: that of a 
prisoner who uses his wits in the search for escape, “…the most cold-blooded 
and tedious employment of every little advantage, can teach us what instrument 
nature sometimes makes use of to bring into existence genius…” (HH 231)  The 
other example proffered by Nietzsche is that of “…someone who has completely 
lost his way in a forest but strives with uncommon energy to get out again 
sometimes discovers a new path which no one knows…” (HH 231)  In either 
case, Nietzsche argues:  
In general history seems to furnish the following instruction regarding the production of 
genius: mistreat and torment men – thus it cries to the passions of envy, hatred and 
contest – drive them to the limit, one against the other, nation against nation, and do it for 
centuries on end; then perhaps, a spark as it were thrown off by the fearful energy thus 
ignited, the light of genius will suddenly flare up; the will, made wild like a horse under the 
rider’s spur, will then break out and leap over into another domain. (HH I 233) 
 
Detroit, for the activist communities engaged with experimental urban practice, 
represents an agonistic context, where these small and self-organized collectives 
struggle with uncommon energy to produce pockets within the city where, to 
recall the 1913 poem by Edger Guest, ‘life’s worth living.’429  There are dangers 
in presenting Detroit unambiguously as a “…city of hope…”430, one where: 
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Joys away, 
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The thousands of vacant lots and abandoned houses provide not only the space to begin 
anew but also the incentive to create innovative ways of making our living – ways that 
nurture our productive, cooperative, and caring selves.
431
 
 
Proclamations like this run the risk of representing the city as though it is a blank 
canvas unambiguously inviting activist-artists to create in this context.  
Specifically, this characterization obfuscates the cultural forces that resist the 
creation of innovative ways of making our living – those forces with a vested 
interest in the status quo.  These powerful forces that assert themselves both 
materially and psychically – forces that have been discussed extensively in the 
earlier chapters as having a totalizing effect upon the affects or “…hierarchy of 
inner states…” (BGE 213) of singularities – must not be underestimated.432   If, 
as I argue, a “…splendid tension of spirit…” (BGE “Preface”) exists in Detroit, this 
tension must be sustained on both ends.  It is the goal of this chapter to address 
the forces that constitute the opposing side of this tension.  In some cases these 
forces take the form of institutions that aim only to produce profit and serve to 
stifle the cooperative spirit of the community organizations that we have so far 
discussed.433   In other cases, it is members of the community itself that resist the 
representations and forms of reimagining of Detroit deployed by activist 
communities.  In some senses we can be reminded of Taylor, who in his The 
Malaise of Modernity, identifies a connection between the atomism present in 
modern culture and the crushing weight of the institutionalized powers that work 
against the prescription issued by Tocqueville, for “…a vigorous political culture 
in which participation is valued, at several levels of government and in voluntary 
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associations as well.”434  In the present context, one dominated by massive 
instrumental structures, Taylor argues: 
…the atomism of the self-absorbed individual militates against this.  Once participation 
declines, once the lateral associations that were its vehicles wither away, the individual 
citizen is left alone in the face of the vast bureaucratic state and feels, correctly, 
powerless.  This demotivates the citizen even further, and the vicious cycle of soft 
despotism is joined.
435
 
 
The landscape of Detroit itself in many ways reinforces this understanding of 
powerlessness. Boggs argues that the context of an abandoned and blighted 
environment invites us: 
…to see vacant lots not as eyesores but as empty spaces inviting the viewer to fill them 
in with other forms, other structures that presage a new kind of city which will embody 
and nurture new life-affirming values in sharp contrast to the values of Materialism, 
Individualism and Competition that have brought us to this denouement.
436
 
 
The scale of the challenge itself can be dispiriting, especially in a context where 
“…physical devastation on such a huge scale boggles the mind…”437,  even 
massive efforts can seem small and ineffectual.  This dispiriting effect is only 
compounded further when such efforts to “fill… [empty spaces] … in with other 
forms…”438 are met with the cultural and institutional resistance mentioned above. 
Attempts to reimagine Windsor and Detroit by the media, politicians, or 
business leaders tend to see the goal of generating vitality in this urban center in 
terms of a sudden transformation generated by the institution of massive 
development or economic plans.   Such ‘Hail Mary’ attempts (‘elephant footstep,’ 
to borrow a phrase from Herron439) to revitalize these deindustrializing urban 
landscapes usually take the form of sports stadia or large sporting events, casino 
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gambling, or offering massive economic incentives to multi-national corporations 
to persuade them to set up shop within these cities.  Each of these revitalization 
efforts were met with protest.440   
 
Figure 4.3 Comerica Park.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
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 The institution of the ‘economic renewal’ plan involving casino gambling both in Windsor and 
Detroit, for example, was met by protests and arguments from citizens groups.  Artist groups in 
Windsor were particularly vocal, since the interim site for the casino displaced the Art Gallery 
Windsor, forcing it to move to the Devonshire Mall (at the time in a location next door to the 
extreme budget store, Bi Way).  In Detroit, James and Grace Lee Boggs were central to the 
protest movement.  In her The Next American Revolution, Boggs recounts their involvement: 
“To defeat Coleman’s casino gambling initiative, Jimmy and I helped to build a new formation 
called Detroiters Uniting.  We described ourselves as a coalition of community groups – blue 
collar, white collar, and cultural workers; clergy members; political leaders; and professionals – 
who together embodied the rich ethnic and social diversity of our city.  The principal concern of 
Detroiters Uniting was with “how our city has been disintegrating socially, economically, politically, 
morally and ethically.  In the citywide referendum we were able to defeat the mayor’s casino 
proposal.” (Boggs, The Next American Revolution, 110.) This 1988 defeat was only a temporary 
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The latest mega-project in Windsor, for example, took the form of a 
massive swimming complex within the city core meant to attract large swimming 
competitions to the city.  
 
Figure 4.4 Windsor International Aquatic and Training Centre.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 
2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
 
The facility is comprised of twin features: Windsor International Aquatic and 
Training Centre, a 10-lane pool that features two moveable bulkheads that allow 
for multiple configurations to fit the ideal length for any competition or community 
use; and Adventure Bay, a family water park.  Aside from having the effect of 
producing economic conditions that occasioned the closing of several smaller 
community pools around the city as well as the YMCA pool at their downtown 
facility – facilities that were widely used inexpensively by the residents of Windsor 
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- the competition pool was built without proper seating capacity to house the 
largest events it was intended to host due to an oversight by city officials.   
 
Figure 4.5 Adventure Bay.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
 
The family facilities are attended with much higher fees than other (now closed) 
municipal facilities and the swimming facility continues to operate in the red.  In 
Detroit, in the midst of the largest municipal bankruptcy in North American 
history, plans were revealed to construct a new massive hockey arena for the 
Red Wings downtown at a projected cost of six hundred and fifty million dollars.  
Developments in Downtown and Midtown like this have given rise to an 
understanding throughout the neighbourhoods of Detroit that there are “two 
Detroit’s,” illustrating the divide between the “…eye-popping redevelopment in 
greater downtown and entrenched challenges in some of Detroit's fragile 
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neighborhoods.”441  This notion, as earlier illustrated by revitalization projects like 
the ‘city within a city’ of the ‘RenCen’, or the ‘suburb with a city’ of Lafayette Park, 
has long been present within Detroit, but has reached a fever pitch in post-
bankruptcy Detroit.   
 
Figure 4.6 Lafayette Park Townhomes 1.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
 
The deal that allowed Detroit to exit from chapter 9 bankruptcy rested on a 
distinction between the ‘secured’ debts of the city held by corporations and the 
‘unsecured’ debts involved with pension shortfalls.  The November 8th, 2015 
article in the Detroit Free Press, “Detroit Rising: Life after Bankruptcy” 
summarizes the effects of the chapter 9 exit plan on pensioners: 
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Under the plan, general pensioners were hit with 4.5% cuts on their monthly checks, the 
elimination of annual cost-of-living-adjustment (COLA) increases, and a clawback [sic.] in 
excessive interest from annuity savings. Police and fire pensioners saw a reduction only 
in their COLA increases.
442
 
 
If we take seriously the characterization of a city in terms of an ecosystem 
offered by Jacobs, the health of a city ecosystem (by her account) rests on the 
basis of a lively network of self-regulating engaged residents coming together in 
neighbourhoods and communities.  If, additionally, we pay heed to the frequent 
oscillations between a culture and the individual human being,443 we can begin to 
understand fully the tensions at work within these transitioning cities that resist 
what Nietzsche characterizes as “…spiritual progress…” (HH I 224) in terms of 
the schema laid out in Human, All Too Human: ‘Tokens of Higher and Lower 
Culture’.  In these cities, crisis occasions individuals “…who attempt new things 
and, in general, many things…” (HH I 224) to “…effect a loosening up and 
…inflict an injury on the stable element of a community.” (HH I 224)  It is, argues 
Nietzsche, at these moments at “...the political sickbed…” that a culture 
“…rediscovers its spirit, which it gradually lost in its seeking for and assertion of 
power.” (HH I 465)  Here Nietzsche describes a trajectory.  While the activists 
and community organizers in Windsor and Detroit may not perfectly exemplify the 
new philosopher or exceptional individual described by Nietzsche, this is not 
problematic since he describes this category of cultural practitioner as being 
“…on the rise…” (BGE 42) or not yet manifest.  Moreover, since this philosopher 
and cultural practitioner is “…necessarily a man of tomorrow and the day after 
tomorrow…” (BGE 212), putting them at odds with the values and practices of 
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their ‘today’, we should consider them to be futurists.  They are not futurists in the 
sense discussed by Marinetti, uncritically enthralled by the ecstasy of speed and 
the technological.  Rather, these philosophers of tomorrow, in the sense 
discussed by Nietzsche and embodied in the practices of the urban movements 
that mobilize the potencies of deindustrializing Windsor and Detroit are enthralled 
by the ecstasy of creativity, working in the medium of the common towards the 
expression of new forms of the common (uncommon expressions of the 
common).  As expressed by Boggs regarding the movement in Detroit:  
Detroit’s deindustrialization, devastation, and depopulation had turned the city into a 
wasteland, but it had also created the space and place where there was not only the 
necessity but also the possibility of creating a city based not on expanding production but 
on new values of sustainability and community.  … In its dying, Detroit could also be the 
birthplace of a new kind of city.”
444
 
 
Nietzsche supplies us with a mechanism for “A revaluation of all values…” (TI 
“Foreword”) that first evaluates the values of today on the basis of health and 
human sustainability.   
This is a process akin to that described by Richardson with regard to his 
account of drive freedom.445  Recall, Richardson argues that the drives and 
instincts should be held to their place within a political power structure so that 
some drives do not sometimes overpower others, but rather, that the organism 
“…keeps a consistent view of its interest, and runs its behavior with a steady 
aim.”446  He does, however, note “…we must imagine this structure as fluctuating 
rather drastically through time, as particular drives strengthen (perhaps 
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stimulated by the situation) or weaken (perhaps when sated).”447  Problematically, 
the account of drive freedom offered by both Richardson and Janaway advocates 
a stable and dogmatic character that would too powerfully resist the self-critical 
and adaptive subjectivity presupposed by self-overcoming.  Since the particular 
drives, by Richardson’s account, fluctuate drastically in terms of their relative 
power, the normative insistence upon a structure that would impose “…a unified, 
self-conscious, autonomous subject…”448 would of necessity subdue any 
collection of drives that would bring about such a unified field.  For Nietzsche, this 
is the recipe for bad conscience.  Nietzsche articulates: “Every instinct which 
does not vent itself externally turns inwards – this is what I call the internalization 
of man:  it is at this point that what is later called the ‘soul’ first develops in man.” 
(GM II 16)  Subduing the drives in this manner would necessarily involve turning 
the drives against one another; Nietzsche quite clearly notes “…this is the 
formula for decadence…” (TI “The Problem of Socrates” 11) 
In the second chapter, I argued that it is not necessary that a particular 
hierarchy of drives under a single dominant drive persists, but only that there 
exists some structure of drives in order to ensure that the drives do not fall into 
anarchy and opposition to one another.  By this argument, a specific hierarchy of 
drives would persist as long as needed and then give way to the next necessary 
or expedient drive structure.  This account offers a form of self-command to wield 
drives effectively given the dictates and demands of context.  This interpretation 
of Nietzsche would allow for the entire organism to express a multitude of drives, 
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instincts, and capacities in a manner that is healthy, expedient and capable of 
responding to the trials of circumstance rather than exerting energy to 
dogmatically maintain its character (or the reigning political structure of the 
drives) in spite of the demands of a context of crisis. 
As I have argued throughout, the practices of the activist collectives 
emerging as a movement in Detroit, collectives whose works were articulated in 
the preceding chapter as culturally rooted modes of political criticism engaged in 
re-visioning what the urban context can mean, did not emerge in a contextual 
vacuum, nor have they emerged in a power vacuum.  Rather, they have taken 
root in the context of a waning power structure stubbornly and ineffectively 
attempting to maintain its stale character as a metropolis conceived in terms of 
the modernist and capitalist values enshrined in the notions of Detroit as ‘The 
Motor City’ or Windsor as ‘The Automotive Capital of Canada.’  Just as in the 
individual human being, we should identify and oppose aspects of our own 
character and our habitual stances that serve to inhibit, restrain, and mutilate 
drives that attempt to express themselves for the sake of our overall health and 
vitality.  So too must we identify and oppose those stubborn cultural drives and 
city structures that restrain and stifle the emergence of lively networks of self-
regulating engaged residents coming together in neighbourhoods and 
communities, thereby allowing these cities to become something new and 
humanly vital. 
The ‘Hail Mary’ attempts to reimagine Windsor and Detroit by the media, 
politicians, or business leaders that tend to see the goal of generating vitality in 
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this urban center in terms a sudden transformation generated by the institution of 
massive development or economic plans fundamentally ignore, or worse still, 
stifle the tension and the basis of urban health and vitality in ‘the common’.  It is 
not only the official arms of urban power that resist, restrain, and stifle the 
emergence of lively networks of self-regulating engaged residents coming 
together in neighbourhoods and communities.  In many cases it is the built 
environment itself that blocks these efforts.  Sometimes it is disillusioned 
individuals holding fast to obsolete, hostile, and habitually held presuppositions 
about what it means to be urban - the residents of the communities themselves 
bound nostalgically to notions of the Windsor or Detroit that was – that frustrate 
the efforts of community collectives.  In the following four sections, I will lay out in 
general terms the forces that stand in the way of urban experimentation and 
revaluing: ‘Reconfigured Space/ Reconfigured Subjects’, ‘Abandoned Space/ 
Abandoned Subjects’, ‘Motor City is Burning’, and ‘The Rule of the Rich’. 
4.1 Reconfigured Space/ Reconfigured Subjects 
The landscape of Detroit is laid out for industry and not for people.  For 
those who want to explore the challenges faced by urban environments in an age 
of suburbanization and sprawl, Detroit is a destination city.  Detroit is indisputably 
the North American capital for ruin exploration, the site of abandoned structures 
such as churches, industrial buildings, schools, grand old homes, etc.  Detroit is 
also a destination city in another respect.  Given the scale of abandonment and 
the extensive footprint of the city (over 142 square miles, as LeDuff notes, a land 
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mass greater than the size of San Francisco and Manhattan combined449), if you 
arrive in Detroit you will find that the amenities and attracting factors of the city 
cluster in extremely disjointed pockets requiring extensive travel between them. 
 
Figure 4.7 Michigan Ave., Downtown. Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
We should begin by understanding that historically Detroit was a city 
designed and retooled for large scale manufacturing by the technological 
hegemony brought about by Henry Ford and his moving assembly line.  Ford 
himself invented nothing.  Herron remarks on the underlying nature of Henry 
Ford's first automobile: 
Figure and ground, and the power of names: The celebrated Model A wasn't really a Ford 
at all; it was a Dodge engine and chassis, underneath a Wilson carriage body, assembled 
piecemeal by workers paid with other men's money.  But Henry had the sense to name it 
and to stamp his figure on the radiator, though even that, the famous Ford ellipse, was 
another man's doing as well.
450
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Ford merely deployed a series of disparate processes in a synthetic manner.  All 
of the processes of the assembly line were ready to hand, though the effects of 
this assemblage initially configured by Ford are not limited to the fast and cheap 
production of consumer objects or our manners of habitation of the physical 
urban landscape.   
 
Figure 4.8 Plaque, Michigan Building.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant 
Yocom. 
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The innovation produced by Ford was at its heart social, imposing a dual function 
upon workers: they must become both interchangeable parts within the assembly 
mechanism and consumers with the means and inclination to purchase the 
products produced by the mechanism. 
Before this advent Detroit was the "...modest town of lumber barons and 
stove makers, brewers and locomotive engineers, cigar merchants and seed 
vendors..."451  The idea itself was simple, though in sharp contrast to other 
contemporary modes of making where most manufactured products were made 
individually by hand either by a craftsman or team of craftsmen who produced 
each part of the product.  Ford's moving assembly line capitalized on earlier 
manufacturing innovations from the 19th century which made interchangeable 
parts a practical reality (i.e., jigs, fixtures, machine tools, etc.).  The conveyor belt 
that allowed  the labourer to repetitively and efficiently place the same part over 
and over was imported from the slaughterhouse 'disassembly line'.  In any case, 
the key features of this composite development were the inter-changeability of 
parts and the conveyor that allowed for greater repetitive motion (mechanization) 
of labour.  The process was developed and fine-tuned by trial and error. 
 The transition from craft to this new mechanized mode of manufacturing 
was difficult on labourers.  While from the perspective of management, 
replacement of skilled workers who know their craft from start to finish with 
unskilled workers who will work for a lower rate of pay may seem an economical 
bargain, Matthew Crawford, in his Shop Class As Soul Craft: An Inquiry into the 
Value of Work, notes that this transition was fraught with problems.  He states: 
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...it is hardly surprising that when Henry Ford introduced the assembly line in 1913, 
workers simply walked out.  One of Ford’s biographers wrote, "So great was labour's 
distaste for the new machine system that toward the close of 1913 every time the 
company wanted to add 100 men to its factory personnel, it was necessary to hire 963.
452
 
 
Crawford’s analysis of the value of work offers an account of the 
degradation of blue-collar work that centers on a tension between his accounts of 
autonomy and agency.  He argues in a section of his book titled “To Be Master of 
One’s Own Stuff” that there is:  
…an ideology of freedom at the heart of consumerist material culture; a promise to 
disburden us from mental and bodily involvement with our own stuff so we can pursue 
ends we have freely chosen.  Yet this disburdening gives us fewer occasions for the 
experience of direct responsibility.
453
 
 
Today we live in the age of self-driving and self-parking cars, of faucets that rely 
upon motion sensors to activate and turn off on their own, and more generally a 
disposition to our technologies that imposes a freedom-from relationship that 
Crawford describes as “autonomy.”454  Problematically, this ‘ideology of freedom’ 
divorces us from the “…cognitively rich world of work…”455 and breaks “…the 
connection between … will and … environment…”456  The notion of agency 
presented by Crawford in contrast to that of autonomy involves “Grime-under-the-
fingernails, bodily involvement with the machines we use…”457  Agency is a sort 
of mastery that involves forms of self-reliance and spiritedness that, to the 
economic mind-set “…appears as a failure to be properly calculative…”458  
Crawford forcefully notes: 
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Economics recognizes only certain virtues, and not the most impressive ones at that.  
Spiritedness is an assertion of one’s own dignity, and to fix one’s own car is not merely to 
use up time, it is to have a different experience of time, of one’s car, and of oneself.
459
 
 
The assembly line introduced by Ford did not require an educated 
craftsman as worker, which in a sense opened up a world of economic and social 
possibilities to the unskilled and uneducated.  Work on the line broke down tasks 
into “…minute instructions needed to perform some part of what is now a work 
process.”460  This new form of manufacture requires little to no understanding of 
the larger processes that bring about the end product, and thus represents a 
form of autonomy from the overwhelming cognitive demands of a trade.  In this 
process, “Scattered craft knowledge is concentrated in the hands of the 
employer, then doled out again to workers…”461   This creates a paradigm of 
unskilled labour, since: 
…the competitive labor-cost advantage now held by the more modern firm, which has 
aggressively separated planning from execution, compels the whole industry to follow the 
same route, and entire skilled trades disappear.
462
 
 
Crawford argues that the assembly line offers “The clearest example of abstract 
labor…”, which he defines as follows: 
The activity of self-directed labor, conducted by the worker, is dissolved or abstracted into 
parts and then reconstituted as a process controlled by management – a labor 
sausage.
463
 
 
In contrast, with more traditional modes of production the craftsman, as 
Crawford notes, knew what they were doing, being in command of all of the ’craft 
knowledge’ necessary to bring about the product.  He uses the example of The 
Wheelwright's Shop and its proprietor George Sturt to illustrate this difference:  
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"In Sturt's shop, working exclusively with hand tools, the skills required to build a 
wheel regress all the way to the selection of trees to fell for timber, the proper 
time for felling them, how to season them, and so forth."464  Craftsmanship of this 
sort is a type of mastery involving extensive knowledge, and the cognitive 
demands of tinkering, problem solving, and submission “…to things that have 
their own intractable ways.”465 
Crawford further illustrates with the example of a musician in a passage 
reminiscent of Nietzsche’s account of the necessity encountered as an 
expression of the ‘freedom of will’ of the artist (BGE 213):466   
The musician’s power of expression is founded upon a prior obedience; her musical 
agency is built up from an ongoing submission.  To what?  To her teacher perhaps, but 
this is incidental rather than primary – there is such a thing as the self-taught musician.  
Her obedience rather is to the mechanical realities of her instrument, which in turn 
answer to certain natural necessities of music that can be expressed mathematically. … 
These facts do not arise from the human will, and there is no altering them.  I believe the 
example of the musician sheds light on the basic character of human agency, namely, 
that it arises only within concrete limits that are not of our making.
467
 
 
The creativity, self-reliance, and mastery involved with the craftsmanship 
described by Crawford is, by his estimation incompatible and at a basic level 
“…at odds with the ontology of consumerism, which seems to demand a different 
conception of reality."468 
We can readily see why this transition in modes of production was so 
distasteful to its newly inducted labourers.  On the assembly line it was no longer 
necessary for workers of the modern mechanized forms of production to have 
access to the cognitive richness of craft.  The horizon of assembly line work is 
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necessarily small, limited to largely unreflective repetition of the same motions to 
produce an isolated task as part of the larger machine.  It is this integration into 
the mechanized process – the blending of human and non-human – that Diego 
Rivera captured so well, though somewhat heroically and romantically, in his 
mural Detroit Industry, which is housed at the Detroit Institute of the Arts.  This 
work is a fresco cycle intended as a tribute to the city's manufacturing base and 
labour force in the 1930's.  Rivera believed that art belonged to public walls 
rather than private galleries.  The mural itself arises from a series of preliminary 
sketches of industrial plants depicting accurate renderings of machinery in 
motion, workers heroically integrated into the motions of the machinery.  During 
production of the twenty seven panel work, Rivera continued his studies of the 
manufacturing process at the Rouge Ford plant.  Rivera depicts clearly a 
harmonious relation to nature and also incorporates representations of 
indigenous peoples of the Americas into this work.  This work depicts both 
labourers and elements management (depicted in clean suits wearing white 
collars) in relation to nature which places this work within social, economic, and 
political context.  Rivera’s work does take a position, intentionally heroically 
representing workers engaged with the toil of production, standing fundamentally 
separate from the clean suited and aloof management figures.  A series of such 
oppositional dyads dominate the overall mural: the depiction of the manufacturing 
technology stands in sharp contrast to nature; vaccination and chemical warfare, 
on one side of the room rubber being taken from tropical trees, on the other side 
is the Detroit skyline, etc.  This mural, reportedly by Rivera's estimation, the best 
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of his works, depicts the values of manufacturing culture as being fundamentally 
at odds with nature while depicting the worker being sacrificed to the god of 
American manufacturing. 
The vision imposed by Ford and the advent of his assembly assemblage 
was meant to capture and convert the productive (and reproductive) potential of 
his workers by creating a culture that would reconfigure a workforce of craftsmen 
into productive yet unskilled and unreflective worker/consumer bodies.  Today in 
manufacturing cities it is common to meet assembly workers who do not even 
know what it is they are engaged with manufacturing, themselves being isolated 
to one part of the greater line, having only a relationship with nondescript parts 
and their pay check.  It was only through the introduction of Ford's Five Dollar 
Day that Ford was able to retain his workers.  Of these workers, now anxious to 
keep their jobs, Crawford further notes:  
These anxious workers were more productive.  Indeed, Ford himself later recognized his 
wage increase as "one of the finest cost-cutting moves we ever made," as he was able to 
double, and then triple, the rate at which cars were assembled by simply speeding up the 
conveyors.  By doing so he destroyed his competitors, and thereby destroyed the 
possibility of an alternative way of working.
469
 
 
Assembly workers are simply another set of interchangeable and standardized 
parts in the manufacturing process.  This stands in sharp contrast to the agency 
of a skilled and active human engagement valorized by Crawford. 
 Along with this transition to technology came widespread and necessary 
infrastructural demands and far reaching consequences for our modes of 
habitation (i.e., how we live and where we live).  Aside from the obvious 
necessity of building roads and freeways to support the product of these 
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manufacturing plants, the layout of the city of Detroit itself evolved to support this 
new form of mechanized labour.  In fact, the very layout of Detroit and its outlying 
districts were engineered to mirror the modular layout of the factory floor.  
Charles Waldheim notes of Detroit: 
While flexibility, mobility, and speed made Detroit an international model for industrial 
urbanism, those very qualities rendered the city disposable.  Traditional models of dense 
urban arrangement were quite literally abandoned in favour of escalating profits, 
accelerating accumulation and a culture of consumption.  This of course was the genius 
of Ford's conception: a culture that consumes the products of its own labour while 
consistently creating a surplus of demand ensuring a nomadic, operational, and 
ceaselessly reiterated model of ex-urban arrangement.  That ongoing provisional work of 
rearrangement is the very model of American urbanism that Detroit offers.
470
 
 
In a sense, it should come as no surprise that the layout of our cities should 
reflect our modes of subsistence.  What is intriguing, though, is that the products 
of the moving assembly line seem to be manifold.  This new form of industrial 
urbanism seems to refute the traditional high-density models of city layout while 
providing the means for a meaningful suburban move with its product: the 
automobile.  Previous to the advent of the moving assembly line, both Windsor 
and Detroit were laid out in high-density parished neighbourhoods.  Within 
walking distance from your home you would find streets thickly lined with all of 
the amenities needed to serve the household.  Aside from the occasional 
shopping trip to the downtown core, one hardly had to leave one’s 
neighbourhood.  With the moving assembly line, like the now mobile and 
interchangeable parts which come together to produce the automobile, the 
automobile provides a drive to a similar sort of mobility and interchangeability of 
workers and residents.  It is no surprise that a new nomadic and mobile form of 
subjectivity like that championed by Richard Florida and decried by Jacobs 
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should emerge as a further product of this process.  This subjectivity functions 
much like the numerically accounted for interchangeable parts which made this 
mode of production possible in the first place, a subjectivity further reinforced by 
a physically built environment that seems “…contrived to break the connection 
between … will and …environment.”471  Waldheim further notes:  
Ford's famous Five-dollar day and five-day workweek were quite calculated levers 
intended to fuel the consumption of mass products by the working classes themselves.  
The volatile concentration of diverse populations of labourers in dense urban centers was 
among the factors that led Ford to begin decentralizing production as early as the 1920's.  
The combination of decentralized pools of workers each with sufficient income to 
consume the products of their own labours produced a new economic paradigm in the 
20th century and also helped fuel the rapid depopulation of post-industrial urban centers 
in postwar America.
472
 
 
The forces that were at work inside and outside the plant were productive of both 
automobiles and a particular kind of urban layout.  Ford's Five dollar day, five day 
week was intended to stabilize his workforce long enough to habituate his 
workers to the new demands of the moving assembly line.  The subjectivity 
fostered by these automotive plants, then, is a new class of consumers 
habituated to be distant from their objects, with mobile and nomadic lives made 
possible by automobiles, living in increasingly decentralized sub-urban clusters. 
Though this nomadic and mobile consumer subjectivity was at root hostile 
to the configurations of urban life, urban manufacturing centers like Windsor and 
Detroit persisted, oscillating between economic booms and busts while remaining 
productive of both material consumer goods and the pedagogical reconfiguration 
of worker/ consumer subjectivities.  As we saw with the argument presented by 
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Herron regarding Hudson’s department store, the institutions of the city were 
designed to support the pedagogical configuration of subjectivity to this industrial 
worker/ consumer lifestyle.   
 
Figure 4.9 Boggs School.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
Public educational institutions have traditionally reinforced this configuration of 
subjectivity as well, prompting Grace Lee Boggs to establish the Boggs 
Educational Center in order to challenge what she calls ‘the factory model of 
education.’  She writes: 
At the core of the problem is an obsolete factory model of schooling that sorts, tracks, 
tests, and rejects or certifies working-class children as if they were products on an 
assembly line.  The purpose of education …cannot be only to increase the earning power 
of the individual or to supply workers for the ever-changing slots of the corporate 
machine.  Children need to be given a sense of the “unique capacity of human beings to 
shape and create reality in accordance with conscious purposes and plans.
473
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In the place of what she considers an antiquated model for education, she 
proposed “…a horizontal teaching/ learning process at the center of a 
community-building model of education”474 that would direct students toward 
engagement with building their neighbourhoods.   
 
Figure 4.10 Play Space, Boggs School.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
Central to the model for education proposed by Boggs is the development of a 
notion of lived social responsibility established by engaging children in 
community-building activities like:  
…taking responsibility for maintaining neighbourhood streets, planting community 
gardens, recycling waste, rehabbing houses, creating healthier school lunches, visiting 
and doing errands for the elderly, organizing neighborhood festivals, and painting public 
murals!
475
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Rather than cloistering children within the walls of educational institutions for 
twelve years and more, education programs that center around these activities, 
Boggs insists, would educate children with practical skills that allow them to 
participate in the real world while fostering dispositions to their cities and 
neighbourhoods.  She continues: 
This is the fastest way to motivate all our children to learn and at the same time turn our 
communities, almost overnight, into lively neighborhoods where crime is going down 
because hope is going up.  It is something needed not only by children in cities such as 
Detroit but in suburbs and exurbs like Littleton, Colorado – site of the Columbine High 
School massacre.
476
 
 
Through the establishing of a sense of community centered agency, such 
educational systems would challenge the naive cyclical understanding of history 
that, while beginning to lose its lustre, still dominates the cultural mindset within 
deindustrializing Windsor and Detroit.   
While residents still subscribe to a naive cyclical understanding of history 
governed by these booms and busts, especially in Detroit, each successive boom 
(as we noted in the introduction477) seemed less impressive, while each bust 
seemed more catastrophic. LeDuff reflects: 
…there is the thought that Detroit was simply a boomtown that went bust, a city that 
began to fall apart the minute Henry Ford began to build it.  The car made Detroit and the 
car unmade Detroit.  Detroit was built in some ways to be disposable.  The auto industry 
allowed for sprawl.  It allowed man to escape the smoldering city with its grubby factory 
and steaming smokestacks.
478
 
 
 Assembly plants left the city, initially for the suburbs and eventually, subject to 
the forces of globalization, to countries with cheaper labour and fewer laws to 
restrain the practices of the corporations.  Educated as workers, we are given to 
understand ourselves as helpless survivors of the economic functions of the 
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industries that sustain us.  We must conform to their needs and are given to 
understand ourselves as passive receptacles for the values and practices of our 
age.  Boggs argues that, rather than being educated to be submissive efficient 
causes (machine parts) in an industrial process whose function we are not in a 
position to comprehend; education should instead focus upon training our 
children to become the leaders and agents of change that will shape the political 
and urban landscapes of tomorrow.   
The argument that the Boggs Educational Center represents is 
fundamentally qualitative, but is often criticized on the grounds of sufficiency.  
The Boggs Center educates a relatively small number of Detroiters which, given 
the massive problems faced by the Detroit Public School Board, barely seems to 
scratch the surface of the educational crisis.  Detroit Public Schools are 
notoriously underfunded, undersupplied, and many of the school buildings 
themselves are in a state of disrepair with broken classroom windows, mould, 
and other safety hazards.  Recall, LeDuff accurately depicts the condition of the 
school system, when he characterizes Detroit as “…the country’s illiteracy and 
dropout capital, where children must leave their books at school and bring toilet 
paper from home.479 Again, as noted by Taylor, the scale of the problems faced 
by modern industrial-technological society themselves can have a dispiriting 
effect.  Once the “…lateral associations…” that were the vehicles for political 
action have broken down, “...the individual citizen is left alone in the face of the 
vast bureaucratic state and feels, correctly, powerless.  This demotivates the 
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citizen even further, and the vicious cycle of soft despotism is joined.”480  The 
educational efforts championed and practiced by Boggs and the Boggs 
Educational Center, however, should not be read as a panacea to the 
institutional ills of the Detroit Public School system, complete and sufficient in 
every way.  As a performed critique that issues a proposal inviting us to explore 
new social and educational potencies, the experimental efforts of the Boggs 
School represent not an incomplete and insufficient solution, but a complete 
critical proposal.  Unfortunately, given the challenges already faced by the public 
schools system in Detroit it seems unlikely that the radical change in curriculum 
and disposition proposed by Boggs will be implemented in any substantial way. 
4.2 Abandoned Space/ Abandoned Subjects 
Today in the context of deindustrializing Windsor and Detroit, much of the 
material and human detritus of the manufacturing process remains in place as if 
to signify a hasty abandonment of the landscape.  In an episode of Parts 
Unknown, an American travel and food show, host Anthony Bourdain is guided 
by LeDuff through the culinary scene in Detroit.481  In a brief refrain while touring 
one of the mostly abandoned neighbourhoods in Detroit, LeDuff directs the 
attention of Bourdain to what he calls ‘ghost gardens.’   ‘Ghost gardens’ are plots 
of perennials planted around the now demolished homes of the formerly working 
class residents.  These residents are now long gone, though their garden plots 
continue to signify their absence.  While these ‘ghost gardens’ are a discrete 
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signification of absence, the scale of the overall landscape of abandonment in 
many areas of Detroit – massive schools now closed, boarded up stores, 
churches, warehouses, block after block of residential areas given over to urban 
prairie, etc. – makes up a context that is over-full with emptiness; not empty per 
se, but littered with the leavings of abandoned ways of life.  There is lots of stuff, 
material clutter, in the way of attempts to re-imagine Detroit. 
 
Figure 4.10 Jefferson Ave. Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant Yocom. 
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Hercher, in a section of his Guide called “Patrimony of the Unlost”482 
addresses ‘unreal’ appropriations of this material detritus.  In the introduction of 
this section he reflects: 
With their caretakers frequently preoccupied with the immediate tasks of survival, objects 
in the city of unreal estate are often left behind, disowned or abandoned.  Precisely as 
such, however, these objects offer themselves for repossession, for becoming strange in 
new hands. 
Yet it’s not only objects that are lost in the city of unreal estate, but also identities, 
ambitions and plans of action; the city alienates both objects from subjects and subjects 
from themselves.  Thus the finders of lost objects can also, as it is said, “find 
themselves.”  Accumulating and arranging castoffs and discards, they become 
caretakers, curators, or outsider artists, claiming the unreal estate to archive and arrange 
unreal estate’s particular material culture.
483
 
 
Again, this passage reflects a mobilized form of unreal estate – one intentionally 
curated and arranged by ‘caretakers’ and ‘outsider artists’.  As interesting and 
vital as these ‘outsider’ projects may be, it is important to linger momentarily upon 
a greater sense of unreality that generates the impression of Detroit as “…the city 
of unreal estate…”484  The assemblage of the city itself, having been abandoned 
by nearly two thirds of its population and most of the associated businesses and 
institutions becomes a sort of unintended monument to the absent.  In Detroit 
generally, but even in the developed area of Midtown, it remains difficult to find a 
vista that doesn’t hold an abandoned or burned out home, an empty lot 
containing the crumbling foundation of a formerly useful structure, or a boarded 
up and graffiti covered store front.  Almost every street corner discloses absence, 
pregnant with the traces of abandoned lives. 
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Figure 4.11 East End Neighbourhood.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant 
Yocom. 
Again, as Herscher notes, “…the city alienates both objects from subjects 
and subjects from themselves…”485 generating and continually reinforcing the 
overall sense that not only the material leavings, but the residents of Detroit are 
dispossessed, surplus, extra, and unwanted.  Potentially there is a heroism that 
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can arise in the face of this overall sense – a heroism of a particularly American 
stripe, and one that recalls the lyrics to the American national anthem.   
 
Figure 4.12 'Detroit -VS- Everybody,' Eastern Market 1.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  
Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
Detroiters remain, even after all that has happened in this city, giving proof 
through the night that their flag is still there.  This is particularly Nietzschean.  
Recall the passage from the Untimely Meditations cited in the first chapter which 
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describes the sense of place generated by antiquarian history: “Here we lived, he 
says to himself, for here we are living; and here we shall live, for we are tough 
and not to be ruined overnight.” (UM II 3)  As pointed out by my commentator for 
a recent conference paper, there exists a popular T-shirt that reads “Detroit –VS- 
Everybody” that illustrates this heroism well.  Speaking from experience, 
however, the affects generated by the blight that seemed to haunt my every turn 
during my extended stay in Detroit – from massive institutional structures 
(churches, warehouses, schools, etc.) to smaller residential or commercial 
structures –was simply exhausting and depressive. 
 
Figure 4.13 Michigan Central Station, Rear View. Detroit, MI.  October 30, 2009.  Photo 
Credit: Jennifer Willet. 
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Of these abandoned landmarks the crown jewel is indisputably the 
Michigan Central Station (the Michigan Depot), although this massive monument 
to the former might and glory of Detroit is far from alone.  Massive abandoned 
and deteriorating structures of this sort preserve and reinforce materially the 
historical identity of Detroit as the industrial heart of an empire.  In this respect, 
such material leavings of past eras enforce an excess of Nietzsche’s antiquarian 
history upon the culture of Detroit.  Antiquarian history only knows how to 
preserve and, when taken to excess, this preservation stifles life instead of 
furthering life.  Given both the scale and beauty of the architecture of these 
buildings there exists a strong preservationist mentality that can easily be 
illustrated by the graffiti scrawled across the face of Michigan Central Station 
which reads “Save Our Depot”.  This impulse – an impulse that was intended as 
a feature of the heroic and monumental architecture employed as part of the 
design of these buildings -  is also applied to buildings like the historic Packard 
Plant and Book Depository.  In reality hopes to preserve, venerate, and revive the 
sense of power produced by acting as the industrial heart of an empire (‘The 
Arsenal of Democracy’) are futile, and problematically this impulse only serves to 
heighten the pain of loss and stifle attempts to imagine a new paradigm for the 
city.  Nietzsche, again applying a metaphor of the relationship of a tree to its 
roots, states of antiquarian history: 
When the senses of a people harden in this fashion, when the study of history serves the 
life of the past in such a way that it undermines continuing and especially higher life, 
when the historical sense no longer conserves life but mummifies it, then the tree 
gradually dies unnaturally from the top downwards to the roots – and in the end the roots 
themselves usually perish too. (UM II 3) 
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The material structures, standing as a perpetual reminder of the former might and 
glory of industrialized Detroit at once materially and spiritually block attempts to 
revalue and re-spirit the city.  The preservationist instinct, an instinct that Herron 
would characterize as resting in a misguided nostalgia, is only heightened by a 
lack of city funds for the demolition of unused properties and, as we shall see 
below, the machinations of the reigning Detroit oligarchs. 
As it stands, as a result of the industrial heritage of the city, travel within 
Detroit is quite complicated.  The transit network in Detroit is notoriously 
underfunded and intermittently useful.  Roads are laid out in a manner that 
encourages the efficient exit of manufactured goods and workers from these 
cities rather than travel within them.  Small pockets of urban activism dot many of 
the neighbourhoods in Detroit, although they are dwarfed and disjointed by 
abandonment so extensive that former neighbourhoods have given way to urban 
prairie.  This extreme abandonment would pose as large a problem for the 
design prescriptions necessary to produce modes of ethical association 
presented by Jacobs as did the factory floor model employed by Ford.  Many of 
the leavings of a disposable manufacturing city (i.e., six lane roads, the husks of 
abandoned manufacturing plants, soil pollution resulting from heavy metals, etc.) 
are still present, although they fester in a state of abject disuse leaving gaping 
corridors of the city, the former neighbourhoods for residents whose jobs have 
moved on, empty to fallow in abandonment.  Nevertheless, the values 
associated with industrial urbanism in many ways persist. 
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It is presupposed that you should have an automobile to traverse the span 
of this space.486  In Windsor as well, bus service is quite limited and mostly used 
by the disadvantaged of the city.  In the context of an automotive town, it is seen 
to be a defect to ride public transit, since every individual ‘should’ (read as a 
strongly perceived normative requirement) own and operate an automobile.  Both 
the manufacturing infrastructure and the manufactured sensibilities with nostalgic 
fidelity to the automotive industry remain in an eerie fashion expressive of an 
excess of monumental history.  A development tendency that has become 
particularly prevalent in Windsor of late is the push towards moving commercial 
and health services further away from the city core, concentrating these services 
at the outskirts of the city on land formerly zoned for agricultural purposes.  While 
the older residential developments in the core of Windsor are still fairly densely 
populated, commercial vacancy within the city core has steadily risen in recent 
years.  This increases reliance on private automobiles. 
Windsor was traditionally a ‘lunch bucket’ town, where workers at the 
factory would walk to work and, on their way home from the factories, would shop 
for their sustenance needs at the local shops.  The neighbourhood known as 
‘Ford City’, with the Ford Motor Company assembly plant acting as its former 
nexus at the corner of Drouillard Road and Riverside Drive, was laid out in this 
manner, surrounded by medium to high density housing with shops lining 
Drouillard Road.  This plant was the first footprint of Ford Motor Company in 
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Canada which employed 14000 workers when the population of Windsor was 
barely above 100000 residents.   
 
Figure 4.14 Weathered 'Welcome to Ford City' Mural.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  
Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
This was the site of the historic 99 day 1945 Ford Strike where the workers 
fought for unionization, setting up a blockade around the plant.  At the conclusion 
of this strike the Rand Formula was created where workers would have to pay 
union dues for having a union in their workplaces.  This strike set the standard for 
all unionization in Canada.  Ford closed the Riverside Drive plant, moving 
production from Windsor to Oakville in 1953, leaving thousands unemployed.  
Only the casting and engine plants remained.  This decimated Drouillard Road 
and the surrounding community, where today most of the commercial 
development sits vacant.  The low property values in this region, which is 
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surrounded by a number of vacant or semi-vacant industrial sites, has built a city 
district that is “…custom made for easy crime…”487   
The population of Windsor, while not shrinking like that of Detroit, is static 
with no predictions for growth in the next two decades.  The city footprint, 
however, at the behest of commercial and residential developers, continues to 
grow in a manner that leaves much of the commercial space within the city 
vacant.  The city policy of offering tax rebates for vacant property exacerbates 
this trend, making it economically beneficial to leave a property vacant rather 
than engaging in the necessary renovations to existing properties that would 
make filling the vacancy possible.488  The effects of this trend exacerbated by 
policies like these tend to move commercial and city services to the outskirts of 
the city where developers can build on cheaply purchased greenfield land in a 
manner that hollows out the city core.  In Detroit the case is far more extreme, 
with most formerly industrial, commercial and residential space in a state of 
abject disuse or being cannibalized for scrap.  The landscape is punctuated by 
abandoned lots and copious numbers of unmaintained parks with grass that 
frequently grows past your waist. 
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It is only natural that these regions should draw inspiration from their past 
accomplishments, although that inspiration idealizes and falsifies history.  We 
find in both Windsor and Detroit values and practices that glorify the automotive 
industry and the mobility afforded by the automobile with little or no 
understanding of the hostility of these values and practices to cities.  
Nonetheless, Windsorites and Detroiters (specifically ‘hipsters’) yearn 
nostalgically for a return to urban configurations that they mistakenly associate 
with the economic vitality brought about by these industries.  Nietzsche notes the 
deceptiveness and falsification of monumental history: 
Monumental history deceives by analogies: with seductive similarities it inspires the 
courageous to foolhardiness and the inspired to fanaticism; and when we go on to think 
of this kind of history in the hands and heads of gifted egoists and visionary scoundrels, 
then we see empires destroyed, princes murdered, wars and revolutions launched and 
the number of ‘effects in themselves,’ that is to say, effects without sufficient cause, again 
augmented. (UM II 2) 
 
This nostalgia for a return to our cities and the trenchant normative 
support of the ideals of the auto industry, which is deceptively drawn in contrast 
to suburban life, in no way represents a return to the battlements of old or the 
reestablishment of democracy’s arsenal.  With regard to this nostalgia, applied to 
Hudson’s department store and Michigan Central Station, Herron argues: 
People in Detroit still talk about Hudson’s as a retail institution, but they give little thought 
to the actual old building, which became a gutted, vandalized wreck, and no less 
irrelevant than Michigan Central Station. Both are rightly understood as monuments for a 
disappeared history: the train station because nobody here seems to bother much about 
the ruin that still remains; Hudson’s because everybody claims to remember so fondly the 
building that’s no longer there. But what people remember is not exactly historical reality; 
instead, the memory of Hudson’s has become a kind of screen upon which we can replay 
an idealized past — a past without any of the problems that made the utopian promise of 
suburbia seem worth abandoning the city to fulfill.
489
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The nostalgic idealization simply points to a thriving urban core and the trappings 
of a metropolis – grand skyscrapers and public buildings, large department 
stores, neighbourhoods where we all lived together once upon a time – an 
economic powerhouse at the heart of an industrial empire.  It is, however, an 
appeal to the monument of an urban ideal that fails to reflect any of the 
shortcomings or problems of the urban reality to which the ideal aspires – 
shortcomings and problems structural to the automobile and industrial urbanism.  
This trenchant acceptance of the ideals of industrial urbanism along with the 
material detritus left by declining automotive manufacture and declining 
population act as major obstacles to ongoing attempts to radically reimagine 
ways to inhabit cities. 
Recall, Jacobs advocates three main city design qualities for successful city 
neighbourhoods, each of which is intended to address two potent reflections 
about the nature of street and sidewalk space – spaces that generate most 
profoundly our sense of a city.  Given our reflections on the oscillation between 
our sense of place and our sense of ourselves from Nietzsche, our sense of a 
city in turn generates the forms of subjectivity that we perform and exhibit.  
Jacobs reflects:  
…that the public peace – the sidewalk and street peace – of cities is not kept primarily by 
the police, necessary as police are.  It is kept primarily by an intricate, almost unconscious, 
network of voluntary controls and standards among the people themselves, and enforced 
by the people themselves.
490
 
 
Populated areas must self-govern in order to bring about a sense of place that 
puts residents and visitors alike at ease.  She continues: “The second thing to 
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understand is that the problem of insecurity cannot be solved by spreading 
people out more thinly, trading the characteristics of cities for the characteristics 
of suburbs.”491   Excessive population density is not the issue, as should be 
obvious from the case of the now thinly populated Detroit.  Recall, Jacobs, on the 
basis of her understanding of the “…intricate… network of voluntary controls and 
standards among the people themselves…:492 introduces three design 
prescriptions meant to bolster and sustain this intricate network.  These were: 
demarcation between public and private space in order to avoid suburban 
ambiguity, eyes on the street, and continuous use. 493 
 While these city design qualities aim at fostering forms of active 
engagement with one’s surroundings in order that the city street can handle 
strangers, the low population density in most areas of Detroit works against these 
prescriptions on almost every front.  With respect to the first quality, the 
demarcation between public and private space it becomes problematic given the 
number of abandoned properties left unsecured and left to nature, generating the 
forms of ambiguous or atopic space that Jacobs disparages.  In many cases 
these lots are owned by the city or county and there simply are not enough 
resources to maintain these spaces, let alone enough to maintain the official city 
parks and recreation facilities.  Further, given the extremely low property values 
in Detroit, speculators have purchased a number of these lots with no intention of 
developing them.  The standing joke of the five hundred dollar Detroit home has 
led a number of speculators to invest in numerous properties from the Wayne 
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County Foreclosure auction.  Many of these investors buy these properties from 
afar (“…from California to China…”494) intending to rent out these properties and 
wait for property values to increase.  Unfortunately these investments have a 
stifling effect on neighbourhoods. 
 Many of those who succumb to the lure of cheap investment property 
simply do not understand the state of the properties that they are buying.  A 2013 
article for Business Insider (“This Is for Everyone Who’s Thinking of Buying One 
of Those $500 Homes In Detroit”) notes of these properties:  
Nearly all of them have mold [sic.], require all new electrical, plumbing, ductwork, drywall, 
many times a roof, all new windows, doors, cabinets.  Basically everything.  Anything that 
can be taken and sold, has been.”
495
 
 
Typically thousands of dollars of investment is required to bring these properties 
up to habitable status, that in addition to remittance for all back taxes on the 
property.  This is only the first hurdle.  Given the avid underground scrapper 
economy in Detroit, renovating these homes can also prove difficult.  The same 
article notes: 
You almost need to pay someone to sleep on an air mattress in the house while you are 
working and move in immediately upon completion," he said. "If these houses sit, people 
WILL break into them.  You put in a new toilet, bathtub, and vanity...that night people 
come in and rip it all out.  A business partner of mine had a house broken into 5 times 
over the last couple of months...  It is hard out there, and people are trying to survive.”
496
 
 
Given these difficulties, many would-be investors who have purchased these 
cheap properties simply let them lie fallow due to a lack of either funds or 
commitment.  It is not uncommon to see a single individual buy dozens of homes 
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at auction only to have those same homes remain in a state of disrepair to be 
foreclosed upon again over the next few years.  These properties which change 
hands on paper with little or no material change to the properties themselves 
remain abandoned, dominating the landscape of the neighbourhood.  They are 
not publically maintained, nor are they in any practical sense privately 
maintained.  Most of them do not belong in any productive way to the ‘common’.  
The failure of all three categories employed by Hardt and Negri should add to our 
sense of the ‘unreality’ of these spaces in Detroit – an ‘unreality’ that further 
heightens the ambiguity disparaged by Jacobs. 
Jacobs advocates city design qualities that foster the opportunity and 
desire for shared engagement with the city’s streets and sidewalks.  Buildings 
and city streets should be architecturally disposed to streets and sidewalks in a 
way that promotes forms of informal community stewardship of the streets.  This 
is an interesting prescription that has been taken to heart by a number of 
community organizations in Detroit who, through their activities, festivals, and 
squatter practices, attempt to activate disused properties in their 
neighbourhoods.  In the preceding chapter we briefly examined the tactical 
habitation deployed by Neighbours Building Brightmoor, an organization on the 
Northwest side of Detroit.  Here, to illustrate, we will turn to an ongoing East side 
artist project by Artist Tyree Guyton. 
Guyton's Heidelberg project represents a response to both the 
abandonment and de-industrialization of Detroit.  Guyton has transformed his 
childhood neighbourhood, which he found in 1985 upon returning home to be 
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largely a broken neighbourhood with problems with drugs, prostitution and the 
like, into a work of art.  
 
Figure 4.15 Heidelberg Project Vehicle.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
Herron recounts the historical context in which this project emerged: 
Guyton was born in 1955 and grew up in a house on Heidelberg Street, which by the 
1980’s had gone the way of many streets in Detroit.  What had once been an ethnic, 
working-class neighborhood became a mostly African-American neighborhood on which 
depopulation, poverty, and finally crack took its toll.  The street was in poor condition, 
with abandoned houses being used by addicts, dealers, and prostitutes; it was dangerous 
to walk here, day or night.
497
 
 
It now seems odd that Herron would reflect upon the danger of walking up and 
down Heidelberg Street.  This street, though surrounded by neighbourhoods that 
have come to be seen as typically dangerous in Detroit, now exudes a surreal 
sense of safety and security.  Through the artists’ efforts, the street-scape has 
become an eerie yet inviting open-air sculpture garden composed of painted 
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polka-dots and found objects left by the residential and industrial abandonment of 
Detroit.   
 
Figure 4.16 Heidelberg Project, Street.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
Effectively, the objects that make up the Heidelberg Project are the garbage left 
behind by deindustrialization and suburban flight.  The landscape is dominated 
by houses turned artist projects described by Herron as ensembles that: 
…literally vomit forth the physical elements of domestic history; furniture, dolls, television 
sets, signs, toilets, enema bottles, beds, tires, baby buggies come cascading out doors 
and windows and through holes in the roof, flowing down the outside walls and collecting 
in great heaps on the lawn, so that the whole looks like some sort of man-made lava flow.  
The magma of discarded lives: these visible tokens of a humiliated history.
498
 
 
Wendy Walters, in her “Turning the Neighborhood Inside Out: Imagining a New 
Detroit in Tyree Guyton's Heidelberg Project” recounts an interview with Guyton, 
who describes the initial thrust of this project “…as protest art against the decline 
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of his eastside Detroit neighborhood.”499  Effectively, the Heidelberg Project 
expands out into zones of disuse, appropriating that which has been discarded, 
inhabiting that which has been abandoned.   
 
Figure 4.17 Heidelberg Project Ark.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
Herron continues: 
He [Guyton] has done for the poor what conversion does for the middle class.  Like the 
little boutiques and restaurants that occupy the formerly domestic areas of historic 
interiors, Guyton’s “Project” similarly converts private space to public spectacle.  But the 
results in his case are not so much reassuring as they are disturbing.  It is impossible to 
look at the Heidelberg Project and not imagine that something terrible has happened to 
cause this explosion of physical deformity.  And of course something has.  Perhaps the 
most visible witness to this fact is the profusion of dolls, which are both incorporated in 
the design of the houses, and also nailed up in trees, or used as parts of free-standing 
sculptures.  But invariably, the dolls are mangled and mutilated, figural representatives of 
the once desirable, and now humiliated objects that surround them: their arms missing, or 
their heads; they are hung upside down as if victims of some dreadful sacrifice.  To visit 
Tyree’s neighborhood is to visit the body specifically as dismembered witness to the 
humiliations of historical interrogation.
500
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Though the edifice of the Heidelberg Project clearly does not strike the aesthetic 
fancy of Herron, his reflections should bring to mind the third design feature 
advocated by Jacobs: 
…the sidewalk must have users on it fairly continuously, both to add to the number of 
effective eyes on the street and to induce the people in buildings along the street to 
watch the sidewalks in sufficient numbers.”
501
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Heldleberg Project 'Unleaded Regular.' Detroit, MI. August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
By Herron’s estimation, what Guyton has done by converting “…private space to 
public spectacle…” 502 serves to activate the space in his neighbourhood 
artistically, effectively adding to the “…number of effective eyes on the 
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street…”503  This accounts for the palpable sense of safety generated by the 
project – safety generated by eyes directed to the spectacle of the project - when 
compared to neighbourhoods eight or ten blocks away that lack the foot traffic 
and activity.  Our discussion of the cultural activities of tactical habitation in the 
Brightmoor neighbourhood essentially produces the same effect, but through 
resident festivals and not through the establishment of an outdoor sculpture 
gallery of international repute.504 
The Heidelberg Project is regularly staffed by Guyton himself, a host of 
volunteers, children’s groups, and spectators.  The project has become a regular 
stop for tour buses and, because of the now international attention garnered by 
the artist’s project, it is a regular pilgrimage for art students and historians alike.  
Guyton plays the role of artist-eccentric interacting with viewers of the project, 
waxing poetically and quasi-philosophically as he adjusts, paints, builds, and 
assembles, within his installations, or as he simply cuts the grass around this 
massive sculpture park.  Deborah Che, in her "Connecting the Dots to Urban 
Revitalization with the Heidelberg Project" describes the project as follows: 
Through his open-air art and community project, urban environmental artist Tyree Guyton 
has urged rethinking, action, and working towards change by participants and visitors 
alike at different geographic scales: on Heidelberg Street, the city of Detroit, and the 
world community.  Given that children are the future of their communities, Heidelberg-
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derived youth environmental art projects are particularly crucial as they help young 
people understand and realize their potential.
505
 
 
No longer merely a form of protest art, then, the Heidelberg Project situates itself 
as a community rally point in the neighbourhood, hosting ad hoc art classes for 
children’s groups and neighbourhood youths, at the same time as it garners 
international attention in the art world as well as in theoretical circles that 
investigate critical urbanism and neighbourhood revitalization.   
 
Figure 4.19 Heidelberg Project, 'Heidelberg Television, Grant and Tyree.'  Detroit, MI. 
August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
To some residents, this international and academic attention can be unwelcome.  
I often try to picture my potential disposition to a ‘protest art’ project hypothetically 
six blocks away from where I live that serves as a ‘spectacle’, “…that serves as a 
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visual record of the city’s painful past…”506  In addition to calling media and 
academic attention to the abject state of my hypothetical neighbourhood (the 
attention itself can be a hindrance to projects that depend upon the critically ally 
of neglect), the project would serve as a visual reminder of this state in a manner 
that I may find unwelcome, in spite of the project’s attempts to highlight “…the 
transformational power that is present in the community in both a real and 
imaginary sense.”507 
 
Figure 4.20 Heidelberg Project Clock.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
Not without controversy, Guyton has faced complaints and even calls to 
condemn and bulldoze his art project.  This is precisely the fate of four of 
Guyton’s houses, which were demolished by then Mayor of Detroit, Coleman 
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Young in 1991.  This demolition immediately faced push-back from defenders of 
the project.  Shibley writes: 
At the same time, however, proponents of the project recognized that something special 
was happening on Heidelberg Street and were prepared to fight for it. They realized that 
when a house was decorated, crack users and prostitutes would abandon it.  When 
Guyton “marked” a house with his art, the community began to protect it – to this day not 
one of Guyton’s works has ever been vandalized.  The number of visitors from outside 
the neighborhood also continued to grow. In 1998, an attorney documented that the 
Heidelberg Project had then had visitors from eighty-five different countries, all fifty 
states, and virtually all of the major cities in Michigan.
508
 
 
Even as Guyton began to rebuild, a second group of opponents, this time with 
the support of Mayor Dennis Archer, campaigned successfully for the demolition 
of the project (1998-1999).  We should note the rationale of the opponents: 
…a small group of opponents, armed with arguments that stated the project was a 
nuisance, was attracting vermin and needed to be stopped, convinced two City 
Counsellors to oppose the project, and ultimately were victorious when Mayor Archer 
again bulldozed much of the project. It is interesting to note that several of the people we 
interviewed felt that a deeper source of opposition was a sense of shame on the part of 
residents that so many outside visitors were being made aware of the desperate 
circumstances of their neighborhood.
 509
 
 
This is one small example of cultural resistance to artist/activist efforts in a 
neighbourhood in Detroit, nor is it isolated.  Clearly Detroiters themselves 
sometimes oppose artistic or activist efforts at re-visioning or revaluating within 
their cities.  The high moralizing on the basis of the aesthetic and hygienic values 
of a traditional neighbourhood offered by the opponents of the Heidelberg 
Project, as evidenced by the reflection from Shibley above, gives way to the 
reality of the matter: shame for the condition of the neighbourhood heightened by 
attention attracted by the artistic endeavor – the artistic endeavor itself directed 
toward effecting a reversal that would bring hope rather than shame in the face of 
the very conditions at issue.  We should again note with Nietzsche: 
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To whom can one turn today with such hopes and demands? ... The good men are the 
very people who would oppose it; as would, of course, the comfortable, the reconciled, 
the vain, the sentimentally effusive, the exhausted men… (GM II 24) 
 
4.3 ‘The Motor City is Burning’ 
The Motor City is burning, ain't a thing that I can do 
Ooh the Motor City is burning, ain't a thing that I can do 
I just hope people, it'd never happen to you.
510
 
 
Unfortunately, as of May 2013, the statement issued above by Shibley 
(“…to this day not one of Guyton’s works has ever been vandalized…”511), 
ceased to be true when a series of 12 arsons destroyed a number of the houses 
that make up the footprint of the project.  This series of attacks on the project, 
and there is no other way to put it, spawned a number of artist response 
statements.  These statements were initially attempts to bring the arsonist into 
the fold, as evidenced by the following selection from the October 5th 2013 artist 
statement pertaining to the destruction of the ‘OJ house’ by arson: 
We want you to know that we understand your pain.  We realize that all you’ve grown to 
know is destruction and that you see no way out.  This is precisely why we are here.  Our 
work is not about tangible “things,” it is about the Power of the Human Spirit. We 
recognize that there is a fire in you and we are here not to extinguish it, but to offer you a 
better reason to fuel it. Though you have tried, you cannot destroy the Heidelberg 
Project; it’s bigger than all of us now. Instead, we invite you to join our family in creating a 
better neighborhood, a better Detroit, if not for anyone else than for yourself. As Tyree 
has said, “If you believe, you can change it…” We believe.
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In this artist statement we find a message consistent with the expression of a 
healthy morality that illustrates life affirming practice that is in keeping with the 
prescriptions of the performed critical disposition of the Heidelberg Project which 
is instantiated in various artist efforts throughout its, at this point, thirty year 
history.  The project challenges Detroiters to see blight, abandonment, and the 
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refuse left behind by industrial decline not as dispiriting factors, but rather as a 
medium to create new forms of urban habitation that instantiate values that are 
humanly sustainable (…in the sense discussed early on in this work).513 
 
Figure 4.21 Heidelberg Project Security Notice. Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: 
Joshua Babcock. 
As the fires continued, the artist statements and responses to the actions 
of the still unknown arsonist became both increasingly grim and more accusatory.  
Guyton and his collective begin to apply security practices to secure, and 
symbolically, remove the Heidelberg Project from its context within Detroit.  The 
following statement was issued after the 5th fire, suggesting that security steps 
need to be taken to defend the project: 
As we struggle to maintain a sense of calm and rational thinking, we first want to say that 
we are grateful that none of our residents have been affected by these senseless acts of 
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violence.  However, we are now deeply concerned for their safety and welfare.  This 
being the case, we are working on three concrete measures: 
           1. We have enlisted a car to patrol the project starting tonight 
           2. We are working on our own improved lighting of the area 
           3. We hope to strategically place security cameras throughout the project 
No, we won’t give up or give in.  We will continue to positively impact our community 
through art.  When I stop and reflect on what 2013 has brought with these series of fires, 
I am convinced that we are on to something very powerful.  If this were not the case, 
negativity would not rear its ugly head. However, we were not stopped by bulldozers and 
we will not be stopped by acts of arson. Instead we WILL become smarter, stronger and 
even greater. Our history after 27 years demonstrates this!
514
 
 
This statement was followed almost immediately by another fire on November 
21st, 2013.  Another statement, no longer reflecting on the pain of the arsonist, 
but rather the anger of the collective reflecting on the willfulness and ‘evil’ of the 
affront to the project, was issued.  Still, even in this expression tainted by anger 
we find Guyton presenting his artist efforts as those of a cultural physician, 
issuing statements that should remind us of the vitalism, agonism, and affirmation 
prescribed by Nietzsche.  It reads: 
The Heidelberg Project is internationally reviewed as a fertile ground for creating art from 
existing fragments; the evidence of waste, consumption and greed. For nearly three 
decades Tyree has led the cause to reach across economic and geographical boundaries 
to bridge cultural differences through artistic expression. He is raising awareness for the 
power of "art as medicine" in a community that has been devastated. Ill-health, under-
employment, dismal environments, apathy and crime are the fallout of a post industrial 
[sic.] era. People are hurting leaving them in a state of hopelessness, despair and 
destruction of which Standard medicine cannot cure. 
The HP is a sacred battle ground that has withstood damage by bulldozers and now 
WILLFUL destruction by fire. However we must preserve and protect the ongoing 
creative and spiritual contribution of The Heidelberg Project. If we can’t get justice from 
our city, we must stand for justice. We must stand in defiance of evil! 
As we try and wrap our head around this we remember that it has been said everything 
happens for a reason. Maybe the old is making room for the new. However we are 
certain that the Heidelberg Project will propel to a new and even greater Heidelberg 
Project and a new promise for the future of Detroit.
515
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A pair of fires, November 28th, 2013 (‘The War Room House’), and December 8th 
2013 (‘The Clock House’), followed this statement occasioning the project to 
engage an ‘Indiegogo’ campaign to raise fifty thousand dollars for a ‘securing a 
legacy’ project that would institute frequent security patrols and install upgraded 
solar powered security cameras.   
 
Figure 4.22 Heidelberg Project Solar Powered Security Cameras. Detroit, MI.  August 10, 
2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
In addition, a cash reward (ultimately of thirty thousand dollars supported by 
private donors) was offered “…to individual(s) for information leading to the arrest 
of the persons responsible for the arson that destroyed several of the Heidelberg 
Project houses.”516  These efforts were followed by three more arsons (March 7th, 
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2014, September 30th, 2014, and November 23rd, 2014) and most recently a 
break-in by vandals (November 9th, 2015).  In all a total of seven of the houses 
that make up the Heidelberg project (eight including the house designed by 
collaborator Tim Burke: ‘Detroit Industrial Gallery’) were destroyed in addition to 
two that were damaged by the dozen fires517 and one intrusion by vandals.   
Arson is not infrequent in the northeast side of Detroit, nor is violent crime.  
As a 2005 publication investigating the Heidelberg Project as a model for urban 
reinvention notes of the greater neighbourhood where the project resides: 
Abandoned houses burn down in the neighborhood at an estimated rate of eight to ten 
per month, with their charred remains left standing as a grim reminder of urban decay, 
drugs, homelessness, and poverty. In 2002, over 300 serious crimes occurred in this 
census tract, thirty-three percent of which were violent in nature.
518
 
 
In a sense it is remarkable and a testament to the disposition of the Project that 
this artist initiative managed to avoid the general demeanor of the neighbourhood 
for the twenty seven years it did.  In fact, most organized community collectives 
that engage in urban gardening and neighbourhood building efforts are on the 
whole left alone by arsonists and vandals.  The troubles that have only recently 
plagued the Heidelberg Project are the exception to the general rule of respect 
for efforts to stabilize neighbourhoods by these groups.   
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The efforts to ‘secure the legacy’ of the Heidelberg Project have been 
mostly futile.  One temporary camera that was intended to discourage the efforts 
of arsonists was itself damaged by arson.  In a later incident an image of the 
arsonist was captured, but nothing came of the investigation even with video 
evidence coupled with a substantial reward.  It is also unlikely that the 
perpetrators of the November 2015 break in will be apprehended, despite clear 
video recordings of their intrusion.  It seems that Jacobs is correct when she 
points to the futility of security efforts in the absence of a supportive and engaged 
community.  It is a testament to the value of the thirty year tenure of the project 
that it is only recently that these arsonist attacks have occurred, and for this long 
tenure, only recently has the impression that security efforts might be necessary 
emerged.519 
The arson that has recently plagued the Heidelberg Project is a general 
and ambiguous force within Detroit.  Given the number of abandoned homes in 
Detroit, some of them just burn down due to environmental factors.  Dramatic 
instances of arson occurred in connection with the race rebellion in 1967, 
spawning the John Lee Hooker hit (‘The Motor City is Burning’) that we began 
this section with.  Arsonists really became pervasive in 1983 with the advent of a 
Detroit tradition called ‘Devil’s Night’.  ‘Devil’s Night’ is a traditional cultural frenzy 
on the night before Halloween, but is more generally understood to encompass a 
three day period (October 29-31).  On these ‘Devil’s Nights’ the undirected 
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energy built up in the region finds expression in widespread acts of arson.  Toni 
Moceri in his short article “Devil’s Night” reflects: 
Known in Detroit as ‘Devil’s Night’, October 30 has become infamous around the world as 
the day Detroit sets itself on fire.  Devil’s Night fires began in large numbers in 1983.  
That year Detroit had over 600 fires during the three day Halloween period from October 
29 to October 31.  The following year, ‘Devils Night’ fires reached epic proportions and 
called international attention to Detroit.  ‘Devils Night’ in 1984 was the worst in Detroit’s 
history: the city experienced 297 fires on ‘Devils Night’ and 810 during the three day 
Halloween period.  Former Detroit Fire Department Chief John Bozich describes the 
devastation of 1984: “1984 was our worst ‘Devil’s Night,’ the worst fire scenes I have 
seen since the riots of 1967.  We had fires burning where there were no fire companies to 
respond… it was the worst thing I have seen on a non-riot basis.”
520
 
 
LeDuff, noting that this phenomenon also acts as a tourist draw, adds: 
The depth of Detroit’s problems was burned into the national consciousness decades ago 
in the early eighties when, inexplicably, the city would burst into flames each year in a 
pre-Halloween Mardi Gras of arson and destruction known as Devil’s Night. 
There were 810 arsons reported in 1984, as Detroit became a porch light to every fire 
bug across the country, a tourist destination for lunatics and thrill seekers.
521
 
 
In the eighties this phenomenon became so extreme that Detroit city hall has 
been forced to institute mandatory police enforced curfews for non-adults on 
October 30, and has organized a volunteer effort that was dubbed ‘Angels’ Night’ 
to act as a counterbalancing force.  It is not only in terms of a pre-Halloween 
‘Mardi Gras’ that, in Detroit, the urge to burn finds expression.  There can be 
money in arson, especially when you hold property in Detroit that will not sell, but 
is still insured.  For these purposes there exists an underground arson economy. 
 Additionally, it is generally known that arson acts as a source of 
entertainment for the youth of Detroit.  LeDuff, relating claims made by Detroit 
firefighter Mike Nevin, notes: 
“Arson,” he [Nevin] said.  “In this town, arson is off the hook.  Thousands of them a year, 
bro.  In Detroit, it’s so fucking poor that fire is cheaper than a movie.  A can of gas is 
three-fifty and a movie is eight bucks, and there aren’t any movie theatres left in Detroit, 
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so fuck it.  They burn the empty house next door and they sit on the fucking porch with a 
forty, and they’re barbecuing and laughing ‘cause it’s fucking entertainment.  It’s 
unbelievable.  And the old lady living next door, she don’t have insurance, and her house 
goes up in flames and she’s homeless and another fucking block dies.”
522
 
 
There was a time in my youth – a period of about six months when high school 
friends of mine had (somehow) managed to rent a large house on Riverside 
Drive in Windsor.   From the vantage point of this house, the Detroit arson was 
entertainment for my small cadre of friends and myself.  We used to watch for 
fires across the river in Detroit on Friday and Saturday nights from the screened 
in porch facing the river.  Even from our vantage point in Canada, the frequent 
fires were visible and, I am embarrassed to admit, from the vantage point of 
cultural and physical distance, somewhat soothing. 
As popularized by Eminem in the film ‘The 8th Mile’, arson can also 
sometimes have a productive effect as in the scene where a house that was used 
as a site to rape a young girl is burned down in order to ensure that the house 
was never the site of such a crime again.  LeDuff recounts a neighbourhood 
burning of a crack house to the same effect: 
A mini-riot was about to erupt, with the firemen screaming at a man who had blocked the 
street with his van.  I jumped out of my car and ran toward the crowd. 
“What’s going on?” I asked a heavyset woman with her hair in a cloth, showing her my 
press card. 
“That be a crack house,” she said.  “We been calling the police every day, but nobody 
does nothing.  That house be wild and we got children living here.  So somebody lit the 
house on fire and nobody on this block wants it put out.” 
I told this to the battalion chief, who finally managed to negotiate his rigs through the 
crowd without incident. 
“I can’t say I blame them,” he said.  “Sometimes people gotta do for themselves.”
523
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Herscher, when recounting the potential motives for arson in Detroit in his 
description of “Fire Break” (an artist project that attempts to transform “…burned 
houses from unusable private property to proto-public space…”524), echoes this 
ambiguity: 
The tens of thousands of vacant and abandoned homes in Detroit have frequently been 
targets of arson.  Sometimes this arson provides a means for property owners to collect 
insurance on homes they are unable to sell; sometimes it is a means for neighborhood 
residents to eradicate activities that they deem threatening or damaging to their 
community; and sometimes it is a form of recreation that is of particular salience in a city 
where dedicated recreation facilities are scarce or inaccessible.
525
 
 
In some cases, amid the myriad of motives that can bring about the fire-bug urge 
within the landscape of Detroit, arson can have the effect of cleansing a 
neighbourhood of criminal elements and other dangerous hazards.  Unfortunately 
such efforts  most often leave a blighted and burned out structure in the 
neighbourhood (since Detroit has limited resources to demolish the litany of such 
buildings that dot the landscape).  That cost is weighed against the benefits of a 
likely reduction in drug traffic and the reduced likelihood of neighbourhood 
violence tied to criminal activity.  Though this response to crime and dangerous 
structures is clearly not optimal, in a city without the will or resources to provide 
the conditions necessary to secure or sustain its neighbourhoods, as the 
unnamed battalion chief reflects, in these conditions ‘sometimes people gotta do 
for themselves.’   Nonetheless, our treatment of fire serves to further demonstrate 
an Nietzschean reflection, namely that the drives of the culture of Detroit are in 
many respects destructively in conflict with one another, serving ultimately to 
mutilate the physical and cultural landscape of the city. 
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Though arson itself is an ambiguous force, the acts that face the 
Heidelberg Project seem to be acts of directed protest against an artist project 
that situates itself, at least partially, as protest art.  We are likely never to get a 
full and honest explanation of the motives that have brought about this act of 
violence.  It is clear, however, that attempts by the project to ‘secure a legacy’ in 
the face of these acts are at best ineffectual.  At worst, it is possible that these 
attempts, attempts heightened by artist statements that condemn the arsonists 
behind these acts as ‘evil’ or ‘ugly’ have added fuel to the flames.  In fact, 
statements like “…we were not stopped by bulldozers and we will not be stopped 
by acts of arson. Instead we WILL become smarter, stronger and even greater. 
Our history after 27 years demonstrates this!”526 sound like they dare the arsonist 
to try harder.  In any case, these security efforts and artist statements serve to 
undermine the proposed goals of the project, highlighted by Walters as 
emphasizing “…the transformational power that is present in the community in 
both a real and imaginary sense.”527  The Heidelberg Project, in this instance, 
fails to present itself as a counter point to the security minded modalities present 
in downtown and midtown, the ‘city within a city’ or the ‘suburb within a city’ of the 
‘RenCen’ and Lafayette Park. 
4.4 The Rule of the Rich 
 In 2013 I attended the Detroit International Jazz Festival, a major festival 
that takes place over several city blocks in downtown Detroit – from Hart Plaza to 
Campus Martius.  This particular year, the usual sense of optimism and cheer at 
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this festival was marred by the dark clouds of Detroit’s chapter 9 bankruptcy, 
making the festival particularly and uncharacteristically sombre.  During the 
opening ceremony, Mark Stryker from the Detroit Free Press said, “Opening night 
of Detroit Jazz Festival chases away bankruptcy blues”.528  During the festival a 
number of city officials addressed the crowd, including then Detroit mayor Dave 
Bing.  During a series of proclamations, Bing, while thanking Detroit 
philanthropist and Mack Avenue Records Chairman Gretchen Valade, a major 
sponsor of the festival who established a $10 million endowment to support 
festival operations, took a moment to quip that he wished she could cut a check 
to save the city of Detroit the way she did the festival.  While half in jest, this quip 
illustrates a brand of thinking trenchant in Detroit political and economic thinking: 
one that looks to the wealthy philanthropists to arrive as saviours.  Detroit loves 
both its wealthy and the thought of a saviour who can save the city from its woes. 
 We began this chapter with reflections about the ‘Hail Mary’ attempts to 
revitalize these deindustrializing urban landscapes usually taking the form of 
sports stadia or large sporting events, casino gambling, or offering massive 
economic incentives to multi-national corporations to persuade them to set up 
shop within these cities.  This will to a ‘Hail Mary’ frequently takes the form of 
deifying individuals with spiritual and saviour qualities.  The interests of these 
individuals are always and everywhere economic.  The latest saviour to hit the 
streets of Detroit is Dan Gilbert.  Gilbert is descriptively introduced by the title of 
an article originally published in the National Journal: “Is Dan Gilbert Detroit’s 
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New Superhero?: Stop talking about how to save Detroit.  Local billionaire Dan 
Gilbert is playing up the city's strengths to make it vibrant once again.”   The 
Article characterizes Gilbert as follows: 
Dan Gilbert doesn't need a political title; elected office could hardly augment his financial 
influence over Detroit. The founder and chairman of Rock Ventures, an umbrella entity 
that includes Quicken Loans and scores of other properties, Gilbert has consolidated 
power in the region in an astonishingly short time. First, he moved Quicken Loans' 
headquarters from the suburbs to downtown in August 2010. In the three-and-a-half 
years since, Gilbert has established himself as Detroit's de facto CEO. He now controls 
more than 40 downtown properties — covering nearly 8 million square feet of real estate 
— and his companies have shifted more than 12,000 employees into the city. To date, 
Gilbert's total investment in Detroit nears $1.5 billion. (For comparison, the city's annual 
budget for 2013 was $1.12 billion.)
529
 
 
Gilbert is clearly an economic powerhouse with plans for Detroit.  What shape 
those plans will take and whose interests they will ultimately serve is a matter of 
speculation, although the infatuation of the media with Gilbert is unmistakable.  
Also telling is the statement “Stop talking about how to save Detroit” featured 
prominently in the subtitle of this article, which critically offloads community and 
municipal reflections to the will of the ruling oligarch: “…Detroit's de facto 
CEO…”530 
Reporter Anna Clark, in her article “Detroit’s Dan Gilbert and the ‘saviour 
complex’: How do you cover a dominating figure in a struggling city without losing 
your skepticism?,” raises several issues with the practices of Gilbert, the saviour 
complex prevalent in Detroit, and gaps in reportage on Gilbert when depicted in 
terms of a saviour in the context of a struggling city – one frequently represented 
in post-apocalyptic terms.  She reflects: 
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In Detroit—where Gilbert’s energy, buoyant vision, and money arrived around the same 
time that the city was navigating emergency management and the nation’s largest-ever 
municipal bankruptcy—it can lead to portrayals as a sort of investor-savior [sic.].
531
 
 
The effects of this saviour complex, Clark argues, can stifle and otherwise 
suppress potential critical reports regarding the proposals of investors in Detroit 
like Gilbert and the legions of “…mini-Gilberts…”532 who have descended upon 
Detroit with economic “…post-post-apocalyptic optimism…”533 that aims to 
capitalize on the thought that “…the city has fallen as far as it can go…”534  This 
reflection relies upon the naïve cyclical understanding of the economic fate of 
manufacturing cities mentioned in the introduction.535  Clark cites Jeff Wattrick, 
managing editor of ClickOnDetroit, who reflects: 
There is some egregious cheerleading in this town, on the part of people saying we can’t 
cover downtown development or developers in a critical way—I mean that in the sense of 
critical thinking—without upsetting the apple cart,” he said. He added: “Detroit has had, I 
think, a savior [sic.] complex for a long time.”
536
 
 
Though this passage from Wattrick reflects a common belief of a ‘come back’ – 
one that, granted, is too fragile to endure any critical appraisal – nonetheless 
further illustrates the claim that a large part of the stubborn habitual beliefs of 
Detroiters do not rest upon the values of spiritedness, self-reliance, agency, and 
overcoming exhibited by the urban movements discussed in this work.  Rather, 
the dominant thought is that it will be individuals on the model of Ford or Kresge, 
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the model that would have a billionaire investor or massive corporate entity ride 
to the rescue on a white steed. 
The ‘don’t upset the apple cart’ argument presented by Wattrick is 
reminiscent of the rhetoric employed by David Musyj, the CEO of Windsor 
Regional Hospitals, with regard to the plan to build a proposed two billion dollar 
mega-hospital.  Musyj argues that any critique of the plan to relocate hospital 
services in Windsor by closing the two existing hospitals and emergency rooms 
within the city core to a ‘greenfield’ site537 in a bean field at the outskirts of town 
might upset the funding arrangement for hospital development and result in no 
federal investment.  Any public discussion of this proposal that in any way calls 
into question the selection of the site for the hospital is taken to be an attack 
upon hospital investment in Windsor generally.  This has allowed hospital 
administration and the city to block any discussion of this massive investment in 
public infrastructure on the basis that it is oppositional and advanced by ‘nay-
sayers’ and ‘community troublemakers.’ 
 There are two other potent reflections by Clark that reveal uncovered 
angles of reporting regarding Gilbert.  The first has to do with his role as founder 
and chairman of Quicken Loans.  Following the reflections of reporter Bill Shea 
who covers the business of sports for Crain’s Detroit Business, and Ryan Felton, 
an investigative reporter, for Metro Times, Clark reflects on an obvious story that 
has remained ‘undone’:  
Both Shea and Felton brought up an obvious one: Detroit’s experience of the housing 
crisis was among the worst in the nation and is, painfully, still playing out. Quicken Loans 
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is a major player in the mortgage industry. What role, if any, did the company have in the 
lead-up to the meltdown, especially locally?”
538
 
 
An additional issue raised earlier with regards to the campus police services at 
Wayne State University, is that private institutions have begun taking over 
traditionally public services and other governmental functions.   
 
Figure 4.23 Woodward Ave., Downtown.  Detroit, MI.  August 19, 2016.  Photo Credit: Grant 
Yocom. 
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The weakened municipal government seems only too happy to offload the 
economic responsibility for maintaining a police presence in parts of the city like 
downtown and midtown.539   
 
Figure 4.24 Boarded Up Houses, Indian Road. Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo 
Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
This is a function provided by a private security force employed by Gilbert in 
downtown Detroit.  Clark notes: 
…what it means [sic.] that Gilbert, and some others, are increasingly influential as 
providers of public services, not just private capital. A recent cover story for The New 
York Times Magazine about “the post-post-apocalyptic Detroit” mentioned that a Gilbert-
employed security force patrols downtown 24 hours a day and monitors 300 security 
cameras.
 540
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If the efforts of Gilbert and others were contained to downtown and midtown they 
would not greatly impact the efforts of the community organizations and activists/ 
artists discussed in this project.  Problematically, however, the massive game of 
Monopoly with which billionaire investors like Gilbert, Mike Ilitch, and Manuel 
“Matty” Moroun are engaged in has spilled over into the greater landscape of 
Detroit and, in the case of Moroun, across the river to Windsor.  Recently Gilbert, 
for reasons unknown, has purchased a large swath of property in Corktown, 
Detroit.  Ilitch, the owner of Little Caesars Pizza, the Detroit Red Wings, and the 
Tigers, is the force behind the six hundred and fifty million dollar development of 
the Red Wings Stadium (Detroit Events Center) under construction in Midtown 
whose funding was rolled into the Detroit bankruptcy exit deal.   
 
Figure 4.25 Little Caesars 'Hot and Ready' Stadium Construction.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 
2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua Babcock. 
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Most notably, “Matty” Moroun, described by LeDuff as “…the billionaire trucking 
magnate who owned the Ambassador Bridge connecting Detroit to Canada…”, 
“…Detroit’s biggest owner of dilapidated buildings…”, and “…Detroit’s billionaire 
slumlord…”541 has a penchant for this Monopoly contest, having bought up much 
of the former rail infrastructure (including Michigan Central Station542), and just 
about every piece of river-front property on either side of the border that he can 
lay his hands on. 
 With respect to the treatment of the Michigan Central Station, Moroun has, 
as noted by Mark Binelli in his Detroit City Is the Place to Be, “…allowed the 
station to steadily molder.”543   The effect of the building, as described by Binelli:  
…looms like a Gothic Castle over its humbler neighbors on Michigan Avenue.  There’s a 
gray, sepulchral quality to the place.  Standing before a ruin as monolithic as the station, 
it’s hard not to think of other epic-scale disasters that seemed engineered from above to 
illustrate man’s folly – as if the Titanic, after sinking, had washed ashore and been 
permanently beached as a warning.  The ornate ground floor, with its soaring arches – 
this part of the building modeled on the baths – juts from the base of the brick tower, 
which, up close, draws your eyes along its façade of tightly gridded windows, nearly all 
broken now, giving the structure an odd, insubstantial effect, that of meshwork, or a 
scrim, in contrast with its dominating physical presence.
544
 
 
Virtually everyone in North America has, knowingly or otherwise, seen the Depot 
since it is frequently used as the backdrop for major Hollywood movies such as 
Transformers, The Island, and most recently Batman vs. Superman: Dawn of 
Justice.  The former Detroit Public Schools Book Depository, located just around 
the corner, is depicted (along with the Depot) in Moore’s Detroit Disassembled, 
which shows the interior of the building filled with rotting school supplies (books, 
desks, paper, pencils, maps, globes, etc.) in the context of a Detroit Public 
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School system starved for supplies.  In a footnote, Binelli summarizes masterfully 
the tactics employed by Moroun.   
 
Figure 4.26 House, Indian Road.  Windsor, ON.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
He writes: 
In a city weak enough to be routinely pushed around by wealthy power players, Moroun 
has managed the impressive feat of reigning, undisputed, as the most reviled member of 
the local oligarchy.  A reclusive octogenarian billionaire, Moroun also owns the nearby 
Ambassador Bridge, which spans the Detroit River to connect the city with Windsor, 
Ontario, thereby controlling an unbelievably lucrative international border crossing.  A 
quarter of the annual $400 billion in trade between the U.S. and Canada travels across 
this single bridge.  Moroun is estimated to earn $60 million annually in tolls alone, and he 
has spent the past decade stymying efforts by the U.S. and Canada to build a second, 
jointly owned public bridge two miles down the river, necessary in part because the 
Ambassador Bridge is over seventy-five years old and sorely in need of refurbishment, 
and in part because of the outrageousness of the fact that a single private individual 
owns the busiest international border crossing in North America. … In the meantime, 
Moroun has gobbled up properties in both Detroit and Windsor, near the sites of both 
proposed bridges, most of which are maintained as lovingly as Michigan Central.
545
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Properties in Windsor owned by Moroun include school buildings, an entire 
stretch of homes on Indian Road surrounding the Ambassador Bridge, and most 
recently one of the oldest roadhouses in Canada called Abars (where Al Capone 
was a regular during prohibition).  The fates of the houses that now stand 
blighted, boarded up and behind chain link fences on Indian Road (which have 
been deemed historical by the City of Windsor) are currently being determined by 
the Supreme Court of Canada.  While Moroun and the Detroit International 
Bridge Co. want to demolish the 114 empty homes to make way for an expansion 
of the privately owned Ambassador Bridge, the City of Windsor wants to preserve 
the neighbourhood, has prohibited the demolition, and tried to use its property 
standards bylaw to require the bridge company to repair the houses.   It is worth 
noting, even as an aside, that Moroun has (as a Forbes article asserts) “…made 
a career of stretching the law to its limits … in order to protect his lucrative 
interest in Detroit‘s Ambassador Bridge…” and in 2012 was jailed (along with his 
right hand man, Dan Stamper – President of the Detroit International Bridge Co.) 
for obstruction of justice after years of litigation.  They were to be held “…until 
they comply with his [the judge] order to finish building ramps that connect the 
bridge to nearby expressways.”546  Both Moroun and Stamper spent only one 
night in jail. 
Regardless of the conditions that would allow such oligarchs to exist and 
thrive, the desperation of an embattled city hoping for economic salvation or the 
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political weakness of corrupt city officials, and the effect of this grand game of 
Monopoly produces conditions where oligarchs like Moroun, Gilbert, and Ilitch 
along with legions of mini-Morouns, Gilberts, and Ilitches craft, apply and enforce 
official policy within greater Detroit, frequently at the expense of activist 
community at work in neighbourhoods within the city.  Just as when belligerent 
failing city systems open up the inclinations and possibilities for residents to, 
using Herscher’s terms, assert a right to the city, these same conditions lay the 
groundwork for private companies and wealthy individuals to “…step by step 
absorb the business of the state…” (HH I 472)  As subversive as activist 
movements may be, their subversiveness pales in comparison to the practices of 
the corporations wielded by these oligarchs.  The wealthy have the resources, 
and their lawyers and lobbyists influence the laws of the land.  In many cases 
they both make and enforce the laws of the land, or at least have the means to 
remain above them.  If, as Hardt and Negri argue, “…resistance is primary with 
respect to power…,” then we should read the exercise of power itself (both 
political and economic) as the truly subversive force. 
To illustrate, in December of 2012, Detroit unveiled its Future City 
Framework (DFCF) which is "...a comprehensive and action-oriented blueprint for 
near- and long-range decision making."547 In broad strokes, the plan, which 
implicates a time frame ranging as far as 2030, was designed to address the 
problems associated with land use, delivery of city services to the dwindling 
population of Detroit, and stimulating economic investment within the region.  
Though having such a plan is not a bad idea, we should note that this plan, 
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published as a book, is a packaged representation of the city of Detroit and 
derives its power in terms of archival authority.  This document as topoi, in turn, 
contributes to the topos or "...imaginary cultural image..."548 of Detroit and 
represents an act of power that (explicitly in this case) aims to produce both 
material and social effects.  As such, it should be evaluated normatively.  Many 
community organizers that I interviewed unofficially voiced skepticism about the 
authenticity of the consultation process that brought about the framework, 
reinforcing the argument advanced by Belton that the emergence of a topos is 
within the purview of the elites.   
Presented in optimistic terms, the DFCF outlines its core values, the first 
of which is already contradicted by the skepticism of community organizers 
regarding the consultation process: 
Four core values were put in place at the beginning of the process, to create a 
shared vision and plan of action: 
- Aspirational where it should be and practical where it must be 
- Respectful of the city’s history, community efforts, and new ideas 
- Just and equitable in seeking to create benefits for all 
- Transparent and inclusive of all voices participating to improve our 
Community”
549
 
 
To be clear, this plan was never approved by any official body within city politics 
as ‘the’ plan.  It proposed the consolidation of the present population into higher-
density clusters within the city to reduce the costs associated with infrastructure 
maintenance and utilities delivery, while proposing strict regulation of ‘strategic 
and coordinated in our use of land’ within both vacant and populated areas of the 
city.  Nowhere in the proposal does the plan suggest that residents should be 
force-relocated, although it does suggest that residents should be encouraged to 
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move to the designated ‘areas of economic potential.’  The plan identified the 
following 12 imperative actions: 
1. We must re-energize Detroit’s economy to increase job opportunities for 
Detroiters within the city and strengthen the tax base. 
2. We must support our current residents and attract new residents. 
3. We must use innovative approaches to transform our vacant land in ways that increase 
the value and productivity and promote long-term sustainability. 
4. We must use our open space to improve the health of all Detroit’s residents. 
5. We must promote a range of sustainable residential densities. 
6. We must focus on sizing the networks for a smaller population, making them more 
efficient, more affordable, and better performing. 
7. We must realign city systems in ways that promote areas of economic potential, 
encourage thriving communities, and improve environmental and human health 
conditions. 
8. We must be strategic and coordinated in our use of land. 
9. We must promote stewardship for all areas of the city by implementing short and long-
term strategies. 
10. We must provide residents with meaningful ways to make change in their 
communities and the city at large. 
11. We must pursue a collaborative regional agenda that recognizes Detroit’s strengths 
and our region’s shared destiny. 
12. We must dedicate ourselves to implementing this framework for our future.
550
 
 
Though never officially adopted by the City of Detroit, the DFCF has a good deal 
of economic power along with institutional clout behind it.  This economic power 
and clout, in a city like Detroit where billionaires like Dan Gilbert are considered 
to be de facto CEO’s, is typically sufficient to bring about substantial change to 
the legal and physical landscape.  Recall, this is a physical landscape governed 
by the machinations of the billionaire elite whose private forces patrol the streets 
and mead out the law.  The Kresge Foundation, funders for the development of 
the plan, announced that their philanthropic efforts within the city of Detroit will 
now require those projects they fund to align with the Framework.  A 2014 post 
on the Kresge Foundation web page states: 
At the same time as the DFC book was released, The Kresge Foundation, after providing 
funding for the planning process, made an additional pledge “to align every dollar we 
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spend in Detroit with the framework,” as Rip Rapson, Kresge president and chief 
executive officer, put it. That amounted to a five-year, $150 million pledge. 
551
 
 
Many Detroit community organizations do not strongly oppose this plan.  Some 
are skeptical about the scope of such a framework given frequent aspirational 
promises for improved transit and other ‘pie-in-the-sky’ ideas for what the city 
could be.  Other community organizations (like the Georgia Street Community 
Garden) simply had the good fortune to exist within regions identified within the 
plan zoned for purposes that align with the activities of their community 
collectives.  If an organization or community collective that is reliant on Kresge 
philanthropic support happened to exist in an area of the city identified within the 
plan, where the activities of the organization or collective contradict or merely fail 
to align with the proposal, Kresge funding would be withdrawn.  Many 
organizations in Detroit rely heavily, directly or indirectly, on the philanthropic 
support of the Kresge Foundation.   Effectively, the DFCF, backed by investors 
like Gilbert and wielding the substantial financial resources from the Kresge 
Foundation display the characteristics of counterinsurgency strategies as 
described by Hardt and Negri.  They argue: 
It is clear at this point that counterinsurgency strategies can no longer rely only on 
negative techniques, such as the assassination of rebel leaders and mass arrests, but 
must also create “positive” techniques.  Counterinsurgency, in other words, must not 
destroy the environment of insurgency but rather create and control the environment.  
The full-spectrum dominance we spoke of earlier is one conception of such a positive 
strategy to control network enemies, engaging the network not only militarily but also 
economically, politically, socially, psychologically, and ideologically.
552
 
 
If we are reading community movements in Detroit as insurgencies – actions that 
work within a system that is their own to resist and unsettle the power dynamics 
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and power structures in place – the DFCF should be read as an attempt to create 
and control the environment of resistance.  The aspirational language employed 
by the DFCF only thinly veils the disposition of dominance expressed in terms of 
imperatives.  This plan aims to co-opt the ‘free spiritedness’ of activists and 
community organizers, deploying the formal structure of their insurgencies in a 
manner that undermines their content.  In the same breath the DFCF produces 
conditions where community collectives are dependent upon the funding sources 
associated with the plan in a manner that flies in the face of the values of self-
reliance and agency that constitute the core of the struggles of these 
organizations. 
One particularly interesting imperative is ‘number eleven,’ which reads 
“We must pursue a collaborative regional agenda that recognizes Detroit’s 
strengths and our region’s shared destiny.” 553  One such strength identified by 
the Framework is the urban agriculture movement that has garnered so much 
media attention and grass roots community support.  We should also note that 
Hantz Farms, owned by Hantz Group, a business financial services 
conglomerate in the U.S. founded by John Hantz, is listed as a participating 
organization in the planning stages for the Framework.554  Hantz Farms is listed 
along with the proposed Hantz Woodlands as a structural element within the plan 
itself.  In 2014, Detroit mayor Mike Duggen approved a land deal that would allow 
Hantz to develop urban agriculture along corporate lines reliant on volunteer 
labour.  This land deal effectively freezes out expanding community run urban 
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agricultural efforts within the city, putting up bureaucratic road blocks for smaller 
community agriculture networks that prevent them from buying the land that they 
need for their efforts outright.  Malik Yakini, urban farming pioneer and executive 
director of the Black Food Security Network, spent two years of meetings and 
negotiations with Detroit City Council and the city’s Planning and Recreation 
departments attempting to purchase outright the seven acre plot now used by D-
Town Farms.  Herscher recounts the mission of D-Town farms, operated by the 
Detroit Black Community Food Security Network, as follows: 
Through the D-Town Farm and allied programs, solutions to food insecurity have 
intersected with a range of other issues and sponsored a range of other effects; the farm 
is a site of community-building, collective-identity formation and political action, as well as 
agricultural production.  The Network’s response to food insecurity has thus cascaded 
into responses to other problems, not all of which are food-related, facing Detroit’s 
African-American population.
555
 
 
While Hantz Farms – a corporate entity simply engaged in efforts to produce 
agricultural products in a cheap urban context (on the backs of volunteer labour), 
devoid of the social and political aspirations of D-Town Farms – was able to 
purchase 140 acres of prime urban agricultural land for approximately $300 per 
acre (well below market value).  In the end Yakini and the Network were not able 
to purchase the land.  Instead they are in a 10-year license agreement to use the 
site for $1 annually. The agreement ends in 2018.  This tension provides an 
example of how the formal characteristics of community movements (in this case, 
urban agriculture reliant upon volunteer labour) are preserved and deployed in a 
manner that undermines their normative (social, political, and activist) content. 
Detroit loves its saviors and tends to neglect its community and 
neighbourhood roots, producing a Detroit at odds with itself, an anarchy of drives 
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opposing drives of the sort described by Nietzsche.  Even LeDuff, who is typically 
a doomsayer about the prospects of a Detroit that banks on the basis of the vast 
stores of cultural capital stored up by the multitude, as reported by Matt Haber 
from a 2013 interview, reflects: 
While LeDuff thinks it’s going to take more than just cool companies and marketing 
efforts to re-set the broken bones of Detroit—at one point in his book he calls writing 
about galleries and museums in the city "equal to writing about the surf conditions while 
reporting in the Gaza Strip"—he also sees that their vitality is essential, though not as 
essential as, say, getting more ambulances and a better 9-1-1 response system. "I’m not 
poo-pooing them at all," he says. "To have a robust city, you need to have all of that… A 
tree without roots is wood. The artists and artisans are gonna need to be the roots. You 
need blood, you need music, you need laughter. It’s not a city without 'em. But I think 
we’re ahead of ourselves."
 556
 
 
These ‘Hail Mary’ attempts that seek the interventions of billionaire saviors or 
major corporations riding to the rescue on white horses are conditioned by the 
massive and dispiriting problems that face the landscape of Detroit.  The goal of 
generating vitality in this urban center, to the economically and politically 
dominant mindset of those at the official helm of city planning, development, and 
‘urban renewal’ in both Windsor and Detroit, requires a sudden transformation 
generated by the institution of massive development or economic plans like the 
Detroit Future City Framework, or more ludicrously in Windsor, swimming pools.   
These plans pay little heed, or worse still, serve to stifle the tension that rests on 
the basis of a stable community periodically upset by innovative activists working 
within engaged communities.  Again, if we take seriously the reflections of 
Jacobs, who insists the health of a city’s ecosystem rests on the basis of a lively 
network of self-regulating engaged residents coming together in neighbourhoods 
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and communities, on the basis of Nietzsche’s account of vitalism we should 
condemn development efforts that negate this basis of urban health and vitality 
on the grounds of ‘the common’.   
Examining the trials faced by the Heidelberg Project, it is clear that it is not 
only the official arms of urban power that resist, restrain, and stifle the 
emergence of lively networks of self-regulating engaged residents coming 
together in neighbourhoods and communities.  In many cases it is the built 
environment itself or shamed, down-trodden and disillusioned individuals within 
the community expressing hostile habitually held presuppositions about what it 
means to be urban that resist and frustrate the efforts of community collectives.   
The physical landscape of Detroit is one scarred by inequity, a century of 
industry, and prevalent social unrest.  All of these factors persist in some form or 
another today, but are punctuated by a palpable sense and the material traces of 
abandonment.  Many stubborn and antiquated social systems and value 
presuppositions associated with the manufacturing history of the region, 
embodied in educational and economic practices serve to frustrate the spirited 
agency building efforts of community leaders, continuing to impose what 
Crawford calls an “…ideology of choice and freedom and autonomy…” that 
“…start to seem less like a bubbling up of the unfettered Self and more like 
something that is urged upon us.” 557  By this ideology we become free, but free 
even from the expression of our own power.  As we noted throughout along with 
Nietzsche, Herscher, and others, our identities are bound up with and constituted 
by our physical environments; our cities becoming an extension of how we are 
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ourselves, and our Selves asserting creative and formative forces upon our cities.  
The notion of autonomy problematized by Crawford would relegate the 
expressions of our will to consumer choices while frustrating the expression of 
our human capacities.  This is reminiscent of a quip from Herbert Marcuse 
(recounted by Deborah Cook in her The Culture Industry Revisited: Theodor W. 
Adorno on Mass Culture): “As Herbert Marcuse once quipped, freedom in 
capitalism is the freedom to choose between a hundred brands of toilet paper.”558  
As we have seen, with the expression of freedom as mastery, self-reliance and 
spiritedness by theorists like Crawford and more pressingly Nietzsche, as well as 
embodied in the practices of community activist networks in both Windsor and 
Detroit, it is not a matter of being freed from the necessities of engagement.  
Rather, as we noted above559 with Nietzsche, “…necessity and ‘freedom of will’ 
become one and the same.” (BGE 213)   
Even as Herscher argues that, given the pain and conditions of 
emergency in Detroit occasions and necessitates that individuals and community 
organizations assert a right to the city, these same conditions (the weakening of 
social and political institutions and the abject failure of city systems to properly 
function) establish the conditions for the possibility for wealthy individuals and  
Private companies… [to] step by step absorb the business of the state: even the most 
resistant remainder of what was formerly the work of government (for example its 
activities designed to protect the private person from the private person) will in the long 
run be taken care of by private companies. (HH I 472)   
 
We have already seen this happen in both the downtown core of Detroit and in 
Midtown.  These ongoing issues have the effect of producing a Detroit at odds 
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with itself – two Detroits, as one Guardian article calls it,560 or in older terms, a 
city within a city – a condition described by Nietzsche as decadence or as the 
anarchy of drives opposing drives. 
The insurgency of community activists, specifically in Detroit, but also in 
Windsor is frequently met by counterinsurgency efforts that, to paraphrase Hardt 
and Negri, employ positive techniques that do not destroy the environment of 
insurgency, but rather produce and control said environment.  The subversive 
efforts of insurgent activist groups demand that the systems, policies, and 
practices enacted within the urban environment serve life and allow for the 
expression of human capacities.  These activist actions are often criticized on the 
grounds that they are, in and of themselves, insufficient to address the massive 
structural deficiencies produced as a result of the collapse of the industrial 
paradigm, they do not present themselves in terms of sufficiency.  Rather, they 
represent daring and innovative social experiments that demonstrate humanly 
sustainable forms of urban life and should be read as such.  The damning 
critiques and culturally rooted prescriptions enacted through the embodied 
struggles and practices of these collectives is commonly obscured by 
insufficiency arguments, their criticisms obscured by characterizations of protest 
as ‘nay saying’, and their prescriptive force mutilated and co-opted by the 
‘positive’ techniques of counterinsurgency (as exemplified by the DFCF and 
Hantz Farms). As a result, the inventive, inspired, and incisive character of urban 
activist practice that mobilizes the capacities of this unique transitional moment 
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that produces insecurity about the meaning of ‘urban’ remain, to the larger 
culture, remains inarticulate and suppressed by systems of power and economy 
that act in a manner akin to that of Nietzsche’s account of reflective 
consciousness, acting as the voice of “…morality of custom…” as a sort of 
“…social strait-jacket…” (GM II 2)  
 
Figure 4.27 Construction Bricktown.  Detroit, MI.  August 10, 2016.  Photo Credit: Joshua 
Babcock. 
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Conclusion  
(Forward) 
The metaphor of rises and falls that frames the cultural imagination and 
expectations placed upon the fates of deindustrializing cities no longer holds and 
never, in any practical way, held.  Each successive moment experienced in the 
development of industrialization was unsettling and forced a massive and 
lumbering economic system centered on production to reinvent itself.  This 
cyclical metaphor, as a brazen misappropriation and facile interpretation of the 
eternal return of the same, has only ever held palliative value for those who feel 
themselves helplessly subject to social, political and economic forces that lie far 
beyond their control.  The myth of the cyclical rise and fall represents a 
metaphorical lullaby self-told by the helpless that reinforces a spirit of 
helplessness. 
“The heaviest weight…” (GS 341), as the eternal return of the same is 
actually introduced by Nietzsche, ironically holds more accurate and empowering 
metaphorical force for residents of deindustrializing urban centers like Windsor 
and Detroit, although it requires much more than does the cyclical metaphor.  
The cyclical metaphor would have residents simply buck up and endure the 
torrents of fate, whereas the heaviest weight presented by Nietzsche would have 
us become equal to ourselves requiring that we each and all become well-
disposed to ourselves and our lives and “…long for nothing more fervently than 
for this ultimate eternal confirmation and seal…” (GS 341)  This thought 
experiment demands engagement with the whole of our lives, our culture, and 
our environment.  It asks of each moment and each and every thing “Do you 
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want this again and innumerable times again?” (GS 341)  Ask yourself: what sort 
of culture, political systems, social institutions, accomplishments, goals, and in 
general, what sort of expression of human capacities would you have to embody 
in order to become equal to this thought?  What sort of freedom would this 
require?  The freedom of autonomy as expressed and criticized by Crawford in 
his Shop Class as Soul Craft, namely one that imposes a freedom from the 
constraints and demands of our societies, technology, and even our human 
capacities, is wholly insufficient to the challenge presented by this Nietzschean 
thought experiment.  This thought experiment demands the agency of an 
engaged human experience rising to the challenges of intractable necessity – 
one that experiences the expression of will and such necessity as one.  Beyond 
this expression of human capacities, this crucial thought experiment presented by 
Nietzsche enacts its normative standard by insisting upon an affirmative 
disposition, as does the entire section of the Gay Science (“Book Four: St 
Januarius”) in which this passage is contained. 
John P. Beck, concludes his introductory essay to Detroit Resurgent, a 
multi-media “…global photographic odyssey…”561 of the human struggles faced 
by this transitional and deindustrializing city, by noting: 
The resurgence of Detroit will not be accomplished with smoke and mirrors as in a magic 
act; instead it is a human act, a set of human acts by the subjects of these portraits and 
the countless other Detroit residents and activists who also could have been 
photographed and interviewed.
562
 
 
The aims of the artistic project Detroit Resurgent are not foreign to the aims of 
this work, namely “To give voice to people with hopes for a brighter future, and 
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aspirations to create a new city out of the old…”563  These struggles pay heed to 
the capacities of the region that are in a sense residual, stemming from the best 
aspirations and capacities of a shared cultural heritage.  For example, industrial 
assembly work that scarred the physical and psychic landscape of Windsor and 
Detroit – work that historically infantilized the worker, as Crawford notes, by 
extracting “…what was previously an integral activity, rooted in craft tradition and 
experience, animated by the worker’s own mental image of, and intention toward, 
the finished product.”564  While this is the case, many assembly workers, as an 
act of cultural resistance to this work that would infantilize them, use their private 
time, mental, physical, and economic resources to develop the experience and 
recover this lost craft tradition by working on their own automotive and 
mechanical projects in their home garages.  Within both Windsor and Detroit 
there exists the capacity for a powerful and vibrant maker culture that rests on 
residual skills that rely on dispositions that are often passed from parent to child.  
While resting upon residual dispositions stemming from a shared cultural 
heritage, these capacities assert mastery, the will to shape relationships with 
devices and environment, and project a power to shape the future of the region. 
 Many of the visions expressed by the embodied activist movements 
discussed throughout this work are simple and modest.  Mark Covington of the 
Georgia Street Community Garden simply wanted to clean up some abandoned 
lots and help his neighbours feed themselves.  The Motor City Mower Gang only 
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wanted to make the neglected recreational areas safe and usable for families.  
Beck reflects more generally: 
The vision that many of the subjects have is rebuilding Detroit into a place where people 
can walk the streets safely day and night, get fresh food or retail items close by in their 
neighborhood markets and stores, make a living, and support one another as a true 
community.
565
 
 
Through their modesty and simplicity these actions issue powerful criticisms of 
failing city systems, corrupt political and bureaucratic institutions, and the wealthy 
individuals wielding corporate entities that block these simple, affirmative and life-
rooted visions.  Through these simple and modest actions, and through the 
municipal, political, bureaucratic, and corporate resistance to these actions, these 
community collectives are beginning to coalesce into a major activist network of 
mutual support.  This tension between simple demand, which as Herscher has 
argued asserts itself as a right, and the resistance of the embedded system 
characterized in terms of disposition by Nietzsche as “…the comfortable, the 
reconciled, the vain, the sentimentally effusive, the exhausted men…” (GM II 24) 
gives rise to the force of proposals that are also indictments.  This force is not a 
meager rhetorical force, but is embodied through embedded and sustained 
practices within these urban centers taking the form of an insurgency. 
 Given the magnitude of the cultural, political and economic forces that 
block the expressions of a new common projected by the performed and 
sustained insurgent actions of these activist community movements, Beck notes 
that the activists themselves will likely not see their visions of a future city 
materialize within their lifetimes.  According to Beck, these activists:  
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…are not naively looking forward to an easy set of victories and turnarounds; they are 
working hard to see change, but many are dedicated to the work even though they are 
not totally sure of success.  Blight buster John George was speaking for himself and 
many others when he stated the alternative to laboring away with all eyes on the prize: 
“Failure is not an option.”  Many of these workers for Detroit’s revival will not see all of 
their dreams, plans and labors come to fruition in their lifetimes, but they move forward 
knowing that they are leaving Detroit better off than when they started.
566
 
 
This notion of posterity imposes a differing sense of history than the prevalent 
and humiliated form explicated by Herron.  This form of history resists the 
humiliated form, introduced by Herron, by imposing a ‘we’ which offers an 
explanation that transcends the personal and offers us something to belong to.  
Recall the account of positive and substantial history offered by Herron: 
It's a way of asking questions about the past so that memory adds up to something more 
than personal: who am I, where did I come from, what should I do?  It's how I begins to 
turn into we.  History places limitations on an individual, then.  But it also gives you 
something to belong to.  History is an explanation.
567
 
 
Herron contrasted this notion of substantial and positive history with the 
humiliated Fordist history that does not form a collective connection or 
remembering.  Rather, it produces a particular form of nostalgia, a forgetting that 
is nostalgic, souvenir-oriented, and individuating.  The activist form of history that 
relies upon the posterity of “…leaving Detroit better off…”568 yields a third and 
projective alternative.  This notion of history offers more than an explanation.  It 
offers momentum and a projection into “…a new human greatness, a new, 
untrodden path to human aggrandizement…” that says “…We must go there, out 
there, where all of you today are least at home.” (BGE 212)  As expressed by 
‘blight buster’ John George, the option of failure is unacceptable.  This form of 
history that lies beneath the strivings of embedded activists does not rest in the 
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‘yesterday’ of Herron or the ‘today’ of Ford.  It rests more profoundly in something 
like the ‘tomorrow’ expressed so heroically by Nietzsche in Beyond Good and 
Evil, a disposition to history that assigns “…value and rank according to how 
many and how many sorts of things one person could bear, could take upon 
himself, by how far a person could extend his responsibility.” (BGE 212)   
The empowerment represented by a projective disposition to a history 
grounded in an ongoing struggle is vitally necessary in the context of cultural and 
media (archival) representations of cities like Windsor and Detroit.  The sense of 
place generated by mythic representations of these cities can and does have the 
effect of generating a dispiriting and isolating fear of these places that can 
paralyze residents, visitors, and theorists alike, thereby frustrating the 
dispositions of engagement that cities and city neighbourhoods rely upon for their 
health and vitality.  The physical landscape of Detroit itself – one that is pregnant 
with the traces of abandoned lives that has become an unintended monument to 
the absent – reinforces the dispiriting notion that residents of Detroit are 
dispossessed, surplus, extra, and unwanted.  Such a landscape and such 
representations require that activists and engaged residents become 
“…argonauts of the ideal – braver, perhaps, than is prudent and often suffering 
shipwreck and damage but …healthier than one would like to admit, dangerously 
healthy; ever again healthy…” (GS 382)  It is not merely the city systems and 
dispiriting representations of their home that these insurgent activists must 
engage, but also the identities and dispositions formed by these city systems and 
dispiriting representations.  Through self-genealogy and the practice of 
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performed experimentation we are called upon to engage with these structures 
that comprise and constitute our subjectivity and thereby adopt an insurgent 
disposition to these structures and also that within ourselves. 
Specifically these transitional deindustrializing cities represent a moment 
of weakness and insecurity about what it means to be urban.  Mobilizing critical, 
self-critical and projective dispositions capable of meeting the challenges of their 
context, these engaged residents mobilize inquiries that put the inquirer on the 
spot, produce discomfort, and have potency: the capacity to change the way the 
inquirer thinks, acts and inhabits urban landscapes.  To reiterate, these practices 
are not academic, but rather, are vital responses to the pressing questions that 
drive our lived-experience of city life and are in the end matters of survival.  This 
is why, according to activists like John George, failure is not an option.   
To repeat, transitional urban centers demand that activists and 
practitioners not be locked myopically within the fox hole of the dominant 
perspective, but rather have the capacity to: 
…traverse the range of human values and value-feelings and be able to look with many 
kinds of eyes and consciences from the heights into every distance, from the depths into 
every height, from the corners into every wide expanse.” (BGE 211)
569
 
 
Embedded within transitional urban centers, these urban centers themselves 
have the capacity to become sorts of foxholes.  Cities have a certain degree of 
receptivity to urban activism, and thus they can become discrete political entities 
that mediate between culturally rooted criticisms and the larger political 
landscape.  This is more the case in transitional cities like Windsor and Detroit.  
Justin Langois (Senior Research Fellow, Broken City Lab) described Windsor 
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and Detroit in personal conversation as ‘touchable’ cities where smaller cultural 
actions can have a large effect upon the cultural and political landscape of the 
region.  These cities, in turn, have the capacity to generate larger political effects.  
Urban activist actions are rooted in the local and biological in a manner that 
intimately ties embodied experiences suffering at the hands of economic and 
political systems to their acts of resistance.  From this fertile soil, embedded 
activist collectives aim to inflict a wound to the overall culture, thus inoculating not 
only the immediate urban culture, but culture more generally with something new 
and empowering.  Though met with resistance and the ‘positive techniques’ 
counterinsurgency, as Nietzsche notes “…on the whole they bring advantage to 
the fettered spirits…” (HH II 229) by demanding values and practices that are 
humanly sustainable. 
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